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Foreword 

 
Al-‘Allamah as-Sayyid Muhammad Husayn at-Tabataba’i (1321/1904 - 1402/1981) - may Allah have 

mercy upon him - was a famous scholar, thinker and the most celebrated contemporary Islamic 

philosopher. We have introduced him briefly in the first volume of the English translation of al-Mizan 
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which will be published, by the help of Allah, in the near future. 

 
Al-‘Allamah at-Tabataba’i is well-known for a number of his works of which the most important is his 

great exegesis al-Mizan fi tafsir al-Qur’an which is rightly counted as the fundamental pillar of scholarly 

work which the ‘Allamah has achieved in the Islamic world. 

We felt the necessity of publishing an exegesis of the Holy Qur’an in English. After a thorough 

consultation, we came to choose al-Mizan because we found that it contained in itself, to a considerable 

extent, the points which should necessarily be expounded in a perfect exegesis of the Holy Qur’an and 

the points which appeal to the mind of the contemporary Muslim reader. Therefore, we proposed to al- 

Ustadh al-‘Allamah as-Sayyid Sa‘id Akhtar ar-Radawi to undertake this task because we were familiar 

with his intellectual ability to understand the Arabic text of al-Mizan and his literary capability in 

expression and translation. So we relied on him for this work and consider him responsible for the 

English translation as al-‘Allamah at-Tabataba’i was responsible for the Arabic text of al-Mizan and its 

discussions. 

We have proceeded to publish the translation of the second volume of the Arabic al-Mizan earlier as it 

was ready for printing, whereas the first volume is not ready yet for the reasons which we do not wish to 

state here. So we saw no reason in delaying its printing. We have included two appendixes: one for the 

authors cited in all the volumes of al-Mizan, and the other for the books cited therein. These two 

appendixes have been attached to the first volume of the English translation. Apart from this, the reader 

will find two appendixes in all the volumes of the translation of al-Mizan. 

* * * * * 

 
We implore upon Allah to affect our work purely for His pleasure, and to help us to complete this work 

which we have started. May Allah guide us in this step which we have taken and in the future steps, for 

He is the best Master and the best Helper. 

World Organization For Islamic Services 

(Board of Writing, Translation and Publication) 

6/4/1402 

1/2/1982 

 
Tehran - IRAN 
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SHARES 



Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 224 – 227 

 
َّقُوو وارتَب ن  ا مانمي ةًضرع هلا الُوعتَج و  يملع يعمس هلاو س  لنَّاا نيب اوحلتصُو اتتَ

 

And make not Allah a target of your swearing (by Him) against your doing good and guarding 

(against evil) and making peace between men, and Allah is Hearing, Knowing (2:224). 

 
ٰو مانميا ف  اللَّغ و ب هلا مذكُخاوي   يملح رَفُوغ هلاو مبلُوُق تبسك اب م مذكُخاوي نلَ

 

Allah will not call you to account for what is vain in your oaths, but He will call you to account for 

what your hearts have earned, and Allah is Forgiving, Forbearing (2:225). 

 
ا رٍش ها ةعبرا صبتَر ه مائسن نم نَ لُووي لَّذ ينل  يمحر رغفَُو هلا َّنفَا واءفَا ن  فَ

 

For those who swear (to abstain) from their wives is (ordained) a waiting for four months; then if 

they go back, then Allah is surely Forgiving, Merciful (2:226). 

 
ا قََ لطَّا اومزع ن  او  يملع يعمس هلا َّنفَ

 

And if they resolved on divorce, then Allah is surely Hearing, Knowing (2:227). 

 
Commentary 

And Make Not Allah A Target… 

 
Qur’an: And make not Allah a target of your swearing (by Him) against your doing good and 

guarding (against evil) and making peace between men, and Allah is Hearing, Knowing (2:224). 

al-”Urdah” ( ة ض ر لعا ) is derived from al-‘ard ( ض ر لعا ) which means to display a thing to show its fitness  for 

the purpose for which it is made. For example, to display goods for sale, to show a house for rent, to 

offer food for consumption. Some of the uses of al-‘urdah are: a target for shooting practice is called al- 

‘urdah of the arrows; a horse readied for a journey is called al-‘urdah for travel; a girl of marriageable 

age is called al-‘urdah of marriage. All these are relevant to its original meaning. But the use of this word 

for a hindrance on the road (and other similar uses) have come into vogue later as metaphors. 

“al-Ayman”( نُ ا م ي لاََ ا ) is plural of al-yamin ( مين ليا ) and means “oaths”. Its original meaning is the right hand. 



As they strike by, raise, or give, the right hand when taking an oath, showing allegiance or concluding a 

deal, the word was metaphorically used for the oath, borrowing the organ of an action for the action 

itself, because of their mutual relationship. This same relationship also allows the use of the name of the 

action for its organ, as as-sabbabah (ة اب ب لسا  = the one who abuses) is used for the forefinger which is 

often used to point with when abusing. 

The meaning of the verse, then, shall be as follows (And Allah knows better!): 

 
And do not use (the name of) Allah (like) a target upon which to attach your oaths which you have sworn 

to the effect that you will not do a good deed or will not guard yourselves against evil or will not make 

peace between people; because Allah does not like it that His name be made a means of desisting from 

what He Himself has ordered. (This meaning is supported by the traditions which will be quoted later.) 

Based on this meaning, the verse can be analysed grammatically in three ways: 

 
a) An tabarru ( ۇا ر ۇا ) literal meaning: that you do good) is in fact an la tabarru = اَن   تَب ر  that you do = انَ   لا تَب

not do good). In the translation we have followed this meaning and the negative has been expressed by 

the word “against” (your swearing against your doing). Such an omission of the negative is common 

after “an” (   َان) which turns the verb into an infinitive. See for example the verse: 

Allah makes it clear for you (lest) you err. (4:176). 

 
Or there is no omission; and the words “your doing good ...” is governed by the negative “make not”. 

The meaning, in this case, will be that Allah forbids you to take such oaths. 

Or the al-‘urdah (target) may imply excess, as a target is used for shooting practice. The verse, in this 

case, will be a prohibition of excessive swearing by the name of Allah. It will mean, “Do not swear every 

now and then by the name of Allah, because it will lead you to abstain from doing good, etc.” A 

habitually swearing man does not care what he swears about. As he becomes used to it, it loses its 

importance, and it may encourage him to make a false oath. This much about his own attitude. So far as 

society is concerned, he will lose his respect, people will look down upon him - after all, swearing 

implies that the man himself is not sure that people will accept his words as true. If, in this way, he 

degrades his own words, why should other believe what he says. Ultimately, he will become a subject of 

the verse: 

and do not obey (i.e. accept the words of) any mean swearer. (68:10). 

 
The words of Allah, “and Allah is Hearing, Knowing” are a sort of threatening, whatever meaning one  

accepts of the preceding sentence. But the first meaning (upon which our translation is based) is the 

most obvious. 

*** 



Allah Will Not Call You To Account.. 

 
Qur’an: Allah will not call you to account for what is vain in your oaths, but He will call you to 

account for what your hearts have earned (2:225). 

A “al-laghw” ( لّلَغ ۇا  = vain) action is that which has no effect. The effect of a thing varies according to 

variations in its attachments, etc. An oath may have an effect in so far as it is a word, or in so far as, it 

emphasizes speech; or thirdly in so far as it is a vow; or fourthly if it is broken, or if one perjures, and so 

on. In this verse the vain oath is contrasted with that (oath) which hearts have earned. It shows that the 

vain oath here means that which has no effect on the intention of the speaker, that is, such oaths which 

one utters (like ‘No, By God’, ‘Yes, By God’) without taking those words seriously. 

“al-Kasb” ( ب س لا ) means to earn profits by a work or profession etc. Originally, it was used for the 

obtaining of those things which fulfil material needs. Then it was metaphorically used for any good or evil 

a man may get as a result of any of his actions, like earning praise and good. reputation through good 

character and social services, and earning good knowledge, superiority, and nobility by striving for them; 

or earning condemnation, abuse, and slander; or sin and error by one’s evil actions. This is the meaning 

of al-kasb and al-iktisab ( با س ت ک  Some people say that al-iktisab is used when one earns a benefit for .(لاا

one’s own self; and al-kasb refers to earning a benefit whether it is done for one’s own self or for others, 

as when a servant earns for his master, or a guardian for his ward. 

In any case the active participle al-kasib ( ب اس ب ) and al-muktasib (لا تَس  both of which mean “one) ,(لما

who earns”) are used only for a human being. 

The Meaning Of “Heart” In The Qur’an 

 
The above explanation is a proof that the words “your hearts” in the verse refer to the man himself - his 

spirit and soul. The faculties of thought, understanding, love, hate, fear, and so forth, may be attributed 

(basing what one says on the common man’s belief) to the heart, as hearing is attributed to the ears, 

sight to the eyes, and taste to the tongue. But the word ‘earning’ can only be attributed to man. As the 

verse uses the expression, “for what your hearts have earned”, it proves that the “heart” here stands for 

the ‘soul’, ‘spirit’. 

The same meaning applies to the verses: 

 
...his heart is surely sinful (2:283). 

 
And: 

 
…and comes with a penitent heart. (50:33). 

 
When man looked at animals and at himself, he found that perceptions and thinking sometimes become 

ineffective, for example, during epilepsy or lunacy, yet life continues, as is witnessed by the heart-beat 



and the pulse. This led him to believe that the source of life is the heart; he thought that the spirit of life 

first attaches itself to the heart, and that it is from there that life extends to all parts of the body. 

He further believed that all the psychological faculties, such as perception, will, love, hate, hope, fear 

and other such things, belong to the heart because it is the seat of the psyche - the spirit. Of course, 

every organ is the source of its own function - the mind for thinking, the eyes for seeing, the ears for 

hearing, the lungs for breathing, and so on. But all are like tools which are used in the work they are 

made for; it is the heart that is the tool-wielder. 

And it is a fact that physical research and experiments have not been able to pin-point the source of 

control which rules over the whole body. There is no doubt that the limbs and organs of the body, even 

though they are different from each other and have different functions and duties to perform, are united 

under the control of one ruling power, and are really one unit. 

It is not that the ancients were not aware of the mind and its functions. Man knew the importance of the 

head from the very beginning. Does one not see that all the nations and races, with their different 

languages, name the “authority”. the “head”, and with it its derivatives. For example ar-ra’s ( س ا لرا  = 

head), ar-riyasah ( ُة اس يَ   لرا  = headship, meaning presidency) and ar-ra’is ( يس ئ لرا  = head, that is, 

President). Then there are the phrases like head of a thread, the head (beginning) of a period, the head 

(starting-point) of a distance, the head (beginning) of a speech, the head (summit) of a mountain, a 

head (individual number) of animals or cattle, the head of the year (New Year’s Day), etc. 

Apparently, this is the reason why people attribute perception and thinking and sentiments (which are not 

totally void of perception) like love, hate, hope, fear, will, envoy, chastity, bravery, etc. to the heart. But 

by heart they mean the spirit which runs into or is attached to, the body. They attribute perceptions and 

sentiments to the heart, as well as to the spirit and soul, and also to their own selves. They say: I love 

him; my soul loves him, my heart loves him. Then the metaphorical use of heart for spirit and soul came 

into general use; then this use was extended to the breast, because the breast contains the heart; and, 

therefore, to it were attributed the faculties of perception, action and the sentiments. 

There are many such uses in the Qur’an: 

 

...He expands his breast for Islam ... (6:125). 
 
 
 

. . your breast straitens at what they say (15:97). 
 
 
 

...and the hearts rose up to the throats… alluding to the constriction of the breast 

(33:10). 



Surely, Allah knows whatever is in your breasts. (5:7). 
 
 
 

A point to consider: Can these expressions not be a support for the common belief mentioned earlier, 

even if it is yet to be clarified? Shaykh Abu ‘Ali Ibn Sina is inclined to believe that it is the heart that 

perceives, and the brain is its tool. 

Anyhow, now we come back to the verse. The sentence, “but He will call you to account for what your 

hearts have earned”, is a metaphor in a metaphor. The. preceding sentence says: Allah will not call you 

to account for what is vain in your oaths. The contrasting sentence should have been,” ...for what is 

firmly considered of your oath”. Instead, it mentions the effect, that is, the sin, which will come into being 

if one breaks that vow. It is done to show that Allah looks only at the heart, as He says: 

and whether you manifest what is in your souls or hide it Allah will call you to account for it 

(2:284). 

There does not reach Allah their flesh nor their blood, but to Him reaches your piety ... (22:37). 

 
The words, “and Allah is Forgiving, Forbearing”, hint at the undesirability of vain swearing and oath- 

taking, because such a thing should not be done by a believer. Allah says: 

Successful indeed are the believers (23:1). 

Who are humble in their prayers (23:2). 

And who keep aloof from what is vain ... (23:3). 

 
For Those Who Swear.. 

 
Qur’an: For those who swear (to abstain) from their wives is (ordained) a waiting for four months; 

then if they go back, then Allah is surely Forgiving, Merciful (2:226). 

For those who swear (to abstain) from their wives ...surely Hearing, Knowing: “al-Ila’ “( ءلآ ي لاا  = to swear), 

in Islamic jurisprudence, means the swearing by husband that he will not go to his wife, provided it is 

done in anger with an intention to harm the wife. This is the meaning intended in this verse. The 

preposition “from” after the verb “swear” gives the meaning of distance; thus, the verse implies the 

meaning of swearing to abstain and to remain aloof from the wife. The waiting of four months implies the 

same, because it is the period at the end of which cohabitation is, according to the Shari‘ah, obligatory 

on the husband. 

“If they resolved on divorce”. The verse means the intention followed by its implementation. It is also 

implied by the words, “Allah is surely Hearing, Knowing”, because “Hearing” can be applied to the 

spoken words of the divorce, not its intention only. 



The words at the end of verse, “Allah is Forgiving, Forbearing’ (2:225)’, show that if one goes back to 

his wife then one shall not be punished in the hereafter. So far as this life is concerned, he is obliged to 

pay its penalty, al-kaffarah (  ُة رفَّا لا ) because this penalty is not forgiven. Allah says: 

Allah does not call you to account for what is vain in your oaths, but He calls you to account for 

the making of deliberate oaths; so its expiation is the feeding of ten poor men out of the average 

(food) you feed your families with, or their clothing, or the freeing of a neck, but whosoever 

cannot find (means) then fasting for three days; this the expiation of your oaths when you swear. 

And guard your oaths. (5:89). 

The meaning of the verses is that if one swears to abstain from his wife, then the Muslim Qadi (judge) 

shall give him a time of four months to go back to her. If by the end of that period, he gives the penalty 

for the oath, and establishes sexual relations with her, then he shall get no punishment in the hereafter. 

If on the other hand, he decides to divorce her, that is another way out. And Allah is Hearing, Knowing. 

Traditions 

There is a tradition in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi, from as-Sadiq (‘a) about the words of Allah: And make 

not Allah a target of your swearing, that he (the Imam) said: “It is the word of man: ‘No, by God’, ‘Yes, by 

God’.” 

Another tradition in the same book, from al-Baqir and as-Sadiq (‘a), about this verse, says: “That is, a 

man swears that he would not talk with his brother, and other such oaths, or that he would not talk with 

his mother.” 

Another tradition in al-Kafi from as-Sadiq (‘a) about it says: “When you are called to make peace 

between two persons, do not say on oath that you will not carry out.” 

The author says: The first tradition gives one explanation of the verse, the second and third give 

another. There is another tradition of nearly the same meaning in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi from al-Baqir 

and as-Sadiq (‘a) that they said: “He is the man who makes peace between two persons, and carries 

the burden of the sin that is between them ...” Apparently the tradition means that such a man should 

not swear that he will not try to do it; he should make peace between them, even if he has to carry the 

sin, and Allah will forgive him, and he will be an example of him who follows this verse. 

There is in al-Kafi from Mas‘adah from as-Sadiq (‘a) that he said about the verse: Allah will not call you 

to account for what is vain in your oaths ...”Vain is the saying of a man, ‘No, by God’, and ‘Yes, by God’,  

without having any firm intention about anything. “ 

The author says: The same meaning is narrated in al-Kafi from him by another chain; and in al-Majma‘ 

ul-Bayan from him and al-Baqir (‘a). 



There is a narration in al-Kafi from both Imams that they said: “If a man swears that he will not go near 

his wife, then she has not got any say or any right for four months; and he has no sin in not going to her 

in that period. If the four months pass away and he does not touch her, then, so long as she is silent and 

does not complain, he is absolved and free (from any responsibility). Then if she brings her case (before 

the Qadi), the husband will be told: either go back to her and touch her or divorce her. ‘Resolve of 

divorce’ means that he should leave her; then when she sees her monthly blood and (afterwards) 

becomes clean, he will divorce her. And he has, moreover, the right of ar-raj‘ah ( ُة ع ج لرا  = returning to 

her; revoking the divorce) before the expiry of three monthly periods. So this is the al-’ila’, which Allah 

revealed in His Book, and which the Apostle of Allah ordained. 

There is in the same book a tradition from as-Sadiq (‘a) in which he says, inter alia: “And al-’ila’ is that 

he says, ‘By Allah, I shall not cohabit with thee so and so’ or says, ‘By Allah, I shall put thee to sorrow’,  

and then puts her to sorrow.” 

The author says: There are some differences between Sunnis and Shi‘ahs about some particulars of al- 

’ila’; but the discussion of it concerns Islamic jurisprudence. 
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SHARES 

 
Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 228 – 242 

 
 مول ياو هب ال نموي نك ن  ا ه نامحرا ف هلا خَلَق ام نتُمي ن  ا نلَه لحي و وءقُر ثَةَََ ثَ ه نن فسُب ا نصبتَري تطَلَّقاَل ماو

 ةٌجرد ه نلَيع ل  اجَ  لرلو وف  رعب ال م ه نلَيع يلَّذ ا ث لم نلهَو احََ صا واادرا ن  ا كَلذَٰ  ف نهَ  دب ر قحا نولَتُهعبو ر خا

 يمح ز يزع هلاو

 

And the divorced women should keep themselves in waiting for three monthly courses; and it is 

not lawful for them that they should conceal what Allah has created in their womb, if they believe 

in Allah and the last day; and their husbands have a better right to take them back in the 

meanwhile if they wish for reconciliation; and they have rights similar to those upon them in a 

just manner, and for the men is (right) a degree above them, and Allah is Mighty, Wise (2:228). 

 
ا ر يحتسَ وا وفٍ رعب م كٌ اسمفَا ن  تَارم قََ لطَّا يآ امم واخُذُتَا ن  ا ملَ لحي و نٍ اسحب   ايمقي ا خَافَاي ن  ا ا اىشَي نوهتُمتَ

 وددُح دَّتَعي نمو اهوتَدُتَع ََ فَ هلا وددُح ل كَت ب ه تف تَدَا ايمف اه ملَيع حنَاج ََ فَ هلا وددُح ايمقي ا ف تُمخ ن  فَا هلا وددُح

 نَ وملظَّالا مه كَلَٰئوفاَ هلا



Divorce is twice; then keep (them) in fairness or let (them) go with kindness; and it is not lawful 

for you to take any part of what you have given them, unless both fear that they cannot keep 

within the limits of Allah; then if you fear that they cannot keep within the limits of Allah, there is 

no blame on them for what she gives up (to become free thereby). These are the limits of Allah, 

so do not exceed them, and whoever exceeds the limits of Allah then these it is that are the 

unjust (2:229). 

 
 وددُح ايمقي ن  ا ظَنَّا ن  ا اعجاترَي ن  ا اه ملَيع حناَج ََ فَ اطَلَّقَه ن  فاَ هرغَي اجزَو حتنَ  تَّدُ  حعب نم لَه لتحَ ََ فَ اطَلَّقَهن   فاَ

 نَ ولمَعي مقَول انهَُ  يبي هلا وددُح ل كَتو هلا

 

So if he divorces her she shall not be lawful to him afterwards until she marries another 

husband; then if he divorces her there is no blame on them both if they return to each other (by 

marriage), if they both think that they can keep within the limits of Allah, and these are the limits 

of Allah which He makes clear for a people who know (2:230). 

 
م ذَااو  لف عي نمو واتَدُتعَل ااررض نوهستمُ و وفٍ رعب م نوهحَ  رس وا وفٍ رعب م نوهسمفَا نلَهجا لغَ نفَب ءاسلنّا طلََّق تُ

 ةمل حاو ب  تَال ا نم ملَيع لن زا امو ملَيع هلا تمعن واركاذ  و اوزه هلا ت  ايآ واذُتَتَّخ و هنفَ س ظلََم فقََد  كَلذَٰ 

 يملع ءشَ لب  هلا َّنا اولَمعاو هلا اتَّقُواو ب ه مظُعي

 

And when you divorce the women and they reach their prescribed time then either retain them in 

fairness or set them free with fairness, and do not retain them for injury, so that you exceed the 

limits, and whoever does this, he indeed is unjust to his own self, and do not take Allah’s signs 

for a mockery, and remember the favour of Allah upon you, and that which He has revealed to 

you of the Book and the Wisdom, admonishing you thereby; and fear Allah, and know that Allah 

is the Knower of all things (2:231). 

 
وا نحن ي ن  ا نلُوهضتعَ ََ فَ نلَهجا لغَ نفَب ءاسلنّا طلََّق تُم ذَااو  نم ب ه ظُوعي كَلذَٰ  وف  رعب ال م منَهيب اوضاتَر ذَاا نهجاز 

 نَ ولمَتعَ  ن تمُاو لمَعي هلاو رط هاو ملَ كز  ا ملذَٰ  ر خا مول ياو هب ال نموي من م نَ اك

 

And when you have divorced the women and they have ended their term (of waiting), then do not 

prevent them from marrying their husbands when they agree among themselves in a lawful 

manner; with this is admonished whosoever among you believe in Allah and the last day; this is 

more profitable and purer for you; and Allah knows while you do not know (2:232). 

 
ز   لَه د  لُوول ما لَعو ةَاعضلرا متي ن  ا ادرا نمل نليَامك نلَيوح نهدوا نعضري اتدَلال واو  وف  رعب ال م نتُهوسكو نقُهر 

وا لَعو هلَد ب و  لَه دلُووم و الَد هب و ةٌ دَلاو راتضُ  اهعسۇ ا نفَ س لَّفتُ   ث  ل   اضٍ تَر نع اصف اادرا ن  فَا كَلذَٰ  ث لم ار 

متَيآ ام تُملَّمس ذَاا ملَيع حنَاج ََ فَ مكدوا اوعضتَرتَس ن  ا تُمدرا ن  او اه ملَيع حنَاج ََ فَ ۇرٍ تشََاو امن هم ال م تُ  وف  رعب 



 يرصب نَ لُومتعَ اب م هلا َّنا اولمَعاو هلا اتَّقُواو

 

And the mothers should suckle their children for two complete years for him who desires to 

make complete the time of suckling, and their maintenance and their clothing must be borne by 

the father according to usage; no soul shall have imposed upon it a duty but to the extent of its 

capacity; neither shall a mother be made to suffer harm on account of her child, nor a father on 

account of his child; and a similar duty (devolves) on the (father’s) heir; then if both desire 

weaning by mutual consent and counsel, there is no blame on them; and if you wish to engage a 

wet-nurse for your children, there is no blame on you so long as you pay what you promised 

according to usage; and fear Allah and know that Allah sees what you do (2:233). 

 
وا ونَ رذَيو من م نَ فَّوتَوي لَّذ يناو ا اش رعو رٍش ها ةَعبرا ه نن فُسب ا نصبتَري اجاز   ايمف ملَيع حنَاج ََ فَ نلَهجا لغَ نب ذَافَ

 خَب ير نَ لُومتعَ اب م هلاو وف  رعب ال م ه نن فُسا ف ل نفعَ

 

And (as for) those of you who die and leave wives behind, they should keep themselves in 

waiting for four months and ten (days); then when they have fully attained their term, there is no 

blame on you for what they do for themselves in a proper manner; and Allah is aware of what you 

do (2:234). 

 
ٰو ننهَورتذَ كس منَّا هلا ملع من فسُا ف ننَ تُمكا وا ءاسلنّا ةط بخ نم ب ه تُمضرع ايمف مليَع حناَج و  نهودُعاتُو  نلَ

 من فسُا ف ام لَمعي هلا َّنا اولَمعاو لَهجا بتَال ا لغَُبي تَّح حالنّا ةَ ق دَع اوز متَع و فًاورعم قَو اتقَُولُو ن  ا ا ارس

 يملح رغَفُو هلا َّنا اولمَعاو وهرذَفاَح

 

And there is no blame on you respecting that which you speak indirectly in the asking of (such) 

women in marriage or keep (the proposal) concealed within your minds; Allah knows that you 

will soon mention them, but do not give them a promise in secret unless you speak in a proper 

manner; and do not resolve the marriage-tie until the prescribed term is completed, and know 

that Allah knows what is in your mind, therefore beware of Him, and know that Allah is Forgiving, 

Forbearing (2:235). 

 
 ر ق تل ما لَعو هرقَدَ عوسل ما لَع نوهعتّمو ةًفرَ يض نلهَ اوتفَ ر ض وا نوهستَم لَم ام ءاسلنّا طلََّق تُم ن  ا ملَيع حنَاج 

 يننسحل ما لَع اقح وف  رعب ال م اتاَعم هرقدََ

 

There is no blame on you if you divorce the women while yet you have not touched them or 

appointed for them a dowry, and make provision for them, on the wealthy according to his 

means, and on the straitened in circumstances according to his means, a provision according to 

usage; (this is) a duty on the doers of good (to other) (2:236). 



 هد ب ي يلَّذ ا فُوعي وا نَ فُوعي ن  ا ا تُمضفرَ ام فصفَن ةًفرَ يض نلهَ تُمضفرَ قَد و نوهستمَ ن  ا لقَب نم نوهطَلَّق تُم ن  او

 يرصب نَ لُومتَع اب م هلا َّنا منَيب لل فَضا اۇتَن س و ىٰلتَّق ول بق را افُوتَع ن  او حالنّا ةُ ق دَع

 

And if you divorce them before you have touched them and you have appointed for them a 

dowry, then (pay to them) half of what you have appointed, unless they remit or he remits in 

whose hand is the marriage tie; and it is nearer to piety that you should remit, and do not forget 

generosity between you; surely Allah sees what you do (2:237). 

 
 ينتقاَن هل اوقُومو طَل ۇسا ةََ لصاو ات  لَولصا لَع اظُوافح

 

Maintain the prayers and the middle prayer and stand up truly obedient to Allah (2:238). 

 

ابكر وا افَر ج ف تُمخ ن  فَا  نَ ولَمتَع اونُوتَ لَم ام ملَّمع امك هلا واركذ  فَا ن تُمما ذَافَا انً

 

But if you are in danger, then (say your prayers) on foot or on horseback; and when you are 

secure, then remember Allah as He has taught you what you did not know (2:239). 

 
وا ونَ رذَيو من م نَ فَّوتَوي لَّذ يناو و ةًيصو اجاز  ا اجخ را رغَي ل  ول حا لَا اتَاعم ج ه ماز   ف ملَيع حنَاج ََ فَ نجخَر ن  فَ

 يمح ز يزع هلاو وفٍ رعم نم ه نن فسُا ف ل نفَع ام

 

And those of you who die and leave wives behind, (make) a bequest in favour of their wives of 

maintenance for the year without turning (them) out, then if they themselves go away, there is no 

blame on you for what they do of proper deeds about themselves, and Allah is Mighty, Wise 

(2:240). 

 
 ينتَّقل ما لَع اقح وف  رعب ال م عٌ تَام ت  طلََّقَال ملو

 

And for the divorced women (too) provision (should be made) according to usage; (this is) a 

duty on those who guard (against evil) (2:241). 

 
 نَ لُوقتعَ ملَّلعَ هاتيآ ملَ هلا نَ  يبي كَذَٰلك

 

Thus, Allah makes clear to you His signs, so that you may understand (2:242). 



Commentary 

These verses promulgate the laws concerning divorce and the period of waiting as well as about a 

divorcee suckling her child; in middle of it are some rules concerning prayer. 

And The Divorced Women Should Keep… 

 
Qur’an: And the divorced women should keep themselves in waiting for three monthly periods 

(2:228). 

“at-Talaq” ( ق لطَّلاا ) literally means to release from bonds, to remove the fetters. Then it was 

metaphorically used for releasing the women from the tie of marriage, and it was so exclusively used in 

this sense that eventually it became its real meaning. 

“Yatarabbasna bi anfusihinna” ( ه ن ن  اَن فُسب ص ب ر تَ  ) should keep themselves in waiting): at-tarabbus =ي

ص ب لتَّرا ) is to wait, to hold back. This word is followed here by “bi anfusihinna” ( ه ن  = literal meaning ; اَن فُسب

concerning their own selves); it thus gives the meaning that they should not attach themselves to any 

man. In other words, it ordains the rule of al-‘iddah ( َّةُ د لعا  = waiting period) of divorce. 

“A woman is in al-‘iddah” means that she is holding herself back from marrying again, lest the sperm of 

the original and subsequent husbands be mixed, and genealogies and consanguinity be corrupted. 

The words “should keep themselves in waiting” thus not only legislate a law but also hint at its 

philosophy. It is not necessary for that philosophy and benefit to be found in every individual case; the 

laws are made keeping in view the good of the majority of people, not all. 

The words thus mean: the divorced women should keep themselves in waiting, by not giving themselves 

to another husband, so that the sperm should not be mixed and consanguinity and parentage not 

corrupted. 

It is an order, but the sentence (in Arabic) is constructed as a statement. This form of expression is used 

for emphasis. 

“al-Quru’ “( وء لقرُا ) is the plural of al-qur’ ( ء لقُرا ). This is used for the monthly period and also for the 

period of cleanliness; and is, thus, a word made with two opposite meanings, as some people have said. 

But the fact is that its root q-r-’ ( ءقر ) indicates collection, gathering, joining together, but not every 

collection and gathering, only that which is followed by dispersal and transmission. Keeping this in view, 

it is obvious that the original meaning of al-qur’, would have been the period of cleanliness, because it is 

the time when blood accumulates in the womb; then it was used also for the period of menstruation 

because it is the time when blood is discharged after its accumulation. 

al-Qar’ ( ء  is also used for reading and reciting, because in recitation and reading, letters and words (لقَرا



are first joined together and then proclaimed. The scholars of language have clearly said that al-qar’ 

means collection and gathering. And that it indicates such gathering may be inferred from the following 

verses: 

Do not move your tongue with it to make haste with it. (75:16) 

 
Surely on Us is the collecting of it and [“qur’anahu” ( نَها  .the reciting of it. (75:17) [(قُر

Therefore, when We have recited it, then follow its recitation (75:18). 

And a Qur’an which We revealed in portions so that you may read it to the people by slow 

degrees ... (17:106). 

Both verses are concerned with the collection and revelation of the Book of Allah; and in both it is 

referred to as the Qur’an, not as the Book or the Furqan etc. 

It is for the same reason that it is given the name Qur’an. 

 
ar-Raghib says in his al-Mufradat: al-Qur’ in fact means the start of the menses after cleanliness. As it 

has two elements in its meaning - cleanliness and the following menses - it is used for both meanings, 

even separately. When a noun is made for a meaning with two elements, it is also used for those 

elements separately. For example al-ma’idah ( َةُ د آئ لما ) is used for a table upon which food is arranged; 

now it is often used either for the table only or the food only. But al-qur’ was originally made for 

cleanliness only nor for the menses only. A girl who has not yet seen blood is not said to be in al-qur’; 

likewise a sick woman whose blood continues without stopping is not said to be in al-qur’. 

And It Is Not Lawful For Them … 

 
Qur’an: And it is not lawful for them that they should conceal what Allah has created in their 

wombs, if they believe in Allah and the last day (2:228). 

The divorced woman should not conceal the fact of her being pregnant or her monthly period. Without 

this prohibition she might have been tempted to conceal it, so that she might soon complete the al- 

‘iddah or that her husband might not get chance of revoking the divorce. 

This prohibition of concealment has a proviso: “If they believe in Allah and the last day”, while the basic 

law of the waiting period has no such clause. This clause shows that the order given is an essential 

requirement of the belief, and the women must adhere to it faithfully and scrupulously. It is as we say: 

Live with the people honestly if you want good. 

And Their Husbands Have… 

 
Qur’an: And their husbands have a better right to take them back in the meanwhile if they wish for 



reconciliation 

 
“al-Bu‘ulah” ( ُلَة و ع ل ) is plural of al-ba‘l (لبا ع  which means the male spouse, so long as the couple are ,(لبا

married. Later, the word acquired a shade of meaning of domination, strength and firmness, because of 

the position of the husband vis-a-vis the wife. Now, we find other usages all based on this meaning. For 

example, a horse rider is called its al-ba‘l; a high land is called al-ba‘l, there was an idol named ba‘l ( 

ل ع  .and a date-tree is named al-ba‘l when it grows high ,(ب

 
“Their husbands”: The pronoun “their” stands for “the divorced women”. But the order is not for those 

who are given an irrevocable divorce; it is meant only for those divorced revocably. 

“In the meanwhile,” refers to the period of waiting. 

 
The proviso, “if they wish for reconciliation”, is very important. It shows that taking them back, that is, the 

revocation of the divorce, must be. with good intention, with a wish to make amends. The husband 

should not revoke the divorce only to inflict harm and injury upon the woman, because, such a behaviour 

is clearly forbidden in the verse, “and do not retain them for injury.” 

“Ahaqq” ( ق حََ ا ) is the comparative (and superlative) and means “having more right”. it always requires 

another person having less right. For example, the previous husband had a right to the divorcee, and the 

other proposers also have right to her, but the previous husband has more right to her, because of the 

previous marriage-tie. 

But this meaning apparently is not correct here, because this verse is not talking about a fresh marriage; 

it is speaking about “taking them back”, revoking the divorce; and it is a right which no one shares with 

him. So, why use the phrase “have a better right”? The fact is that there is a very interesting deletion in 

the verse. Its complete meaning is: their husbands have more (or a better) right to them than another 

proposer, and this right can be utilized by taking them back and revoking the divorce during the period of 

waiting. 

This right exists only in revocable divorce; and it is this circumstantial evidence which proves that the 

order is only about such divorcees and not about those who have been given an irrevocable divorce. 

The verse explains the law concerning only those divorcees with whom marriage has been 

consummated, provided they are at the age of menstruation and are not pregnant. For others, there are 

other verses. 

And They Have Rights Similar To… 

 
Qur’an: And they have rights similar to those upon them in a just manner, and for the men is 

(right) a degree above them. (2:228). 

“al-Ma‘ruf” ( وف ر ع لما  = variously translated in these verses as “a just manner”, “fairness”, a “lawful 



manner”, “usage”, a “proper manner” and “proper deeds”) literally means “known”. It refers to the things 

and usages established in society by the mutual dealings of its members, and recognized as just and 

good by general acceptance. This word has been repeatedly used in these verses - in twelve places. It 

shows how much importance Allah attaches to fairness and justice in matters concerning divorce. al- 

Ma‘ruf is a comprehensive word which covers the guidance of reason, the laws of religion, nobility of 

character and moral and ethical values. 

As Islam has built its Shari‘ah on the foundation of nature, (al-ma‘ruf = known) in its eyes is that custom 

which is known to the people when they walk on the straight path of nature and do not deviate from it. 

The natural law of society says that all the members of society should be treated equally, they should 

have as much rights as they have obligations. At the same time it decrees that every individual’s 

personal perfection and attributes must be recognized. The ruler’s authority, the people’s subordination, 

the scholar’s knowledge, the illiterate person’s ignorance, all must be weighed in the scale of their 

usefulness for, and effect on, society; and with that recognition everyone should be given his proper 

right. 

The same principle was applied by Islam concerning the rights and obligations of women. It gave her as 

much right upon the husband as it ordained upon her for the husband. At the same time, it preserved her 

rightful value and place in her union with the man; and in this area, Islam found that men have a right a 

degree above women. 

It is clear from the above that the sentence, “and for the men is (a right) a degree above them”, is like a 

clause which completes the principal sentence. The whole sentence means that women, or divorcees, 

are equal with men, but that men are a degree above them; therefore, Allah has given the women as 

much right as is laid upon them, with the preservation of the authority of men over them. We shall 

discuss this subject later on. 

Divorce Is Twice… 

 
Qur’an: Divorce is twice; then keep (them) in fairness or let (them) go with kindness; and it is not 

lawful for you to take any part of what you have given them (2:229). 

“al-Marrah” (  ُة ر لما ) means once; it is derived from al-murur ( ر و ر لما  = to pass). ad-daf‘ah ( ُة لدَّف عا ), al- 

karrah( ُة ر ُ ) and an-nuzlah (لا لةَ لنُّزا ) have the same meaning. at-tasrih ( ح ر  ي لتَّسا ) means to send forth the 

cattle to pasture. as-sarh ( ح ر لسا ) is a tree, the fruit of which is eaten by the camel. The Arabs say 

sarraht ul-ibal ( ل ب لاا ت  ح ر  I let loose the camel to feed on sarh). at-tasrih is derived from the same , س

root, and is used in this verse as a metaphor for releasing the divorced woman by not taking her back 

during the waiting period. 

“Divorce is twice”: The divorce referred to here is the revocable divorce. That is why it has been followed 

by the words, “then keep (them) in fairness or let (them) go with kindness”. The third divorce, after these 



two, is mentioned in verse 230, which says: 

 
So if he divorces her, she shall not be lawful to him until she marries another husband (2:230). 

 
To let them go with kindness means to let them go free by not revoking the divorce. They are either to 

be retained in fairness bi-ma‘rufin (  ٍف و ر ع نٍ ا ) ”or to be freed with kindness “bi ihsanin ( مب س ح  The .( اب

difference between these expressions is important. Retaining the divorcee by revoking the divorce could 

be done with a bad intention, to injure and harm her. For example, a man divorces his wife, then waits 

until she nearly completes the waiting period and then he revokes the divorce and takes her back; then 

again, he divorces her and the procedure is repeated. Such things could be done to mentally torture the 

woman; and it is unjust, unfair and cruel; the Shari‘ah of Islam dislike such behaviour. The revocation 

which is commendable in this religion is the one carried out for, and based on reconciliation, at which 

there is hope for the good companionship and love which Allah has created between husband and wife. 

In the same way, letting her go could be done in an ugly manner; for example, quarrelling with her, 

showing rage and anger, and demonstrating a spirit of revenge. Such behaviour is not allowed in Islam. 

The Shari‘ah says that this “letting her go” should be done in a manner recognized as noble by society 

and accepted as lawful by religion. It is this “fair dealing” which has been mentioned in the coming 

verse: 

Then either retain them in fairness or set them free with fairness (2:231). 

 
But the verse under discussion goes a step further and commands the man, if he wishes to let her go, to 

do so “with kindness”. The expression has been changed to prepare minds for the next rule: “and it is 

not lawful for you to take any part of what you have given them”. 

Obviously, the words “in fairness” and “with kindness” were necessary to prevent unscrupulous persons 

from misusing the law and defeating its purpose by following its letter but not its spirit. The real aim of 

the rule or revocation of divorce is to facilitate reconciliation. Therefore, it was necessary to ordain that it 

should be done “in fairness”, not to inflict any harm up-on the woman. Allah says in a coming verse: 

“and do not retain them for injury, so that you exceed the limits”. 

Likewise, the purpose of the ordinance to “let her go” is to safeguard her rights, so that the man does 

not take back all or part of the dowry given to her. For this purpose, the word, “in fairness” was not 

sufficient, because some societies might not think it bad to take back the dowry, in whole or part, at the 

time of divorce. Therefore, the expression was changed to “with kindness”. Now it paves the way for the 

next sentence, “and it is not lawful ...”, and compensates to some degree the loss that the woman 

suffers in the ruination of her family life and the breaking of the marriage-tie. 

Unless Both Fear That… 

 
Qur’an: Unless both fear that they cannot keep within the limits of Allah (2:229). 



“Both fear” means both have an overriding opinion that they cannot keep within the limits of Allah. 

“Limits of Allah” are His commands and prohibitions, the things prohibited or made obligatory by Him. 

The situation mentioned in this verse appears when their mentalities, characters and manners are 

opposed to each other, and thus hate becomes the predominant factor in, their relation-ship. 

Then If You Fear That… 

 
Qur’an: Then if you fear that they cannot keep within the limits of Allah, then there is no blame on 

them for what she gives up (to become free thereby) (2:229). 

The change from the dual for “khafa” ( َخاَفا = both feared) of the previous sentence to the plural 

“khiftum” ( ُف تم  you - three or more - feared) here indicates that the fear, suspicion or opinion should = خ

be a reasonable one, recognized as such by common people. Doubts based on evil suggestions, 

infatuations or hypochondria will not do. That is also the reason why the whole phrase, “that they cannot 

keep within the limits of Allah”, has been repeated. If a pronoun were used (i.e., if you fear ‘it’) there 

would be a chance that the couple’s unreasonable doubts and suspicions would become the basis of 

this rule. This repetition has removed the chance of such a misunderstanding. 

“There is no blame on them”: Before that, the husband was prohibited from taking any part of what he 

had given the wife. It means that the wife, on her part, was prohibited from giving him anything back, 

because if she gave him anything while he was not allowed to take it, she would be cooperating with him 

in a sin and transgression. Now, this verse gives an exception to that general rule: In the al-khul‘ ( لخُل عا ) 

form of divorce they are allowed to agree on an amount which the wife pays to the husband to get 

herself free. In this situation, there is no blame on the husband for taking it, nor on the wife in giving it. 

Hence the expression, “there is no blame on them”. 

 
These Are The Limits Of Allah… 

 
Qur’an: These are the limits of Allah, so do not exceed them, and whoever exceeds the limits of 

Allah then these it is that are the unjust (2:229). 

“These” is the demonstrative pronoun, pointing to the above-mentioned laws. These are matters of 

social legislation coupled with ethical teachings and other academic subjects. 

It may be inferred from these verses that one should not try to separate legislative rules from moral 

principles. It is wrong to stick to the letter of the law, neglecting the spirit behind it. This 

sanctimoniousness defeats the purpose of the Shari‘ah, negates the aims of religion and changes the 

bliss of life into misery. Islam is a religion of deeds, not of words; a Shari‘ah of action, not of dogma. The 

Muslims have only reached this level of retrogression and backwardness, because their whole attention 

was fixed on the body of the law, and they completely forgot that there was also a soul and spirit inside 

that body. The coming verse: “and whoever does this, he indeed is unjust to his own self “, proves this 



assertion of ours. 

 
This verse frequently changes the pronouns from plural to singular and from second person to third 

person and then returns to the original form. This style helps to hold the attention of the audience, and 

the variation of style refreshes the mind. 

So If He Divorces Her… 

 
Qur’an: So, if he divorces her she shall not be lawful to him afterwards until she marries another 

husband ...clear for a people who know (2:230). 

This verse promulgates the law of the third divorce. If after the two divorces and returns mentioned 

above, he divorces her a third time, she shall be prohibited to him until she marries another husband. 

It is the wife herself who is said to be prohibited, while prohibition applies to marrying her as well as to 

cohabiting with her. This mode of expression has been used because “she is prohibited” implies both 

meanings; and, accordingly, “until she marries another husband” also implies marriage followed by 

cohabitation. Then if he, that is, the second husband, divorces her there is no blame on them both, that 

is, the woman and her first husband, if they return to each other, that is, by means of a fresh marriage, 

after reconciliation and mutual consent. 

The verb used is “yataraja‘a” ( ا ع جا تَر  which means, “both return to each other”; it is not the return or (ي

revocation after the first two divorces over which the husband has the right and which the women cannot 

refuse. This mutual return should be affected if they both think that they can keep within the limits of 

Allah. The words “limits of Allah” have again been repeated in the final sentences because these are 

other than those mentioned earlier. 

This verse is a miracle of brevity and conciseness. Such a short verse contains fourteen pronouns all 

referring to different things; and although they are all near each other there is no ambiguity in the 

meaning, nor any difficulty in its understanding. 

This verse, and the two before it, contains numerous common nouns and many metaphors without any 

adverse effect on their eloquence and elocution. For example, the phrase “fa imsakun bima‘rufin au 

tasrihun bi ihsanin” ( نٍ ا س ح ح ب ا ر  ي فٍ  اوَ تسَ و ر ع کا ب م س م  than keeping them in fairness or letting them go with = فاَ

kindness) contains four common nouns coming one after other. Also, there are the following 

metaphorical expressions: 

“What you have given them”: Dowry. 

 
“If you fear”: If you have reasonable ground to believe. 

“What she gives up”: The redemption paid in al-khul‘. 



“So if he divorces her”: The third divorce. 

 
“She shall not be lawful to him”: He is prohibited to marry her again and cohabit with her. 

 
“Until she marries another husband”: Until she marries and cohabits with him. (N.B. the politeness of the 

Qur’an). 

“If they return”: If they marry again. 

 
Then there is the contrast between “keep” and “let go”, and between “both fear that they cannot keep  

within the limits of Allah” and “both think that they can keep within the limits of Allah”. Look also at the  

variation of style in “so do not exceed them” and “whoever exceeds them”. 

And When You Divorce The Women… 

 
Qur’an: And when you divorce the women and they reach their prescribed time, then either retain 

them in fairness or set them free with fairness, and do not retain them for injury, so that you 

exceed the limit (2:231). 

“They reach their prescribed time”: When their prescribed time is about to expire. The verb al-bulugh ( 

غُ لوُ لبا  = to reach) is used not only for arriving at the destination, but also for coming near it. The reason of 

our opting for this meaning is clear from the next words, “then either retain them in fairness or set them 

free with fairness”. The husband has neither of these options when her prescribed period has expired. 

The words, “and do not retain them for injury, so that you exceed the limit”, forbid retaining her with the 

intention of injuring her. A preceding verse had already prohibited taking back “any part of what you 

have given them” when one decides to let them go free. The only exception is al-khul‘ ( لخُل عا ). 

And Whoever Does This… 

 
Qur’an: And whoever does this, he indeed is unjust to his own self, and do not take Allah’s signs 

for a mockery (2:231). 

It describes the reason why retaining the woman with the intention of causing her harm is prohibited. 

Marriage completes the bliss of life. This bliss cannot be achieved unless both husband and wife are 

happy with each other, and complement each other to attain a natural perfection. Divorce disturbs that 

harmony; and revocation is an attempt to mend that damage, to join after separation and to unite after 

coming apart. How can this purpose be attained if he retains her so as to inflict harm upon her? The two 

purposes are diametrically opposed. Anyone who resorts to such ugly behaviour is unjust to his own 

soul, because he drives it away from the straight path to which human nature leads. 

Obviously, he treats the signs of Allah as a joke. Allah has not ordained a soulless Shari‘ah concerned 

only with the body of deeds, like giving, taking, keeping, letting go, etc. In fact, all these rules have been 



made for the common weal, to make up the deficiencies of society, and to perfect the bliss of human life. 

Then Allah combined these rules with good ethics to develop the psyche, and cleanse the soul. All the 

laws of Islam are finely meshed with fundamental knowledge, like the Oneness of God, and the 

Mastership of the Prophet and the Imams etc. If anyone confines his religion to the external rules and 

throws things out, he surely has taken the commandments and signs of Allah as a mockery. 

Qur’an: And remember the favour of Allah upon you, and that which He has revealed to you of the 

Book and the Wisdom ...the Knower of all things (2:231). 

“The favour of Allah”: The grace bestowed in the form of religion, or the reality of religion, that is, the 

blessings one gets after following the Divine Commandments, an example of which is the happy life one 

lives when husband and wife love and respect each other and when there is harmony in domestic life. 

Allah calls the blessings of the religion His favour. For example: 

 
This day I have perfected your religion for you and have completed My favour on you ... (5:3); 

 
...so that He may complete His favour on you ... (5:6); 

 
...so by His favour you became brethren ... (3:103). 

 
Accordingly, the next words, “and that which He has revealed to you of the Book and the Wisdom, 

admonishing you thereby”, would be a description of that favour; and the Book and the Wisdom would 

refer to the body and soul of the Shari‘ah respectively - to its commandments and their philosophy. 

Also, the favour may be taken to refer to all the Divine Graces - creative and otherwise. In this case, the 

verse would mean: Remember the mystery of your life, and think how it has been made into a perfect 

unit, and how the creative forces have established the wonderful harmony between husband and wife. 

Then heed to the admonition of Allah which He has addressed to you in the form of the commandments 

of Shari‘ah , and to their philosophy. If you ponder upon these matters you may hope to advance on to 

the road of blessings and bliss and you will not carelessly ruin the perfection of your life; and fear Allah 

and remember that He knows every thing; your appearance, therefore, should not differ from the depths 

of your reality. In short, you should not try to defeat the purpose of the law by apparently following the 

letter of the law. 

And When You Have Divorced The Women… 

 
Qur’an: And when you have divorced the women and they have ended their term (of waiting), 

then do not prevent them from marrying their husbands when they agree among themselves in a 

lawful manner (2:232). 

Apparently, the order in “do not prevent them” is addressed to guardians and other relatives against 

whose wishes the women cannot usually go. “Their husbands” means the husbands who had given 



them divorce. The verse forbids guardians and other relatives from preventing the woman from re- 

marrying her husband if, after the expiry of the waiting period, both are reconciled to each other, and 

wish to re-establish the marriage-tie. It often happens that the relatives of the woman do not wish her to 

establish such a union again with the same husband, as they hate and dislike him because he divorced 

her in the first place. This verse says that they should not allow such feelings to become a hindrance in 

the path of such a reunion. 

This verse does not prove in any way that marriage is not lawful without the permission of guardian: 

 
First: because, even if it does not prove that guardianship has no effect on marriage, it surely does not 

prove that it has any such effect. 

Second: There is no reason to say that the command, “do not prevent”, is addressed to guardians only. 

Obviously, it is a general command addressed to all the relatives whose advice or pressure may create 

difficulty in such a re-marriage. Also, the order, apparently, is of an advisory nature, to draw the 

attention of the relatives to the benefits and gains which may accrue as a result of her re-marrying the 

same husband. That is why it has been recommended by the words, “this is more profitable and purer 

for you “. 

A commentator has said that the command, “do not prevent”, is addressed to the husbands who give 

the divorce, and it forbids them to hide for some time the news of the divorce from the women so that 

they have to start their “period of waiting” late on receiving the news, and thus are prevented from 

entering into marriage early. Accordingly, the meaning would be like this: “And when you have divorced 

the women, (O husbands!) and they have ended their term of waiting, then do not prevent them from 

marrying (other men who would be) their husbands.” 

But this interpretation does not conform with the words of the verse. If that were the purpose of the 

verse, it should have said, ‘do not prevent them from marrying’ or ‘from taking other husbands’. It would 

not have said, “their husbands”. (Also, the verse says that they have already completed their period of 

waiting; so where is the question of unnecessarily prolonging the period of waiting?) 

“Fa-balaghna ajalahunna”( ن لهَ جاَ  لغَ ن   literally means ‘and they have reached their term’. But it means (فَب

ending their term, as we have written in the translation. If the period of waiting had not ended, no 

guardian or relative could prevent her return to the husband: “and their husbands have a better right to 

take them back in the meanwhile”. Moreover, in that case Allah would have said, “do not prevent them 

from returning” not “from marrying”. 

With This Is Admonished… 

 
Qur’an: With this is admonished whosoever among you believes in Allah and the Last Day 

(2:232). 



It is exactly the same admonition as the one in verse 2:228, “it is not lawful for them that they should 

conceal what Allah has created in their wombs, if they believe in Allah and the last day”. These two 

commands have been tied especially with the proviso of belief in Allah and the last day, because it is the 

belief of at-tawhid ( ُد ي ح لتَّوا  = Monotheism, Oneness of God); and the religion of Monotheism encourages 

unity, not disunity; togetherness, not separation. 

In these sentences, Allah has first used the singular pronoun (is admonished whosoever), then the plural 

(among you,) again the singular (believe in ...), then again, He returns to the plural (for you). Basically, 

the verse is addressed to the Apostle of Allah together with his ummah; therefore, plural pronouns are 

quite in order. 

Yet, sometimes the talk is addressed to the Apostle only, because he is the original recipient of the 

revelation, and others are addressed only through him. This happens mostly in those sentences in which 

no law or command is promulgated. So far as those verses are concerned which bring any law or 

command, almost all of them are in the plural form. This style alternatively widens the circle, then 

shortens it, then again widens it. This variation holds the attention of the audience and keeps them alert. 

This Is More Profitable And Purer For You 

 
Qur’an: This is more profitable and purer for you (2:232). 

 
“Azka” (   َکاز ) is derived from az-zakah ( ةکو لزا ) which means ‘good and pleasant growth’; therefore, it 

has been translated here as ‘more profitable’. Purity has been explained earlier. The demonstrative 

pronoun, “this”, refers either to not preventing them from re-marrying their previous husbands, or to 

such re-marriage itself. The result in both cases is the same. Such a re-marriage would create harmony 

in place of discord and would mend broken relationships. 

This would strengthen the feeling of unity and accord, from which would sprout healthy religious virtues. 

Such a re-marriage would augment the women’s virtues of chastity and modesty, and would put a 

protective cover on their shame. Also, it would be purer for their souls because it would prevent them 

from thinking about other men when searching for the next husband. 

Islam is the religion of az-zakah (good growth, purification), at-taharah (  ُة را لطَّها  = cleanliness) and 

knowledge. Allah says: 

...reciting to them his communications and purifying them, and teaching them the Book and the 

Wisdom ... (3:164); 

...but He intends to purify you ... (5:7). 

 
And Allah Knows While You Do Not Know 

 
Qur’an: And Allah knows while you do not know (2:232). 



That is, except what He teaches you, as He says: 

 
...and teaching them the Book and the Wisdom (3:164); 

 
...and they cannot comprehend any thing out of His knowledge except what He pleases ... 

(2:255). 

There is no conflict between this verse and the preceding one,” ...which He makes clear for a people 

who know”, as it means, ‘who know by the teaching of Allah’. 

And The Mothers Should Suckle Their Children… 

 
Qur’an: And the mothers should suckle their children for two whole years for him who desires to 

make complete the time of suckling (2:233). 

The words used in this verse are “al-walidat” ( َاتد لا لوا  = those who give birth to) and “mawludun lahu” ( 

د لهَ لُو و م ) he to whom the child is born). The more common words al-umm = م لاا  = mother) and al-ab ( 

ب لاا  = father) have not been used, because al-umm is more general than al-walidah ( َةُ د لا لوا ) - the 

grandmother, aunt and wet-nurse are also called al-umm (mother), but only the woman who gives birth 

to the child may be called its al-walidah. Likewise, al-ab is more general than al-walad ( ُد لا لوا  = he from 

whose seed the child is born); and al-Ibn ( ن ب لاا  = son) is more general than al-walad ( ُلَد لوا = the born 

child). 

The rule prescribed in this verse concerns especially the born child and the woman who bore it and the 

man to whom it was born. The verse has discarded even the word al-walid (father) and has used a 

longer word mawludun lahu (he to whom the child is born) because this new word gives in a nut-shell 

the reason of this rule. As the child is born to the father and is attached to him in most affairs the father 

is obliged to bear the full responsibility for it, feeding and clothing it, care of it and bringing it up. 

This includes feeding and clothing the child’s mother, who feeds it from her breast. On the other hand, 

the mother is obliged not to harm the father of the child, because it is he who is ultimately responsible for 

that child, born of her womb. 

A strange interpretation has been written by one commentator. He says: “Allah used the word ‘he for 

whom the child is born’ , instead of ‘father’ , to show that mothers are only a means of bearing children 

for fathers, but that children actually belong to fathers, and that is why, at the time of mentioning 

parentage, only the names of the fathers are shown, not those of the mothers. And al-Ma’mun al- 

Rashid has said in a couplet:‘And surely, the mothers of the people are but receptacles, where the 

seeds are deposited, and the sons are of the fathers only.’ “ 

The poor fellow forgot that this very verse says in the beginning “awladahunna” ( ن ه دلا  ,their, that is = اَو

the mothers’ children): and again it says, “bi waladiha” ( ا لَد ه  her child). More amusing is his attempt = ب و



to argue on the strength of the poetry of al-Ma’mun. al-Ma’mun and his ilk are too worthless to have 

their words quoted in an explanation of the Qur’an. Many men of literature get confused between 

different disciplines; they are unable to distinguish literature from legislation, or social laws from the 

decrees of creation. They, therefore, offer evidence to solve a social problem or a mystery of creation. 

In fact, the child belongs to both the father and mother as far as creation is concerned. But in social 

affairs, various nations follow various systems: in matriarchies, the child is attached to the mother; in 

patriarchies, to the father. This verse confirms this second system by referring to the father as "he to 

whom the child is born”. 

“al-Irda‘“ ( عُ ا ض ر لاا  = suckling) is on the paradigm of al-if‘al ( لا ف ع ةُ ) from ar-rida‘ah (لاا اع ضَ   لرا ) and ar- 

rada‘ ( ع ض لرا ); both of which mean ‘to suck milk from the breast’. 

“al-Hawl” ( ل و لحا ) is “year”. Its literal meaning is to turn, to change. The year is given this name because 

it turns and changes. “Two complete years”: As the year is made up of many parts (e.g.360 days), the 

word sometimes is used for even an incomplete period. If one stays in a place for, let us say, eleven 

months, he often says that he stayed there for a year. This is why the adjective, “complete”, has been 

used to show that two whole years are intended here. 

“For him who desires to make complete the time of suckling”: It proves that the custody (guardianship) 

and suckling of the child is a right of the divorced mother, and is left to her discretion. Also deciding on 

the end of the prescribed period is her right. If she wishes to suckle the child for two complete years, she 

may do so: and if she does not want so, it is at her discretion. The husband has no say in it except when 

the divorced wife agrees to it by mutual counsel, as is described in the words, “if both desire weaning by 

mutual consent and counsel”. 

And Their Maintenance And Their Clothing… 

 
Qur’an: And their maintenance and their clothing must be borne by the father according to the 

usage; no soul shall have imposed upon it a duty but to the extent of its capacity (2:233). 

Allah has prescribed the maintenance and clothing of the mother, according to the level of al-ma‘ruf ( 

ف و ر ع لما  = known, usual), that is, as is generally known and accepted in families of that status. The 

reason for this rule is given in the next sentence that Allah does not impose any duty beyond the 

capacity of His servants. 

Upon this general and basic principle are based two rules mentioned after it: 

 
(1) The right of the woman concerning the custody and suckling of the child, and other related rules. The 

husband has no right to come between the child and its mother, by not allowing her to keep the child in 

her custody, or by preventing her from seeing it and so on. The rights of the mother must be accorded to 

her; otherwise, it will injure and harm her and put her under an unjustified mental and emotional strain. 



(2) On her part, the woman is forbidden to injure and harm the husband, for example, by not allowing 

him to see the child. 

The above two rules are ordained in the words, “neither shall a mother be made to suffer harm on 

account of her child, nor a father on account of his child”. Why did Allah not use a pronoun? Instead of 

saying, “on account of his child”, it could be said, “on account of him”. But a pronoun in this place would 

have created an apparent contradiction. The sentence mentions the father as, “he to whom the child is 

born”. The pronoun “him” would have referred to “her child” in the preceding sentence. So the purport of 

the supposed sentence would have been: nor shall he to whom the child is born be made to suffer on 

account of “her” child! 

But the sentence in its present form does not give room for such a contradiction. Not only that; the actual 

style recognizes factors of creation as well as social legislation: it recognizes that in creation, the child 

belongs to both parents, and, therefore, it is referred to as “her child” and “his child”; then it shows that 

in social laws, it belongs to the father, who is, thus, referred to as the one to whom the child is born. 

And A Similar Duty On The Heir… 

 
Qur’an: And a similar duty (devolves) on the (father’s) heir: The duty imposed upon the father 

regarding the maintenance and clothing of the suckling mother devolves, if he dies, on his heir. 

(2:233). 

Some other meanings have been written for this verse which are not in conformity with its apparent 

meaning; we do not intend to quote them here. What we have written is according to the traditions 

narrated from the Imams of Ahl ul-Bayt (‘a), and is also in accord with the apparent meaning of the 

verse. 

Then If Both Desire, Weaning By Mutual Consent ...According To Usage… 

 
Qur’an: Then if both desire, weaning by mutual consent ...according to usage (2:233). 

 
This is an offshoot of the right of the mother and of the avoidance of harm to either party. The upbringing 

and suckling of the child is not an obligation on her; it is a right of hers and she may waive her right if 

she so wishes. Therefore, it is perfectly right if the parents agree by mutual counsel to wean the child 

before the completion of the two years. 

Also, the father may engage another wet-nurse for the child, if the mother returns the child to him and 

refuses to suckle it; or if she is sick or has not got enough milk or for any other reason. But it is 

incumbent upon him to give the wet-nurse her rightful dues without infringing any of her rights, as Allah 

says: “and if you wish to engage a wet-nurse for your children, there is no blame on you so long as you 

pay what you promised according to usage”. 



And Fear Allah And Know That Allah Sees What You Do… 

 
Qur’an: And fear Allah and know that Allah sees what you do (2:233). 

 
It is an order to fear Allah and to be careful of one's obligations towards Him, which in present context 

means to obey these orders and to show fairness in their implementation. As these matters may be seen 

and observed, Allah reminds man to know that He sees what man does. Compare it with the ending of 

the previous verse which forbids husbands to retain their wives with the intention of inflicting harm upon 

them, and then reminds them that Allah knows every thing. As the intention cannot be “seen”, man was 

reminded there that Allah “knows” every thing, and even his intention is not hidden from Him. 

And Those Of You Who Die And Leave Wives Behind… 

 
Qur’an: And (as for) those of you who die and leave wives behind, they should keep themselves 

in waiting for four months and ten (days) (2:234). 

“at-Tawaffi” ( ّف لتَّوا ) means to cause to die. It is said tawaffahu ’llah ( ه ا لآ هفَّ َوت ) when Allah gave him death, 

and the dead man is called al-mutawaffa ( َّف توَ لما  is one who is given death). 

“Yadharun” (  َن و رذَ نَ  ) like yad‘un (ي و د ع  means “they leave”, or “they shall leave”. These two verbs have (ي

no past tense. 

“ ‘Ashran” ( ا ش ر  .ten) here means ten days. ‘Days’ was deleted as the meaning was clear = ع

 
Then When They Have Fully Attained Their Term… 

 
Qur’an: Then when they have fully attained their term, there is no blame on you for what they do 

for themselves in a proper manner (2:234). 

“Bulugh ul-ajal” ( ل ج غُ  ا لُو  reaching the term) means completing the waiting period of death, prescribed = ب

above. “There is no blame on you ...” is a way of expressing the widows’ full authority on their own 

affairs; if they wish to enter into marriage again, they are free to do so, and no relative of theirs, or of 

their deceased husbands, has any right to interfere. The verse puts a stop to the foolish custom of some 

societies which, owing to ignorance, blind prejudice, miserliness or envy, do not like widows to remarry. 

It says that widows have a right to do so, and that right is recognized by the Shari‘ah; no one has any 

power to forbid a lawful action. 

Various nations had various customs regarding the widow. Some, like the Hindus, burnt her alive with 

the dead husband; others, like many ancient tribes in Africa and elsewhere, buried her alive with the 

husband’s body; some like the ancient Christians, did not allow her to marry again and she had to 

remain single until death released her from this chain; some others, like the Arabs of the pre-Islamic 

days, kept her secluded for one year, or, like some advanced societies of nowadays, for nine months; 



there are others who say that the deceased husband has a right upon the widow which prevents her 

from re-marrying for a certain period - without fixing that time. 

All these customs and traditions are based on the assumption that marriage basically joins two lives 

together, and is the manifestation of love and affection; and that this love has a sanctity which must be 

respected. This respect is binding on both the parties, and whoever dies first, the surviving spouse must 

show grace, dignity and decorum as a natural courtesy towards his or her departed partner in life. 

But this courtesy is more binding on the woman, because she is expected to be a model of modesty and 

chastity and has to protect herself from other men’s eyes. It is not in keeping with her dignity to appear 

as cheap merchandise handled by various admirers one after another. The above-mentioned customs 

and traditions are based on this belief. 

Islam has prescribed a term of nearly a third of a year for this waiting. 

 
And Allah Is Aware Of What You Do… 

 
Qur’an: And Allah is aware of what you do (2:234). 

 
As the verse contained the rules of al-‘iddah of death and the right of widows to remarry and as these 

legislations were about actions and were based on Divine wisdom, it was appropriate to remind the 

audience that Allah knows all about their actions, and He knows best what should be allowed and what 

should be forbidden; therefore, widows have to wait in one instance and have freedom in the other. 

And There Is No Blame On You… 

 
Qur’an: And there is no blame on you respecting that which you speak indirectly in the asking of 

(such) women in marriage or keep (the proposal) concealed within your minds (2:235). 

“at-Ta‘rid” ( ض ر ي لتَّعا ), translated here as speaking indirectly, is speaking obliquely in a way that the 

hearer understands the real aim which the speaker does not want to declare openly. The difference 

between speaking indirectly and metaphor is that in speaking indirectly the apparent meaning also 

remains valid and the indirect meaning is inferred from it. 

For example, the suitor says to the woman: “I am a good companion, of generous nature.” While the 

clear meaning also is valid, the purport of the talk is to let the woman know that if she married him she 

would be happy. But in metaphor the apparent meaning vacates its place for the metaphorical one. For 

example, one says about a brave man, “I saw a lion”. Here real meaning of lion (the particular animal) is 

not valid at all. 

“al-Khatb” ( لخطَ با ) means speaking and reiterating. “al-khitbah” ( ُة ط ب لخا ) and “al-khutbah”( ُة لخُط با ) both 

are derived from it. The former means proposing to a woman asking her hand in marriage. The suitor is 

called al-khatib ( ب لخَاطا  plural: al-khuttab بلخُطَّاا ); the latter means a lecture. The lecturer is called al- 



 khatib ) بيلخطَا :al-khutaba’ plural ءآلخطَُبا.(

 
“al-Iknan” ( ا نُ نَ ک لاا ) is derived from al-kann ( ن  and both mean ‘to hide’, ‘to conceal’. But al-iknan is ,(لا

concealing an idea in the mind, as the verse says: “or keep concealed within your mind”; and al-kann is 

hiding or covering something with, or in, a material thing like a cloth, a house, etc. Allah says: 

As if they were eggs carefully sheltered: (37:49) 

The like of the hidden pearls (56:23). 

The verse says that it is not improper to speak to such women indirectly, letting them know that you are 

interested in marrying them when they are free, or to hide this idea in your mind. 

Allah Knows That You Will Mention Them 

 
Qur’an: Allah knows that you will mention them ...in a proper manner (2:235). 

 
It gives the reason of the above sentences. Mentioning such women in the context of marriage is a 

natural thing for you, and Allah does not forbid a thing which is ingrained in your nature. 

This is one of the rules which clearly show that Islam is based on the foundation of nature. 

 
And Do Not Resolve The Marriage-Tie… 

 
Qur’an: And do not resolve the marriage-tie until prescribed term is completed (2:235). 

 
“al-‘Azm” ( م ز لعا  = resolve, determination) is to set the heart on a work with firm intention of doing it, so 

that no weakness remains in the effect of that resolve, unless that resolve itself is cancelled. “al-‘Uqdah” 

ةُ ق دَ ) لعا  = knot, tie) is derived from “al-‘aqd” ( ُق د لعا ) which means to tie. The verse likens the bond of 

marriage with the knot which joins two cords together so that they become one; thus, the husband and 

wife become one by the marriage-tie. 

The marriage-tie is connected in this verse with resolve and determination, which is a matter of the heart 

and mind. The verse thus indicates that the reality behind the marriage rite is something dependent on, 

and connected with, intention, faith and belief. Marriage is, in fact, a matter based on society’s (or 

religion’s) recognition, and has no existence outside common belief. It is the same as was described 

about ownership and other such matters under the verse 2:213. The verse, thus, contains an allegory 

and a metaphor. 

“Hatta yablugha ’l-kitabu ajalahu” ( لَه جاَ  بتَا  ل ا لغَُ  ب تَّ ي بتَا ) ”al-kitab“ ;(ح لا ) means ‘written’ that is, a 

prescribed rule, and it refers to the waiting imposed on the women who are in al-‘iddah. Literally the 

phrase means, “until the prescribed rule reaches (the end of) its duration”. 

The verse thus means: Do not perform marriage with them until their prescribed waiting period has been 



completed. 

 
It is clear from this verse that the talk in this and the preceding verses is about those women who are in 

the waiting period, Therefore, the definite article “the women” refers not to all women but to the 

previously-mentioned group. That is why it has been translated,” ...in the asking of (such) women in 

marriage ...” 

And Know That Allah Knows What Is In Your Mind… 

 
Qur’an: And know that Allah knows what is in your mind; therefore, beware of Him, and know that 

Allah is Forgiving, Forbearing (2:235). 

By mentioning the Divine attributes of Knowledge, Forgiveness and Forbearance, Allah warns the 

believers that the matters discussed in the two verses - proposing to women during their waiting period, 

and speaking to them obliquely about it, and giving them a promise in secret - are extremely perilous 

things; Allah does not like them at all, although He has allowed what He has allowed. 

There Is No Blame On You If You Divorce .. 

 
Qur’an: There is no blame on you if you divorce the women while yet you have not touched them 

or appointed for them a dowry (2:236). 

To touch allegorically, means to cohabit. “Aw tafridu lahunna faridatan” ( ًة ض رَ يف ن  هَل او  وا تفَ ر ض ََ ), literally 

means ‘or appointed for them a (prescribed) duty’, and it refers to fixing the dowry. 

The verse means that it shall not be a hindrance in divorce if the marriage was not yet consummated, or 

if the dowry was yet to be fixed. 

And Make Provision For Them… 

 
Qur’an: And make provision for them, on the wealthy according to his means, and on the 

straitened in circumstances according to his means, a provision according to usage (2:236). 

“al-Mut‘ah” ( ُة ت ع لما ) and “al-mata‘ “( عُ تَا لما ) is what may be used, or enjoyed. “matti‘uhunna” ( ن ه و ع تّ  (م

means ‘give them usable, enjoyable goods or wealth’. The word, “a provision’ is the object of the verb, 

“make provision”; between the verb and its object is placed the paranthetic clause, “on the wealthy 

...and on ...to his means”. “al-Musi‘“ ( ع س و ع ) ”is the active participle of “awsa‘a (لما س وا ََ  = he became 

wealthy) This paradigm is reserved for transitive verbs. Perhaps, this verb was originally used with an 

object; gradually the object was omitted and the verb became intransitive. 

The verse says: It is incumbent upon you, if you divorce a woman when the dowry was not yet fixed, to 

make for her a provision according to usage. And it should be according to the means of the husband. 



Accordingly, she is entitled to get an amount similar to the dowry of her equals like her mother, her 

sister, etc. But this order does not cover the case of a woman divorced before cohabitation, because her 

case is explained in the next verse. 

A Duty On The Doers Of Good … 

 
Qur’an: (this is) a duty on the doers of good (to others) (2:236). 

 
Apparently, the attribute of doing good to others is closely connected with this legislation. As “doing good 

to others” is not incumbent, it follows that the order given above should be a recommendation, not a 

compulsory law. But clear traditions of Ahl ul-Bayt say that the order is compulsory and obligatory. 

Perhaps it may be inferred from this verse in this way: Allah has earlier said, “Divorce is twice; then keep 

(them) in fairness or let (them) go with kindness”. 

There the Arabic word, for which we have used “Kindness”, is al-ihsan ( نُ ا س ح لاا ), which in this verse has 

been translated as doing good to others. Anyhow, kindness and doing good is incumbent on those who 

let the women go, that is, those who give divorce. Therefore, the divorcers are obliged to be doers of 

good. And this verse orders the doers of good to make provision for the divorced women. In other words, 

it obliges the divorcers to make such provision. (And Allah knows better). 

And If You Divorce Them Before You Have … 

 
Qur’an: And if you divorce them before you have touched them ...that you should remit (2:237). 

 
If you divorce them before the consummation of marriage and a dowry was already fixed, then you are  

obliged to pay them half the prescribed amount. Of course, if the women themselves or their guardians 

remit this amount then the half also would be waived. 

The husband may also be termed the “one in whose hand is the marriage-tie”. Therefore, if he has 

already paid the full dowry and if he remits it, then it will not be necessary for the divorced wife to pay 

back to him half of that amount. And, in any case, remitting the due portion of the dowry is nearer to 

righteousness and piety. One who gives up his rightful dues (which he is entitled to, according to 

Shari‘ah) shall more easily and readily turn away from what is not lawful, and shun what is forbidden. 

And Do Not Forget Generosity Between You … 

 
Qur’an: And do not forget generosity between you; surely Allah sees what you do (2:237). 

 
“al-fadl” ( ل لفَضا  = translated here as generosity) originally means to exceed, to surpass. The same is 

the meaning of al-fudul ( ل و لفُضا ). But al-fadl is used for excellence in virtue, nobility and merit, while al- 

fudul is used for unwarranted excesses, like chattering and gossiping. 

The verse exhorts the separated couple to do good and be generous to each other by forgoing their own 



rights and giving the other party more than its due. 

 
The comment about “surely Allah sees what you do” is similar to that given concerning the last sentence 

of the verse 2:234. 

Maintain The Prayers … 

 
Qur’an: Maintain the prayers and the middle prayer and. stand up truly obedient to Allah (2:238). 

 
“Hafizu” ( ا ظوُ اف ف ظُ ) ”maintain) is derived from “al-hifz = ح لحا ) which means to take hold of a thing and 

preserve it. Mostly it is used for retaining ideas and perceived pictures in the mind. The middle prayer is 

the prayer falling in the middle. The verse does not say which of the prayers is the middle one. It is 

explained in traditions which will be quoted later on. 

“Stand up for Allah”: The “L” ( ل = for) shows the aim, that is, purely for the pleasure of Allah. “Standing 

up” metaphorically means to start a work and be engaged in it.” “Qanitin” ( ن ي ت َانق ) is derived from “al- 

qunut” ( ت لقنُُوا ) which means obedience, submission, surrender. Allah says: All are obedient to Him” 

(2:116); And whoever of you is obedient to Allah and His Apostle ... (33:31). 

The meaning of the verse in short is: Remain engaged in the obedience of Allah, being submissive to 

Him, purely for His pleasure. 

But If You Are In Danger ... 

 
Qur’an: But if you are in danger ...what you did not know (2:239). 

 
The conjunctive “F” ( ف = but) joining this sentence in the subjunctive mood with the previous verse 

shows that there was a deleted (but understood) conditional clause, therein: “Maintain, if you are not in 

danger”. “ar-Rijal” ( لا جَ   لرا ) is plural of ar-rajil ( ج لا لرا  = pedestrian), “ar-rukban” ( نُ ا ب ک لرا ) is plural of ar- 

rakib ( ب کا لرا  = rider). This verse prescribes the rule of the prayer of danger. 

“F” implies that maintaining the prayer and attending to it regularly is a rule which can never be relaxed. 

If you are not in danger, then perform it as you have been taught; but if there is any danger or risk, then 

do it in the best possible way, standing or walking on foot, or even riding. Then after the danger passes 

away and you are secure, perform it in the usual way, and remember Allah as He has taught you what 

you did not know. “K” ( ک = as) in “as He has taught you” is for analogy. “What you did not know” 

shows the magnitude of the favour of Allah; for this reason, it points to all the things taught by Allah, 

instead of mentioning only the teaching of the prayer. 

The meaning of the sentence, thus, will be: So, remember Allah with a remembrance equal to His favour 

in teaching you the obligatory prayer among other teachings concerning the rules of the religion. 



And Those Of You Who Die … 

 
Qur’an: And those of you who die and leave wives behind (make) a bequest in favour of their 

wives of maintenance for the year (2:240). 

“Bequest” in this sentence is an object; its verb “bequeath” is deleted because it is easily understood. 

 
The definite article al- ( اَل = the) in “al-hawl” ( ل و لحا  = the year) shows that the verse must have been 

revealed before the rule of al-‘iddah of death (waiting for four months and ten days) was promulgated. 

The women in pre-Islamic days used to wait, after the death of their husbands, for a whole year. And 

this verse directs the husbands to bequeath for them enough property with which they might maintain 

themselves during that period of waiting, without turning them out of the house. It was their right, and 

they could demand it. But they could as well forgo that right and go away. In that case, there was no 

blame on the heirs of the deceased husband for what they did of proper deeds about themselves. 

This verse is like the verse: 

 
Bequest is prescribed for you when death approaches one of you, if he leaves behind wealth, for 

parents and near relatives, according to usage, a duty (incumbent) upon those who guard 

(against evil) (2:180). 

Obviously, the verse under discussion was abrogated by the verses of al-‘iddah of death and 

inheritance. 

And For The Divorced Women (Too) Provision … 

 
Qur’an: And for the divorced women (too) provision (should be made) according to usage; (this 

is) a duty on those who guard (against evil) (2:241). 

The command is in respect of all the divorcees. The proviso of piety, “those who guard against evil”, 

implies that it is a recommendation, nor a compulsion. 

Thus Allah Makes Clear To You His Signs … 

 
Qur’an: Thus Allah makes clear to you His signs, so that you may understand (2:242). 

 
“al-‘Aql” ( ق ل لعا ) is “to tie”, “to shackle”. Accordingly, the faculty of perception is called al-‘aql, because it 

holds fast the perceived picture; the perceived idea or picture is also called al-‘aql, as is the power by 

which man distinguishes between good and evil, and right and wrong. Its opposites, from various view- 

points, are insanity, idiocy, foolishness and ignorance. 

The words used in the Qur’an for the various facets of perception are very many: nearly twenty. Their 

list, with their approximate meanings, is as follows: 



al-Yaqin ( قين ليا ) Conviction, Certitude 
 
 
 

az-Zann ( لظَّنا ) Weightier Supposition 
 
 
 

al-Hisban ( نُ ا ب س لحا ) Reckoning, Consideration 
 
 
 

ash-Shu‘ur ( ر و لشُّعا ) Sense 
 
 
 

adh-Dhikr ( ر لذّ کا ) Remembering 
 
 
 

al-‘Irfan ( نُ فَا ر لعا ) Knowledge, Recognition 
 
 
 

al-Fahm ( م لفَها ) Understanding 
 
 
 

al-Fiqh ( ق ه  Knowledge (لفا
 
 
 

ad-Dirayah ( يةُا رلدّ ا ) Comprehension 
 
 
 

al-Fikr ( ر  Thinking (لفا
 
 
 

ar-Ra’y ( ي ا لرا ) Opinion 
 
 
 

az-Za‘m ( م ع  Assumption (لزا
 
 
 

al-Hifz ( ُف ظ لحا ) Preservation 
 
 
 

al-Hikmah ( ُة م لحا ) Wisdom 



al-Khubrah (  ُة ر لخُبا ) Full Knowledge 
 
 
 

ash-Shahadah (  ُة دا لشَّها ) Witness 
 
 
 

al-‘aql ( ق ل لعا ) Intellect, Sense, Reason 
 
 
 

To this list may be added: 
 
 
 

al-Qawl ( ل لقَوا ) Saying, i.e., Opinion 
 
 
 

al-Fatwa ( يلفَت وا ) Decree, Decision 
 
 
 

al-Basirah (  ُة صير لبا ) Insight 
 
 
 

and other words. 
 
 
 

al-Yaqin ( قين ليا  = conviction): When the conviction is so strong that the mind does not entertain the 

opposite idea at all. 

If an idea and its opposite both are equally balanced in mind, so that no side is heavier than the other, it 

is called ash-shakk, ( لشَّا ) that is, doubt. 

But if one side has more weight than the other, the weightier side is called az-zann, and the lighter one 

al-wahm ( م ه  .that is, fancy, illusion ,(لوا

al-Hisban (reckoning, consideration) is nearer to az-zann in meaning. But its use in this meaning is 

allegorical, as is the case with al-‘add ( ُّد لعا ). Both words mean “to count”. When it is said, “He counted 

Zayd among the braves”, it is implied that he thought Zayd to be brave. 

ash-Shu‘ur (sense) is derived from ash-sha‘r ( ر لشَّعا  = hair);therefore implies a finer perception. It is 

mostly used for sensing the material things. Hence the five senses are called al-masha‘ir ( ر شاَع لما ). 

adh-Dhikr (remembering) is to recall the picture stored in the memory after its absence from the sense; 

or to prevent its absence from the senses. 



al-‘Irfan and al-ma‘rifah ( ُ ر فةَ ع لما ), that is, knowledge, recognition, is conformity of the picture obtained in 

the mind with the ideas or pictures already stored in the memory. That is why it is said that al-‘irfan is 

the knowledge after a previous knowledge. 

al-Fahm (understanding) is the reaction of an outside factor by which a picture is created in the mind. 

al-Fiqh (knowledge) is deep etching of the above-mentioned picture in the mind. 

ad-Dirayah (comprehension) is even deeper and more comprehensive understanding of the subject, so 

that even hidden and less known points become known and clear. That is why it is mostly used when the 

importance of the subject matter is to be shown. Allah says: 

The sure calamity! (69:1). 

 
What is the sure calamity? (69:2). 

 
And what would make you “comprehend” what the sure calamity is! (69:3). 

Surely We sent it down on the night of destiny. (97:1). 

And what will make you comprehend what the night of destiny is? (97:2). 

 
al-Fikr (thinking) is the review of the known factors to discover the unknown. 

 
ar-Ra’y (opinion) is the opinion reached at through thinking and consideration. Mostly it is used for 

“practical knowledge”, that is, what should be done and what not; rather than for theoretical subjects like 

physical sciences. 

Nearer to it in meaning are al-basirah (discernment, insight); al ifta’ ( َءف تآ لاا  = the giving of a decision) and 

al-qawl (saying).But the use of “saying” in meaning of view is metaphorical, putting an inseparable thing  

for its companion (as the saying necessarily shows the decided opinion of the sayer). 

az-Za‘m (assumption) indicates a picture in mind, whether it is a confirmed or a probable idea. 

al-‘Ilm ( ل م لعا  = knowledge) is the comprehension which does not allow the opposite. 

al-Hifz (preservation) is to save the known picture protecting it from change and deterioration. 

al-Hikmah (wisdom) is the knowledge which is confirmed and precise. 

al-Khubrah (full knowledge): Full academic knowledge, so that the knowledgeable person perceives all 

the conclusions from the premises. 

ash-Shahadah (witnessing) is to get the thing in specie, either through the five senses, or the internal 

perceptive powers like the feeling. 



Apart from the last-mentioned five words, the meanings of all others are more or less related to matter, 

movement and change. Therefore, they are not attributed to Allah. We do not say that He, for example, 

presumes, thinks, guesses or senses etc. 

But the last five words are free from such defects in meanings. They do not have any shade of 

deficiency. They are therefore used for Him. He says: 

...And Allah knows what you do (2:234). 

 
...And Allah knows every thing (4:176). 

 
And your Lord is the preserver of all things (34:21). 

And He is the Knower, the Wise (12:83). 

Surely, He is a witness over all things (41:53). 

 
Now we return to our original discussion. al-‘aql is the faculty of perception which holds fast the 

perceived picture, according to the Creation of Allah. It knows truth and falsity in theoretical matters, and 

good and evil and the benefit and harm in the practical field. First it recognizes itself, then it perceives 

the sensual phenomena through the five senses, then it turns to the inner feelings and through them 

becomes connected to the outside world - like will, love, hate, hope, fear and similar emotions and 

sentiments. 

Then it analyses the perceived ideas and pictures, and re-arranges them, generalizing and 

particularizing them. Then it forms an opinion in theoretical matters and decides its own course of action 

in practical ones. This, in short, is al-‘aql that is, reason and its function. 

But sometimes some forces overpower man by subduing all other powers. For example, lust and anger 

subjugate all the other faculties, either vanquishing them completely or weakening them. Thus man 

deviates from the middle path, straying to excess or deficiency in his moral and ethical life. In short, 

reason does not function as it should normally do, even though it seems to work. It is like a judge who 

bases his judgement on false testimonies or faked evidence. His judgement will be a perversity of 

justice, even though he does not mean to be unjust. He will be called a judge, but at the same time he 

will not be a judge. Likewise, when a man chooses his course of action on the basis of wrong premises, 

he is not working reasonably, even though this exercise is tolerantly given the name of “reason”. It is 

because the man by such an exercise goes against the dictates of healthy nature and right path. 

“Reason”, as defined by the divine representatives, is that which benefits a man in his religion, and 

leads him to the true knowledge and virtuous deeds. If it is not so, it is not “reason”, even if it helps him 

in distinguishing between worldly good and bad affairs. Allah says: 

And they shall say: Had we but listened or pondered “na‘qil” ( ل ق  we would not have been (عَن



among the inmates of the burning fire (67:10). 

 
Have they not travelled in the land so that they should have hearts with which to understand, or 

ears with which to hear? For surely it is not the eyes which become blind, but blind become the 

hearts which are in the breasts (22:46). 

The two verses use the verb al-‘aql for the knowledge which man acquires on his own and the verb “to 

hear” for the perception acquired with the help of others, provided both are done through true natute. 

Allah says: 

 
And who forsakes the religion of Ibrahim but he who makes himself a fool ... (2:130). 

 
This verse, as explained earlier, is a contraposition of the tradition: “al-‘aql (reason, wisdom) is that by 

which the Beneficent (Allah) is worshipped ...” 

Now it is obvious that when Allah uses the word al-‘aql it refers to the perception which a man gets 

when his nature is healthy and perfect. This explains the meaning of the words of the verse, “Thus Allah 

makes clear to you His signs so that you may understand.” The clarifying creates knowledge and 

knowledge is the foundation of wisdom and understanding, as Allah says: 

And these examples, We set them forth for the people, and none understand them but the 

learned (29:43). 

Traditions 

There is a tradition in as-Sunan of Abu Dawud from Asma’, daughter of Yazid Ibn as-Sakan al- 

Ansariyyah, that she said: “I was given divorce in the days of the Messenger of Allah (S) and there was 

no waiting period for a divorce. When I was divorced, the (rule of) waiting period of divorce was 

revealed: And the divorced women should keep themselves in waiting for three monthly courses.” Thus, 

she was the first woman about whom the (rule of) waiting period for divorce was sent down. 

And there is a tradition about this verse in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi from Zurarah that he said: “I heard 

Rabi‘ah ar-Ra’i saying: ‘In my opinion, al-aqra’ ( آء ق ر لاا  = period) which Allah has ordained in the Qur’an 

is the period of purity between two menstruations, and not the menstruation itself.’” Zurarah said: “Then I 

came to Abu Ja‘far (‘a) and narrated to him what Rabi‘ah had said. He (the Imam) said: ‘But he did not 

say it by his own opinion; it has reached him from ‘Ali (‘a).’ I said: ‘May Allah put your affairs right for you 

! Was ‘Ali (‘a) saying so?’ He said: ‘Yes! He had said, “Surely al-qur’ ( ء ر ) is at-tuhr (لقُرا لطُّها  = the period 

of purity); the blood accumulates in that period and when the time comes it is expelled.” ’ I said: ‘May 

Allah put your affairs right for you! (What do you say) If a man divorces his wife in the period of purity, 

without cohabiting with her (in that period), in the presence of two just witnesses?’ He said: ‘When she 

enters into her third menstruation, her waiting period is finished and she becomes lawful for another 

husband ...’ “ 



The author says: This meaning is narrated from him (the Imam) from various chains. Zurarah asked 

“whether ‘Ali (‘a) was saying so?” because it is generally believed by the Sunnis that ‘Ali (‘a) said that 

the word meant the period of menstruation and not of purity. (It is reported in ad-Durr al-Manthur from 

ash-Shafi‘i, ‘Abdu ’r-Razzaq, ‘Abd Ibn Hamid and al-Bayhaqi from ‘Ali [a.s.] that he said: “It is allowed 

to her husband to return to her until she bathes from the third menstruation, and [then] she becomes 

lawful to [another] husband.) But the Imams of Ahl ul-Bayt deny it; and attribute to him the word that al- 

aqra’ is the period of purity, not menstruation, as was mentioned in the above tradition. This opinion has 

been attributed to other companions also, like Zayd Ibn Thabit, ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar, and ‘A’ishah; and it 

has been narrated from all of them. 

There is in Majma‘ ul-Bayan from as-Sadiq (‘a) explaining the words of Allah: And it is not lawful for 

them ...conceal what Allah has created in their wombs, that he said: “Pregnancy and menstruation.” 

It is written in at-Tafsir of al-Qummi: “Surely Allah has delegated to women (the information of) three 

things: purity, menstruation and pregnancy.” 

It is written in the same book about the words of Allah: And for the men is (right) a degree above them, 

that the Imam said: “The right of men over women is superior to the right of women over men.” 

The author says: This is not contradictory with their equality in the ordainment of rights. 

 
There is a tradition in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi about the verse: Divorce is twice; then keep (them) in 

fairness or let (them) go in kindness, from Abu Ja‘far (‘a) that he said: “Verily Allah says: ‘Divorce is ...go 

in kindness’; and letting them go in kindness is the third divorce.” 

And there is a tradition in at-Tahdhib from Abu Ja‘far (‘a) that he said: “Divorce, according to the 

sunnah, is that he divorces her once, that is, in her period of purity, without cohabiting (in that period), in 

the presence of two just witnesses, then leaves her until her period of waiting expires. Thus she 

becomes completely separated from him. Then he may become one of the suitors, she may marry him is 

she so wishes; and not, if not. And if he wants to revoke the divorce, he should keep witnesses to return 

her (to himself) before the expiry of her period of waiting; and in this case, she will remain with him after 

that divorce ...” 

Hasan Ibn Faddal is reported in Man la Yahduruh al-Faqih as saying: “I asked ar-Ridha’ (‘a) of the 

reason why the woman who is divorced (twice and returned twice) during her period of waiting, is not 

lawful to her husband until she marries another husband. He (the Imam) said: ‘Surely Allah allowed him 

to give divorce twice, as He said: Divorce is twice; then keep (them) in fairness or let (them) go in 

kindness, that is, in the third divorce. And because he entered into what Allah dislikes, that is, divorce, 

He prohibited her to him, so that she would not be lawful for him until she marries a husband other than 

him; so that people should not treat divorce lightly and the women should not be harmed ...’ “ 

The author says: It is the madhhab of Ahl ul-Bayt, as narrated by the Shi‘ite sources, that divorce with 



one word or in one sitting is not but only one divorce, even if he said: “I divorce thee three divorces”. But 

the Sunnis have contradictory traditions about it. Some show that it would be only one divorce, others 

say that it would be three and some narrate it from ‘Ali and Ja‘far Ibn Muhammad (as-Sadiq - ‘a). But it 

appears from some Sunni traditions, narrated by Muslim, an-Nasa’i, Abu Dawud (in their as-Sihah) and 

others that it was ‘Umar who, two or three years after receiving the caliphate, validated pronouncement 

of three divorces with one word. It is reported in ad-Durr al-Manthur: ‘Abdu ’r-Razzaq, Muslim, Abu 

Dawud, an-Nasa’i, al-Hakim and al-Bayhaqi have narrated from Ibn ‘Abbas that he said: “It was (the 

system of) divorce during the days of the Messenger of Allah (S) and Abu Bakr and two years during the 

caliphate of ‘Umar that three divorces (i.e., in one sitting) were (counted as) one. Then ‘Umar Ibn al- 

Khattab said: ‘Surely the people are making haste in a matter in which they were given time. Therefore, 

(it would be good) if we sanction it.’ He then validated it.” 

And it is reported in as-Sunan of Abu Dawud from Ibn ‘Abbas that he said:” ‘Abd Yazid Abu Rukanah 

divorced Umm Rukanah and married a woman from the tribe of Muzinah. Then she (i.e., the new wife) 

came to the Prophet and said: ‘He does not satisfy me even as much as this hair. (She said it taking out 

a hair from her head.) Therefore, separate between him and me.’ On hearing it the Prophet felt enraged 

and called Rukanah and his brother, and asked his companions: ‘Do you see that this resembles him 

(Abu Rukanah) in this and this, and that in this and this?’ They said: ‘Yes’ Then the Prophet told ‘Abd 

Yazid: ‘Give her divorce.’ He did so. Then (the Prophet) said: ‘Take back your wife, Umm Rukanah.’ He 

said: ‘I have given her three divorces, O Messenger of Allah!’ The Prophet said: ‘I know. Yet you take 

her back.’ “Then he recited: O Prophet! when you divorce women, divorce them for their prescribed 

time ... (65:1). 

It is reported in ad-Durr al-Manthur from al-Bayhaqi from Ibn ‘Abbas that he said: “Rukanah divorced a 

woman three times in one sitting; then he grieved for her. So, the Messenger of Allah (S) asked him: 

‘How did you divorce her?’ He said: ‘I divorce her thrice in one sitting.’ The Messenger of Allah said: 

‘Then take her back if you so wish.’ So he took her back.” Therefore, Ibn ‘Abbas was of the opinion that 

the divorce can be given (once) only in every period of cleanliness; and that it is the sunnah which Allah 

has ordered, “Divorce them for their prescribed period.” 

The author says: This meaning is narrated in other traditions also. So far as the “sanction” given by 

‘Umar is concerned, the arguments against it are like those described in the subject of mut‘at ul-hajj. 

The word of Allah, “Divorce is twice”, has been offered as a proof that three divorces in one word (e.g., I 

give thee three divorces, or, I divorce thee thrice) are not effective at all. The words ‘twice’ and ‘thrice’ 

are not used for a thing effected by one word, and all Muslims accept this principle when they talk about 

al-li ‘an ( نُ ا ع للّا  = mutual imprecation). 

The author of Majma‘ ul-Bayan says about the word of Allah, “or let (them) go with kindness”: Two 

interpretations have come down to us of this phrase; first, that it is the third divorce, second, that the 

woman should be left to complete her period of waiting, so that she becomes completely free of the 



marriage-bond. It is narrated from as-Suddi and ad-Dahhak; and the same meaning is reported from 

al-Baqir (‘a) and as-Sadiq (‘a). 

The author says: As you see, there is a difference in the traditions about the meaning of this phrase. 

 
It is reported in at-Tafsir of al-Qummi about the words of Allah, “and it is not lawful for you to take any 

part of what you have given them unless both fear that they cannot keep within the limits of Allah; then if 

you fear that they cannot keep within the limits of Allah, there is no blame on them for what she gives up 

to become free thereby:” as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “The khul‘ (Redemption) is not effected except when the 

woman tells her husband, ‘I shall not fulfil for you your vow’ and ‘I will surely go out without your 

permission’ and ‘I will surely get other man to sleep in your bed’ and ‘I will not take the obligatory bath of 

al-janabah on your account’ (i.e., I will not sleep with you); or she says, ‘I will not obey any order of 

yours or let you give me divorce’. When she says such things, then it is allowed to him to take back from 

her all that he had given her and all that he can get from her which she gives him. When both are 

agreed on it, he will divorce her in her period of cleanliness in the presence of the witnesses. Thus (on 

expiry of her waiting period) she separates from him with one divorce; and now he may be one of those 

who want to marry her. And if she so wishes, she may marry him again, and if she so wishes, she may 

reject him. If both remarry, she will be with him, and yet two more divorces (like this) may be given to 

her. And he should make a condition with her (when he takes ransom from her for giving her divorce), 

like that made in case of al-mubarat (Mutual Freeing), that ‘if you take back anything from this ransom 

given me by you, then I have more right on you’ (i.e., the divorce will become a revocable one).” 

And he (the Imam) said: “There is no al-khul‘, al-mubarat or at-takhyir (option) except in a period of 

cleanliness without cohabitation (in that period) taking as witnesses two just men. And if a woman who 

obtains divorce as al-khul‘, marries another husband and then he (also) divorces her, it is lawful for the 

first husband to marry her.” 

And he said: “The husband has no right to revoke the divorce in case of al-khul‘ and al-mubarat, except 

when the woman changes her decision (and agrees to return to him); then he shall return to her 

whatever he took from her (and then may revoke the divorce).” 

It is reported in Man la Yahduruh al-Faqih from al-Baqir (‘a) that he said: “When the woman said to her 

husband the sentence, ‘I shall not obey any order of yours’, whether she elaborates it or not, it becomes 

lawful to him to take (ransom) from her (to give her al-khul‘) and he has no right to get her back (i.e., to 

revoke the divorce).” 

It is written in al-Durr al-Manthur: Ahmad has narrated from Sahl Ibn Abi Hathmah that he said: 

“Habibah bint Sahl was married to Thabit Ibn Qays Ibn Shammas; but she disliked him; he was an ugly 

man. So she came and said: ‘O Messenger of Allah! Surely, I will not see him; and had it not been for 

fear of Allah, I surely would have spat in his face’. So he asked her: ‘Will you give him back his garden 

which he gave you as dowry?’ She said: ‘Yes.’ Thereupon she gave him back his garden and (the 



Messenger of Allah) separated them. And this was the first al-khul‘ in Islam.” 

 
at-Tafsir of al-Ayyashi quotes al-Baqir (‘a) as saying in the explanation of the word of Allah: These are 

the limits of Allah, so do not exceed them ...: “Verily, Allah was displeased with one who fornicates, and 

therefore He prescribed for him a hundred lashes. Now if someone becomes enraged and increases it, 

then I repudiate him before Allah; and this is the word of Allah: These are the limits of Allah, so do not 

exceed them.” 

It is reported in al-Kafi from Abu Basir that he asked (Imam as-Sadiq – ‘a) about the woman who is not 

allowed to her (former) husband until she marries another husband. He (the Imam) said: “It is that 

woman who is divorced then returned, then (likewise) divorced the third time; it is she who is not lawful 

to that husband until she marries another husband and he tastes her sweetness. 

The author says: al-‘Usaylah ( َُلة ي س لعا  translated here as sweetness) means sexual intercourse. It is 

written in as-Sihah: al-‘Usaylah is used in the meaning of sexual intercourse. That enjoyment was 

likened to al-‘asal ( ل س  (ة ) ”that is, honey, and then was given diminutive form by adding “h ,(لعا

(because al-‘asal, is mostly used as a feminine); so it became (al-‘usaylah). Also it is said that it was 

given the feminine form because it means ‘a piece or portion of honey’ as they refer to a piece of adh- 

dhahab ( ب لذَّها  = gold) as adh-dhahabah ( ُة ب لذَّها ). 

And the words of the Imam, “and he tastes her sweetness” are based on the words of the Messenger of 

Allah (S) which he used in the incident of Rifa‘ah, “No! Until you taste his sweetness and he tastes your 

sweetness”. The incident is reported in al-Durr al-Manthur as follows: “al-Bazzaz, at-Tabarani and al- 

Bayhaqi have narrated that Rifa‘ah Ibn Samu’al divorced his wife. Then she came to the Prophet and 

said: ‘Messenger of Allah! ‘Abdu ’r-Rahman married me and he has not but like this.’ (Saying it she 

pointed to a fringe of her dress.) The Messenger of Allah kept ignoring her talk; at last he told her: ‘You 

want to return to Rifa‘ah? No! Until you taste his (i.e., ‘Abdu ’r-Rahman’s) sweetness and he tastes your 

sweetness.’ “ 

The author says: This tradition is well-known; and has been narrated by a multitude of Sunni narrators 

of the books of as-Sihah and others, as well as by some Shi‘ah ones. And although the wordings of the 

various narratives are different from each other, most of them contain these words. 

It is written in at-Tahdhib that as-Sadiq (‘a) was asked the question whether the mut‘ah marriage (with a 

second husband) would make the woman lawful (for the first one), to which he replied: “No! Because 

Allah says: So if he divorces her she shall not be lawful to him afterwards until she marries another 

husband; then if he divorces her there is no blame on them both if they return to each other; and there is 

no divorce in the mut‘ah.” 

The same book quotes Muhammad Ibn Mudarib as saying: “I asked ar-Ridha’ (‘a) whether a eunuch 

could make the woman lawful (for her first husband). He (the Imam) said: ‘He cannot make her lawful.’ “ 



It is written in at-Tafsir of al-Qummi under the words of Allah: And when you divorce the women and 

they reach their prescribed time ...and do not retain them for injury ...that the Imam said: “When he 

divorces her, he is not allowed to take her back (i.e., to revoke the divorce) if he does not really want 

her.” 

It is reported in Man la Yahduruh al-Faqih that as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “It is not proper for a man to divorce 

his wife and then to take her back (to revoke the divorce) when he does not really want her and then 

divorce her again. It is the injury which Allah has forbidden. (It is improper) except that he divorces her 

and then takes her back and he intends to retain her. 

It is narrated in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi under the words of Allah: And do not take Allah’s signs for a 

mockery ..., from ‘Umar Ibn aj-Jami‘ through his chain to ‘Ali (‘a) in a tradition in which he said, inter alia: 

“And whoever from this ummah read the Qur’an and (even then) entered the hell, then he was from 

among those who took the Allah’s signs for a mockery ...” 

It is reported in as-Sahih of al-Bukhari about the words of Allah: And when you have divorced the 

women and they have ended their term ..., that the sister of Ma‘qil Ibn Yasar was divorced by her 

husband, then he (the husband) left her alone until her waiting term was completed. Then again, he 

proposed to her. Thereupon Ma‘qil refused. Then the verse was revealed: ...then do not prevent them 

from marrying their husbands when they agree among themselves in a lawful manner ... 

The author says: This meaning has been quoted in al-Durr al-Manthur from al-Bukhari as well as other 

compilers of as-Sahih like an-Nasa’i, Ibn Majah, at-Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud and others. 

It is reported in ad-Durr al-Manthur from as-Suddi: This verse was revealed concerning Jabir Ibn 

‘Abdullah al-Ansari. He had a cousin (daughter of his uncle); her husband gave her one divorce, and her 

period of waiting expired. Then the (said) husband wanted to take her back (i.e., to remarry her). But 

Jabir refused saying, “You divorced our cousin and now you want to marry her second time!” And the 

woman herself wanted (to marry) her husband. Thereupon Allah sent down the verse: And when you 

have divorced the women ... 

The author says: According to the madhhab of Ahl ul-Bayt, a brother or a cousin has no guardianship or 

authority over the woman in the matters of marriage. Therefore, if either tradition is accepted, it would 

mean that the prohibition in the verse: ...then do not prevent them from marrying their husbands ..., is 

not concerned with the scope of guardianship nor does it promulgate any rule except showing that it is 

improper to come between a man and his wife (or would-be wife). Or that this dislike or prohibition of 

such interference is addressed to everyone who might prevent the woman from such remarrying, 

whether they be a guardian or not. 

It is narrated in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi, under the words of Allah: And the mothers should suckle their 

children for two complete years ..., that as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “As long as the child is in the suckling- 

period, he is between both parents equally; thereafter, when he is weaned, the father has more right 



upon him than the other relatives. And if the father finds someone to suckle the child for four dirhams, 

and the mother says that she would not suckle him but for five dirhams, then he may take the child away 

from her; but it is more comforting, more uplifting and more clement to the child that he be left with his 

mother.” 

The same book reports that the same Imam said about the words of Allah, “neither shall a mother be 

made to suffer harm on account of her child, nor a father on account of his child”: The woman used to 

resist with her hand when the man wanted to cohabit with her, saying. “I shall not allow you; I fear to 

become pregnant on my child.” And (likewise) the man used to say to the woman, “I shall not sleep with 

you; I am afraid that you will conceive, and thus I shall cause the death of my child.” Therefore, Allah 

forbade the man to make the woman suffer harm, and the woman to make the man suffer. 

It is narrated in the same book about the words of Allah: And a similar duty (devolves) on the (father’s) 

heir, that one of the two Imams (al-Baqir or as-Sadiq - ‘a) said: “It is about maintenance. The duty of 

the heir (in this respect) is like that of the father.” 

Another tradition in the same book about this verse says that as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “It is not proper for the 

heir to make the woman suffer harm (for example) to say, ‘I shall not let her child visit her’, and to inflict  

harm on her child, if they have something with him; and he should not be parsimonious for him.” 

There is a tradition in the same book from Hammad from as-Sadiq (‘a) that he said: “There is no 

suckling after weaning.” Hammad said: “I told him, ‘May I be your ransom, and what is the weaning?’ He 

said: ‘The two years mentioned by Allah.’ “ 

The author says: “The two years” is the quotation from the verse, and that is why he (the Imam) 

explained it as “mentioned by Allah.” 

It is reported in ad-Durr al-Manthur: “It is narrated by ‘Abdu ’r-Razzaq (Ibn al-Musannaf) and Ibn ‘Adi 

from Jabir Ibn ‘Abdullah that the Messenger of Allah (S) said: ‘There is no orphan after puberty, and 

there is no suckling after weaning; and there is no (fast of) silence of the day up to the night, and there is 

no joining in the fast (i.e., fasting two days without breaking the fast at night), and there is no vow in a 

sin, and there is no maintenance in the sin, and there is no oath cutting the relationship, and there is no 

returning to nomadic life after al-hijrah (  ُة ر له جا  = emigration), and there is no emigration after the 

conquest (of Mecca), and there is no oath (vow) for a wife with the husband nor for a child with his father 

nor for a slave with his master (i.e., without their permission), and there is no divorce before marriage, 

and there is no emancipation before owning.’ “ 

There is a tradition in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi from Abu Bakr al-Hadrami that as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “When 

it was revealed: And (as for) those of you who die and leave wives behind, they should keep themselves 

in waiting for four months and ten (days), the women came arguing with the Messenger of Allah and 

said: ‘We shall not wait’. The Messenger of Allah told them: ‘It was (your custom) that when a woman’s 

husband died, she took the dropping (of a camel) and threw it behind her in her private room and then 



sat down (therein); then when the same day (i.e., date) came after a year, she took (the dropping) and 

broke it and applied it (to her eyes) as antimony; and then she could marry. Now Allah has put down 

(reduced) from you eight months.’ “ 

It is narrated in at-Tahdhib from al-Baqir (‘a) that he said: “In every marriage, when the husband dies it 

is (incumbent) upon the woman (whether she is a free woman or a slave), and by whatever system the 

matrimonial bond was established (whether by mut‘ah, permanent marriage or slavery), to observe the 

waiting period of four months and ten days.” 

It is narrated in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi from Muhammad Ibn Muslim that he asked al-Baqir (‘a): ‘May I 

be your ransom! Why is the waiting period of a divorced woman three menstruations or three months 

and that of the woman whose husband dies four months and ten days?” He (the Imam) said: “As for the 

waiting period of three months for a divorced woman, it is (prescribed) to make sure that there is no child 

in the womb. And as for the waiting period of a woman whose husband dies surely Allah has laid down a 

provision for the women and one upon them: The provision made for them is in al-’ila’, a period of four 

months, as He says: For those who swear (to abstain from their wives is ordained) a waiting for four 

months. It is, therefore, not lawful for anyone (to abstain from the wife) for more than four months; 

because Allah knows that it is the furthest limit to which a woman may keep her sexual desire under 

control. And the provision made against them is that He ordered her to observe waiting period, when her 

husband dies, for four months and ten days. In this way, He (Allah) took from her for him at the time of 

his death what He took from him for her during his lifetime. 

The author says: This meaning is also narrated from ar-Ridha’ and al-Hadi (‘a) from other chains. 

 
It is written in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi from as-Sadiq (‘a) about the words of Allah: And there is no blame 

on you respecting that which you speak indirectly in the asking of (such) women in marriage: “The 

women in her ‘iddah, you speak to her in a graceful manner to attract her towards yourself. And you do 

not say, ‘I do this and this’ or ‘I perform like this’, hinting at indecent things.” And another tradition says: 

“You tell her, when she is in her ‘iddah, ‘O so-and-so! I do not like but only that which pleases you; and 

if your ‘iddah expires, you will not find me missing, God willing; and you should not keep yourself (alone). 

All this (you may say) without resolving the marriage-tie.” 

The author says: There are other traditions of the same meaning from the Imams. 

 
The at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi quotes as-Sadiq (‘a) that he explained the words of Allah: And if you 

divorce them before you have touched them ..., in these words: “When the man divorces his wife before 

cohabiting with her, then she shall get half of her dowry; and if he had not appointed for her a dowry, 

then (for her) is a provision according to usage, on the wealthy according to his means and on the 

straitened in circumstances according to his means. And there is no waiting period for her and she may 

immediately marry whoever she wishes. 

There is a tradition in al-Kafi from as-Sadiq (‘a) about the man who divorces his wife before cohabiting 



with her: “On him is half of the dowry, if anything was fixed (as dowry); and if nothing was fixed then he 

should give her a provision as other women of her status are provided for.” 

The author says: This tradition explains the words, “a provision according to usage.” 

 
al-Kafi, at-Tahdhib, at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi and other books narrate from al-Baqir and as-Sadiq (‘a) 

under the words of Allah: “In whose hand is the marriage-tie”, that both Imams said: “It is al-wali ( ل لوا  

= the guardian of the marriage).” 

 
The author says: There are numerous traditions giving this explanation. And there are some Sunni 

traditions narrated from the Prophet and ‘Ali (‘a) that it means “the husband”. 

It is narrated in al-Kafi, Man la Yahduruh al-Faqih, at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi and that of al-Qummi, about 

the words of Allah: Maintain the prayers and the middle prayer, through numerous chains from al-Baqir 

and as-Sadiq (‘a) that: “Surely, the middle prayer is the noon prayer.” 

The author says: It is what is narrated from the Imams of Ahl ul-Bayt (‘a) in their traditions with one 

voice. Of course, some of those traditions show that it is the Friday prayer. But it appears from the same 

traditions that they treat the noon and the Friday prayers as one prayer, not two. It is narrated in al-Kafi 

and at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi from Zurarah from al-Baqir (‘a) - and the wording quoted here is from al- 

Kafi - that he (the Imam) said: “Allah says: Maintain the prayers and the middle prayer, and it is the 

prayer of the noon, the first prayer the Messenger of Allah (S) prayed, and it is (in) the middle of the day 

and between the two prayers of the day-time - the dawn and afternoon prayers.” And he said: “And this 

verse was revealed and the Messenger of Allah (S) was on a journey, so he (the Holy Prophet) recited 

qunut in it and continued it likewise in the journey and at the home-town, and he added two rak‘ahs for 

him who is in his home-town. And those two rak‘ahs added by the Prophet were dropped on Friday, for 

him who is in his home-town, because of the two sermons recited by the Imam. Therefore, he who 

prays on Friday without congregation, shall pray four rak‘ahs of noon prayer like all other days ...” 

This tradition, as you see, counts the noon and the Friday prayers as one prayer, and says that it is the 

middle prayer. But most of these tradtions are al-maqtu‘ (  ُع ق طوُ لما  i.e., their chain of narrators are 

broken, or do not reach a ma‘sum); and those that are connected to a ma‘sum, their texts are not free 

from confusion, like the above-mentioned tradition of al-Kafi. Moreover, it does not clearly fit the 

meaning of the verse. And Allah knowns better. 

It is reported in ad-Durr al-Manthur: Ahmad, Ibn al-Mani‘, an-Nasa’i, Ibn Jabir, ash-Shashi and ad- 

Diya’ have narrated through the chain of az-Zibriqan: “Verily, there was a group of the Quraysh, and 

Zayd Ibn Thabit passed by them and they were assembled. So, they sent two of their boys to him to ask 

him about the middle prayer. And he said: ‘It is the noon prayer’. Then the boys came to Usamah Ibn 

Zayd and asked him (the same question). And he said: ‘It is the noon prayer. Verily, the Messenger of 

Allah (S) used to pray the noon prayer in the summer and there would not be behind him except one or 

two lines, and the people were in their siesta or at their trade. Thereupon, Allah sent down the verse: 



Maintain the prayers and the middle prayer and stand up truly obedient to Allah. Then the Messenger of 

Allah (S) said: “The men should desist (from that behaviour) or most surely I shall burn down their 

houses.” ’ “ 

The author says: The same reason has been narrated by Zayd Ibn Thabit and others from other chains. 

 
And know that there is much difference of opinion regarding the meaning of “the middle prayer”, much of 

it arises because of differences in the Sunni traditions. It has been said that it is the dawn prayer, and it 

has been narrated from ‘Ali (‘a) and some companions. Others say that it is noon prayer, and it has been 

reported from the Holy Prophet and a number of the companions. Again it is said that it is the afternoon 

prayer, and this also has been reported from the Prophet and a number of companions - as-Suyuti has 

narrated in ad-Durr al-Manthur more than fifty traditions of this meaning. Some say that it is the evening 

prayer. Other say that it is hidden among the prayers as the Night of Destiny is hidden among the nights 

of Ramadan. This is reported in some traditions from some companions. And also it is said that it is the 

night prayers; and, lastly, that it is the Friday prayer. 

It is reported in Majma‘ ul-Bayan about the words of Allah; And stand truly obedient to Allah, that al- 

qunut ( ت لقُنوُا  = obedience) is the invocation in the prayer during the standing posture, and it is narrated 

from al-Baqir and as-Sadiq (‘a). 

The author says: Also it is narrated from some companions. 

 
There is a tradition in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi that as-Sadiq (‘a) said about this verse: “(al-Qunut 

means) one’s going towards prayer and maintaining (i.e., praying) it in its time, so that nothing diverts 

one’s attention or keeps him from it.” 

The author says: There is no conflict between the two traditions, as one may easily understand. 

 
It is reported in al-Kafi about the words of Allah: But if you are in danger, then (say your prayers) on foot 

or on horse back ..., that as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “When he is afraid of a beast or a thief, he will say at-takbir 

and point (for the actions of prayer).” 

And there is another tradition in Man la Yahduruh al-Faqih from the same Imam about the prayer when 

marching on: “It is at-takbir and at-tahlil.” Then he (the Imam) recited this verse. 

There is another tradition in the same book from the same Imam: “If you are in a fearful land and are 

afraid of a thief or a beast, then say the obligatory prayer and you are on your (riding) animal.” 

And the same book quotes a tradition of al-Baqir (‘a): “He who is afraid of a thief shall pray by sign while 

(riding) on his mount.” 

The author says: There are numerous traditions of this meaning. 



It is reported in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi from Abu Basir that he said: “I asked him (the Imam) about the 

words of Allah: And those of you who die and leave wives behind, (make) a bequest in favour of their 

wives of maintenance for the year without turning (them) out. He (the Imam) said: ‘It is abrogated.’ I said: 

‘And how was it?’ He (the Imam) said: ‘It was (a custom) that when a man died, his wife was maintained 

from his capital for one year; then she was turned out without any inheritance. Then it was abrogated by 

the verse of one-fourth and one-eigth. Now the woman is given maintenance from her own share.’ “ 

There is another tradition in the same book that Mu‘awiyah Ibn ‘Ammar said: “I asked him (the Imam) 

about the words of Allah: And those of you who die ...He said: ‘It is abrogated; the verse: ...they should 

keep themselves in waiting for four months and ten (days), abrogated it, and the verse of inheritance 

abrogated it.’ “ 

It is reported in al-Kafi and at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi: as-Sadiq (‘a) was asked about a man who divorces 

his wife, should he make provision for her? He said: “Yes. Does not he like to be one of the doers of 

good? Does not he like to be one of those who fear (Allah)? “ 

A Scientific Discourse About Woman 

It is well known that Islam - and we should not forget that it is Allah who legislated it - did not base its 

laws on experiments, like all other laws. Yet, we are sometimes obliged to look at the rules, laws and 

customs of modern and even ancient peoples, so that we may rationally judge the Shari‘ah of Islam. We 

have to look at the felicity of the human races and then see whether other customs and laws fulfil the 

requirements of humanity or not. In this way, we may see the difference between Islamic and non- 

Islamic rules, and appreciate the living and powerful spirit of Islam in comparison with others. That is 

why we refer to the history of nations and societies, and describe what they have to say on particular 

subject. 

Accordingly, we should discuss the ideas and ideals of Islam about the following: 

 
1. The identity of woman and the comparison of it with the identity of man. 

 
2. Her value and importance in society - so that we may know what influence she had and has in human 

life. 

3. Her rights and the laws made about her. 

 
4. The foundation of the above-mentioned laws. 

 
But before we discuss the above subjects from the Islamic point of view, it is necessary to look at history 

and see what her life was like before the advent of Islam, and what treatment has been accorded to her 

by non-Muslim nations - both civilized and uncivilized – up till now. It is not within the scope of this book 

to go into the detail of these subjects; but a short review will not be out of place. 



The Life Of Woman In Uncivilized Nations 

 
In uncivilized tribes and nations - like the tribes of Africa, the aboriginals of Australia, the inhabitants of 

the Pacific Ocean islands, the Red Indians of America, etc., a woman’s life in comparison with a man’s 

life was exactly like the life of a domestic animal as compared with the life of a human being. 

Because of the natural instinct of exploitation, man believes that he has a right to possess cattle and 

other domestic animals, and to use them as he wishes and in any work he likes. He makes use of their 

hair, wool, meat, bones, blood, hides and milk; they serve him as a guard and watch; they are exploited 

even for breeding and procreating; their offspring and their profit serve the purpose of man; they carry 

his burden, are used in agriculture and hunting and satisfy the need of man in countless other ways. 

These animals have no say at all about their own necessities of life and their desires, like food and drink, 

living space, their sexual urge, and the rest. It is only their owner who provides them with these items 

according to his own wish. And he would never wish but what is beneficial to himself through those 

animals. If we were to look from the eyes of that animal at the arrangements made by man we would 

surely be alternately amused and enraged at his high-handedness; we would find an animal being 

persecuted without any fault, another one crying for help without anyone paying any heed to it, a third 

one oppressing others without any hindrance; we would see one living a blissful and enjoyable life 

without doing any work to deserve it, like the stallion or the bull kept for breeding, which lives a most 

happy life according to its own view; and would find others living a distressed and difficult life without 

having committed any sin to deserve such a punishment, like a donkey which carries loads heavier than 

itself and the horse in the mill. 

Such animals do not have even the right of life. The owner believes that it is he who has the right of their 

lives. If someone kills a horse, he is not charged with the murder of that horse, he is only accused of 

destroying the property of the owner. It is because man thinks that the animal’s existence is an 

appendage to his own existence, its life is an offshoot of his own life; and that its status is that of a 

hanger-on. 

The position of a woman vis-a-vis a man in these tribes and societies is exactly the same. According to 

their belief, woman was created for man. She was her man’s appendage even in existence and life. 

It was the father who owned her so long as she was not married, and the husband assumed that right 

soon after marriage. 

The man could sell her, gift her away or loan her to some other man for the purpose of cohabitation, 

procreation, or service, etc. He could mate out to her any punishment he decided upon, even the death 

penalty. He could abandon her, without caring whether she would die. He could kill her to feed on her 

meat, especially in feasts and during famine. All the properties and rights of the woman belonged to the 

man; only he, and not she, could enter into dealings - selling, buying, accepting, rejecting - on her 



behalf. 

 
And the woman was duty-bound to obey the man - her father or husband - whether she liked it or not; 

she was not expected to act independently even in her, let alone his affairs. It was her duty to look after 

the house and the children and make sure that the man’s whims and desires were properly satisfied. 

When there was work to do, she always got the hardest, like carrying heavy load on her back, digging 

the earth, etc., and from vocations and handicrafts her share was the lowest and the most worthless. 

Things got bad to such extent that in some tribes a woman, after giving birth to a child, had to get up at 

once and engage herself in household drudgery, while the man lay on her bed convalescing and getting 

treatment for himself. 

These were her rights and her duties. Every tribe and society had its own special rules and 

characteristics according to its habit and habitat; anyone interested should study the books written on 

this subject. 

Woman In Pre-Islamic Civilizations 

 
Now we come to those nations who lived under traditional well-defined customs which they had 

inherited from their forefathers, and which were not based on any book or codified law. Such were the 

people of ancient China, India, Egypt and Iran. 

In all these civilizations the woman had no independence or freedom, either in her intentions or her 

actions; she was totally under the guardianship and mastership of man. Neither could she decide on 

anything concerning herself, nor had she any right to interfere in civilian affairs like the government, the 

judiciary, etc. 

It was her duty to participate with man in all the responsibilities of life, like earning a livelihood. In 

addition, it was her exclusive duty to look after domestic affairs and the children. She had to obey her 

man in all his orders and desires. 

On the whole, a woman in these societies was in a better position than her sisters in uncivilized nations. 

She was not killed, and her meat was not used in feasts. She was not entirely deprived of the right to 

property; she owned to a certain extent what she got from inheritance or marriage, though she could not 

administer it independently. The man had the right to take as many wives as he desired, and to divorce 

whomever he wished. The husband could marry after the death of his wife, but in most cases the widow 

had no such right; and mostly she was forbidden to participate in society beyond her door-step. 

Each of these civilizations had some particular customs. The class system in Iranian society, gave 

women of the upper class a right to participate in government and state and to succeed to the throne. 

Also, it recognized as valid a marriage with women having close affinity, like the mother, daughter or 

sister. 



In China, marriage was a sort of servitude for woman. The husband almost purchased and owned her. 

She had no right in inheritance and could not eat with men, not even with her own sons. Polyandry was 

allowed; many men jointly married one woman, and shared her among themselves, and the child was 

affiliated in most cases with the strongest husband. 

In India, she was completely an appendage of the man. She was not allowed to remarry after the death 

of her husband - she would be burnt alive with the body of the deceased husband; otherwise, she would 

live in disgrace. During her monthly period, she was treated as the dirtiest thing; even her clothes could 

not be touched by others. 

In short, the status of women in these nations was something between a human being and an animal. 

She was treated as a minor child under his guardianship; but unlike the child, she was never thought fit 

to be free from the yoke of her man’s guardianship. 

Woman In Some Other Civilizations 

 
There were some other nations who lived under, and were governed by, a codified law or book, like the 

Chaldeans, the Romans and the Greeks. 

The Chaldeans and the Assyrians followed Hammurabi’s Code, which made the woman an appendage 

of her husband; she was not independent in her decision or action. If the wife disobeyed her husband in 

any way, or decided independently on anything, the husband could turn her out of his home or could 

bring in another wife degrading the offending wife to concubinage. If she made any mistake in household 

management or exceeded the limits of the domestic budget, the husband could lodge complaints before 

the judge and on being found guilty she could be drowned in water. 

The Romans were the first to enact civil laws. The earliest laws were made four centuries before the 

Christian era; and were gradually completed and perfected. The Roman law gave some freedom to the 

woman in her own affairs. The master of the house, that is, her husband and the father of her children, 

was vested as a sort of godhead; he was worshipped by the people of his household, as he, in his 

return, worshipped his forefathers and ancestors. He had full authority and decisive will in all that he 

desired and ordered concerning his family - he could kill them, if he so wished, without anybody lifting a 

finger to restrain him. The females of the family - wife, daughter and sister - were in a worse condition 

than the male members, even than their own sons. The women were not a part of society; their 

complaints were not heard; their dealings were not recognized and they could not interfere in social 

affairs. But the men, like brothers and sons, even the adopted ones (adoption and affiliation of children 

to other than their real fathers was a common practice in Roman society as well as in Greek, Iranian and 

Arabian) could be granted independence in their affairs by the master of the house. 

The females were not a part of the household. The men were the members of the family, and the women 

were their appendage. Any formal relationship, giving the right of inheritance, etc., was reserved for 



between the males. The women had no formal relationships - neither between themselves like mother 

with daughter, or sister with sister, nor between themselves and the men like wife with husband, mother 

with son, sister with brother or daughter with father. And there was no mutual right of inheritance except 

where there was the formal relationship. Of course, the natural relationship was not denied, and some 

consequences of that half-hearted acceptance were the prohibition of marriage between close relations 

in many societies, and the guardianship of the master of the house over her women. 

In short, woman, in their eyes, was a parasite, completely dependent in her social and domestic life; the 

rein of her life and her will was in the hands of the master of the household - her father if she was with 

him, or husband if she lived with him, or others. The master could do with her whatever he wished, and 

decide about her as he thought fit. He sold her, gifted her away, loaned her to others for sexual 

enjoyment, gave her in repayment of debt, rent or taxes. He punished her by beating and even killing 

her. He had the authority to administer her property if she got hold of any through marriage or if she 

earned it with the permission of her master; but not through inheritance because she had no such right. 

Her father or other male relatives gave her in marriage and her husband had the right to dissolve the 

marriage. 

The custom of the Greeks in the composition of the household and the mastership of the males was 

almost identical with the Romans. Their social and domestic organization was made up of the males; the 

females were their dependents. They had no independence in their will or action except under the 

guardianship of men. But there was a surprising contradiction in that system: if there was any decision to 

be taken against the woman, she was treated as an independent person, and if there was any 

judgement in her favour, she was a dependant of men - provided such orders were of benefit to the 

men. Thus, the woman was punished for all her faults and crimes as though she were independent, but 

she was never rewarded for her good work except under guardianship of her man. 

This shows that these legal systems did not think that woman was a part of human society, not even a 

weaker part dependent on others; instead, they treated her as a harmful bacterium which disturbed 

society and damaged its health; but there was the unavoidable reality that she was needed to continue 

the human race; therefore, it was necessary to look after her. Even then she should be punished if she 

made a mistake or committed a crime; and her rewards should be given to the man when she did a good 

work. She was not to be left to do as she liked; otherwise, society would come to harm. In this she was 

like a powerful enemy who has been defeated, caught and enslaved; he lives his long life under duress; 

if he does any wrong, he is punished, but if he does a good deed he is not thanked. 

As society, according to their thinking, was made up of the men only, they believed that the progeny in 

reality consisted of male children only, and the family could continue only when there was a male child to 

carry it on. This belief was the basis of the system of the adoption of sons. The house which had no 

male child was thought to be ruined, and such a family was deemed extinct and dead. No wonder then 

that they had to adopt others’ sons as their own to save the family from extinction. Such adopted sons 



were treated as legitimate, legally recognized sons, having mutual rights of inheritance, and subject to all 

the rules and customs concerning natural sons. When a man thought himself to be sterile, he brought 

one of his relatives like a brother or a brother’s son to sleep with his wife, so that she could conceive by 

that relative, and the son born thereof would be called his own son, and the family would continue. 

Marriage and divorce in Greece was like the Roman system. They could marry more than one wife, but 

only one of the wives would be officially recognized; others were unofficial. 

Woman In Arabia: The Environment In Which The Qur’an Was Revealed 

 
The Arabs lived in the Arabian Peninsula, an infertile land with an extremely hot climate. Most of them 

belonged to nomadic tribes far away from any civilization; they lived on raid and plunder. Their 

neighbours were Iran on the one side, Rome (the Byzantine Empire) on the other and Ethiopia and 

Sudan on the third. 

As a result of this geography, most of their customs and traditions were barbarous, and traces could be 

found in them of some Roman and Iranian traditions, as well as some Indian and ancient Egyptian 

customs. 

The Arabs did not accord any independence to the woman in her life; nor did she have any honour or 

dignity except that of her family. She was not entitled to inheritance. A man could marry as many wives 

as he desired; there was no restriction on divorce. Daughters were buried alive. This wicked custom was 

started by Banu Tamim when many of their daughters were made captive after a war against Nu‘man 

Ibn Mundhir. This disturbed them very much and they started burying their daughters alive. Gradually the 

practice was adopted by other tribes. When a daughter was born, the father thought it a disgrace and hid 

himself from others’ eyes. On the other hand, his joy knew no bounds when he got news that a son was 

born - the more the better, even if the son was an adopted one. They gladly affiliated to themselves the 

son born as a result of their adultery. Sometimes, when many people slept with one woman in one 

month and a son was born, every one of them claimed him for himself and often than not, this led to 

dispute and conflicts. 

Even then, it was seen in some families that their women had some freedom, and especially the 

daughters were free in matrimonial affairs, their consent and choice was respected and accepted. In this 

they were influenced by Iranian upper-class society. 

Anyhow, their treatment of women was a mixture of the civilized systems of Rome and Iran (not giving 

them any independent rights, not allowing them to participate in public affairs like government and war, 

except in exceptional cases) and the barbarous systems of primitive nomads. The women were deprived 

of many human rights, but not because the master of the house was a sacred person deserving to be 

worshipped. It was simply a matter of the stronger party subjugating and exploiting the weaker one. 

So far as worship was concerned, all of them (men and women both) worshipped idols, as was also 



done by the as-Sabi’in, the worshippers of stars etc. Every tribe had its own idol made according to its 

liking and preference. They also worshipped the celestial bodies and the angels (whom they thought to 

be the daughters of Allah!) and made idols representing them according to their own fancy. The idols 

were made of various materials, often of stone and wood, though Banu Hanifah are reported to have 

made their idol from flour. They worshipped it for a long time, then came a time of famine, so they ate it. 

A poet says about it: 

The (tribe of) Hanifah ate its lord, 

At the time of hardship and famine. 

They did not fear their lord, 

About (its) evil consequences and effect. 

 
Sometimes they worshipped a stone; then if a more beautiful stone came to hand, the first one was 

thrown away and replaced by the second one. If nothing suitable was found, they took a double handful 

of earth, brought a sheep or goat and milked it over that mound of earth. Then they started going round 

it and worshipping it. 

Such deprivation and misery created in woman’s mind a weakness which made her an easy prey to 

superstition and credulity. Books of history and anthropology have recorded how she fell into error 

whenever she tried to explain natural phenomena and simple events. 

This in short, was the condition of woman in human society in various eras before the advent of Islam. It 

may be seen from above that: 

First: Men thought that women were human beings, but on the level of dumb animals, or with very weak 

and low-grade human qualities, who could not be trusted if set free. The first was the view of primitive 

people, and the second, of others. 

Second: Society did not accord her the status of a member; and she was not considered an integral part 

of humanity. For primitives, she was one of the necessities of life like a home and accommodation. For 

civilized people, she was a captive and dependent on her masters who took advantage of her labour and 

always remained alert lest she escaped or cheated. 

Third: Both types of societies deprived her of all common rights; she was given only that much which 

was necessary for her exploitation by men. 

Fourth: They treated her as a strong person treats a weakling. In other words, the basis of their dealings 

with her was exploitation. In addition, civilized nations believed that she was a weak human being, 

incapable of independently looking after herself, and who could not be trusted in any matter. 



Different nations and tribes had different ways, and sometimes customs and beliefs were mixed; also, 

there were variations in the degrees and grades of the above treatment. 

What Islam Brough For Woman 

 
Woman had to undergo patiently the above-mentioned treatment, which imprisoned her in the dungeon 

of humiliation and disgrace. Consequently, weakness and inferiority became her second nature; she was 

brought up in this environment and lived and died in it. Ultimately, the word ‘woman’ became 

synonymous with ‘weakness’ and ‘insignificance’ - not only in the conversation of men but even in the 

language of women themselves. 

Look at any society, primitive or civilized, and you will find adages and proverbs reflecting on woman’s 

feebleness and unimportance. Take any two or more languages of different origins and unrelated 

developments, and you will find one thing in common: allegories, metaphors and similes connected with 

the word ‘woman’ to scold a coward, to rebuke a weakling and to chide a contemptible and despised 

person. An Arab poet said: 

I do not know (and would that I knew), 

 
Whether the family of Hisn are people or women. 

 
Such expressions may be seen in hundreds and thousands in every language. 

 
These idioms and expressions were enough to show what human society believed about women, even if 

there were nothing recorded in the books of history and culture, because the ideas and ideals of a nation 

may clearly be gleaned from its language. 

The only thing showing any consideration and care towards her is found in a few sentences of the Torah 

and in the admonition of Jesus to have mercy on her. 

Then came Islam, the religion of truth and monotheism, accompanied by the Qur’an. Islam originated 

and initiated in her favour a system which the world had never known before, from the early dawn of 

humanity. It set forth straight away against the dictum of the whole world, and rebuilt, for her, her natural 

place, which the world had completely destroyed, from the very beginning. It cancelled and dismissed as 

baseless their belief about her identity and their practice concerning her treatment. 

Her Identity 

 
Islam declared that woman is as much a human being as man is. Every person, male or female, is a 

human being, whose substance and ingredients combinedly originate from two human beings - one 

male and one female, and no one has any superiority over the other except through piety. Allah says: 

“O you people! Surely We have created you of a male and a female, and made you nations and 



tribes that you may recognize each other; surely the most honourable of you with Allah is one 

among you who guards (him/her self) most (against evil); surely Allah is Knowing, Aware” 

(49:13). 

Allah clearly says that every human being originates and is made from two human beings, a male and a 

female, and they both jointly and in equal degree are the source of his existence; and everyone, male or 

female, is a combination of the substances taken from those two. Note that Allah did not say as the Arab 

poet had said: “And surely the mothers of the people are but receptacles”. Nor did He say like another 

poet: 

Our sons are (those who are) the 

 
sons of our sons; and as for our daughters, 

Their sons are the sons of distant men. 

Instead, He (Allah) declared that every one was created jointly from both male and female. All were, 

therefore, similar to each other. There could be no declaration more complete and more appropriate. 

Finally, He declared that being a male or a female or being born in a certain family or tribe is not the 

criterion of superiority. Superiority originates only from piety. Also, Allah has said: 

...that I will not waste the work of a worker among you, whether male or female, the one of you 

being from the other ... (3:195). 

Here it is clearly said that endeavour is not repulsed and work is not wasted. And why? Because the one 

of you is from the other. This verse in this way clearly says what was implied in the words of the 

previous verse, “surely We have created you of a male and a female”: The man and the woman together 

are a single species, without any difference in their origin and root. He goes on to say that the work of 

anyone from these two groups is not wasted before Allah; it will not be neglected, nor will its reward be 

given to another person; every soul is mortgaged against its own endeavours. It is not as the people 

have said, that women were responsible for their mistakes, but so far as their good work was concerned, 

its reward should be given to the men. 

Every male and every female shall get what he or she does, and there is no superiority except of piety. 

The virtues are a part of piety like faith with its various degrees, beneficial knowledge, balanced wisdom, 

good character, patience and forbearance. Therefore, a believing woman (in various stages of the faith), 

or a learned and wise one, or one who is of noble character, will be superior in her own right, and higher 

in grade than those men, whosoever, who are not equal to her in these virtues. Because there is no 

superiority except of piety and noble character. 

There are other verses of the same meaning, and rather clearer. Allah says: 

 
Whoever does good, whether male or female, and he is a believer, We will most certainly make 



him live a happy life, and We will most certainly give them their reward for the best of what they 

did (16:97). 

...and whoever does good, whether male or female and he is a believer, these shall enter the 

garden in which they shall be given sustenance without measure (40:40). 

And whoever does good deeds, whether male or female and he is a believer, these shall enter the 

garden, and they shall not be dealt with a jot unjustly (4:124). 

And Allah has condemned their disdain of the daughters in these words (and it is the most telling 

condemnation): 

And when a daughter is announced to one of them his face becomes black and he is full of 

wrath. (16:58). 

He hides himself from the people because of the evil of that which is announced to him. Should 

he keep it with disgrace or bury it (alive) in the dust? Now surely evil is what they judge (16:59). 

Obviously, they hid themselves because they thought that a daughter was a disgrace for the father. They 

thought that she would soon reach marriageable age and would become a toy in the hands of her 

husband who would use her for sexual enjoyment - a shameful thing; and this shame would affect her 

family and her father; it was, therefore, better to bury her alive. (The original reason of this custom has 

already been described.) Allah severely condemned this practice in these words: 

And when the buried alive shall be asked (81:8). 

For what sin she was killed (81:9). 

There has remained a residue of such superstitions among Muslims, a legacy of their pagan ancestors, 

which has not been washed away from their hearts. You will see them thinking that illicit sexual relations 

are a shame and disgrace for the woman (even if she repents) but not for the man (even if he continues 

in that sin); while Islam has declared that disgrace and evil belongs to the sin in which the man and the 

woman were equal partners. 

Her Value In Society 

 
Islam has made the man and the woman equal in their will and action so far as the management of their 

lives is concerned. Allah said: 

The one of you being from the other (3:195). 

 
She is independent in her will and intention and independent in her action. The woman owns the 

products of her own will and action as the man owns his own without any difference whatsoever. For her 

is the benefit of what she earns, and on her is the responsibility of what she does. 



According to Islam both are equal; the Qur’an confirms it and Allah shows the truth to be the truth by His 

words. Side by side, Islam recognizes two special qualities in her, by which the Creator has 

distinguished her from the man: First, she is like a tilth for the creation and propagation of the human 

race. The species cannot exist without her. This distinction calls for some special rules concerning her 

life. Second, she has a comparatively delicate body and a sensitive perception. This has a tangible 

effect on her life and on the social and domestic responsibilities entrusted to her. 

This is her value in human society - and also the value of the man may be understood from it. These 

two distinctions are the basis of all the rules that are common to both groups and of those that are 

reserved for either of the two. Allah says: 

And do not covet that by which Allah has made some of you excel others; men shall have the 

benefit of what they earn and women shall have the benefit of what they earn; and ask Allah of 

His grace; surely Allah knows all things (4:32). 

It shows that the contribution made by each group to society is the criterion of the excellence granted to 

it. And it is this excellence which gives special status to one in comparison to the other. For example, 

man has been given preference over woman in the share of inheritance; while woman has been given 

preference over man by being exempted from the responsibilities of maintenance. And no one should 

covet the preference given to someone else. 

There is another type of excellence which results from the deeds of the doer, whoever he or she might 

be. For example, the virtues of faith, knowledge, reason, piety and other admirable qualities. And it is the 

grace of Allah, He gives it to whomsoever He wishes, and ask Allah of His grace. 

The proof of the above statement is found in the words of Allah, following the above-mentioned verse: 

 
Men are the maintainers of women ... (3:34). 

 
Common And Special Rules 

 
Woman, like man, is subject to all the rules concerning worship and social rights. She may act 

independently in all matter in which man is free to act, like inheritance, earning, dealings with other 

people, learning, teaching, making a claim, defending her rights, and so on. In all such affairs, Islam 

makes no discrimination between man and woman. 

Of course, in other matters it has limited her sphere of activity, because of her natural characteristics. 

For example, she may not be made a ruler or a Qadi, she is exempted from participation in fighting, 

although she may attend the jihad and be entrusted with its other responsibilities, like nursing and 

treating the wounded soldiers; and she gets half the share of man in inheritance. She has to hide her 

body and the places of adornment; she has to obey her husband so far as his conjugal rights are 

concerned. 



To compensate these burdens, she is exempted from her own maintenance; it is her father or husband 

who must maintain her, and they are also obliged to protect her to their utmost ability, and she has the 

right to bring up her children. Islam has also enjoined that her person and honour must be protected - 

her name may not be used in an undignified manner. Also, she is exempted from worship during her 

monthly period and after delivery. In short, Islam says that in all conditions and in every way, she should 

be treated with tenderness and kindness. 

What she is obliged to learn and do, in brief, is as follows: On the side of learning, she must know the 

fundamentals of the faith and the commandments of the Shari‘ah concerning worship and civil rules. And 

on the side of action, she must follow the rules of the religion and obey her husband by giving him his 

conjugal rights. 

But she is not obliged to earn her livelihood by any employment, handicrafts or artisanship. Nor she is 

obliged to take up the drudgery of domestic work. Similarly, it is not her duty to burden herself with what 

is considered useful for the general welfare of the society, like learning various disciplines (other than 

those mentioned earlier) or participating in useful industries or handicrafts. 

She is not obliged to do so. But if she acquires such extra knowledge or looks after her domestic 

arrangements or affairs useful for the society, it will be regarded as her extra excellence, provided she 

keeps within the limits imposed upon her by the Shari‘ah. It will be a matter of pride for her. Islam has 

allowed, nay, encouraged her to boast of such achievements before her compatriots, although it has 

forbidden the men to boast (except in jihad). 

The traditions of the Prophet support what we have said. Space does not allow full details; otherwise, we 

would have liked to describe how the Prophet lived with his wife, Khadijah, and his daughter, Fatimah, 

as well as with his other wives; and how he behaved with the women of his community and what he said 

and enjoined about women. Also, we would have quoted the traditions narrated from the Imams of Ahl 

ul-Bayt and their women like Zaynab (daughter of ‘Ali), Fatimah and Sakinah (ds/o Husayn) and others, 

and what they said about women. Perhaps we will get a chance to quote some of them in the traditions 

connected with the verses concerning woman. 

The Foundation 

 
The foundation upon which these rules have been built is nature. It may be understood from the 

explanation under the heading, “Her value in the Society”. Further, details are as follows: 

The scholars of social sciences will no doubt agree with the premise that the duties imposed by society 

should be based upon natural abilities and demands. It is nature which has led human beings to this 

collective social life from the earliest dawn of humanity. Of course, a certain society may at times deviate 

from the natural course. As the body, by deviating from its natural way, loses its health and becomes 

sick, likewise, a society, by astraying from natural dictates, deteriorates into chaos. 



Society, healthy or sick, is thus based on nature; although a sick society has been contaminated by 

extraneous and harmful elements during its progress. 

This fact has been mentioned, or alluded to, by scholars of social sciences. And the Book of Allah, long 

before these researches, has explained it in the most excellent style: 

Our Lord is He who gave everything its creation, then guided it (20:50). 

Who created, then made complete (87:2). 

And Who made (things) according to a measure, then guided (87:3). 

And (I swear by) the soul and Him Who made it perfect (91:7). 

Then He inspired it to understand what is wrong for it and right for it (91:8). 

 
These and other such verses show that all things, including human beings, are guided to what they have 

been created for; and that they have been equipped with what is needed to reach their goal. The blissful 

life is that which conforms perfectly with the dictates of nature. It has been pointed out in these words of 

Allah: 

Then set your face uprightly for the (right) religion - the nature made by Allah in which He has 

made men; there is no alteration (by anyone else) in the creation of Allah; that is the established 

religion ... (30:30). 

So far as social norms are concerned, nature demands that all individuals should have equal rights and 

duties. It does not approve of giving one more than his due and oppressing another by depriving him of 

his rights. But this equality does not mean that every individual should be offered every responsibility 

and every office. 

It would be wrong, for example, for a young inexperienced man to be given the place of a well- 

experienced official, or for an idiot to be given the chair of a professor; or to expect from a weakling the 

performance of a strong and brave person. If we treat capable and incapable persons equally, it will be 

harmful to both. 

What is then the meaning of this equality? It means that every person should be given his right and put 

in his proper place. This equality between individuals and groups implies that each shall get his due 

rights without any let or hindrance; no right shall be usurped or denied unjustly. The following words of 

Allah point to it: 

...and they have rights similar to those upon them in a just manner, and for the men is (the right) 

a degree above them ... (2:228). 

This verse ordains equality between the rights of both groups at the same time as it shows the difference 



between both. 

 
Both groups, men and women, share equally in the basic gifts of thinking and will (which in their turn 

create free choice). She should, therefore, be equally free in her thought and will and should have free 

choice. In other words, she should be free to look after her life’s affairs - as well as social, except where 

there is any genuine reason to the contrary. Islam gave her this freedom and independence in full 

measure, as has been explained earlier. She, thus, became, by the grace of Allah, an independent 

personality, unfettered in her will and action by men and their guardianship. She got what the world had 

denied her throughout all her existence since the beginning of humanity and which was unheard of in all 

her history. Allah says: 

There is no blame on you for what they do for themselves in a proper manner (2:234). 

 
But while sharing these basic qualities with man, she differs from him in other ways. An average woman 

lags behind an average man in the build of her body and its basic organs, like the brain, the heart, the 

veins, the nerves, her height and weight. (The details may be seen in any book of anatomy.) As a result, 

her body is comparatively soft and elegant, while a man’s is tough and rough. And the fine sentiments, 

like love, tender-heartedness, and inclination towards beauty and adornment are more pronounced in 

her than in man. On the other hand, the reasoning power is more prominent in man than in woman. The 

woman lives a sentimental life; the man an intellectual one. 

It was for this reason, that Islam differentiated between men and women in those duties and 

responsibilities which were related to reason and those related to sentiment. Ruling, judging and fighting 

have been reserved for man, because these things are closely related to reasoning and thinking. And 

the bringing up of, and looking after, the children, the domestic management has been reserved for 

woman. Her maintenance is the responsibility of her husband, for which he is compensated by a double 

share in inheritance. 

Look at the division of inheritance in this way: It is as though inheritance is divided in two equal shares. 

Then one-third of the woman’s share is given to the man in lieu of her maintenance. Thus, the man gets 

two-thirds of the estate and the woman is left with one-third. But the expenses of her maintenance are 

not less than that of a man. In this way, she gets the benefit of the man’s two-thirds share in equal 

measure. (One-third’s benefit goes to her while the man gets the benefit of the remaining one-third.) 

The net result is that the man gets two-thirds in species while the woman gets two-thirds in benefit. Man 

has been given more to manage, because reasoning is his predominant characteristic; woman has been 

bestowed with more to benefit from and enjoy, because feeling and sentiment is more pronounced in her 

nature. (This topic will be explained under the verses of inheritance.) Then Allah completed His grace 

and bounty to women by giving them the concessions and exemptions mentioned earlier. 

Question: The above-mentioned clemency granted in Islam to woman makes her idle. When she is told 

to hide herself from strangers and is guaranteed all the necessities of life (by transferring its burden onto 



man) she is bound to become slow, lazy, idle and unproductive; she will not be able to exert herself in 

difficult works and professions. Thus, her growth will be retarded and her progress will turn into 

backwardness; she will not be able to contribute meaningfully in making society perfect. And experience 

is an irrefutable proof of this aspect. 

Reply: It is one thing to ordain laws to improve the conditions of humanity; and a completely separate 

thing to enforce these laws through exemplary character and good upbringing (which leads humanity to 

progress). It was the tragedy of Islam in the past that it did not get good rulers and striving guardians. 

Consequently, the laws were suffocated, upbringing halted and then turned in the opposite direction. 

Irrefutable experience shows that mere theories and beliefs do not produce the desired result, unless, 

and until, they are ingrained in the soul by exhortation and good training and example. The Muslims in 

their long history could not take any good example to follow from their rulers, who usurped full authority 

over them. 

Look at Mu‘awiyah speaking on the pulpit of Iraq after taking over the caliphate: “I did not fight you to 

make you pray or fast - this is your own affair. I fought you only to become your ruler, and this I have 

now become.” Also look at other caliphs from the Umayyid and ‘Abbasid dynasties and other rulers after 

them. All of them were of the same type. And had it not been that this religion gets its light from the light 

of Allah which cannot be extinguished (and Allah is to complete His light even if the unbelievers dislike 

it), judgement would have been pronounced against the Muslims long ago. 

The Freedom Of Women In Western Civilization 

 
There is no doubt whatsoever that Islam was the first to release woman from her bondage and to grant 

her freedom of will and action. All the slogans of the emancipation of woman raised in western countries 

are an echo of the clarion call of Islam. These nations in this matter are just following the lead given by 

Islam - even though they have made mistakes in this endeavour. The principle laid down by Islam is a 

perfectly circular ring, and nothing can be added to, or subtracted from, this circle without disturbing the 

whole alignment. 

These people tried to improve upon the masterpiece of Islam, and decided to create complete equality 

between man and woman in all rights and privileges. This was done after long agitations and demands. 

They did not pause to ponder that woman lags behind man in many powers and faculties. 

They explain away the inherent weakness of the woman by attributing it to the defective training and 

upbringing to which she has been subjected since time immemorial (perhaps, since the beginning of 

humanity) even though she was equal to man in all her natural potentials. 

But it may be asked that if the natural potentials of both groups were the same, why did society since the 

dawn of humanity decide to oppress her? Why and how did man succeeded in subjugating her in the 

first place? And why has this oppression never changed its course? 



Western civilization, in spite of its keen desire to emancipate woman, has not succeeded in doing so. 

The data collected show that woman is far behind man in all those professions and activities which Islam 

has reserved for man, like ruling, judging and military service. 

And as to what has been the fruit of this endeavour, the less said the better. 

 
A Discussion About Marriage And Divorce 

Marriage is one of the fundamental sociological institutions. Mankind, since its very beginning, has been 

keeping to it without any disruption. Such an institution must have been based on the foundation of 

nature itself. 

Islam has based its matrimonial laws on the correlation between masculinity and femininity. There is no 

need to emphasize that this complementary system created in man and woman - and it is the most 

intricate and interrelated system permeating their whole bodies - was not created in vain and without 

purpose. The male by his nature is attracted to the female and vice versa. And this system has only one 

goal in sight: reproduction and the continuity of the race. Marriage is based on this reality; and all its 

rules revolve around this axis. That is why Islam in its matrimonial laws has kept in view the fundamental 

principle of sexual interrelation; and on this principle are based the laws concerning chastity and 

conjugal rights; exclusive attachment of the wife to the husband and the rules of divorce and ‘iddah; 

legitimacy and parentage, the custody and upbringing of the children; inheritance and other related 

subjects. 

Modern non-Islamic laws have laid the foundation of matrimony on a co-operation between husband 

and wife in their struggle for life. Marriage accordingly, is a co-operative institution much narrower than 

other such institutions like municipality etc. 

It is for this reason that modern laws do not pay any attention to the rules of chastity etc., which are an 

integral part of the matrimonial laws of Islam. 

This basis, co-operation in life, has given rise to a vast multitude of social problems and domestic 

upheavals. Apart from that, it is not in conformity with the realities of creation and nature. Why does a 

man want to join others and co-operate with them? It is because his well-being depends on countless 

things and innumerable actions which he alone cannot get and do. He is by necessity obliged to join 

hands with others. Consequently, each person co-operates with the others, dividing labour and work 

according to their aptitudes. And all the required work is completed with their joint effort. 

This development requires co-operation between any two persons - it does not specifically call for co- 

operation between a man and a woman. Therefore, building the edifice of matrimony is fundamentally 

wrong. Nature has based it on the need of procreation and not on social or domestic co-operation. 

Otherwise, there would not have been any need of any special laws for marriage; the general rules 



governing association and co-operation would have been enough. It would negate the virtue of chastity 

and fidelity, nullify the concept of legitimacy and affinity, and abrogate the rules of inheritance - as 

communism has done. If we accept this ultimate result of the western philosophy of marriage, we would 

have to accept that all this complicated and interrelated system in the bodies of man and woman was 

created without any purpose. 

This is a short review of the Islamic and western philosophies of marriage. More explanation will be 

given in some other relevant place. 

So far as divorce is concerned, it is a thing which the Shari‘ah of Islam should be proud of. It has been 

made lawful and this legalization also is based on nature. There is nothing in nature to interdict it. Details 

of the conditions of its validity will be given in the chapter of “Divorce” (chap. 65). Here it should be 

noted that today all the nations of the world (not excepting the Roman Catholic countries) have had to 

adopt this system in their civil codes, even though previously they ridiculed Islam on this account. 

 
[1] [1] 

SHARES 

 
Surah Al-Baqarah: Verse 243 

 
 لَع لفضَ ولَذُ هلا َّنا ماهيحا ثُم اوتُوم هلا ملهَ لفَقاَ ت  ول ما رذَح فلُوا مهو مهر  ايد   نم اوجخرَ لَّذ ينا لَا ترَ لَما

 ونَ رش ي  س  لنَّاا  ثرَكا نلَٰس   ولنَّاا

 

Did you not see those who went forth from their homes, and they were (in) thousands, for fear of 

death; then Allah said to them “Die”; (and) afterwards He gave them life; most surely Allah is 

Gracious to people, but most people thank (Him) not (2:243). 

Commentary 

Did You Not See Those… 

 
Qur’an: Did you not see those who went forth from their homes, and they were (in) thousands, for 

fear of death (2:243). 

“To see”, in this verse means “to know”. It implies that the thing described here is so obvious that to 

know it is to see it. Other examples of this expression are: 

Did you not see that Allah created the heavens and the earth with truth? (14:19). 



Did you not see how Allah has created the seven heavens one above another? (71:15). 

 
az-Zamakhshari has said that the phrase “Did you not see” is an idiom used to express wonder and 

astonishment. It implies, “Are you not surprised that ...” “hadhara ’l-mawt” (   ت و ل ما رذَ  may mean ‘for fear (ح

of death ’ (as translated here); or it may mean, ‘they were afraid of death, a great fearing’. 

Then Allah Said To Them… 

 
Qur’an: Then Allah said to them “Die “; (and) afterwards He gave them life. (2:243). 

 
The order was ‘creative’, not ‘legislative’. It does not mean that they did not die of a ‘natural’ cause, as 

the traditions say that they died of the plague. 

Instead of saying, ‘Then Allah gave them death and afterwards gave them life’, Allah used this 

expression, because it more forcefully shows the effectiveness of His order and supreme domination of 

His power. The use of the imperative mood in matters of creation is a more forceful style; likewise, it is 

more eloquent and emphatic to use a news style while ordaining a legislation (“you shall not take other’s 

property unjustly”). 

“Afterwards He gave them life” implies that they were raised from death to life, and that they remained 

alive for some time. Had they been resurrected just as an example and warning for others, or to 

complete the proof, or to explain some other reality, Allah would have pointed it out, as is customary in 

the Qur’an. (See, for example, the story of the people of the Cave.) 

Moreover, the next sentence, “most surely Allah is Gracious to people”, also shows that they were not 

raised for only a short time. 

But Most People Thank (Him) Not 

 
Qur’an: But most people thank (Him) not. (2:243). 

 
The repetition of the word “people” here (instead of pronoun) reflects on the low level of their thinking. 

Moreover, the word “people” in the preceding sentence (“most surely Allah is Gracious to people”) refers 

to the particular group that was raised from dead; while in this sentence it stands for the whole of 

mankind. 

This verse has some connection with the next verses which describe the importance of jihad, fighting in 

the way of Allah - jihad also gives a new life to the nation when it is dead. 

A commentator has said that this verse is a parable to illustrate the condition of the ummah - how it 

remains backward and dies when foreigners bring it under their yoke and keep it under their rule and 

domination, and how later on it rises to defend its rights and snatches its freedom from that colonial 

power; and thus, becomes alive again. The following is the gist of his argument: 



“The verse does not refer to any historical event of either the Israelites (as many traditions say) or others 

(as some others say). Otherwise, it would have been essential to mention that it happened in this or that 

nation, or to disclose the name of the prophet concerned, as the Qur’an invariably does in all its stories. 

Moreover, the Torah also does not mention it in the history of the prophet Hezekiel (‘a). This proves that 

the traditions narrated in this connection are from Jewish mythology which were taken over by the 

Muslims. 

“Apart from that, there is only one death and one life in this world, as is shown by the Qur’anic words: 

 
They shall not taste therein (i.e., in the Paradise) death except the first death (44:56). 

 
They (i.e., the inmates of Fire) shall say: “Our Lord! Twice didst Thou make us subject to death, 

and twice hast Thou given us life” (40:11). 

Therefore, there cannot be two lives in this world. 

 
“Obviously, the verse is a parable: A nation was attacked by powerful enemies, who humiliated and 

subjugated them. The enslaved nation did not defend its freedom and went out of their homes, even 

though they were in thousands, in great numbers, but they were afraid of death. Thereupon Allah said to 

them, “Die, the death of disgrace and ignorance”. Because ignorance and inertia is death, as knowledge 

and self-respect is life. Allah says: 

O you who believe! Answer (the call of) Allah and His Apostle when he calls you to that which 

gives you life (8:24). 

Is he who was dead then We raised him to life and made for him a light by which he walks among 

the people, like him whose likeness is that of one in utter darkness whence he cannot come 

forth? (6:122). 

“The nation died, that is, they were disgraced and overcame by their enemies and remained in that 

condition. Afterwards, Allah again gave them life, by inspiring them to rise against their oppressors and 

to defend their rights. So, they stood up and drove their oppressors out and became independent. Those 

were the people to whom Allah gave life a second time, although so far as their identity was concerned, 

they were not the same people who had died the death of disgrace. But as both groups were of the 

same nation, Allah counted them as one people who first died and then were raised to life again. Allah 

has used similar expressions in various places in the Qur’an. For example, He says, addressing the 

Jews of the Prophet’s time: 

And We delivered you from Pharaoh’s people who subjected you to severe torment (7:141). 

Then We raised you up after your death that you may give thanks (2:56). 

“Lastly, if this verse were not taken as a parable, it would have no connection with the verses following 



it, which are about fighting in the way of Allah.” 

 
This interpretation is based on some patently false premises: 

 
First: It is based on the rejection of miracles, or at least some miracles, like giving life to the dead. But 

we have proved the existence of miracles. Moreover, here we are dealing with the Qur’an, and the 

Qur’an loudly declares the existence of miracles, like raising the dead, etc. Even if we fail to prove such 

miracles through intellectual reasoning, the irrefutable fact remains that the Qur’an believes in them. 

Second: It claims that the Qur’an proves the impossibility of more than one life in this world. But the 

verses describing the raising of dead (in the stories of Ibrahim, Musa, ‘Isa and ‘Uzayr) clearly and 

definitely prove that dead animals and persons were again raised to life in this world. 

Moreover, a life in this world is not to be counted as two lives simply because a death intervenes in 

between. The story of ‘Uzayr is clear on this point: He remained dead for a hundred years; but on raising 

again he was not even aware of that death. 

Third: It is a false assumption that the Qur’an ought to have identified the nation or the prophet 

concerned, if it were the narration of a real event. 

The style of speech differs according to its time, place and context. Sometimes details are given; on 

other occasions only, a passing reference is made. For example, the Qur’an refers to a people (without 

identifying them in any way): 

Cursed be the fellows of the ditch (85:4). 

Of the fire (kept burning) with fuel (85:5). 

When they sat by it (85:6). 

While they were witnesses of what they did with the believers (85:7). 

 
And of those whom We have created are a people who guide with the truth and thereby do justice 

(7:181). 

Fourth: The claim that if this verse were not a parable it would have no connection with the subsequent 

verses, has no meaning at all. 

The Qur’an was revealed little by little, and there is no need to search for any connection between two 

adjacent verses unless they are clearly in one context and obviously revealed all together. 

The truth is that the verse narrates a real event. 

 
What style, eloquence and force would be in a verse which most of the hearers believe to be a real 



event, while in reality it is but a parable having no factual basis at all. 

 
Moreover, it is an invariable habit of the Qur’an to distinguish a simile or parable from other modes of 

expression. For example: 

Their parable is like the parable of one who ... (2:17). 

The likeness of this world’s life is only as ... (10:24). 

The similitude of those who were placed under the Torah ... (62:5) 

 
And so on. 

 
Traditions 

It is reported in al-Ihtijaj from as-Sadiq (‘a) that he said, inter alia, in a tradition: “Allah made alive again 

a people who left their homes fleeing from the plague; they were innumerable. So Allah gave them death 

for a long time until their bones decayed, their limbs disintegrated and they all became dust. 

Then Allah sent a prophet, named Hezekiel, at a time when He wished to show him His creation. So He 

called them, and their bodies re-composed and their souls returned, and they stood up in the same 

shape as they had died, not a single one was missing from their group. Then they lived after that for a 

long time. 

The author says: This interpretation has been narrated by al-Kulayni and al-‘Ayyashi in some detail, and 

at the end of that tradition are the words, “and about them was revealed this verse.” 

 
[1] [1] 

SHARES 

 
Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 244 – 252 

 
 يملع يعمس هلا َّنا اولَمعاو هلا ب يلس ف الُوقَاتو

 

And fight in the way of Allah, and know that Allah is Hearing, Knowing (2:244). 

 

 نَ وعجتُر هلَياو طُسبيو ق ب ضي هلاو ةً يرثك افًاعضا لَه فَهاعضفَي نًاسح اضقَر هلا ضق ر ي يلَّذ ا ذَا نم



Who is it that will lend to Allah a goodly loan, so He will multiply it for him manifold, and Allah 

holds and extends and to Him you shall be returned (2:245). 

 
 تمُيسع له لقاَ هلا ب يلس ف لنقَُات الم لنَاَ ثعبا ملهَ نبَ ل اقاَلُو ذ  ا وسم د عب نم يلئارسا نب نم ََ ل ما لَا تَر لمَا

 ه ملَيع بتك افلَمَ نَانَائباو نَار  ايد   نم نَاخ ر جا قَد و هلا ب يلس ف لنقَُات ا لَنَا امو اقَالُو الُوتقَُات ا لتَال قا ملَيع بتك ن  ا

 ينمب الظَّال يملع هلاو من هم ًَ يقَل ا الَّوتَو لتاَل قا

 

Did you not see the chiefs of the children of Israel after Musa, when they said to a prophet of 

theirs. “Raise up for us a king (that) we may fight in the way of Allah”. He said: “May it not be that 

if fighting is ordained for you, you would not fight?” They said: “And what reason have we that 

we should not fight in the way of Allah, and we have indeed been turned out of our homes and 

our children.” But when fighting was ordained for them, they turned back, except a few of them, 

and Allah knows the unjust (2:246). 

 
ال م قحا ننَحو نَالَيع ل كُل ما لَه نُ وي نَّا اقَالُو الم تطَالُو ملَ ثعب قَد  هلا َّنا مهنبَ ي ملَه لقَاو  توي لَمو ن هم ل ك ب 

 يملع عساو هلاو ءشَاي نم هل م توي هلاو مل ج ساو ل مل عا ف طَةًسب هزَادو مليَع هطفَاَصا هلا َّنا لقَا ل  ال ما نم ةًعس

 

And their prophet said to them: “Surely Allah has raised Talut to be a king over you.” They said: 

“How can he hold kingship over us while we have a greater right to kingship than he, and he has 

not been granted an abundance of wealth?” He said: “Surely Allah has chosen him over you, and 

He has increased him abundantly in knowledge and physique, and Allah grants His Kingdom to 

whom He pleases, and Allah is Ample-giving, Knowing” (2:247). 

 
 لُهمتَح ونَ راه آلو وسم آل كَ تَر امم ةٌيقبو مَ  بر نم ينَةٌس يهف تولتَّابا ميتاي ن  ا هل م ةَيآ َّنا مهنبَ ي ملهَ لقاَو

 يننموم ن تمُك ن  ا ملَ ةًي كَلذَٰ  ف َّنا ةُئََ ل ما

 

And their prophet said to them: “Surely the sign of his kingship is, that there shall come to you 

the Ark in which there is tranquillity from your Lord and residue of the relics of what the family of 

Musa and the family of Harun have left, the angels bearing it, most surely there is a sign in this 

for those who believe” (2:248). 

 
ا د  نُوب ال ج تطَالُو لفصَ افلَمَ هفَا همط عي لَم نمو نّم سفلََي ن هم بشَر  نفمَ رٍب نهَ ميتَلبم هلا َّنا لقَ  نم ا نّم نَّ

يناو وه زَهواج افَلَم من هم ًَ يقَل ا ن هم اوفَشرَ ب هد ب ي فَةًغرُ فغ ترَا  د هنُوجو تالُوب ج مول يا لَناَ طاَقَةَ  اقاَلُو هعم انُومآ لَّذ 

ةقَل ةىف نم مك هلا قُوََ م منَّها نَ ظُنُّوي لَّذ ينا لقَا ن  ب ا ةً يرثك ةًىف تغلََب يلَ  اب ر ينلصا عم هلاو هلا ذ 

 

So when Talut departed with the forces, he said: “Surely Allah will try you with a stream; whoever 

then drinks from it, he is not of me, and whoever does not taste of it, he is surely of me, except 



he who takes with his hand as much (of it) as fills his hand;” but with the exception of a few of 

them they drank from it. So when he had crossed it, he and those who believed with him, they 

said: “We have today no power against Goliath and his forces.” Those who thought that they 

would meet their Lord said: “How often has a small party vanquished a numerous host by Allah’s 

permission, and Allah is with the patient ones” (2:249). 

 
 ر ينافل ا مل قَوا لَع ناَرن صاو ناَماق دَا تَ  ثَبو اربص ناَلَيع غ  ف ر ا ناَبر اقاَلُو د هنُوجو تالُوجل زُوارب المَو

 

And when they went out against Goliath and his forces they said: “Our Lord, pour down upon us 

patience, and make out feet firm and help us against the unbelieving people” (2:250). 

 
ن  ب ا موهمزفهَ  مهضعب سلنَّاا هلا ف عد لَوو ءشَاي امم هلَّمعو ةَمل حاو ل كَل ما هلا هتَاآو تالُوج اۇودد قَتلَو هلا ذ 

 ينالَمل عا لَع لفضَ ذُو هلا نلَٰو ضرا ت  دَلَفَس ضٍعب ب

 

So they routed them by Allah’s permission and Dawud slew Goliath, and Allah gave him kingship 

and wisdom, and taught him of what He pleased. And were it not for Allah’s repelling some men 

with others, the earth would certainly be in a state of disorder; but Allah is Gracious to the 

creatures (2:251). 

 
 ينلسرل ما نلَم نَّكَاو قب ال ح كَلَيع انَت لُوه هلا تايآ ل كَت

 

These are the signs of Allah: We recite them to you with truth; and most surely you are (one) of 

the apostles (2:252). 

General Comment 

All these verses were obviously revealed together. The connection between the obligation of fighting, the 

exhortation of a goodly loan to Allah and the moral of the story of Talut, Dawud and Goliath, needs no 

explanation. The import of the verses is to show how fighting in the way of Allah strengthens the 

collective life, what the spirit is by which a nation goes forward in its worldly and religious life, and what 

gives it its real happiness and felicity. Allah declares that jihad is obligatory for the Muslims, calls them to 

spend in His way, by contributing in preparation for war so that their military power increases and they 

are ready for their enemies. This spending has been called “lending to Allah” because it is done in His 

way. Also, it very forcefully exhorts the hearers to spend in His way to gain nearness to Him. 

Then comes the story of Talut, Dawud and Goliath, so that the believers who are told to fight should take 

lessons from it. The moral is that the kingdom and victory belong to faith and piety, even if its adherents 

be small in number; and defeat and destruction is the fare of hypocrisy and sin, even if its followers be 



numerous. See how the Israelites lived in disgrace and servitude as long as they remained inert and 

idle, and were too lazy to do anything to improve their condition. But when they stood up to fight in the 

way of Allah and sought help from the word of truth, Allah helped them to vanquish their enemy, even 

though only a few of them were really truthful. 

Look at the majority of them turning back when fighting was prescribed for them, and objecting to the 

appointment of Talut, and drinking from the stream, and saying that they had no strength to fight against 

Goliath and his armies. In spite of all these shortcomings Allah made them victorious; they vanquished 

their enemy by the permission of Allah; Dawud slew Goliath and kingdom was established in them. They 

were given a new life and their power and sovereignty came back to them. It was not but because of a 

word which faith and piety made them utter when they stood before Goliath and his forces: 

“Our Lord, pour down upon us patience and make our feet firm and help us against the 

unbelieving people.” (2:250). 

Thus, should the believers follow in the footsteps of the good people of previous nations, because they 

shall have the upper hand if they are believers. 

Commentary 

And Fight In The Way Of Allah… 

 
Qur’an: And fight in the way of Allah (2:244). 

 
It makes fighting obligatory and compulsory. Here and everywhere in the Qur’an, the order of fighting 

has the stipulation, “in the way of Allah”. It is to forestall any possible misunderstanding that this 

important religious duty was ordained to establish the worldly domination of the Muslims over other 

nations and to spread the kingdom of the Muslim’s - as many modern Muslim scholars think. The 

proviso, “in the way of Allah”, shows that this order was given to spread the domination of religion, by 

which the people could prosper in both worlds. 

And Know That Allah Is Hearing, Knowing 

 
Qur’an: And know that Allah is Hearing, Knowing (2:244). 

 
It is a warning to the believers - they should not utter a single word against any order given by Allah and 

His apostle, nor should they dislike in their hearts any such order as the hypocrites do. They should not 

be like the Israelites when they first objected about Talut, saying, “How can he hold kingship over us ...”, 

and then said, “We have today no power against Goliath and his forces”, and retreated and turned away 

when fighting was prescribed for them, and drank from the stream after Talut had forbidden them to do 

so. 



Who Is It That Will Lend To… 

 
Qur’an: Who is it that will lend to Allah a goodly loan, so that He will multiply it for him manifold 

(2:245) 

The meaning of loan is well-known. Allah has named what is spent in His way as a loan to Himself, to 

exhort people to spend, and because it is done in His way, and also because it will surely be returned to 

them manifold. 

The style has been changed from the imperative mood of previous verse (And fight in the way of Allah) 

to the interrogative here (Who is it that will lend?) to refresh and enliven the mind of the audience - an 

order is always received with a feeling of helplessness, but not so an invitation and exhortation. 

And Allah Holds And Extends… 

 
Qur’an: And Allah holds and extends and to Him you shall be returned (2:245). 

 
“al-Qabd” ( ض لقَبا ) is to hold a thing towards oneself. al-bast ( ُط س لبا ) is its opposite. “al-Bast” ( ُط ص لبا ) is 

a rendering of al-bast - ‘S’ ( س) of which has been changed to ‘S’ ( ص) because it is joined to ‘T’ (ط) 

which is pronounced with a full voice, and S also has a full voice. 

This sentence mentions three attributes of Allah: He holds, He extends and to Him all are to return. It is 

to remind the Muslims that whatever they spend, lending it to Him shall not be in vain, nor should they 

be surprised at how it will be increased manifold. Because Allah holds and extends - He decreases 

whatever He pleases and increases whatever He pleases; and they are to return to Him, and then He 

will repay them the said loan a goodly repayment. 

Did You Not See The Chiefs… 

 
Qur’an: Did you not see the chiefs of the children of Israel after Musa, when they said to a 

prophet of theirs. “Raise up for us a king (that) we may fight in the way of Allah”. (2:246) 

Al-Mala’ ( ء  ََ  ) ’is said to mean a group of people having the same opinion. It is derived from al-mal (لما

ء   َ  .to fill, because it fills the eyes by its greatness and prestige (لما

 
The request, “Raise up for us a king (that) we may fight in the way of Allah”, implies that the king, 

Goliath by name, had subjugated them and treated them so badly that they had lost all traces of a free 

life, like their homes and children. It happened after Allah had saved them from the people of Pharaoh 

by raising among them Musa and making him their head, and after the rule of the successors of Musa 

had come to an end. 

Then the hardship increased to such an extent that their slumbering self-respect was awakened by the 

shock of it, and their elders went to a prophet of theirs asking him to raise for them a king to remove their 



internal differences and unite their power which had become ineffective because of disunity, so that they 

could fight under his command, in the way of Allah. 

He Said: “May It Not Be That… 

 
Qur’an: He said: “May it not be that if fighting is ordained for you, you would not fight?” (2:246). 

 
The Israelites had asked their prophet to raise for them a king, so that they could fight under him in the 

way of Allah. But it was not in the power of the prophet; it was the prerogative of Allah. That is why the 

prophet attributed the appointment and the order of fighting to Allah. But he did not mention the divine 

name clearly. In their reply he questioned them about their possible disobedience, and he knew by 

divine revelation that they would surely disobey. Therefore, he did not mention the name of Allah clearly, 

but only indicated that the authority is from Him and of Him only. How did he indicate it? By using the 

word “written” (lit. transl.: “if fighting is written on you”); and writing, in the meaning of ordaining, is done 

only by Allah. 

Although, the prophet knew that they would not obey the command of Allah, he put this matter in the 

form of a question, so that the proof might be completed against them by their protests of sincerity, as 

their reply showed. 

They Said: “And What Reason Have We… 

 
Qur’an: They said: “And what reason have we that we should not fight in the way of Allah, and we 

have indeed been turned out of our homes and our children” (2:246). 

Their dispersal from their homes meant that they could not manage their affairs, as they had been sent 

away from their ancestral abode. Thus, “turned out of our homes” alludes to their inability to look after 

their homes and to benefit from them. It is this meaning that justifies the use of this verb, “turned out of” 

in connection with children. 

But When Fighting Was Ordained For Them They Turned Back.. 

 
Qur’an: But when fighting was ordained for them, they turned back, except a few of them, and 

Allah knows the unjust (2:246). 

It is an offshoot of their prophet’s question (May it not be that ...you would not fight?) and their reply (And 

what reason have we that we should not fight?). The words, “And Allah knows the unjust”, show that the  

question of the prophet was based on divine revelation that they would surely turn away from fighting. 

And Their Prophet Said To Them… 

 
Qur’an: And their prophet said to them: “Surely Allah has raised Talut to be a king over you.” 

They said: “How can he hold kingship over us while we have a greater right to kingship than he, 



and he has not been granted an abundance of wealth?” (2:247). 

 
The announcement, “Allah has raised” was a reminder to them that they were mistaken in asking the  

prophet to raise a king for them so that they would fight. The prophet attributed this raising to Allah to  

teach them that it was a prerogative of Allah. 

The declaration about Talut prompted them to protest. In their eyes, Talut had two defects, which made 

him unfit for kingship. The first “disqualification” was alluded to in their words narrated by Allah: “How 

can he hold kingship over us while we have a greater right to kingship than he”. They did not think it 

necessary to elaborate why they were more deserving; it means that it was an obvious thing. The fact is 

that the house of prophethood and the house of kingship were well-known among the Israelites - the 

two houses were highly respected because of these two graces of Allah. And Talut was from neither. 

That is why they objected that they - the people of the house of kingship or both kingship and 

prophethood - had a greater right to kingship than Talut; Allah had put kingship in their family, how could 

they accept its transfer to someone else? 

This objection was a result of their belief that Allah cannot abrogate or change any of His orders; they 

said: the hand of Allah is tied up. (Their hands be shackled!) Their prophet replied to this objection when 

he said: “Surely Allah has chosen him over you.” 

The second “disqualification” is described in their words, “and he has not been granted an abundance of 

wealth”. Talut was a poor man. Their prophet replied to it by saying: “and He has increased him 

abundantly in knowledge and physique”. 

Qur’an: He said. “Surely Allah has chosen him over you, and He has increased him abundantly in 

knowledge and physique” (2:247). 

al-Istifa’ ( آ ءفَ ط ص لاا ) and al-istisfa’ ( ءفَآ ص ت س ف ۇ ) means to choose. Its root is as-safw (لاا لصا  = clearness, 

choice); al-bastah ( َُطة س لبا ) is expansion and power. These sentences are the replies to their objections: 

Objection 1: They had a greater right of kingship than Talut because they were from the chosen 

family (2:247). 

Reply: It was a distinction given to their family by Allah. Now that Allah has chosen someone else, he 

has a greater right than they; and now his family will have precedence over theirs and he has become 

nobler and higher in rank than they. The superiority follows the choice of Allah. 

Objection 2: “and he has not been granted an abundance of wealth” (2:247). 

 
Reply: Kingship is establishment of supreme authority over a group of people. Its only purpose is to 

unite the people under one will and join them together by creating a relationship with all of them. 

Everyone shall progress on the road of perfection without colliding with one another. No one shall be 

given preference without justice; no one shall be kept behind without justice. In short, kingship was 



created so that the ruler should manage the society in such a way that every member might reach his 

deserved perfection. To achieve that object, the king must have two qualities: 

(1) Knowledge of all that is good for his people and all that is bad; 

 
(2) Physical strength to implement and enforce what he thinks is good for the people. 

 
Allah points this out in the words, “and He has increased him abundantly in knowledge and 

physique” (2:247). So far as wealth is concerned, to count it among the necessities of kingship is 

foolishness. 

Then He concisely put all these arguments in one sentence: “and Allah grants His Kingdom to whom 

He pleases” (2:247). The kingdom belongs to Allah alone; nobody has any right in it, except what Allah 

bestows from it on any one. Even then it really belongs to Allah only - see how the word “kingdom” is 

qualified here by possessive pronoun “His”. When you keep this reality in view, you will know that Allah 

has full authority to do in His kingdom as He pleases and as He wills. Nobody has any right to say ‘why’ 

or ‘how’. One cannot ask why Allah did this or that, because He is the Real cause; nor can one enquire 

how and by which means He did it, because Allah is the Perfect cause and He does not need any 

supplementary causes. Therefore, the Israelites should not have asked why He transferred the kingdom 

from one family to another, or why He gave it to someone who had neither a big family nor abundant 

wealth. 

It is true that Allah bestows His bounty and grace as He wishes and upon whom He pleases. Still, it is 

not done at random or without reason. When we say, “Allah does what He wishes and gives His 

kingdom to whom He pleases” we do not mean that Allah does not have any object in view in His 

actions. Nor do we say that He acts haphazardly; that if there occurs any benefit from it, well and good, 

and if not, then what does it matter; -after all, the kingdom is His, He may do whatever He pleases. 

What we actually mean is this: Allah is the final and real cause of every creation, with matter and without 

matter. Benefit and usefulness also, like all other things, are His creation. In view of this, Allah, in His 

actions, cannot be governed by any aim and object, as we are; when He does a work (and whatever He 

does is good) or creates a thing (and whatever He creates is beautiful), His action is beneficial to His 

creatures. But He is not subservient to any benefit. 

The above explanation serves to resolve the apparent contradiction in this verse: The authoritative 

declaration, “Allah grants His kingdom to whom He pleases”, seemingly cannot be reconciled with the 

reasons given earlier, “He has increased him abundantly in knowledge and physique”. Had there been 

any discordance between His absolute power to do as He pleases, and His actions being full of benefit 

and reason, the two arguments could not be advanced side by side, let alone be complementary to each 

other. 

The last sentence of the verse, “and Allah is Ample-giving, Knowing” (2:247), makes it even more 

clear. “Ample-giving” shows that He cannot be restricted by anyone or anything in bestowing His 



bounties or in any other action. “Knowing” shows that all His actions are done by His true knowledge 

which is never wrong. In other words, He does whatever He pleases, and He never does but what is 

beneficial. 

“Wasi‘” ( ع سا ةُ ) translated here as “Ample-giving”) is the active participle of al-wus‘ah = و ع لۇسا ) and as- 

sa‘ah ( ُة ع لسا ) which is the capacity of a body to accommodate another body, like the capacity of a water- 

pot to hold water, that of a box for things packed in it, and that of a house to accommodate its residents. 

Then it was borrowed for riches: but not for every wealth and not in all conditions; it is used for riches 

when the possibility of spending and giving is taken into consideration. It is as though the wealth has the 

capacity to be spent and given. It is this meaning in which Allah is called al-wasi‘ ( ع سا  that is, the ,(لوا

Possessor of wealth who has power to give whatever He pleases. 

And Their Prophet Said To Them… 

 
Qur’an: And their prophet said to them: “Surely the sign of his kingship is that there shall come to 

you the Ark in which there’s tranquillity” (2:248). 

“at-Tabut”( ت و لتَّابا  = translated here as “Ark”) means chest. It is on the paradigm of fa‘lut ( ُتلو  from (فعَ

at-tawb ( ب لتَّوا  = to return).A chest is given this name because man returns to it every now and then. 

Meaning Of “As-Sakinah” 

“as-Sakinah” ( ُنَة ي لسا  = tranquillity) is derived from as-sukun (  ُن و لسا ) which is opposite of movement. 

as-sakinah is used for tranquillity of the heart. When a man is of stable mind and is not perturbed in 

taking a firm decision, he is said to have as-sakinah. It is a virtue of a wise man who has a strong will. 

Allah has made it a characteristic of al-iman ( نُ ا م ي لاا  = faith) in its higher degree, and has counted it as 

one of His most valuable gifts. 

Man, according to his nature, bases his action on reasoning. He arranges logical premises, analyses the 

benefits of a particular action, and sees how it will affect the bliss of his life and bring the good of the 

society as a whole. Then he decides what to do and what not to do. 

When man goes forward on the path of nature in the process of his reasoning, and his only aim is to 

gain real benefit and happiness in life, then his thinking is accompanied by peace of mind and tranquillity 

of heart without any nervousness and perturbation. On the other hand, if he clings in his life to the world 

and follows his low desires, he becomes confused, and his thought and will-power are distorted by his 

unhealthy vision. As a result, he goes astray from the path of truth; or remains undecided, confused and 

irresolute in his decisions and cannot perform any difficult and dangerous task which requires strong 

will-power and firm feet. 

 
A believing man, because of his belief in Allah, relies on a firm support and an unshaking pillar of 

strength. He bases his life on true knowledge where doubt and confusion cannot intrude; sets forth in his 



actions in the light of divine commandments which he is sure are the most perfect guide. He knows that 

his affairs are not in his own hands; he is, therefore, not afraid of any possible loss; and if any harm 

comes to him, he is not sorry about it. He is not puzzled when he has to distinguish good from evil. 

But a disbeliever has no guardian to look after his affairs. His good and evil are in his own hands. He 

wanders in the darkness of confusion, undecidedness and uncertainty, because his thoughts are 

permeated by low desires, spectres of unreality, and unhealthy feelings. 

Allah says: 

 
...and Allah is the Guardian of the believers (3:68). 

 
That is because Allah is the Guardian of those who believe, and because the unbelievers have no 

guardian for them (47:11). 

Allah is the Guardian of those who believe; He brings them out of darkness into the light; and (as 

to) those who disbelieve, their guardians are the Satans who take them out of the light into the 

darkness (2:257). 

Surely, We have made the Satans to be the guardians of those who do not believe (7:27). 

It is only the Satan that frightens his friends ... (3:175). 

The Satan threatens you with poverty and enjoins you to be niggardly, and Allah promises you 

forgiveness from Himself and abundance ... (2:268). 

...and whoever takes the Satan for a guardian rather than Allah, he indeed shall suffer a manifest 

loss (4:119). 

He gives them promises and excites vain desires in them; and the Satan does not promise them 

aught but (in) deception (4:120). 

... (it is) a promise of Allah, true (indeed); and who is truer of word than Allah? (4:122). 

Now surely the friends of Allah - they shall have no fear nor shall they grieve (10:62). 

These verses, as you see, put all fear, grief, perturbation and deception on the side of disbelief; and the 

opposite virtues on the side of faith. Even more clear is the verse: 

Is he who was dead then We raised him to life and made for him a light by which he walks among 

the people, like him whose likeness is that of one in utter darkness whence he cannot come 

forth? (6:122). 

It shows that the disbeliever gropes about awkwardly in his journey of life because he has fallen in utter 



darkness and cannot see any thing. But the believer has a divine light by which he sees his path and 

knows what is good for him and what is bad. It is because Allah has bestowed upon him a fresh and 

new life in addition to this material life which he shares with the disbelievers. That new life accompanies 

this light which illuminates its path. Allah says: 

O you who believe! Fear Allah and believe in His Apostle: He will give you two portions of His 

mercy, and make for you a light with which you will walk, and forgive you ... (57:28). 

Again He says: 

 
You shall not find a people who believe in Allah and the latter day befriending those who act in 

opposition to Allah and His Apostle, even though they were their (own) fathers, or their sons, or 

their brothers, or their kinsfolk; these are they into whose hearts He has written (impressed) 

faith, and whom He has strengthened with a spirit from Him (58:22). 

It shows that this new life is from a spirit from Allah, and is accompanied by a firm faith deeply impressed 

into their hearts. These believers are strengthened by a spirit from Allah, which confirms the faith into 

their hearts, gives a new life to their bodies and creates a brilliant light to lead them forward. 

It is easy to see that the import of this verse is similar to that of verse: 

 
He it is who sent down tranquillity into the hearts of the believers that they might have more of 

faith added to their faith - and Allah’s are the hosts of the heavens and the earth, and Allah is 

Knowing, Wise (48:4). 

“Tranquillity” in this verse corresponds with the “spirit” in the previous one; and “having more of faith 

added to their faith” of this one corresponds with “impressing the faith into their hearts” of the previous 

one. This conformity becomes more obvious when we look at the sentence, “and Allah’s are the hosts of 

the heavens and the earth”, because the Qur’an often uses the term “hosts” for the angels and the spirit. 

Similar in the meaning are the verses: 

 
...then Allah sent down His tranquillity on His Apostle and on the believers, and made them keep 

the word of guarding (against evil), and they were entitled to it and worthy of it (48:26). 

So Allah sent down His tranquillity upon him and strengthened him with hosts which you did not 

see ... (9:40). 

From the above discussion; it may be inferred that as-sakinah is a divine spirit, or accompanies a divine 

spirit, by divine command; it creates tranquillity in heart, firmness of purpose and peace of mind. This 

does not involve us in far-fetched interpretations which would remove the word from its real meaning. 

And the traditions on this subject should be interpreted in this light. 



And Residue Of The Relics Of What…. 

 
Qur’an: And residue of the relics of what the family of Musa and the family of Harun have left, the angels 

bearing it (2:248). 

“al-Al” ( للأا ) of a man means those of his family who are most closely related to him; and, when used 

without any condition, it includes also the man himself. Therefore, the phrase here means Musa, Harun 

and their most closely related family-members. “The angels bearing it” shows the state of the Ark. The 

words of Allah, “most surely there is a sign in this for those who believe”, like the words at the beginning 

of the verse, prove that they had asked their prophet for a proof of the truth of what he had told them, 

“Surely Allah has raised Talut to be a king over you.” 

So When Talut Departed With… 

 
Qur’an: So when Talut departed with the forces ...they drank from it (2:249). 

 
“al-Fasl” ( ل لفَصا ) here means to depart from a place: the same is the meaning of the word in 12:94, 

“And when the caravan had departed.” Sometimes it means “to cut”, that is, to separate two things, as 

Allah says: And He is the best of separators (between truth and falsehood) (6:57). Thus, the verb is 

used sometimes transitively and at other times intransitively. 

The word “al-jund” ( ُن د لجا ) signifies a dense concentration of something. The army is called al-jund, 

because people are densely concentrated in it. In this verse, the word is used in plural, and it shows that 

their number was very great - and this was after the people had “turned back except a few of them” 

(2:246). 

The whole talk is a comment on the condition of the Israelites and how they “fulfilled” the covenant made 

with Allah. All together they pleaded that a king be raised for them, and made a very strong covenant to 

fight under him; and they were so numerous that when they all turned back except a few of them, those 

few were “forces”; and those forces also were of no avail because they drank from the stream; thus, 

what was left, was a residue of the residue, and among them were also those who had taken a handful 

of water, and as a result were overcome by cowardice and hypocrisy. And then Allah declares how a 

handful of believers, who were forbearing in the way of Allah, were given victory over the huge armies of 

Goliath. 

“al-Ibtila’ “( ءلآ ت ب ر )”is to test; “al-nahar (لاا لنَّها ) is the place in which a stream flows; “al-ightiraf”( اف ر غ ت لاا ) 

and al-gharf ( ف لغَرا ) is to raise a thing in the hand and get it, for example, raising water in the hand to 

drink it. 

The position of the exceptional clause in this verse requires special attention: Allah will try you with a 

stream; whoever then drinks from it, he is not of me, and whoever does not taste of it, he is surely of me, 

except he who takes with his hand as much (of it) as fills the hand. It would appear at the first glance 



that the words, “except he who takes with his hand ...” should have come after the sentence, “whoever 

then drinks from it, he is not of me”. But the fact is that this is not related at all with those who would 

drink from the stream. The Qur’an mentions that those who would drink were not from Talut, and that is 

that. Then it changes the word “drink” to “taste” and says, “and whoever does not taste of it, he is surely 

of me”. 

Only then comes the exceptional clause. Had this clause been put after the first sentence, “whoever 

then drinks from it, he is not of me”, it would have signified that he who took only a handful of water was 

of Talut. This in its turn would have meant that the whole army from the beginning was of Talut, and then 

those who drank from the stream were cut off from him. But the present sequence, in which two 

categories have been mentioned - one of those who would drink and the other of those who would not 

drink - shows that the real position of the soldiers of the army was at that time undecided and unknown. 

It was only after the test of the stream that the reality was to be known. Those who would drink from it 

would be known to be not of Talut; and those who would not even taste of it would be known to be of 

Talut. 

After these two separate sentences comes the exceptional clause, which removes those who would take 

a handful of water from the first group - but it does not put them in the second one. If there were only 

the first sentence, the exceptional clause would have given the meaning that by taking a handful of water 

one would not be cut off from Talut, that is, would remain of him. But now that two separate categories 

have expressly been mentioned, removal from one group does not automatically mean inclusion in the 

other. 

In short, the position of the exceptional clause shows the existence of three groups: those who were not 

of Talut, those who were of him, and the takers of handful of water. After crossing the stream, two later 

groups remained with Talut. That is why there appeared so much difference in their states; one group 

was forbearing, the other was restless; one had full confidence in Allah, the other was perturbed and 

troubled. 

So When He Had Crossed It… 

 
Qur’an: So when he had crossed it, he and those who believed with him, they said: “We have 

today no power against Goliath and his forces.” Those who thought that they would meet their 

Lord said: “How often has a small party vanquished a numerous host by Allah’s permission, and 

Allah is with the patient ones” (2:249). 

“al-Fi’ah” ( ُة ى لفا ) means a group of people. A glance at the verses is sufficient to show that those who 

said, “We have today no power against Goliath and his forces”, were those who had taken a handful of 

water; and those who replied them were those who had not tasted of it. “Those who thought that they 

would meet their Lord”: The “thought” here means “certainty”, that is, “those who were sure ...”. Also, it 

may be an allegorical style to show that in their humility they did not believe themselves worthy of 



meeting their Lord. They did not say, “It is possible for a small party to vanquish a numerous host.” 

Instead they said, “How often has a small party vanquished ...”. Thus they put forward a fact as their 

argument (instead of a theoretical possibility) to make the reply more convincing. 

And When They Went Out Against Goliath… 

 
Qur’an: And when they went out against Goliath and his forces they said: “Our Lord, pour down 

upon us patience, and make out feet firm and help us against the unbelieving people” (2:250). 

“al-Buruz” (  ُز و ر لبا ) is to appear. From it is derived “al-baraz” (  ُاز ر لبا ) which means to appear or set forth 

for battle. “al-Ifragh” (  ُاغ ف ر لاا ) means to pour a liquid material in a mould. In this invocation, they beg Allah 

to pour down upon them patience according to their capacity. It is a very fine allegory. “Make our feet 

firm” is another allegorical expression which signifies determination, steadiness and firmness in front of 

the enemy, so that they do not flee from him. 

So They Put Them To Flight… 

 
Qur’an: So they put them to flight by Allah’s permission and Dawud slew Goliath, and Allah gave 

him kingship and wisdom, and taught him of what He pleased (2:251). 

“al-Hazm” ( م ز لها ) means to repel, to drive back. 

 
And Were It Not For Allah’s Repelling… 

 
Qur’an: And were it not for Allah’s repelling some men with others, the earth would certainly be in 

a state of disorder; but Allah is Gracious to the creatures (2:251). 

It is obvious that the disorder of the earth means the disorder among those who are on the earth, that is, 

the disorder in human society. If society’s disorder brings in its wake disorder on the earth’s surface, it 

would also have to be included in the meaning of this verse, not because of itself but because of its 

being a result of society’s disorder. 

This verse hints at a philosophical reality, which is as follows: 

 
The felicity and good of the human species is incomplete if there is no society and no mutual assistance. 

This factor depends on unity, to a certain degree, in society, so that various individuals may join together 

to form a single group. The group together becomes a single unit; metaphorically speaking, it becomes 

as though it has a single body and a single soul. It acts and reacts like a single individual. Social unity, 

and the place in which it occurs, that is, the assembly of human individuals, is just like unity in creation, 

and the place in which it occurs, that is, the universe. We know that unity in this system of creation 

results from the action and reaction occurring in the components of the universe. The various creative 

causes struggle with each other, repel, or are repelled by opposing forces, and it is as a result of this 



constant action and reaction that various parts of this system remain connected with each other. 

Otherwise, the universe would have ceased to exist. 

Likewise, the system of human society is based on action and reaction, on repulsion and overpowering; 

otherwise, the various members of society could not remain bound with each other, and society would 

have ceased to exist; in short, the felicity of the species would have vanished. If we suppose that there is 

no repelling each other, in this meaning, (i.e., overpowering others and making them obey the victor’s 

will), every individual member will do what he thinks fit, even if it goes against the interest of the other 

members (whether those interests are lawful is not our concern at this juncture); and those other 

members will have no means to prevent him from that course of action. Thus, the unity of the members 

will cease to exist and society will be finished. We have described this subject fully under verse 2:213; 

where it was explained that the basic factor upon which society is founded is the human instinct of 

subjugating others for one’s own benefit; and mutual assistance and civilization is a side product of this 

instinct, it is a secondary cause. 

This repulsion and overpowering is an overwhelming factor in human society. Man tries to make others 

do what he wants, and to repel them from what he does not like. It is seen in war as well as in peace, in 

comfort as well as in discomfort, in ease as well as in hardship. Man does it instinctively; he becomes 

conscious of it only when someone opposes his will, and then he begins the process of the said 

repulsion as he thinks necessary. That repulsion has degrees of strength and weakness. War is one of 

those degrees. 

This natural instinct is seen in action when a believer repulses his oppressor in defence of his lawful 

rights; and it is also seen when someone uses it to protect his unlawful gains. Nature bestows its 

bounties on the believers and the unbelievers alike. It is not that a believer has a nature separate from 

that of the unbeliever. If this trait of repelling and overpowering were not present in human nature, 

nobody would have defended anything, whether it be a lawful right or an unlawful gain. 

It is this natural trait from which man gains so many benefits - first, society is founded on it, then he 

makes others follow his own will, and through it he keeps what he has gained, lawfully or otherwise; and 

it is through it that he tries to get back what has been taken from him unjustly; and lastly it is through this 

trait that he makes the truth live after it has died, and tries to keep society on the path of eternal bliss. In 

short, it is a natural factor from which man derives many more benefits than harm. 

“Perhaps” it is these things which are referred to in this sentence: And were it not for Allah’s repelling  

some men with others, the earth would certainly be in a state of disorder. The next sentence supports 

this interpretation: And Allah is Gracious to the creatures. 

There are some interpretations which are not so appropriate: 

 
Some commentators have said: The repulsion mentioned here means the repelling of the unbelievers by 

the believers, as the context shows. Also, another verse may be quoted in its support: 



And had there not been Allah’s repelling some people by others, certainly there would have been 

pulled down cloisters and churches and synagogues and mosques in which Allah’s name is 

much remembered (22:40). 

Comment: The meaning in itself is correct as far as it goes; but it is not the whole meaning. What the 

verse means by the good of the earth, is a comprehensive and continuous good which keeps society 

alive; not any particular good which appears for a short time and then disappears, like in the story of 

Talut and in some other events. 

Others have said: This verse refers to the fact that Allah saves the sinner from perdition and destruction, 

because of the righteous one. Many traditions from both Sunni and Shi‘ite chains of narrators mention 

this fact: A tradition of jabir is recorded in Majma‘ ul-Bayan and ad-Durr al-Manthur, that he said: “The 

Apostle of Allah (S) said: ‘Verily Allah, because of the good of a Muslim man, makes good his child and 

the child of his child, and the people of his house, and of the houses around it; and they remain in the 

protection of Allah so long as he remains in them.’” 

Another tradition, in al-Kafi and at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi, quotes as-Sadiq (‘a) as saying: “Verily Allah, 

repels (the misfortune) from that of our Shi‘ahs who does not pray, because of the one who prays, and if 

they all unite on neglecting the prayer, all of them would perish. And verily, Allah repels from that of our 

Shi‘ahs who does not pay zakat, because of the one who pays it, and if they all unite on its non- 

payment, all would perish. And verily, Allah repels from that of our Shi‘ahs who does not perform hail, 

because of the one who performs it, and if they all unite on neglecting the hajj, all would perish.” 

Comment: The two verses mentioned earlier obviously do not fit the meaning of these two traditions; 

although it may be said that these traditions give examples as to how Allah repels some people by some 

others. 

Someone has said: The verse means that Allah repels the oppressors with other oppressors. 

 
Comment: Its absurdity is to obvious. 

 
These Are The Signs Of Allah… 

 
Qur’an: These are the signs of Allah: We recite them to you with truth; and most surely you are (one) of 

the apostles (252). 

This verse is a sort of epilogue to conclude the story. Also, the last sentence, “and most surely you are 

(one) of the apostles”, creates a clear connection with the next verse. 

Traditions 

‘Abdu’r-Razzaq and Ibn Jarir have narrated from Zayd Ibn Aslam that he said: “When the verse was 



revealed: Who is it that will lend to Allah a goodly loan, so He will multiply it ..., Abu ’d-Dahdah came to 

the Prophet and said: ‘O Prophet of Allah! Do I not see our Lord asking a loan from us from the same 

which He has given us for ourselves?! And verily I have two plots of lands, one in the higher region, and 

the other in the lower one; and verily I dedicate the better one as sadaqah (alms).’ And the Prophet used 

to say: ‘How many pampered clusters of dates Abu ’d-Dahdah has got in the Garden!’” (ad-Durr al- 

Manthur) 

The author says: This tradition has been narrated through numerous chains. 

 
as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “When the verse was revealed: Whoever brings good deed, he shall have better 

than it (27:89), the Messenger of Allah (S) said: ‘O Allah! Increase for me.’ So, Allah sent down the 

verse: Whoever brings a good deed, he shall have ten like it (6:160). The Messenger of Allah (again) 

said: ‘O Allah! Increase for me.’ Then Allah revealed, Who is it that will lend to Allah a goodly loan, so 

He will multiply it for him manifold. Thereupon, the Messenger of Allah knew that “many” from Allah 

cannot be counted and has no limit. (al-Ma‘ani) 

The author says: at-Tabarsi in Majma‘ ul-Bayan and al-‘Ayyashi in his at-Tafsir have narrated a similar 

tradition. And a tradition nearly like it has been narrated from Sunni chains also. 

The words of the Imam, “Thereupon, the Messenger of Allah knew”: The end of the verse hints at it, 

“and Allah holds and extends”, because no limit can be put on the bounty of Allah; He has said: And the 

bounty of your Lord is not confined (17:20). 

A tradition of Abu al-Hasan (‘a) recorded in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi says that this verse is about the gift 

for the Imam. 

The author says: A similar tradition is narrated from as-Sadiq (‘a) in al-Kafi; it gives an example of a 

general rule. 

Majma‘ ul-Bayan says about the words of Allah, “when they said to a prophet of theirs” that the prophet 

was Ushmu’il who is Isma‘il in Arabic. 

The author says: Sunni traditions also confirm it. And Ushmu’il is Samuel of the Bible. 

 
al-Qummi narrated from his father from an-Nadr Ibn Suwayd from Yahya al-Halabi from Harun Ibn 

Kharijah from Abu Ja‘far (‘a) saying: “Verily, the Israelites, after the death of Musa, indulged in sins, and 

changed the religion of God, and acted arrogantly against the commandments of God; and there was a 

prophet among them, who ordered them (to do good) and forbade them (evil), but they did not obey him. 

(And it is narrated that he was the prophet, Armiah 1 - may the peace of Allah be upon our prophet and 

him!) Thereupon, Allah gave Goliath mastery over them; and he was a Coptic.2 He humiliated them, and 

killed their men, and turned them out of their homes and their properties, and kept their women as 

slave-girls. Therefore, they resorted to their prophet and said: ‘Ask Allah to raise up for us a king, so that 



we may fight in the way of Allah.’ And there was the prophethood in one house of the children of Israel 

and kingship and rulership in another house. And Allah had not kept the prophethood and kingship in 

one house; that is why they asked their prophet to ‘raise for us a king, so that we may fight in the way of 

Allah.’ 

Thereupon their prophet said to them: ‘May it not be that if fighting is ordained for you, you would not 

fight?’ They said: ‘And what reasons have we that we should not fight in the way of Allah, and we have 

indeed been turned out of our homes and our children.’ And it happened as Allah said: But when fighting 

was ordained for them, they turned back, except a few of them; and Allah knows the unjust. And their 

prophet said to them: ‘Surely Allah has raised Talut to be a king over you.’ Then they were enraged by 

this (appointment), and said: ‘How can he hold kingship over us, while we have a greater right to 

kingship then he and he has not been granted an abundance of wealth?’ 

And the prophethood was in the house of Lawi3, and the kingship in the house of Yusuf; and Talut was 

from the house of Binyamin4 , the full brother of Yusuf, and was, thus, from neither the house of 

prophethood nor from that of kingship. Then their prophet said to them: ‘Surely, Allah has chosen him 

over you, and He has increased him abundantly in knowledge and physique, and Allah grants His 

Kingdom to whom He pleases, and Allah is Ample-giving, Knowing.’ And Talut was the greatest of them 

in physique, the most powerful and knowledgeable of them all, but he was a poor man. 

So, they vilified him because of his poverty, and said that he had not been given an abundance of 

wealth. Thereupon, their prophet said to them: ‘Surely the sign of his kingship is that there shall come to 

you the Ark in which there is tranquillity from your Lord and residue of the relics of what the family of 

Musa and the family of Harun have left, the angels bearing it.’ And it was the chest which was sent by 

Allah and Musa’s mother put him in it and threw it in the river; and it was among the Israelites and they 

sought blessings through it. When Musa was about to die, he put inside it in the tablets, and his coat of 

mail and whatever signs of prophethood he had, and gave it in trust to his successor, Yusha‘.5 

And the Ark remained in them until they made slight of it, and the children played with it in the streets. 

Thus, the Israelites remained with honour and dignity as long as the Ark was with them, but when they 

committed sins and profaned the Ark, Allah took it away from them. When they asked their prophet, 

Allah raised Talut as king over them, and he let them in the fight then Allah returned the Ark to them, as 

he said: ‘Surely the sign of his kingship is that there shall come to you the Ark in which there is 

tranquillity from your Lord and residue of the relics of what the family of Musa and the family of Harun 

have left, the angels bearing it.’ “And he (Abu Ja‘far) said: “The residue is the children of the prophets.” 

(at-Tafsir, al-Qummi) 

The author says: The sentence, “And it is narrated that he was the prophet, Armiah” is another tradition, 

parenthetically inserted in this tradition.6 

“And it happened as Allah said”: It means that a majority of them turned back and only a small minority 



of them obeyed the order to fight. And some traditions say that this minority was sixty thousand souls. It 

has been narrated by al-Qummi in his at-Tafsir (al-Qummi narrated from his father from al-Husayn Ibn 

Khalid from ar-Ridha’, ‘a) and by al-‘Ayyashi in his at-Tafsir from al-Baqir (‘a). 

“And the prophethood was in the house of Lawi and the kingship in the house of Yusuf.” Some people 

say that the kingship was in the house of Yahudha.7 But there is an objection on it: There was no king 

among the Israelites before Talut, Dawud and Sulayman. So how can it be said that “before Talut” 

kingship was in the house of Judah? This objection is strengthened by the traditions of the Imams of Ahl 

ul-Bayt that the kingship was in the house of Yusuf, because the kingship of Yusuf is accepted by all. 

“The residue is the children of the Prophets”: This sentence is a conjecture of the narrator. The Imam 

explained the words, “the family of Musa and the family of Harun” with the words, “the children of the 

prophets”; and the narrator fancied that it was the explanation of the word, “residue”. And this view is  

supported by the tradition recorded in the at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi that as-Sadiq (‘a) was asked about 

the words of Allah, “and residue of the relics of what the family of Musa and the family of Harun have 

left, the angels bearing it”, and he replied: “The children of the prophets.” 

Muhammad Ibn Yahya narrated from Muhammad Ibn Ahmad from Muhammad Ibn Khalid and al- 

Husayn Ibn Sa‘id from an-Nasr Ibn Suwayd from Yahya al-Halabi from Harun Ibn Kharijah from Abu 

Basir from Abu Ja‘far (‘a) saying in a tradition, inter alia: “And Allah reports the words of Talut: ‘Surely 

Allah will try you with a stream; whoever then drinks from it, he is not of me, and whoever does not taste 

of it, he is surely of me.’ But all of them drank from it, except three hundred and thirteen men, among 

them were those who took a handful of water as well as those who did not drink at all. When they went 

out against Goliath, those who had taken handful of water said, ‘We have today no power against 

Goliath and his forces’; and those who had not taken it said, ‘How often has a small party vanquished a 

numerous host by Allah’s permission, and Allah is with the patient ones.’” (al-Kafi) 

The author says: That there remained with Talut only three hundred and thirteen men (equal in number 

to the Muslim “army” in the battle of Badr) is mentioned in numerous traditions from Shi‘ah and Sunni 

chains. The details that those who said: “We have today no power ...” were those who had taken a 

handful of water, and those who said, “How often a small party ...” were those who had not tasted it at 

all, may be inferred from the position of the exceptional clause in the verse, as we have already 

explained. 

al-Kulayni narrated through his chains from Ahmad Ibn Muhammad from al-Husayn Ibn Sa‘id from 

Fadalah Ibn Ayyub from Yahya al-Halabi from ‘Abdullah Ibn Sulayman from Abu Ja‘far (‘a) who said 

about the words of Allah, surely the sign of his kingdom ...the angels bearing it: “They bore it in the 

shape of a cow.” (al-Kafi) 

It will have been noted that we have quoted the complete chain of narrators of this tradition, although 

generally we do not do so in this book. We omit the chains where the traditions are in conformity with the 



Qur’an, because then there is no need to mention the chains of narrators. But where the tradition 

mentions a thing which is not in the Qur’an, and which cannot be inferred from it, then it is necessary to 

quote the complete chain. Still, we write in this book only those traditions which are correct according to 

the chains of the narrators, or are supported by the context or other associations. 

al-‘Ayyashi writes in his at-Tafsir a tradition from Muhammad al-Halabi that as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “Dawud 

had four brothers; and their father was an old-aged man; and Dawud had remained behind to look after 

the sheep of his father. Talut departed with his forces. Dawud’s father called him (and he was the 

youngest) and said: ‘O my son! Take to your brothers this (food) which we have prepared for them, so 

that they may get strength to overcome their enemy.’ And he (Dawud) was short of stature, dark, with 

very little hair, but pure of heart. So, he went away, and (by that time) the two forces had reached near 

to each other.” 

At this juncture, another tradition of Abu Basir says that he heard the Imam saying: “Then Dawud 

passed by a stone, and it said: ‘O Dawud! Take me and kill Goliath with me, because, verily, I have been 

created to kill him.’ So he took it and put it in his bag in which he kept the stones for his sling which he 

used in the herding of his sheep. On entering the army camp, he heard them greatly magnifying the 

affair of Goliath. So he said to them: ‘Why are you so overwhelmed by his affair? By Allah! If I see him, I 

will kill him.’ Thereupon, they started talking with each other about it till he was brought before Talut. 

Talut asked him: ‘O young man! How much strength do you have? And what experience have you of 

yourself?’ Dawud said: ‘It happens that if a lion attacks a goat of my herd and catches it; then I overtake 

him, catch his head, open his jaws and rescue the goat from his mouth.’ (Hearing this) Talut said: ‘Bring 

me a full-size coat of mail.’ It was brought unto him and he put it in Dawud’s neck, and lo! His body filled 

it completely. Thereupon, Talut and those Israelites who were present there were awe-struck by him; 

and Talut said: ‘By Allah! Most probably Allah will kill him (Goliath) by him.’ 

“When the morning came and people gathered around Talut, and the people (of the two forces) stood 

against each other, Dawud said: ‘Show me Goliath.’ When he saw him, he took the stone, and putting it 

in his sling, threw it towards him, and it hit him between his eyes, reaching to his brain; and (Goliath) fell 

down from his stead; and people cried: ‘Dawud has killed Goliath.’ Then the people made him their king 

until nobody was heard talking about Talut. And the Israelites gathered around Dawud; and Allah sent 

down Zabur to him, and taught him the handicraft of iron, making it soft for him; and ordered the 

mountains and the birds to join him in glorifying God.” The Imam said: “And nobody was given a voice 

like him. Thereupon Dawud lived among the Israelites, hidden from them; and he was given strength to 

worship (God).” 

The author says: The Shi‘ah and Sunni traditions unanimously say that Dawud killed Goliath by a sling. 

 
‘Ali (‘a) said: “The tranquillity which was in the Ark, was a pleasant breeze from the Garden; it had a face 

like that of a human being.” (Majma‘ ul-Bayan) 



The author says: This meaning has been narrated in ad-Durr al-Manthur - from Sufyan Ibn ‘Uyaynah 

and Ibn Jarir, through the chain of Salman Ibn Kuhayl from ‘Ali (‘a); - and from ‘Abdu ’r-Razzaq and Abu 

‘Ubayd and ‘Abd Ibn Hamid and Ibn Jarir and Ibn al-Mundhir and Ibn Abi Hatim and al-Hakim (and he 

has said that the tradition is “correct”), and Ibn ‘Asakir and al-Bayhaqi (in his ad-Dala’il), through the 

chain of Abu al-Ahwas from ‘Ali (‘a). 

al-Qummi narrated from his father from ‘Ali Ibn al-Husayn Ibn Khalid from ar-Ridha’ (‘a) saying: “The 

tranquillity is a breeze from the Garden, it has a face like that of a human being.” (at-Tafsir) 

The author says: The same meaning has been narrated by as-Sadiq (‘a) in Ma‘ani ’l-akhbar and by al- 

‘Ayyashi in his at-Tafsir from ar-Ridha’ (‘a). 

These traditions explaining the meaning of as-sakinah (tranquillity) are not mutawatir; yet, if they are 

accepted as correct, they may be interpreted in the following way, so as to fit the meaning of the verse of 

the Qur’an: 

“The tranquillity has a face like that of a human being.” It means that it is one of the stages of spiritual 

perfection. At that stage, the soul remains tranquil and at peace with the commands and decrees of 

Allah. Such expressions, explaining a reality in an allegorical way, are found in many traditions of the 

Imams’. According to this interpretation, tranquillity would mean the spirit of faith, and that is the meaning 

we have given to it earlier. And it is in this light that the following tradition of Abu al-Hasan (‘a), 

mentioned in Ma‘ani al-akhbar, should be seen and interpreted: “(Tranquillity) is the spirit of God, which 

speaks; when they differed among themselves on any matter, it spoke up and informed them (of truth) 

...” Obviously, it means that it is the spirit of faith and it guides the believer to the truth about which the 

people differ. 

A Philosophical And Social Discussion About The Struggle For 

Existence And The Survival Of Fittest 

According to scientists, scientific experiments show that existing things struggle with each other for their 

existence, because it is ingrained in their nature to protect themselves from extinction, and to make use 

of their powers in the purpose for which they are created. This struggle is carried on through mutual 

action and reaction - each influences the others, and is in its turn influenced by others. In the end, the 

more powerful and more perfect being vanquishes the weaker and the less perfect one. It means that 

nature goes on selecting, among individuals of a species, the fittest and the most perfect, and it alone is 

allowed to continue and propagate the species and all others gradually become extinct. Thus, we get 

two laws of nature: the struggle for existence, and natural selection and survival of the fittest. 

As the society is based on the demands of nature, the abovementioned two laws are found in civilization 

also. 



The best society is the one which is based on the foundation of a complete and firm unity; in which the 

rights of the individuals and groups, and of society in general, are well-balanced and well-preserved. 

Such a society has more right to survive; and others lacking in these qualities deserve to perish and 

vanish. Experience has shown that only those nations do survive which look well after their collective 

duties, and proceed, fully alert, on the road of collective bliss and felicity. On the other hand, when 

disunity creeps into a nation, hearts become disunited, differences crop up, tyranny and mischief poison 

the atmosphere, the lords of the land indulge in luxuries and the will to strive for a cause is weakened in 

them, and, as a result, the nation or group is obliterated from the face of the earth. 

Archaeologists have unearthed fossils, bones and skeletons of many animals which have become 

extinct, like the brontosaurus; or from whose species only a few examples have survived like alligators 

and toads. The only factors which led to their extinction were the laws of the struggle for existence, 

natural selection and survival of the fittest. Likewise, the species which are found today are constantly 

changing because of the said struggle and survival; and only the fittest and strongest deserves to 

survive. Then those strong and good traits are transmitted to the next generations, and thus the species 

continues to develop and flourish. 

According to them, that is also how evolution initially began. Matter was scattered in space, and when it 

joined together, the stars, the planets and the species living therein came into being. Then what was fit 

for survival survived and existence passed on from generation to generation; and what was unable to 

withstand the struggle of stronger beings was destroyed. 

This, in short, is the theory of the scientists. 

 
Later scientists have had their own objections against this theory. There are even today many weaker 

species, both in animals and in vegetables, that go on flourishing. For example, man has domesticated 

and developed many species of vegetables and animals, these varieties are definitely fitter and stronger 

than their natural counterparts. Yet the natural varieties go on reproducing and transmitting their weak 

traits to the next generations. This phenomenon shows that the supposedly basic natural laws of 

struggle for existence, natural selection and survival of the fittest are not comprehensive. 

This difficulty led later scientists to invent a new theory and that is adaptation to the environment. 

“Environment” covers all the surrounding conditions of time and space and factors which influence the 

state of a thing. The nature of thing adjusts itself to the surrounding influences. That is why every living 

thing, be it in the water or on dry land, in polar regions or in the equatorial zone, has limbs and faculties 

which are suited to that particular environment. If a life adjusts itself to the influences of its environment, 

it continues; otherwise, it is finished. The previously mentioned two laws - the struggle for existence, 

and. natural selection and survival of the fittest - should be based on this basic law of adaptation to the 

environment; and where this latter law is isolated, the former two laws, even if their conditions are 

fulfilled, cannot save a species. 



The difficulty is that even this law is not comprehensive, as scientists themselves admit. 

 
The fact, as admitted by science, is that these laws are correct to a certain extent, but they are not 

comprehensive and all-inclusive. 

A comprehensive philosophical interpretation can be offered in the following way: 

 
All that happens in this material world, whether it is the existence of a thing or the changes and 

alterations occurring in it, revolve around the law of cause and effect. Every material being tries to 

influence other things to make it agreeable to itself. The net result of this action is that every active agent 

takes some thing from the object of its action to add to its own perfection. Thus, every thing is constantly 

engaged in preserving its existence. To this extent, it may be accepted that there is a struggle for 

existence and survival in this world. 

A strong active agent either changes a weaker object to suit its own needs or destroys it completely for 

the same purpose. Had that weaker object been stronger, it could have faced the opposite forces and 

preserved itself from the forced changes and destruction. To this extent, it may be accepted that there is 

a law of natural selection and survival of the fittest in this world. 

When many causative factors gather around an object, and all, or most, of them combine to create an 

effect on the said object, it cannot escape from their combined force, and has to adjust itself accordingly. 

To this extent, the law of adaptation to the environment must be accepted. 

But it must be remembered that these laws effect (in the thing which is capable of being effected) only 

that object’s accidental properties and supplementary factors. It cannot change the thing per se into 

another thing. 

Materialists do not believe that there are separate genera and species, completely different from each 

other. They think all things are basically the same - one matter, and that the different shapes are the 

result of different accidental properties; and it is only by these accidental or supplementary factors that 

species differ from each other. Otherwise, there is no basic difference between them. Every thing, after 

disintegration, returns to the same state - matter. It is because of this view, that they said that a species 

changes into another through the above-mentioned laws. We shall discuss this view, God willing, in an 

appropriate place. 

To come back to our original topic: 

 
A commentator of the Qur’an has said that the verse: 

 
Qur’an: And were it not for Allah’s repelling some men with others, the earth would certainly be in 

a state of disorder; but Allah is Gracious to the creatures (2:251). 

Points to the laws of the struggle for existence and natural selection. According to him other two verses 



also point to the same laws: 

 
Permission (to fight) is given to those upon whom war is made, for they have been oppressed, 

and most surely Allah is well able to assist them. (22:39). 

Those who have been expelled from their homes without a just cause except that they say, Our 

Lord is Allah. And had there not been Allah’s repelling some people by others, certainly there 

would have been pulled down cloisters and churches and synagogues and mosques in which 

Allah’s name is much remembered; and surely Allah will help him who helps Him (i.e. His cause); 

most surely Allah is Strong, Mighty. (22:40). 

Those who, should We establish them in the land, will keep up prayer and pay the zakat and 

enjoin good and forbid evil; and Allah’s is the end of the affairs (22:41). 

According to him, this verse points to the struggle for existence and for the defence of the truth; and that 

this struggle leads to the survival of the fittest and preservation of the beat. 

The second verse, which he put for his argument, is verse: 

 
He sends down water from the heavens, then the valleys flow according to their measure, and the 

torrent bears along the swelling foam, and from what they melt in the fire for the sake of (making) 

ornaments or apparatus arises a foam like it; thus does Allah compare truth and falsehood; then 

as for the scum, it passes away as a worthless thing; and as for that which profits the people, it 

remains in the earth; thus does Allah set forth parables. (13:17). 

According to the said commentator, this verse signifies that the torrents of the happenings and the scale 

of the struggle throws away and nullifies the scum of falsehood which might have harmed society, and 

the pure gold of truth, beneficial for society, remains. It clearly shows the law of the survival of the fittest 

in action. 

The author says: The laws of the struggle for existence and natural selection (in the meanings 

mentioned earlier) are correct to a certain extent, and also it is agreed that the Qur’an supports them in 

the said meaning. But the two types of verses quoted by the said commentator have nothing to do with 

these two laws. 

The first type of verse was revealed to show that Allah’s will cannot be defeated; and that the truth, that 

is, religious beliefs and knowledge as confirmed by Allah, shall always prevail; and likewise, the 

standard-bearer of that truth shall always vanquish falsehood. To see the purpose of the verse, look 

again at the phrases, 

“for they have been oppressed, and most surely Allah is well able to assist them” (22:39); and 

“Those who have been expelled from their homes without a just cause except that they say, Our 



Lord is Allah” (22:40). 

 
The purpose of those clauses is to make it clear that the believers shall be victorious; but not because of 

the struggle for existence and the survival of the fittest. We should not forget that the strongest and the 

fittest, in the language of these laws, means the one who is the strongest and fittest in the physical and 

material sense; it does not mean strong in truthfulness or fittest in the spiritual sense. According to these 

two laws whoever is better equipped with military hardware and more trained and better disciplined, will 

vanquish the weaker party - it makes no difference which party is in the right and which in the wrong. 

But these verses tell us that the believers shall be victorious because they have long been oppressed for 

speaking the truth, and Allah is truth and He shall help the truth to prevail; falsehood shall not be able to 

withstand the proof of truth; Allah Himself shall assist the bearer of truth if he is sincere in his heart. The 

next words show this aspect clearly: 

“And surely Allah will help him who helps Him; most surely Allah is Strong, Mighty” (22:40). 

“Those who, should We establish them in the land, will keep up prayer ...” (22:41). 

It shows that their confession of truth is based on sincerity. Then Allah ends the verse on the words, 

“and Allah’s is the end of the affairs” (22:41). This sentence reminds one of many Qur’anic sentences 

which prove that creation is relentlessly progressing on the path of perfection towards truth and real 

felicity and bliss. Doubtlessly, the Qur’an proves that victory is for Allah and His forces only: 

“Allah has written down, I will most certainly prevail, I and My apostles” (58:21). 

 
“And certainly, Our word has already gone forth in respect of Our servants, the apostles” 

(37:171). 

“Most surely, they shall be the assisted ones” (37:172). 

 
“And most surely Our host alone shall be the victorious ones” (37:173) 

“And Allah is predominant over His affair” (12:21). 

In all these verses, victory has been reserved for the people of sincere faith and true belief, irrespective 

of their physical or material strength, while the laws of struggle and survival are based on physical and 

material strength and fitness. 

Likewise, the second verse, quoted by the said commentator, which describes the parable of pure water 

and gold in contrast to the foam and scum, is revealed to show that truth shall last and falsehood shall 

go away. How? It does not say. It may be by physical struggle as in the case when truth and falsehood 

are both of a material kind. On the other hand, it may not be governed by the law of struggle, if either 

truth, or falsehood, or both are of the spiritual, and not the material, world. Allah says: 



“And the faces shall be humbled before the Living, the Self-subsistent God” (20:111), 

“Whatever is in the heavens and the earth is His; all are obedient to Him” (2:116), 

“And that to your Lord is the goal” (53:42). 

Thus, Allah is victorious and predominant over all things, and. He is the One, the Subduer. 

 
It has already been explained that the verse under discussion, “And were it not for Allah’s repelling 

some men with others, the earth would certainly be in a state of disorder” (2:251), points to that 

reality upon which society. is based. Man’s instinct for subjugating others for his own benefit. This reality 

includes, to a certain extent, in the meaning accepted by us earlier, the laws of the struggle for existence 

and natural selection. But the basic law, which is also comprehensive, is the same instinct of subjugating 

others. And the verse should be interpreted in this light. It should not be based on two partial and non- 

comprehensive laws. 

Let us look at this topic from another angle: 

 
The two laws - the struggle for existence and natural selection - demand that plurality be replaced by 

singularity. Both sides of the struggle aim at annihilating the opposite party, so that the victor may add to 

itself the advantages of the vanquished party’s existence and its attachments. And nature, by its 

selection aims at keeping alive only the best. The net result will be to vanquish and annihilate many and 

to let only the one, that is, the best and the fittest, survive. 

This is basically against the concept of society, because society is formed of a multitude, all of whom are 

expected to co-operate with, and help, each other. It is this natural law which is the basis of society and 

civilization, not those laws which exhort one man to eat up the other. The repelling which, as mentioned 

under verse 2:213, builds nations and protects them from mischief, is that repulsion which leads to 

togetherness and that unity which is based on plurality. It is not that repulsion which negates 

togetherness, nor is it that unity which destroys plurality. 

The jihad and fighting ordained by Allah develop the earth and protects it from chaos, disorder and 

mischief, because it is through this fighting that the collective rights of the oppressed and down-trodden 

people are revived; and not because it shatters unity, annihilates people and obliterates their foot-prints. 

This basic difference between the two theories must always be kept in mind. 

History And How Much The Qur’an Is Concerned With It 

Oral and written history has been the favourite subject of people since the beginning of humanity. So far 

as we are aware, there have always been some persons who remembered, wrote or otherwise 

transmitted the great and small events of the past to the generations who came later, and who preserved 

what they were given by the ancients. Man benefits from history in various fields of his life: society 



comes to know its origin; people take lessons from the achievements and failures of the past 

generations; events are used as stories, for information and amusement; political, economic and 

industrial guide-lines are charted out in the light of the experience of the past. 

In spite of all these benefits, which in themselves would be enough to bestow on history a halo of 

virtuosity, two factors have always worked to divert it from the path of truth and reality: 

First: History has always been a slave of the rulers of the time. Every government wants to advertise 

what is beneficial to it and to suppress the report of what may be harmful to its interests. It keeps its dark 

side either completely hidden or alters its details and presents falsehood disguised as truth. 

Second: Even the historians, reporters, narrators and writers of the books of history can never be free 

from their feelings and prejudice. In the past, the historians and the governments were, on the whole, 

people who believed in one or another religion, and at that time, religious prejudice and national feelings 

tainted historical writings. Now-a-days, materialism and nationalism occupy the same place, and the 

reports of past and present events are seen through these glasses. Ancient writers seldom wrote 

anything that could damage the religious faith of their contemporaries. Modern writers seldom write 

anything without injecting into it some items to support their materialistic view. 

Apart from these two basic factors, there were and are other difficulties which have put history into 

disrepute. In the old times, there were scarcely any tools to record, preserve, transmit, copy, edit and 

preserve historical material. Now, with the progress of technology, all such tools are in the hands of 

historians; but a new enemy has overpowered them, and that is professional politics. The same event is 

reported in ten or twenty ways, depending on the nationality and political leaning of the reporters. 

These glaring defects have robbed written history of its value. Now scholars have more confidence in 

archaeological evidence than in written records. Even in that field, national feelings and prejudice play 

their part. And politics dictate how much should be disclosed, and even what interpretation should be put 

on archaeological discoveries. 

So, this is history and its various defects which can never be glossed over or corrected. With this 

background, we should never compare the historical events mentioned in the Qur’an, with the narrations 

of the same events given in the books of history. The Qur’an is a divine revelation, free from mistake and 

falsehood. How can it be judged with the help of history, the history which nobody believes to be free 

from lie and error? Many historical events, as given in the Qur’an, like this very story of Talut, differ from 

the reports in the Bible. But why should we worry? The Bible is no better than other history books; The 

alterations, suppressions, additions and omissions carried out in these books are too well-known to 

need any description. The story of Samuel and Saul was written in the Bible by an unknown hand. The 

story of Talut in the Qur’an is the true words of Allah. 

This much about history in general. Now let us see what is the main object of the Qur’an in such 

narrations. The Qur’an is not a book of history, nor does it describe an event with all its details as a book 



of history purports to do. The Qur’an is divine speech, poured into the mould of revelation: 

 
“With it Allah guides him who follows His pleasure into the ways of safety” (5:16). 

 
That is why it does not narrate an event from the beginning to the end with all its details. It only picks out 

a few such points of an event as will be useful to the listener as a lesson, sermon and moral. Look for 

example at this very story. It begins with the words, “Did you not see the chiefs of the children of Israel”, 

and then picks out the following points as highlights: “And their prophet said to them: Surely Allah 

has raised Talut to be a king over you”(2:247); “And their prophet said to them, Surely the sign of 

his kingdom is ...” (2:248); “So when Talut departed”; “And when they went out against Goliath ...” 

Obviously if one wants to write the fully story of Talut, one will have to add many paragraphs between all 

these highlights. But the Qur’an is not interested in a story per se. 

We have mentioned this fact in the story of the cow, and this principle applies to all other Qur’anic 

stories. It selects for description only that much which is needed to stress some points in moral lessons, 

wise teachings and spiritual guidance, or to show how Allah dealt with ancient nations and the people 

who passed away before the Muslims. Allah says: 

In their stories there is certainly a lesson for men of understanding (12:111). 

 
Allah desires to explain to you, and to guide you into the ways of those before you (4:26). 

 
Indeed, there have been examples before you; therefore, travel in the earth and see what was the 

end of the rejectors” (3:137). 

This is a clear statement for men who guard (against evil) (3:138). 

 
There are many similar verses. 

 
1. Jeremiah, in the Bible. 

2. Goliath was a Philistine. The area had political connection with Egypt. Perhaps it is in this sense that he has been called 

a Coptic. 

3. Levi, in the Bible. 

4. Benjamin, in the Bible. 

5. Joshua, in the Bible. 

6. As mentioned in a previous tradition, the prophet was Samuel, and not Jeremiah. 

7. Judah, in the Bible. 

 

[1] [1] 

SHARES 



Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 253- 254 

 
با ميرم نبا يسع ناَتَيآو تٍ اجرد مهضعب فَعرو هلا لَّمك نم من هم ۘ ضٍعب لَع مهضعب ل نَافَض لسلرا ل كَت  ت  ناََ  يل 

 نمآ نم من هفمَ اخ تَلَفُوا نلَٰو تناََ  يل با مت هءاج ام د عب نم مد هعب نم لَّذ ينا ق تتََلا ام هلا ءشَا لَوو س  ل قُدُا وحب ر هد ناَياو

ٰو اق تَتلَُوا ام هلا ءشَا لَوو فَرك نم من همو  ر يدُي ام لف عي هلا نلَ

 

These apostles, We have made some of them to excel others; among them are some to whom 

Allah spoke, and some of them He exalted by degree (of rank); and We gave clear (evidence) to 

‘Isa, son of Maryam, and strengthened him with the holy spirit. And if Allah had pleased, those 

after them would not have fought one with another after clear arguments had come to them; but 

they differed; so there were some of them who believed and others who denied; and if Allah had 

so pleased they would not have fought one with another, but Allah does what He intends (2:253). 

 
َّذ ينا اهيا اي  نَ وملظَّالا مه ونَ رافل او ةٌشفَاَع و خُلَّةٌ و يهف عيب  موي تاي ن  ا لقَب نم مق ناَكزَ ر امم اقُون فا انُومآ ل

 

O You who believe! Spend out of what We have given you, before the day comes in which there 

is no bargaining, neither any friendship nor intercession; and the unbelievers - they are unjust 

(2:254). 

General Comment 

These two verses do not differ much in context from the preceding verses which ordained fighting and 

spending in the way of Allah. Then came the story of Talut, in this context, so that the believers might 

learn important lessons from it, and that story ended on the words, “and most surely you are one of the 

apostles” which are immediately followed by the opening sentence of this verse, “These apostles, We 

have made some of them to excel the others” (2:253). Thereafter, it describes why those who came 

after those apostles fought one with another. (In the story of Talut also, there was a restrictive phrase, 

“after Musa” to describe “the chiefs of the children of Israel”.) Then it reverts to the exhortation of 

spending in the way of Allah before the fmal day comes. 

All these similarities in context strongly support the view that these two verses are connected with the 

previous ones, and that all of them were sent down together. 

The verse purports to remove a common misunderstanding, which is as follows: 

 
The apostleship, especially when it was accompanied by clear evidence, that is, arguments and miracles 

to prove its truth, should have ended the scourge of fighting. It could have happened in one of the two 



ways: 

 
(1) When Allah sent the apostles and gave them clear signs for the specific purpose of guiding people to 

their bliss in both worlds, it would have been proper if He had also prevented them from fighting among 

themselves and united them all in the truth. So, why is there so much fighting going on among the 

followers of those apostles? This objection becomes all the more telling after the advent of Islam which 

counts unity as one of the pillars of its Shari‘ah and the basis of its laws. 

(2) The sending of the apostles and the giving to them of the clear signs was done for the specific 

purpose of creating faith in peoples’ hearts. Belief and faith is a spiritual characteristic, which cannot be 

created by force and coercion. Then what the use of fighting once the prophets and the apostles had 

been sent. 

We have explained this objection together with its reply in the commentary of the verses of fighting. 

 
In this verse, Allah gives the following reply: The fighting among the followers of the apostles occurred 

because the said followers differed among themselves. Had they not differed, there would not have been 

any fighting among them. The cause of the fighting was, therefore, their difference. It is true that if Allah 

so wished, there would not have occurred any difference; and thus, there would not have been any 

fighting. Alternatively, He could have disconnected the cause, that is, the difference, from its effect, that 

is, fighting; so that even if there was difference, there would not have occurred any fighting. But Allah 

does what He wishes; and He has decreed that the effect will follow its cause; also, that the people will 

have freedom of choice, and that there will not be any compulsion for them to follow a certain course. 

And that is why they differed, and were not prevented from it, and that is why the said difference caused 

the fighting. 

Commentary 

Qur’an: These apostles, We have made some of them to excel the others (2:253). 

 
It demonstrates the greatness of the apostles and the grandeur of their status. That is why the 

demonstrative pronoun “tilka” ( َل ك  .those) has been used, which is meant to point to a distant object = ت

The verse shows the excellence given by Allah to some of them over others - some of them have been 

given more excellence than the others. But all of them are great, as the apostleship in itself is an 

excellence, which all of them share. There is a difference among the apostles, of their grades and ranks; 

and there is a difference among their followers, as the verse describes. But the two types of differences 

have nothing in common. 

The difference among the apostles is only in their ranks and grades, but they all are one in the basic 

excellence of apostleship; and the conflict of the people of the apostles is the one which is found 

between belief and disbelief, between affirmation and negation. It goes without saying that the two 



differences are quite separate from each other. And that is why Allah has used separate words for each. 

The difference in the rank and grade of the apostles has been named excellence, and it has been 

attributed to Allah, “We have made some of them to excel others”. The conflict of the followers of the 

apostles has been called a difference, and it has been attributed to the men themselves, “they differed”. 

The verse ends on the topic of fighting, and the preceding verses were also concerned with admonition 

to fight in the way of Allah, and with a story about it. It obviously means that the sentences under 

discussion, “These apostles ...with the holy spirit”, are a prologue to make the meaning of the next 

sentences clearer. It shows that the institution of apostleship, in spite of all its blessings and good, has 

not been able to end fighting among the people, because the said fighting is initiated by the people 

themselves. 

The apostleship has a high, towering excellence; and its good and bliss have ever-lasting freshness; 

whenever you look at it you will see a new beauty, and whichever aspect you ponder upon, you will find 

a new virtue. This excellent institution, in spite of its brilliant splendour and awe-inspiring magnificence, 

in spite of its accompanying clear evidence and miracle, is not able to eradicate the differences of people 

in belief and disbelief. It is so, because this difference is caused by the people themselves. Allah has 

mentioned this fact in various verses: 

“Surely the religion with Allah is Islam; and those to whom the book had been given did not 

differ, but after knowledge had come to them, out of envy among themselves” (3:19). 

“Mankind was but one people; so Allah sent the prophets as bearers of good tidings and as 

warners, and He sent down with them the book with the truth, so that it might judge between the 

people in that in which they had differed. And none differed about it but the very people who 

were given it, after clear signs had come to them, revolting among themselves” (2:213). 

The fact remains that if Allah had so wished He could have prevented this difference and the resulting 

fighting by His creative decree. But Allah has established a system of cause and effect in the universe, 

and difference is the established cause of conflict and fighting. Also, if He had so wished, He could have 

forbidden it by His legislative decree; or He could have refrained from giving the believers the order to 

fight in His way. But He gave this order; and made it a criterion of faith, 

“So that Allah may separate the impure from the pure” (8:37). 

 
“And most certainly Allah will know those who believe and most certainly He will know the 

hypocrites” (29:11). 

In short, fighting among the people of the apostles cannot be avoided, as there is always the possibility 

of people differing because of envy and revolt. The apostleship and its clear evidence are sufficient to 

refute wrong beliefs and clear away doubts. But envy, revolt, obstinacy and other such moral defects 

cannot be removed and the earth cannot be purged of them except by fighting in the way of Allah, which 



will better the condition of humanity. Experience proves that in many cases arguments alone were not 

effective unless they were supported by the sword. That is why Allah ordered His apostles, whenever 

necessary, to stand in support of truth and fight in His way. He so ordered in the days of Ibrahim and the 

prophets of the children of Israel, and after the Apostle of Allah came. More details have already been 

given under the verses of fighting. 

Among Them Are Some To Whom… 

 
Qur’an: Among them are some to whom Allah spoke, and some of them He exalted by degree (of 

rank) (2:253). 

In these sentences the pronouns and verbs have been changed from the first person of the preceding 

one (We have made some of them to excel) to the third person. The reason - and Allah knows better - 

may be as follows: 

Meritorious epithets are of two kinds: First, that which in itself is enough to show the merit and honour of 

the person or thing so described; for example, the clear evidence and the miracle, and being 

strengthened with the holy spirit, which has been mentioned in respect of ‘Isa (‘a). There is no doubt that 

these epithets are, per se, splendid and lofty. Second, that which in it-self has no value unless it is 

related to a great subject, and its merit and honour depend upon the prestige of the doer; for example, 

being spoken to, per se, has no virtue, but if one is spoken to by a great personality it bestows an 

honour to the man who is spoken to. And it carries a very great splendour if one is spoken to by Allah. 

Likewise, being raised in rank, per se, has no virtue unless it is done for example, by Allah. 

 
In this light, we may easily appreciate the great eloquence of the Qur’an in changing the pronouns in 

three sentences: “among them are some to whom Allah spoke, and some of them He exalted by degree 

(of rank); and We gave clear (evidence) to ‘Isa ...” When Allah described the virtues of being spoken to 

and being raised in rank, He changed the pronouns to the third person clearly mentioning the name, 

‘Allah’, as the bestower of these merits. When the epithets reached clear evidence, etc., which were 

honoured in themselves, the pronouns reverted to the first person of the starting sentence and said: “and 

We gave clear evidence to ‘Isa son of Maryam”. 

The commentators advance various opinions as to who is meant by the two sentences. It is said that 

“some to whom Allah spoke” refers to Musa, as verse 164 of chap. 4 says: “And We spoke to Musa 

(directly) speaking (to him)” (4:164), and as several other verses testify. Also, it is said that it means 

the Apostle of Allah, Muhammad (S), because Allah spoke to him on the night of the ascension when 

Allah brought him near Himself to such a degree that all intermediate links vanished completely, and 

Allah addressed to him His revelation directly without any intermediary. He says: 

“Then he (i.e., Muhammad) drew near, then he bowed” (53:8). 

“So he was the measure of two bows or closer still” (53:9). 



“And He revealed to His servant what He revealed” (53:10). 

 
A third interpretation is that the speaking means revelation in general, because revelation is a secret 

speaking, and it has been termed speaking in the verse: 

“And it is not for any man that Allah should speak to him except by revelation, or from behind a 

veil, or by sending a messenger so that he reveals by His permission what He pleases” (42:51). 

But this last interpretation does not conform with the preposition “min” ( ن  from, among) which = م

denotes that not all, but only “some”, of the apostles were given this distinction - and revelation was not 

confined to only a few of them, it was common to all. 

The most appropriate interpretation is that it refers to Musa (‘a), because Allah’s speaking with him was  

already mentioned in a chapter of Meccan period (which was revealed long before this chapter 2, which 

is a Medinite chapter): 

“And when Musa came at Our appointed time and his Lord spoke to him, he said: My Lord! show 

me (Thyself), so that I may look upon Thee. He said: You cannot (bear to) see Me but look at the 

mountain, if it remains firm in its place, then will you see Me; but when his Lord manifested His 

glory to the mountain, He made it crumble and Musa fell down in a swoon; then when he 

recovered, he said: Glory be to Thee, I turn to Thee, and I am the first of the believers” (7:143). 

“He said: O Musa! Surely I have chosen you above the people with My messages and with My 

words, therefore take hold of what I give to you and be of the grateful ones” (7:144). 

Obviously, the fact that Musa was spoken to by Allah had been well-understood when the verse under 

discussion was revealed. 

Likewise, various interpretations have been offered for the sentence, “and some of them He exalted by 

degree (of rank)”. 

It is said that it refers to Muhammad (S), as Allah raised him in status and exalted over all the apostles, 

because He: 

- sent him towards all the men: 

 
“And We have not sent you but to all the men ...” (34:28). 

 
- made him a mercy to the worlds: 

 
“And We have not sent you but as a mercy to the worlds” (21:107). 

 
- made him the Last of the prophets: 



“...but he is the apostle of Allah and the last of the prophets ...” (33:40). 

 
- gave him the Qur’an, which is the guardian over all books and explains clearly everything, and is 

protected from the alterations of wrong-doers, and, in short, is a miracle which will last up to the end of 

the world: 

“And We have revealed to you the Book with the truth, verifying what is before it of the book and 

a guardian over it” (5:48). 

“And We have revealed the Book to you explaining clearly everything ...” (16:89). 

“Surely, We have revealed the Reminder and We will most surely be its guardian (15:9). 

“Say: If men and jinn should combine together to bring the like of this Qur’an, they could not 

bring the like of it, even though some of them were aiders of the others” (17:88). 

- and gave him especially the established and upright religion which is responsible for all the good of 

this world and the next: 

“Then set thy face upright to the established religion” (30:43). 

 
Another interpretation is that it refers to various prophets who were raised in status in one way or the 

other. For example, the following prophets: 

- Nuh (‘a): 

 
“Peace be on Nuh in all the worlds” (37:79). 

 
- Ibrahim (‘a): 

 
“And (remember) when his Lord tried Ibrahim with certain words, then he fulfilled them. He said: 

“Surely I will make you Imam for mankind ...” (2:124). 

“And make for me a truthful tongue (i.e., goodly mention) among the posterity (26:84). 

 
- Idris (‘a): 

 
“And We raised him to a high station (19:57). 

 
- Yusuf (‘a): 

 
“We raise the degrees of whomsoever We please” (12:76). 

 
- Dawud (‘a): 

 
“And We gave to Dawud Psalm” (4:163). 



And likewise various other prophets. 

 
A third interpretation is that the words, “These apostles”, in the beginning of the verse, refer to those 

apostles only who have been mentioned in this chapter of the Cow, like Ibrahim, Musa, ‘Isa, ‘Uzayr, 

Armiah, Ushmu’il, Dawud, and Muhammad, the peace of Allah be on them all. Out of them Musa and 

‘Isa have especially been mentioned in this verse, and from among the rest it is Muhammad (S) who has 

been raised in degrees of rank over the others. 

A fourth interpretation: “These apostles” refers to only those who have been mentioned in the preceding 

story; and they are Musa, Dawud, Ushmu’il and Muhammad. Musa’s distinction has been mentioned, 

and that is his being spoken to. Then comes the topic of raising the degrees of rank, and from the above 

list, no one is more deserving for it than Muhammad (S). Probably, that was the reason why ‘Isa had to 

be mentioned in this verse by name - because in the preceding story he was not mentioned at all. 

But a well-balanced interpretation would be as follows: 

 
There is no doubt that the exalted rank of the Prophet, Muhammad (S), is included in the meaning of this 

sentence; but there is no reason to suppose that the sentence refers only to his excellence or only to 

those prophets who are mentioned in the story of Talut or in the chapter of the Cow, because all such 

view are arbitrary and without any justifiable reason. It is quite obvious that the verse is general; “these 

apostles” refer to all the apostles sent by Allah, and “some of them He exalted by degrees of rank” 

covers all those apostles who were exalted by Him in any way. 

Someone has said: The context shows that the sentence, “some of them He exalted ...”, refers only to 

Muhammad (S). The verse gives a lesson to those nations that fight among themselves, after their 

apostles, even though their religion is one - and only three such nations were present when the verse 

was revealed: the Jews, the Christians and the Muslims. Therefore, it was appropriate to mention their 

apostles especially; Musa and ‘Isa have already been described in the verse, and it means that the 

remaining sentence, “some of them He exalted ...”, specifically refers to Muhammad (S). 

Comment: The Qur’an decrees that all the apostles were sent to all of mankind, as Allah says: “...We do 

not make any distinction between any of them ...” (2:136). The apostles brought them clear signs, 

arguments and miracles. This fact in itself should have been enough to cut at the root of mischief and 

disorder, and to prevent fighting among their followers. But those followers differed with one another 

because of their rebellion, envy and worldly desire. This was the basic cause which gave rise to the 

fighting. Therefore, Allah ordains fighting when the good of mankind depends upon it, so that He may 

manifest the truth of what was true by His words, and cut away the root of the wrong-doers. 

This context shows that the verse is not particularly concerned with any nation; rather its import is 

general. 



A Talk About The Speech Of Allah 

The sentence, “among them are some to whom Allah spoke” (2:253), shows that Allah did speak to 

some people; it proves that an actual occurrence did happen, that it is not an allegory or analogy; and 

that Allah has named that occurrence His “speech”. We shall discuss this subject in two parts: 

First: The words of Allah prove that all the blessings, bounties and distinctions which Allah has reserved 

for His prophets and apostles and which are hidden from other people’s perception, like revelation, 

speaking, the descent of the spirit and the angels, and the witnessing of the great divine signs; as well 

as the things which He has informed His prophets and apostles about, like the angels, Satan, the Tablet, 

the Pen, etc., are actual and factual things. T 

here is no allegory in their claims: when they said “angels” they did not mean “mental powers calling 

towards good”; when they talked about “revelation”, they were not referring to “the products of those 

mental powers”; the holy spirit and faithful spirit, in their language, were not used for “the highest degree 

of those mental powers from which pure thoughts rain down for the good of the human society”; Satan 

and jinn were not allegorical names for “base desire and unjustified anger which call towards evil and 

disorder”; “the whispering of slinking Satan” was not another name for “the evil thoughts which disrupt a 

good society or make one commit bad actions”; and so on. 

The Qur’anic verses, as well as the declarations of the previous prophets, show in the clearest way that 

they used these words in their actual meanings, not in an allegorical style. Nobody, except an obstinate 

and reckless contender, can have any doubt about it - and we have not undertaken to convince such a 

contender! If such clear expressions were to be explained away in this way, then all the spiritual facts 

given by these apostles could be interpreted in purely materialistic terms, totally rejecting existence 

beyond the matter! We have discussed it in short in the topic of miracle. 

Anyhow, divine speech is a factual and actual thing, and it creates the same result which is created by 

our talking. It may be explained as follows: 

Allah has named some of His actions “speech” and “speaking”: 

 
“And Allah spoke to Musa (directly) speaking (to him)” (4:164). 

“Among them are some to whom Allah spoke” (2:253). 

And He has explained this vague expression in the verse: 

 
“And it is not for any man that Allah should speak to him except by revelation, or from behind a 

veil, or by sending a messenger so that he reveals by His permission what He pleases” (42:51). 

The exceptional clause, “except by revelation ...”, would be meaningless unless the speaking 



(mentioned in “should speak to him”) is taken to mean real speaking. It then follows that the speaking by  

Allah is real, even though it may have a special style and method. In short, the principle of “speaking” by  

Allah is a reality and cannot be denied. 

What is the reality of speech from our point of view? Man needs society and civilization, and, as a result, 

needs all the essential ingredients of co-operative civilization - and “speaking” is one of them. Nature 

has guided man to express his thoughts through the medium of the voice which is produced from his 

mouth. He has made various combinations of his voice as signs to describe various ideas which are 

produced in his mind. Needless to say that the only way to convey hidden ideas and thoughts to others 

is to appoint, and agree upon, some signs for them. Man needs. speech because there is no method to 

understand, and make others understand, other than words, the variously mixed and combined sounds 

which have been agreed upon as signs, and made as tokens for objects and ideas. That is why a 

language is closely related to the developmental stage of the society which it serves. When the society 

develops, the language also widens its circle to cope with it. In this manner, languages develop and 

widen their circles in direct relation with the development stages of the respective societies. 

Speech makes others understand what is in the mind of the speaker, through the medium of combined 

sounds; these sounds have been agreed upon, by the speaker and the listener, as tokens and signs to 

convey certain ideas. 

It follows that man develops speech when he is with other men. (Also, some animals who live together in 

colonies, and who have voices, use some particular sounds to express some particular feelings. This 

may be called their speech.) If there were a man completely cut off from other human beings, he would 

not need any speech, because there would be no need to communicate with others. Likewise, other 

creatures, who do not need any society or co-operation in their existences, do not need speech; two 

examples of this category are the angels and Satan. 

It is certain that the speech of Allah does not emanate from Him as it does with us. The human voice 

issues from the larynx and arrives at particular sounds by movements of the tongue, teeth, jaws and lips, 

and interaction between them. And, what is more, our speech is only a sign or token which we have 

agreed upon; sounds, per se, have no value or meaning if there be no prior agreement as to what they 

mean. But Allah is too great in splendour and too high in glory to have any limb or organ, or to need help 

from such things as words, which have no real worth at all - whose value depends upon the agreement 

of the speaker and the listener. Allah has said: 

“Nothing is like a likeness of Him” (42:11). 

 
Still, Allah in the verse mentioned earlier: “And it is not for any man that Allah should speak to him 

except by revelation ...” (42:51), confirms for Himself the reality of speaking, although He disallows for 

Himself that speaking with which we are familiar. Allah dissociates Himself from that speech which is 

known to us and whose only value is that of a token or sign - which depends on agreed upon meanings. 



But He confirms speech for Himself with its particular effect. As the particular effect is the same, that is, 

making the other party understand the message, it can be called “speech” although it has no 

resemblance to our speech. It is like the words, scale, lamp and armament, which were made in old 

days for certain primitive tools and implements, and are now equally correctly used for new types of 

machine scales, electric bulbs and modern military hardware, because their effects are the same, even 

though the shapes are completely different. 

The method by which Allah lets His apostles and prophets know what He intends to convey to them is 

His speech. But we have not been told what is its reality and how it happens. But, in any case, its effect 

is the same: making the listener understand the intended message. 

Divine speech is a divine action, like His other actions - giving life and death, sustaining, guiding, 

forgiving, etc. In other words, it is an attribute of action, not an attribute of person like knowledge, power 

and life. (The attributes of persons are not other than the person-himself). As “speaking” is an attribute 

of action, like other such attributes, it may be described in terms of space and time. Allah has said: 

“And when Musa came to Our appointed time and his Lord spoke to him, he said: “My Lord: show 

me (Thyself), so that I may look upon Thee.” He said: “You can never see Me” (7:143). 

“...and indeed, I created you before when you were nothing” (19:9). 

“...then Allah said to them, Die; (and thereafter) He gave them life” (2:243); 

“We give sustenance to you and to them” (6:151). 

“Our Lord is He Who gave to everything its creation, then guided it” (20:50). 

“Then He turned to the (mercifully) that they might turn (to Him)” (9:118). 

In these verses the speech of Allah is qualified by the time and the place of its occurrence, like His other 

actions, e.g., creating, giving death, life and sustenance, guiding and turning towards His servants with 

mercy. 

This explanation is enough for tafsir, which is the subject of our book. We shall comment shortly 

afterwards on theological disputes and philosophical arguments concerning this topic. 

Here another aspect of this subject should be looked into. Allah has not used the words “speech” and 

“speaking” except about His talk with human beings. Of course, “word” and “words” have been used in 

other contexts. He has said: 

“The Messiah, ‘Isa son of Maryam is but an apostle of Allah and His word which He 

communicated to Maryam” (4:171). 

Here, “word” has been used for a human being himself. Also, He says: 



“And the word of your Lord that is the highest” (9:40). 

 
“And the word of your Lord has been accomplished truly and justly” (6:115). 

“...the words of Allah will not come to an end” (31:27). 

In these verses, “word” and “words” mean the decree of Allah, or some sort of creation. 

 
The word, “saying”, has been used by Allah referring to His talk with human beings as well as with 

others. He says in connection with His talk: 

- With man: 

 
“So We said: “O Adam! Surely this is an enemy to you and to your wife” (20:117). 

 
- With angels: 

 
“And when your Lord said to the angels: “I am going to place in the earth a khalifah”” (2:30). 

“When your Lord said to the angels; “Surely I am going to create a man from dust”” (38:71). 

- With Satan: 

 
“He said: “O Iblis! what prevented thee that thou shouldst do obeisance to him whom I created 

with My two hands”” (38:75). 

- With inanimate things: 

 
“Then He directed Himself to the heaven and it was a vapour, so He said to it and to the earth: 

“Come both, willingly or unwillingly.” They both said: “We come willingly”” (41:11). 

“We said: “O Fire! be cold and a safety to Ibrahim”” (21:69). 

 
“And it was said: “O earth! swallow down thy water, and 0 sky! withhold (thy rain) ...”” (11:44). 

 
All the above, with their diversity, are included in the following two verses: 

 
“His command, when He intends anything is only that He says to it: ‘Be’ and it is” (36:82). 

“...when He has decreed a matter, He only says to it: ‘Be’ and it is” (19:35). 

We find that Allah uses the word, “saying”, about His address to those who have reason and hearing 

power, like man, as well as to inanimate things which do not have such powers (as we understand them) 

like the earth and the sky. Also, it is clear that the last mentioned two verses are a sort of explanation to 

the previously mentioned verses. 



On pondering on all these aspects, one finds out that the divine “saying” means creating a thing to show 

the intended meaning. So far as the matters of creation are concerned, when Allah creates a thing and 

brings it into existence, it exists. And the very thing is a “saying” of Allah, because it, by its existence, 

shows the particular intention of Allah for its creation. It is known that when He intends a thing and says 

to it: ‘Be’ and it comes into being, no word passes from the Creator to the thing created; there is in fact 

only the existence of the thing, and nothing else. Therefore, that is the thing created, and also it, in itself, 

is the word ‘Be’. In short, His saying, in matters of creation, is the creation itself, it is nothing separate 

from it. 

In matters other than creation - for example, when He says something to a man - it means that He 

creates something which gives that man an inner knowledge of the intended message. It may be by 

creating a voice in a body [ like in the tree, for His talk with Musa; and in the curtain of light, in the case 

of the Prophet Muhammad (S)]; or by some other method which we do not know, or whose modality we 

do not understand. 

The same is, more or less, the case of His speaking to the angels or Satan. But there is an important 

difference. 

Unlike our existence, the existence of the angels and Satan is not biological and social. As a result, they 

do not achieve gradual perceptive perfection as we do. They do not have to make signs and tokens to 

indicate their intentions. When they want to understand, or make someone else understand, a thing it is 

not done through the medium of the voice. There is no combined sound, emanating from the larynx with 

inter-related actions by various parts of the mouth; and, also, there is no hearing, through a hole called 

the ear, receiving the sound from the air and conveying it through an intricate mechanism to the brain. 

Still, the reality of “saying” exists in both groups - and in their like, if there by any. And, as explained 

earlier, that reality is “making the addressee understand the intended message.” 

In short, among the angels, as well as among the Satans, there is “saying”, but not like ours. Likewise,  

between Allah and the angels (and between Him and the Satans) there is “saying” but not through the  

medium of voice and word. 

In the same way, we may explain the “saying” which is attributed in the Qur’an to the animals. For 

example, Allah says: 

“...an ant said: “O ants! enter into your dwellings ...” (27:18). 

 
“...then said (the hoopoe): “I comprehend that which you do not comprehend, and I have brought 

to you a sure information from Sheba”” (27:22). 

The same meaning may be applied in the cases where Allah “says” or “reveals” something to such 

animals. For example, And your Lord revealed to the bee, (saying): 



“Make hives in the mountains and in the trees and in what they build” (16:68). 

 
There are some other words synonymous, or near in meaning, to “saying” and “speaking”; for example, 

revealing, inspiring, informing and relating. Allah says: 

“Surely, We have revealed to you as We revealed to Nuh and the prophets after him ...” (4:163). 

“And (I swear by) the soul and Him Who made it perfect” (91:7). 

“Then He inspired it to understand what is wrong for it and right for it” (91:8). 

“He (the Prophet) said: “Informed me the All-knowing, the All-aware”” (66:3). 

“He relates the truth ...” (6:57). 

The explanation, written in the beginning about the speech of Allah, applies to these words also: There is 

an actual and factual occurrence which Allah has named His, speaking, revealing and inspiring etc.; and 

it has the same effect that speaking, etc. has; it makes no difference whether we know its reality or not. 

(We shall have some further discussion about Revelation in chapter 42, God willing). 

Even though the basic meaning is common to all the abovementioned words, their use is determined by 

context, and its suitability for the literal meaning. An utterance is called “speech” when the main 

emphasis is on conveying the message to the listener’s mind; that is why this word had been used when 

Allah wanted to show the excellence and high status of the prophets, because, in this context, the 

emphasis is on communicating which naturally draws the attention to the recipient of the communication. 

It is called “saying” when the main attention is on the intended meaning; and it is for this reason that the 

creative and legislative decrees and commandments are called “saying”: He said, 

“The truth then it is and the truth do I speak” (38:84). 

 
“That I will most certainly fill hell with thee and with those of them who follow thee, all” (38:85). 

 
And it is called “revelation” when it is hidden from others; and, therefore, the communication of the 

message to the prophets is named thus: 

“Surely We have revealed to you as We revealed to Nuh and the prophets after him ...” (4:163). 

 
Second: How is the word “speaking” used? In the beginning, words were made for phenomena which 

can be perceived by one of the five senses. Gradually the meanings shifted towards those meaning 

which could be perceived by the mind only. When a word is made for a material thing is used for a 

mental process or a metaphysical meaning, it is in the beginning done with allegorical sense; but the 

continued use makes the latter its real meaning. 

Likewise, the advancement of civilization and technology amends, improves and changes the tools and 



implements which are used by man. But even with such continuous changes and improvements, the 

name does not change. In old days, a “lamp” was a metal or earthen receptacle containing oil or fat in 

which a wick was placed and then lighted for illumination at night. From stage to stage it changed shape, 

technique and source of light; and now we have these electric bulbs, in which not a single thing of the 

original “lamp” remains. 

Still, we call it and similar other things “lamp” because the purpose is the same; this apparatus 

illuminates the night as the original lamp did. So long as this basic purpose is served by a new 

apparatus the original name, “lamp”, is transferred to it in reality, not allegorically, even if all 

appearances have changed. 

This example shows that a word is easily transferred to a change or new shape of the original form if the 

purpose of the original remains unchanged, and that this also will be its “real”, and not “allegorical”, 

meaning. Today, there are thousands and thousands of old names used for new items, and these 

names are treated as their real ones, not allegorical; because, in spite of radical changes in shapes and 

techniques, the original purpose has remained intact. Likewise, in every language there are countless 

words which were made for material things, and were later used for metaphysical objects - in reality, not 

as an allegory. 

It shows that when the words “speaking” and “saying” are used in places where the effect is “letting the 

audience know the message” they are used in their real meaning. It is for this reason that we said earlier 

that when “saying” or “speaking” was attributed to Allah, it was used in its real sense. It is the same with 

other words which are used sometimes for Allah, and at other times for human beings, like life, 

knowledge, will, giving, withholding, etc. As the net result and effect of these words is found in the 

person and actions of Allah, they are attributed to Him in their real meanings, even though their modality 

and other aspects are totally different from what we understand from these words. 

The same is the explanation of “exalting the apostles by degrees of rank”. This exalting is a real thing, 

and not just a thing found in the mind of the speaker. We have already explained the difference between 

real existence and the existence in mind, under the heading “Knowledge and Action” under verse 2:213. 

We gave there the example of the phrase “a man who is president”. Now “a man” has a real existence, 

but his “being president” is a thing found in the minds of people only. Such aspects have no existence 

outside the mind. 

Many sincere men of religion have fallen into the error of thinking that this exalting by Allah is also like 

the above-mentioned presidency. Once they had committed themselves to this explanation, they had to 

say that the effects of that exalting (for example, the things of the next world - paradise, hell, the 

questioning, the reckoning etc.) had the same relationship with this exalting as the paraphernalia of the 

presidency have with the said office - that the said relationship was, so to say, in the mind of the 

speaker only; it had no existence outside. They did not realize that such an explanation lowers the 

dignity of God, reducing Him to a position of sub-ordinate to His own suppositions and thoughts - 



Glorified is He from such sacrilegious imputations. 

 
Such people, because of that basic error, are not ready to believe that the prophets of Allah and His 

chosen servants have been give some really-existing spiritual perfections, which the Qur’an and the 

traditions clearly attributed to them; these people try to interpret such verses and traditions in such a way 

as to rob them of their real existence and turn them into the above-mentioned things which exist only in 

the mind. 

And We Gave Clear (Evidence) To ‘Isa… 

 
Qur’an: And We gave clear (evidence) to ‘Isa, son of Maryam, and strengthened him with the holy 

spirit (2:253). 

In this sentence, the original “first person” pronouns have been used; and we have already explained the 

reason for this. A question arises as to why only ‘Isa, and no other prophet, has been mentioned here by 

name. The reason is this: What has been mentioned in his excellence - giving clear evidence and 

strengthening with the holy spirit - are things common to all apostles. Allah says: 

“Certainly, We sent Our apostles with clear evidence” (57:25). 

 
“He sends down the angels with spirit by His commandments on whom He pleases of His 

servants, (saying): Give the warning ...” (16:2). 

But these otherwise common factors were found in ‘Isa in a rather special way. All his miracles - raising 

the dead, creating the bird by breathing into it, giving sight to the blind, curing lepers and giving 

information of the unseen - had a very special relation with the life and the spirit. Therefore, those 

factors were mentioned as the special excellence of ‘Isa, and his name was clearly mentioned. Had 

Allah only said, “and We gave clear evidence to some of them and strengthened him with the holy 

spirit” (2:253), it would not have pointed especially to ‘Isa, because, as you know, these two factors 

were common to all apostles. It was necessary to mention the name to show that these were given to 

‘Isa in a rather special way. Moreover, ‘Isa himself was clear evidence of the power of Allah, as he was 

born without a father. Allah says: “And made her (Maryam) and her son a sign for the worlds” 

(21:91). Thus, the son and his mother together were the signs of Allah, and it was their special 

distinction. 

And If Allah Had Pleased… 

 
Qur’an: And if Allah had pleased, those after them would not have fought one with another after 

clear arguments had come to them” (2:253). 

Here Allah again refers to Himself in the third person, because the context demands a clear declaration 

that the divine will cannot be obstructed and His power cannot be foiled. All happenings, in all their 



positive and negative aspects, are under divine control and authority. It is the attribute of godship which 

emanates unlimited power and unrestricted authority; and that is why the divine name, Allah, had to be 

clearly mentioned to emphasize the fact that if Allah had so willed, they would not have fought. This 

force could not be produced by saying, “if We had so willed ...” And it is for the same reason that the 

divine name, and not the pronoun, has been repeated in the next sentences, “and if Allah had so 

pleased, they would not have fought”, and “Allah does what He intends”. 

But They Differed… 

 
Qur’an: But they differed; so there were some of them who believed and others who denied 

(2:253). 

We have already described why Allah attributed the difference to the people, and not to Himself. He has 

declared several times that the difference in belief and disbelief appeared among people because of 

their envy, rebellion and evil desire; and such things cannot be attributed to Allah. 

And If Allah Had So Pleased… 

 
Qur’an: And if Allah had so pleased, they would not have fought one with another, but Allah does 

what He intends (2:253). 

We have already explained this. If Allah had so wished, ie could have disconnected the cause, the 

difference, from its effect, the fighting. But Allah does what He intends, and He has decided that the 

difference will cause the fighting, according to the system of cause and effect which He has decreed in 

this world. 

In short, the verse says that the apostles sent by Allah are His servants, very near to Him, above 

mankind in their excellence; they have been exalted, some above others, in the degrees of their ranks 

but they all equally share the basic excellence of apostleship. They came to their peoples with clear, 

arguments and miracles; they clearly pronounced the truth and unmistakably showed the right path. It 

might have been expected that their followers, after them, would not have abandon the unity, love and 

mutual regard in the cause of the religion of Allah. 

But there was another factor, lurking about, and that was their envy and rebellion, which divided them up 

into believers and non-believers; and this difference spread and affected all aspects of their lives. If 

Allah had so wished, He could have taken away the causative power of this difference, and then it would 

not have led to fighting. But He did not wish so, and let the system of cause and effect take its course; 

and He brings out what He wishes. 

O You Who Believe… 

 
Qur’an: O You who believe! Spend out of what We have given you, before the day comes in which 



there is no bargaining, neither any friendship nor intercession; and the unbelievers - they are 

unjust (2:254). 

The meaning is quite clear. The last sentence implies that not spending in the way of Allah is unbelief 

and injustice. 

Traditions 

al-Baqir (‘a) said about the words of Allah: These apostles ...: “There is in this (verse) that which may be 

a proof that the companions of Muhammad did differ (among themselves) after him, so there were some 

of them who believed and others who disbelieved.” (al-Kafi) 

Asbagh Ibn Nubatah said: “I was standing with the Leader of the faithful, ‘Ali Ibn Abi Talib (‘a) on the day 

of the Camel. There came a man and stood before him and said: ‘O Leader of the faithfuls! These 

people (i.e., the enemies) said takbir (Allahu Akbar), and we said it; and they said tahlil (la ilaha illa 

Allah) and we said it; and they prayed and we prayed. Then, on what (ground) are we fighting them?’ He 

(‘Ali - ‘a) replied: ‘On (the basis of) this verse: These apostles, We have made some of them to excel 

others; among them are some to whom Allah spoke and some of them He exalted by degree (of rank); 

and We gave clear (evidence) to ‘Isa, son of Maryam, and strengthened him with the holy spirit. And if 

Allah had pleased, those after them would not have fought one with another - so we are those after 

them - but they differed; so there were some of them who believed and others who disbelieved; and if 

Allah had so pleased they would not have fought one with another, but Allah does what He intends. So 

we are those who believed and they are those who disbelieved.’ Thereupon, the man said: ‘These 

people are unbelievers, by the Lord of the Ka‘bah!’ Then he attacked and fought them until he was killed; 

may Allah have mercy on him!” (at-Tafsir, of al-‘Ayyashi) 

The author says: This event has been narrated by al-Mufid in his al-Amali, and by ash-Shaykh in his 

book of the same name, and by al-Qummi in his at-Tafsir. This tradition shows that ‘Ali (‘a) interpreted 

“disbelief” in this verse in a general sense, which includes hidden, disbelief as well as open disbelief 

which is termed al-kufr ( ف ر لا  = infidelity) in Islam and with which Islam deals in a special way. It is well- 

known from traditions and history that ‘Ali (‘a) did not treat his opponents (in the battles of the Camel, 

Siffin and Nahrawan) like any group of the unbelievers - they were not dealt with like unbelievers, 

whether from the people of the book or others, nor like the apostates. The only implication of this special 

treatment is that he thought them to be unbelievers in their hearts but not openly. And he (‘a) used to 

say: “I fight against them on the interpretation (of the Qur’an), not on (its) revelation.” 

The verse clearly supports this meaning. It says that the clear evidence brought by the apostles did not 

prevent the fighting of their followers because they differed among themselves; and such a difference 

cannot be removed by those arguments and evidence because it is not based on reason but on envy 

and rebellion. The verse thus describes the phenomenon mentioned in the following verses: 



“And people were naught but a single nation, then they disagreed; and had not a word already 

gone forth from your Lord, the matter would have certainly been decided between them in 

respect of that concerning which they disagree” (10:19). 

“Mankind was but one people, so Allah sent the prophets ...And none differed about it but the 

very people who were given it after clear signs had come to them, revolting among themselves; 

whereupon Allah guided, by His will, those who believed to the truth about which they differed” 

(2:213). 

“...and they shall continue to differ” (11:118). 

 
“Except those on whom your Lord has mercy ...” (11:119). 

 
All this shows that difference about the book, that is, about the religion, between the followers of the 

apostles, after the departure of those apostles, cannot be avoided. Allah says particularly about this 

ummah: 

“Or do you think that you would enter the Garden while yet the like of those who have passed 

away before you has not come upon you?” (2:214). 

“And He informs us of the complaint of His Apostle on the Day of Resurrection: And the Apostle 

cried out: “O my Lord! surely my people treated this Qur’an as a forsaken thing” (25:30). 

In these, and many other verses, this factor has been explicitly or implicitly mentioned. 

 
And it is a fact that difference in the Muslim ummah started in the days of the companions. History and 

mutawatir and near mutawatir traditions clearly show that, in the troubles and discords which started 

soon after the Apostle, the companions themselves dealt with each other in this same way. In their own 

eyes they were treading the path of the discord and difference mentioned in these verses. And none of 

them claimed that he was above any difference on account of ‘ismah (sinlessness) or good tidings given 

to him by the Apostle, or ijtihad, nor did anyone say that he was not included in these verses. (We do not 

include Ahl ul-Bayt of the Prophet in the term ‘companion’). More details of this difference is beyond the 

scope of this book. 

al-Mufid narrates in his al-Amali from Abu Basir that he said: “I heard Abu ‘Abdillah (‘a) say: ‘Allah, 

Great is His name, was ever Omniscient in His person and there was nothing to be known; and He was 

ever Omnipotent in His person and there was nothing to be ordained.’ I said: ‘May I be your ransom! 

Was He then ever Speaking?’ He said: ‘Speech is created. There was Allah and He was not speaking, 

then He created speech.’ “ 

Safwan Ibn Yahya said: “Abu Qurrah, the traditionalist, asked ar-Ridha’ (‘a) and said: ‘Tell me, may I be 

your ransom! About Allah’s speaking to Musa.’ He (the Imam) said: ‘Allah knows better in which 

language He spoke to him.’ Abu Qurrah caught his own tongue and said: ‘I am asking you about this 



tongue.’ Thereupon Abu ’1-Hasan (‘a) said: ‘Glorified is Allah from what you say! And may Allah protect 

you (from thinking) that He might resemble His creatures or might speak like they speak; rather, He, 

Glorified be He, there is nothing like Him, nor there is any speaker or doer like Him.’ (Abu Qurrah) said: 

‘How?’ (The Imam) said: ‘The speech of Allah with His creature is not like the speech of a creature with 

another creature; and He does not speak with a mouth and tongue; rather He says to it: ‘Be’ and it is. It 

was by His will He addressed (His) command and prohibition to Musa without any meditation in His 

Self.’” (al-Ihtijaj) 

Ali (‘a) said in a sermon: “Speaking, not by meditation, Wishing, not by contemplation.” (Nahj ul- 

balaghah) 

In the same book, he (‘Ali-a.s.) says, inter alia, in another sermon: “He Who spoke to Musa (directly) 

speaking, and showed him of His great signs, without limbs and organs and without implements, sound 

or uvula.” 

The author says: The traditions narrated from the Imams of Ahl ul-Bayt with this meaning are numerous, 

and all of them show that the speech of Allah (to use the terminology of the Qur’an and sunnah) is an 

attribute of action, and not an attribute of Person. 

A Philosophical Discussion About The Speech Of Allah 

Philosophers point out that when a speaker conveys his thought to the mind of a hearer, by means of 

words, it is popularly called speech and talk, and its net result is that the hearer understands and the 

speaker is understood. The reality of speech is “what conveys an idea to the other party”; rather 

particulars - the medium of words, and their being produced by the passage of air through the larynx, 

mouth, and lips and their entering the ears of the hearer - are inconsequential; they are not essential to 

the reality of speech. Whatever describes the intended meaning is speech; even the movement of your 

hand to call someone to your side or to indicate to him to sit down, etc. is your speech, albeit without 

your uttering a single word. 

Taking this as their basis, the philosophers say: the things found in the universe depend on their causes 

for their existence and for their characteristics. By their existence they pronounce the existence of their 

causes; and by their characteristics and faculties they show the characteristics and faculties of their 

causes. Therefore, every “effect” is a speech for its cause, and by this speech that cause talks about its 

own perfection. 

And all existing things taken separately or jointly, and their aggregate, the universe, are, in this way, the 

speech of God; by this speech, God describes His perfect attributes which are otherwise hidden from us. 

Allah is the Creator of the universe, and the universe is His creation. In the same manner, He speaks via 

the medium of the universe about His names and attributes, and the universe is His speech. 



They go even further: They say that deep thinking leads one to the belief that the ultimate “speech” is 

God Himself. We say that the universe leads to the Creator; but leading is a quality of existence and 

nothing in the universe exists on its own. Every thing exists because God has given it existence. When a 

thing leads to the Creator, it does so by the existence and qualities given to it by the Creator. In other 

words, it is the Creator Himself Who leads to Himself through His creation. In the same way, it is He 

Himself Who leads to His creation. He Himself leads us to Himself; in this sense, He is the speech and 

the Speaker and the meaning; and at this stage, we may say that His speech is His person or an 

attribute of His person. Also, He Himself, by creating the universe, leads us to His power and wisdom; 

the universe is, thus, His speech to lead us to the Creator; and in this sense, speech (i.e., the universe) 

is an attribute of His action. 

The author says: Quite apart from the question of the correctness of this interpretation, the words of the 

Qur’an do not support it. 

Speech, as mentioned in the Qur’an and sunnah, is something different from the Speaker and the 

hearer. Allah says: 

“Among them are some to whom Allah spoke” (2:253). 

“And Allah spoke to Musa (directly) speaking” (4:164). 

“And Allah said: “O ‘Isa!”” (3:55). 

“And We said: “O Adam!” (2:35). 

 
“Surely, We have revealed to you” (4:163). 

 
“Informed me the All-knowing, the All-aware” (66:3). 

 
There are numerous similar verses. Obviously, the speech or talk mentioned in them cannot mean the 

Person of Allah by any stretch of imagination. 

Discussion Of Speech In Theology 

 
This subject was among the very first points of contention in the Muslim world; and that is why theology 

was named ‘ilm ul-kalam ( م لا ل ا ل م   the knowledge of speech) in Islam. The question which split the Muslim = ع

scholars was whether the speech of Allah was eternal. 

The Ash‘arites said that it was eternal. But they invented a new meaning for ‘speech’. According to them, 

‘speech’ means the thought and meaning which is found in the mind of the speaker, and the spoken 

word is a mere manifestation of that ‘speech’. They named it al-kalamu ’n-nafsi ( لنَّف سا م  لا  that is, the (لا

speech found in the person. Armed with this new meaning, they said that the ideas and thoughts of Allah 

are nothing more or less than the Knowledge of Allah. And, as the knowledge of Allah, they are self- 



existent, eternal. So far as the spoken words are concerned, they are obviously created, and separate 

from the person of Allah. 

The Mu‘tazilites said that it was created. And they interpreted ‘speech’ as the words which are spoken 

and which show the meanings for which they are made. They said that this was the meaning of ‘speech’ 

as understood by all; and what the Ash‘arites had named “the speech found in the person” is not 

speech; it is knowledge. In other words, when we talk, we do not find in our minds anything other than 

the mental pictures or the meanings which we express in our words. If that mental picture is called “the 

speech found in the person” then it is knowledge and nothing else. And if they use this name for 

something else, that something is unknown to us all. 

The Ash‘arites say that it is possible to use two or more adjectives or names for a single thing, 

depending on the aspect or aspects which are to be emphasized. Now, if we think about that mental 

picture in terms of its being the picture of a truth or fact, then it will be called “knowledge”; and if we look 

at it as a picture which can be transmitted to others, then it will be called “speech”. 

The author says: All this conflict and polemic is quite beside the point. The Knowledge of Allah, whether 

its meaning, is al-‘ilm ul-huduri ( ي ر  و ض ل حا ل م  لعا ), that is, the knowledge which is always present; the 

knowledge which is not separate from the person of Allah. 

And what these theologians, the Ash‘arites and the Mu‘tazilites, are arguing and talking about is al-‘ilm 

ul-husuli' ( ول ص ل حا ل م  لعا ), that is, the knowledge which is acquired. Such knowledge is acquired when 

ideas are produced in the mind; these ideas do not exist outside the mind. And we have proved 

somewhere else that ideas and quiddities are abstract things which do not exist outside the minds of 

human bings (and of some animals which perform their duties of life with the help of the five senses and 

some feelings). 

Allah, High and Glorified is He, is too great to be attributed with a “mind” with which He might perceive 

ideas and quiddities, which are not found outside the imagination of the perceiver. Otherwise, He would 

become a compound or composed thing and would be liable to transitory phases; and even His speech 

would have the potentiality to be wrong. Great and Glorified is He from such things. 

It is clear from the above explanation that the polemics of the Muslim theologians are totally beside the 

point. What they were talking about was a kind of acquired knowledge which is beneath Divine dignity. 

And the ever-present and eternal Knowledge of Allah is not under dispute as it is not called “speech” 

even by the Ash‘arites. 

Further details, as to how He knows the ideas which we express in words, will be given in a more 

appropriate place. 

 
[1] [1] 



SHARES 

 
 

Surah Al-Baqarah: Verse 255 

 
 ا هن دَع ش فعَي يلَّذ ا ذَا نم ض  را ف امو ات  واملسا ف ام لَه منَو و نَةٌس هخذُُتاَ  مول قيَا ل حا وه ا لَٰها  هلا

 و ضراو ات  واملسا هيسرك عسو ءشاَ اب م ا هل مع نم ءب شَ نَ يطُوحي و مخَل فَه امو د يه ميا نيب ام لمَعي هنذ  ب ا

 يمظل عا لل عا وهو امف ظهُح هدوىي

 

Allah is He besides Whom there is no god, the Ever-living, the Self-subsisting by Whom all 

subsist; slumber does not overtake Him nor sleep; whatever is the heavens and whatever is in 

the earth is His; who is he that can intercede with Him but by His Permission? He knows what is 

before them and what is behind them, and they cannot comprehend anything of His Knowledge 

except what He pleases; His Chair (Knowledge) extends over the heavens and the earth; and the 

preservation of them both tires Him not; and He is the Most High, the Great (2:255). 

Commentary 

Allah Is He Besides Whom There Is No God… 

 
Qur’an: Allah is He besides Whom there is no god, the Ever-living, the Self-subsisting by Whom 

all subsist (2:255). 

In the chapter of the Opening, some explanation was given of the name, “Allah”, and it was mentioned 

that it ultimately means “The Being Who concentrates in Himself all the attributes of perfection”; it makes 

no difference whether it is derived from alaha ’r-rajul ( ل ج لرا لَهاَ    = the man was bewildered; yearned for) 

or from alaha (  َلهَا  = worshipped). “He besides Whom there is no god”: It has been explained under 

verse 2:163. Its literal translation is, “there is no god except He”. It shows that other deities worshipped 

besides Allah, in fact have no existence at all. 

“Ever-living”: “al-hayy” ( لحا) is on a paradigm which denotes perpetuity; the word, therefore, means not 

only living but Ever-living. Man, in the very beginning, found out that there were two kinds of things 

around him: first, those things whose condition do not change as long as they exist, like stones and 

other such materials; second, those which go on changing, like trees, animals and man himself. He also 

found that after sometimes such things start to deteriorate, and even lose consciousness; still they exist; 

until at a certain point when their existence come to an end. Thus he realized that there was something 

else, besides the senses, which keeps one alive and which is the source of all the senses and their 

perceptions. He called it “life”, and its absence was named “death”. It is life which is the source of 

knowledge (perception) and power. 



Allah has mentioned this life in many places as an accepted fact: 

 
“Know that Allah gives life to the earth after its death” (29:17). 

 
“And among His signs is this, that you see the earth still, but when We send down on it the water, 

it stirs and swells; most surely He who gives it life is the Giver of life to the dead” (41:39). 

“Neither are the living and the dead alike” (35:22). 

“We have made of water every thing living” (21:30). 

These verses describe all three kinds of living things, the vegetable, the animal and the human being. 

Likewise, Allah describes various types of life: 

“...and are pleased with the world’s life and are content with it ...” (10:7). 

 
“They shall say: “Our Lord! twice didst Thou make us subject to death and twice hast Thou given 

us life ...” (40:11). 

The two lives referred to in this verse are the life of al-barzakh (  ُزَخ ر لبا  = the period after death in this 

world and before the Day of Resurrection) and the life on the Day of Resurrection. Thus, there are 

various types of life, as there are various types of living things. 

Although Allah mentions the life of this world as an accepted fact, in various other verses of the Qur’an 

He describes it as an unsound, imperfect and insignificant thing, as He says: 

“...this world’s life is nothing compared with hereafter but (only a) means (13:26); 

“...coveting the (transitory) goods of this world’s life ...” (4:94). 

“...desiring the adornments of this world’s life ...” (18:28). 

 
“And this world’s life is naught but a play and an idle sport ...” (6:32). 

“...and this world’s life is naught but means of deception” (57:20). 

So these are the attributes used for this world’s life. It is a means, and a means is sought to obtain an 

end and to reach a goal, it is not an end in itself. It is a transitory thing, and transitory things go away 

soon. It is an adornment, and an adornment is used to attract eyes towards the things adorned: in other 

words, what catches the eyes is not the real thing, and the real thing does not attract the eyes. It is a 

play, and a play keeps you oblivious of the really important responsibilities. It is a vain sport, and a vain 

sport is indulged in for imaginary, not real, reasons. And it is a means of deception, and such a thing 

deceives man. 



A comprehensive verse, which also explains the above-mentioned ones, is the following: 

 
“And this life of the world is nothing but a sport and a play; and as for the next abode, the most 

surely is the life - did they but know!” (29:64). 

The life of this world, in comparison to the life hereafter is not a real life, as the above-mentioned verse 

shows. It is transitory, while the life hereafter is the real life, because that life will not end; death will not 

reach it. Allah says: 

“They shall call therein for every fruit in security” (44:55). 

 
“They shall not taste therein death except the first death” (44:56). 

 
“They shall have therein what they wish and with Us is more yet” (50:35). 

 
Thus, there will be no death in the life hereafter, and there shall be no deficiency in that life nor there  

shall be any annoyance for them. But the first factor, that is, security is the basic characteristic of that 

real life. 

The life hereafter, therefore, is the real life because there is no death in it; and, as Allah Himself has 

declared in many other verses, it is He Who controls it. Obviously, the life hereafter is also dependent 

and not independent. It has not got this characteristic of eternity by itself; it is a gift given to it by God. 

Going a step further, it will be realized that the real life is only that which ‘cannot’ be overtaken by death. 

The life hereafter ‘will not’ be overtaken by death; but it ‘can’ be overtaken, if God so pleases. Therefore, 

that also is not “real” life. Real life is that in which non-existence at any stage is impossible; which is 

essential being; in other words, where life is not acquired by the person, but the person is life itself and 

life is the person himself. Allah says: “and rely on the Ever-living Who dies not” (25:58). Thus, the 

only real life is Divine Life, Essential Being. 

The above discourse shows that the exclusiveness in the verse: “He is the Living, there is no god but 

He” (40:65) is real, not relative: In reality, He is the only Living One, because real life, unconquered by 

death or deterioration, is His alone. 

In the verse under discussion, as in a similar verse: “Allah there is no god but He, the Ever-living, 

the Self-subsisting ...” (3:2), the word “Allah” is the subject, “there is no god but He” is its first 

predicate, “the Ever-living” is the second and “the Self-subsisting ...” the third predicate. Accordingly, 

the meaning would be “Allah is the Ever-living ...”; and life would be reserved for Allah only; others 

would get life only when He bestows it on them. 

“al-Qayyum” ( م و لقَيا  = the Self-subsisting by Whom all subsist) is on the paradigm of fay‘ul ( لو ع َيف ), from 

the verb al-qiyam ( ما ي لقا  = to stand); as is al-qayyam ( ما لقَيا ) on the paradigm of fay‘al ( لا ع  in the ,(فَي

same meaning. It is a paradigm which is used to show the maximum degree of a quality. The original 



meaning of the verb (to stand) has, by association, been extended and now it is used for protecting a 

thing, accomplishing a task and managing it, bringing up a thing, looking after it and having power over 

it. Allah clearly said that He “stands” with the affairs of His creation, that is, watches it, looks after it and 

brings it up and has all power over it. He says: 

“Is it He then who stands over (i.e., watches) every soul as to what it earns?” (13:33). 

 
Another verse is more comprehensive: 

 
“Allah bears witness that there is no god but He (and so do the angels and those possessed of 

knowledge), standing with (maintaining) justice, there is no god but He, the Mighty, the Wise” 

(3:18). 

He maintains His creation with justice. He does not give and does not withhold but with justice - and 

existence is nothing except giving and withholding. He gives to everything what it deserves. Lastly, He 

declares that this maintaining with justice is according to His two great names, the Mighty, the Wise: by 

His Might He maintains every thing; and by His Wisdom He, does justice to it. 

Allah is the origin of every thing. Existence as well as all attributes, qualities and the effects of every 

thing begin from Him. All other “origins” originates from Him. He stands over every thing in the real and 

comprehensive sense of “standing”, as explained above. There is no weakness or flaw in His “standing”; 

and other things cannot stand except by Him. This attribute is reserved for Him in both ways: “Standing”. 

cannot be found except in Allah, and Allah is never anything but standing. The former is understood by 

the syntax of the sentence: Allah is the “Standing”. The latter is understood by the next sentence: 

“Slumber does not overtake Him nor sleep” (2:255). 

 
This discourse leads us to believe that the name al-qayyum (The Standing) is the basis for all the divine 

names which refer to His attributes of action in any way, like the Creator, the Sustainer, the Originator, 

the Resurrector, the Bestower of life, the Giver of death, the Forgiver, the Compassionate, the 

Affectionate and so on. 

Slumber Does Not Overtake Him… 

 
Qur’an: “Slumber does not overtake Him nor sleep” (2:255). 

 
“as-Sinah” ( ُنَة لسا ) means drowsiness; “an-nawm”( م لنَّوا ) is sleep, the inert condition in which the muscles 

are relaxed and the consciousness suppressed by natural factors in the body of an animal or a human 

being. “ar-Ru’ya” ( ا ي و لرا  = dream) is something else; it is the vision which passes through the mind in 

sleep. 

A criticism has been levelled against this sentence that is contrary to the sequence demanded by 

rhetoric: when two things are thus mentioned in an affirmative sentence the weaker point is mentioned 



first and then one progress to the stronger one; for example, we say, “Zayd can carry a load of fifty 

kilogram, even a hundred.” But in a negative sentence the sequence is reversed; it goes from stronger 

to weaker point; for example, “He cannot carry a load of a hundred kilogram, let alone fifty”; “he does not 

spend hundreds of pounds on himself, let alone tens.” According to this rule, as the sentence here is 

negative, it should have been written thus: “Sleep does not overtake Him nor slumber”. 

Reply: The sequence does not always follow the affirmativeness or negativity of the sentence. Look, for 

example, as the sentence, “He is too weak to carry a load of twenty kilograms or even ten.” It is an 

affirmative sentence, and still the stronger point comes first. It would be against the norms of rhetoric, if 

the weaker point, that is, 10 kilograms were mentioned first. In fact, the only correct procedure is to look 

at the context and see what it demands. Now, look at this Qur’anic sentence. Sleep is more contrary to 

the attribute of “Standing” in comparison to slumber. Therefore, eloquence demanded that, first, slumber 

be denied, and. then the stronger point, sleep, be negated. The meaning, thus, will be: The weaker 

factor (slumber) has no effect on His power and standing, nor does even the stronger one (sleep). 

Whatever Is In The Heavens… 

 
Qur’an: Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth is His; who is he that can 

intercede with Him but by His permission? (2:255). 

The perfect and comprehensive “Standing” of Allah means that He owns, in real ownership, the heavens 

and the earth and what is in them. That is why His attribute of “Standing” is followed here by a 

declaration of that ownership. It was for the same reason that the attribute of “Standing” was joined with 

the declaration of His Oneness: His Oneness would not be complete if He were not “Standing”. 

There are two sentences here, both of which are followed by other sentences to remove chances of 

misunderstandings. The sentence, “whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth is His”, is 

followed by the sentence, “who is he that can intercede with Him but by His permission?” And the next 

sentence, “He knows what is before them and what is behind them”, is followed by the words, “and they 

cannot comprehend anything of His Knowledge except what He pleases.” 

“Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth is His”: Allah owns everything, and has 

authority over them all. Things and all their attributes, properties and traits exist because of God and by 

Him. The verse, from the word “the Self-subsisting” up to this sentence, proves that the total authority is 

Allah’s alone. There is no work connected with anything, right from its existence up to its ultimate end, 

that is not done by Him and does not proceed from Him. 

On realizing this eternal truth, one might wonder about the system of “cause-and-effect” prevalent in 

this world. What is the significance of these causes? How could they have any influence on any effect 

when nothing has any effect or power except Allah? 

The sentence, “who is he that can intercede with Him but by His permission?” answers this speculation. 



These causes are intermediaries in such affairs. In other words, they are intercessors who cause the 

bringing of a thing or effect into being, by the permission of Allah. Intercession means being an 

intermediary in bringing about a good or averting an evil. There is no doubt that an intercessor has some 

influence on the affairs of the thing for which he intercedes. Such influence could be contrary to the 

complete authority and total sovereignty of Allah, had it not been based on the permission of Allah 

Himself. But every cause draws its effectiveness only from the decree of Allah Himself. There is no 

cause and no instrument which is independent of the will of Allah. Every cause is a cause, because 

Allah has made it so. Therefore, whatever effect and influence it has on anything is in fact done by Allah. 

Ultimately, there is no authority except that of Allah, and no “standing” except His. 

As already explained, intercession means being an intermediary in the world of cause and effect - it may 

be a creative intercession, that is, being an intermediary cause of creation; or a legislative intercession, 

that is, interceding in the award of recompense on the Day of Judgement, as is clearly mentioned in the 

Qur’an and sunnah (as was described in the commentary on verse 2:48). The sentence, “who is he that 

can intercede with Him ...” is preceded by a description of His “Standing” and total authority; these two 

attributes cover His power and authority in both creation and legislation. Therefore, the intercession 

mentioned in this sentence must cover both creative and legislative intercessions. 

The context of this verse, so far as intercession is concerned, is like the following verses: 

 
“Surely your Lord is Allah Who created the heavens and the earth in six periods, and He is firmly 

established on the ‘Arsh (Throne) regulating the affair; there is no intercessor except after His 

permission; this is Allah, your Lord; therefore, worship Him; will you not then ponder?” (10:3). 

“Allah is He Who created the heavens and the earth and what is between them in six periods, and 

He is firmly established on the ‘Arsh (Throne); you have not besides Him any guardian or any 

intercessor; will you not then ponder?” (32:4). 

It was described in the topic of intercession that it includes creative causation as well as legislative 

intercession. Every cause intercedes with Allah for its effect, and becomes a medium for bestowing the 

grace of existence on it, by adhering to the divine attributes of grace and mercy. The system of “cause- 

and-effect” is found in intercession as well as in prayer and invocation. Allah says: 

“All those who are in the heavens and the earth do beseech Him; every day He is in a (new) 

splendour” (55:29). 

“And He gave you of all that you ask Him” (14:34). 

 
This aspect has been described in the commentary on verse 2:186. 



He Knows What Is Before Them… 

 
Qur’an: “He knows what is before them and what is behind them, and they cannot comprehend 

anything out of His knowledge except what He pleases” (2:255). 

The sentence comes after the topic of intercession, and in its context, it is like the following verses: 

 
“…Nay! They are honoured servants” (21:26). 

 
“They do not precede Him in speech and (only) according to His commandment do they act” 

(21:27). 

“He knows what is before them and what is behind them, and they do not intercede except for 

him whom He approves, and for fear of Him they tremble (21:28). 

Apparently, the pronouns of the third person plural in the verse under discussion refer to the 

intercessors, who are implied in the preceding sentence. To say that “He knows what is before them 

and what is behind them” (21:28) is to say that He encompasses them completely. He has given them 

permission to intercede; but it does not mean that they can do anything without His prior permission. Nor 

may others take undue advantage of that intercession. 

The following two verses throw light on the same subject: 

 
And we do not come down but by the command of your Lord; His is whatever is before us and 

whatever is behind us and whatever is between these, and your Lord is not forgetful (19:64). 

“The Knower of the unseen! So He does not reveal His secret to any” (72:26). 

 
“Except to him whom He chooses of an apostle; for surely He makes a guard to march before him 

and after him” (72:27). 

“So that He may know that they have indeed delivered the messages of their Lord, and He 

encompasses what is with them and He takes account of every thing (72:28). 

These two verses show that Allah encompasses the angels and the prophets, so that they cannot do 

anything without His permission; they cannot descend unless bidden to do so, and cannot deliver except 

what He wishes them to deliver. It may be inferred that “what is before them” refers to what is seen by 

them; and “what is behind them” to what is not seen by them and is far away from them. In other words, 

the two phrases refer to the seen and the unseen. In short, the sentence says that Allah knows very well 

what is present with them and what is yet to come to them; and then the talk is completed by the words, 

“and they cannot comprehend any thing out of His knowledge except what He pleases”. He knows them 

and encompasses what they know, but they cannot comprehend His knowledge except what He 

pleases. 



We have proved that the intercessor, in this verse, means both creative causes and legislative 

interceders. The pronouns used in three places in this verse are those of the third person plural, 

masculine gender, normally used for rational beings. Someone might think that these pronouns could not 

be used for creative causes (as these causes are not “people” or rational beings). It is not so. 

Intercession, interceding, glorifying the Creator and offering thanks to Him are normally the acts of 

rational beings; and for this reason the Qur’an mostly uses such pronouns even for inert or lifeless 

things, when it declares them to perform such deeds. Allah says: 

“...and there is not a single thing but glorifies Him with His praise, but you do not understand 

their glorification” (17:44). 

“Then He directed Himself to the heaven and it was vapour, so He said to it and to the earth; 

Come both willing or unwillingly. They both said. We come willingly” (41:11). 

In both verses the pronouns of rational beings have been used for “everything” and for the heaven and 

the earth. There are many similar verses. 

The sentence, “and they cannot comprehend anything out of His knowledge except what He pleases”, 

shows total authority and perfect management. Perfect management demands that the subordinate 

should not know what is to happen next; otherwise, he might try to wriggle out of a forthcoming 

unpleasant situation, and the plan of the manager might be put in disorder. It is easy to see in the light of 

the above discussion the import of this sentence: it wants to show that the management of all affairs is in 

the hands of Allah only, and it is done by His knowledge and by His control of the intermediary causes 

which He Himself has created. So far as these intermediary causes are concerned (and especially those 

with life and intellect), their effectiveness and their knowledge is derived from His knowledge, will and 

pleasure - and ultimately is a reflection of divine knowledge and power. And none of them can proceed 

against the will and decree of Allah in any way. 

The sentence, moreover, shows that knowledge (not “the thing known”) is of Allah only. No creature has 

any knowledge except what Allah is pleased to bestow upon him. It is the same as when Allah has said 

that power, honour and life belongs to Him only. For example: 

“...and O, that those who are unjust could see, when they see the chastisement, that the power is 

wholly Allah’s, and that Allah is severe in requitting (evil)” (2:165) 

“Do they seek honour from them? Then surely all honour is for Allah” (4:139). 

“He is the Living, there is no god but He” (40:65). 

The following verses also may be brought as evidence that knowledge belongs to Allah only: 

 
“Surely He is the Knowing, the Wise” (12:83). 



“And Allah knows while you do not know” (3:66). 

 
There are many other verses of the same meaning. 

 
The verb of knowledge in the preceding sentence has been changed to the verb of comprehension here 

and it has raised the verse to a very high plane of eloquence. 

His Chair Extends Over The Heavens And The Earth.. 

 
Qur’an: His Chair extends over the heavens and the earth (2:255). 

 
“al-Kursi” ( س ر  means chair. Metaphorically it sometimes is used for kingdom; thus the chair of king (لا

means the sphere of his authority and the region under his sovereignty. 

The preceding sentences show that the whole universe belongs to Allah and is encompassed by His 

knowledge. This sentence also says that His “Chair” extends over the whole universe. It is reasonable to 

believe that the extension of the “Chair” refers to all-encompassing divine authority. The “Chair”, thus, 

would mean the divine position by which the heavens and the earth are maintained, possessed, 

managed and known. 

Ultimately, the “Chair” would be a degree of divine knowledge. And extension of the chair would mean 

maintenance and preservation of everything that is in the heavens and in the earth, with all its 

characteristics; and that is why the sentence is followed by the words, “and the preservation of them 

both tires Him not.” 

And The Preservation Of Them Both… 

 
Qur’an: And the preservation of them both tires Him not, and He is the Most High, the Great 

(2:255). 

“al-Awd” ( د و ََ  means to tire, to weigh down, to depress. Although, the objective pronoun after the verb (لاا

“tires” is generally taken to refer to “Allah” (as is seen in the translation), equally correctly it may be 

taken to refer to the “Chair” and then it would be translated as “tires it not”. The declaration at the end of 

the verse that ‘the preservation of the heavens and the earth tires Him not’ is befitting to its beginning: 

“Slumber does not overtake Him nor sleep”. 

This verse, in short, says that there is no god except Allah, for Him is Life and to Him belongs the 

attribute of al-qayyumiyyah ( ُة ي م و لقَيا  = Standing, Self-subsisting by Whom all subsist), in its unrestricted 

sense without any weakness or defect. That is why the verse ends on the words, “and He is Most High, 

the Great”. He is Most High: the hands of creatures cannot reach Him and can in no way weaker His 

authority or enfeeble His being. He is Great: the great number of the creatures does not overwhelm Him, 

and the magnitude of the heavens and the earths does not tire Him. 



This sentence also shows that eminence and greatness in their true sense are for Allah only. This 

restriction is real, because eminence and greatness are parts of perfection, and every perfection in its 

real sense is found in Allah only. Also, the restriction may have been used to strengthen the claim that 

the eminence and greatness are reserved for Allah only - the heavens and the earth are insignificant 

before His majesty and greatness. 

Traditions 

al-‘Ayyashi narrates in his at-Tafsir from as-Sadiq (‘a): “Abu Dharr said: ‘O Messenger of Allah! What is 

the best of that which has been revealed to you?’ He said: ‘The verse of the “Chair”. The seven heavens 

and the seven earths in the “Chair” are but like a ring thrown in a vast open space.’ Then he said: ‘And 

surely the excellence of al-‘Arsh ( ش ر لعا  = the Throne) over the chair is like that of the open space over 

the ring.’ “ 

The author says: as-Suyuti has quoted the first part of this tradition in ad-Durr al-Manthur from Ibn 

Rahwayh (in his al-Musnad) who has narrated it from ‘Awf Ibn Malik from Abu Dharr; and also he has 

quoted Ahmad, Ibnu ’d-Daris and al-Hakim (who said that it is correct) and al-Bayhaqi (in his Shu‘ab 

ul-’iman) who have narrated it from Abu Dharr. 

Ahmad and at-Tabarani have narrated from Abu Amamah who said: “I said: ‘O Messenger of Allah! 

Which (verse) revealed to you is the greatest?’ He said: ‘Allah is He besides Whom there is no god, the 

Ever-living, the Self-subsisting by Whom all subsist; the verse of the Chair.’” (ad-Durr al-Manthur) 

The author says: as-Suyuti has also narrated the same thing through al-Khatib al-Baghdadi (in his 

Tarikh) from Anas from the Prophet. 

In the same book he quotes ad-Darimi who has narrated from Ayfa‘ Ibn ‘Abdullah al-Kala‘i that he said: 

“A man said: ‘O Messenger of Allah! Which verse in the Book of Allah is the greatest?’ He said: ‘The 

verse of the Chair; Allah is He besides Whom there is no god, the Ever-living, the Self-subsisting by 

Whom all subsist ...’ “ 

The author says: This verse was named “the verse of the Chair” in the early period of Islam during the 

lifetime of the Prophet; and was thus described by the Prophet himself as the traditions quoted from him 

and the Imams of Ahl ul-Bayt and the companions prove. That this verse was given a special name 

shows how much importance was attached to it. It could only be because of the highest nobility of its 

meaning and the elegance and grace of its style. 

It establishes the pristine belief of the Oneness of God (Allah is He besides Whom there is no god), and 

then goes on to the attribute of “standing” which is the foundation of all His names which describe His 

attributes of action. Then it gives details of those attributes in all small and big things and affairs of the 

universe, showing that whatever emanates from His authority is a part of that authority. It is because of 



these fine points that the traditions have called it “the greatest verse of the Qur’an”. It deals in detail with 

various aspects of monotheism and divine authority. Of course, there are some other verses which deal 

with this subject, for example: 

“Allah is He besides Whom there is no god; His are the very best names” (20:8). 

 
But it lacks the details which have been given in this verse of the Chair. It is for this reason that some 

traditions have said that the verse of the Chair is the chief of all the verses of the Qur’an. See for the 

proof the tradition narrated in ad-Durr al-Manthur from Abu Hurayrah from the Prophet. Some, other 

traditions say: Every thing has a summit, and the summit of the Qur’an is the verse of the Chair. It has 

been narrated in at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi from ‘Abdullah Ibn Sinan from as-Sadiq (‘a). 

at-Tusi has narrated in his al-Amali, through his chains from Abu Amamah al-Bahili that he heard ‘Ali 

Ibn Abi Talib (‘a) say: “I do not think that a man who enters into Islam on attaining wisdom, or was born 

in Islam (i.e., in a Muslim family) should pass a night’s darkness ...” (At this juncture Abu Amamah 

interrupted by asking, “and what is the meaning of a night’s darkness?” ‘Ali (‘a) said: “the whole night”) 

“until he recites this verse: Allah is He besides Whom there is no god ...”; and he recited the complete 

verse up to the end: and the preservation of them both tires Him not; and He is the Most High, the Great. 

Then he said: “If you but knew what it is (or, as another version says, “what is in it”) you would not leave 

it on any condition. Surely, the Messenger of Allah (S) said, ‘I have been given the verse of the Chair 

from the treasure (that is) below al-‘Arsh (the Throne); and no prophet before me was given it:’” Then 

‘Ali (‘a) continued: “I have not spent a single night, since I heard it from the Messenger of Allah, without 

reciting it ...” 

The author says: This has been narrated in ad-Durr al-Manthur quoting ‘Ubayd, Ibn Abi Shaybah, ad- 

Darimi, Muhammad Ibn Nasr, Ibnu ’d-Daris and ad-Daylami, all from ‘Ali (‘a). There is a multitude of 

traditions, from both Sunni and Shi‘ite sources, about the excellence of this verse. The tradition of the 

Prophet quoted in this tradition (“I have been given the verse of the Chair from below the Throne”) has 

been narrated in ad-Durr al-Manthur on the authority of al-Bukhari (in his at-Tarikh) and Ibnu ’d-Daris 

from the Prophet. It may be inferred from it that the Chair is below al-‘Arsh and is encompassed by it. 

We shall describe it later. 

Zurarah said: “I asked Abu ‘Abdillah (‘a) about the words of Allah: His Chair extends over the heavens 

and the earth - whether the heavens and the earth encompass the Chair or the Chair extends over the 

heavens and the earth? He said: ‘Verily, every thing is in the Chair.’” (al-Kafi) 

The author says: In many traditions the same point has been emphasized in reply to similar questions. 

This question looks strange, because nobody has ever recited the verse in a way which could justify 

such confusion. Apparently, the questions were based not on the recital of the Qur’an but on the 

common understanding that the Chair was a particular body kept over the heavens or over the seventh 

heaven (i.e. above the material world), and from there the affairs of the material world were managed. 



That being the picture of the Chair in their minds, it was reasonable to suppose that the heavens and the 

earth encompassed the Chair because it was placed over the heavens as a wooden or iron chair is 

placed over a floor. And with this background it would seem more appropriate to say that the heavens 

and the earth encompassed the Chair. And that gave rise to the question as to why Allah, instead, said: 

“His Chair extends over the heavens and the earth?” A question of the same type was asked about the 

‘Arsh and the reply was given that the extension (or encompassing) was not as a material thing 

encompasses another material thing. 

Hafs Ibn al-Ghiyath said: “I asked Abu ‘Abdillah (‘a) about the words of Allah: His Chair extends over the 

heavens and the earth. He said: ‘His knowledge.’” (Ma‘ani’l-akhbar) 

There is another tradition in the same book from the same Imam about this verse which says: “The 

heavens and the earth and whatever is between them is in the Chair, and the Throne is that knowledge 

which no one can measure.” 

The author says: These two traditions show that the Chair is one of the levels of the knowledge of Allah. 

Many other traditions support this interpretation. 

As will be explained later, there exists a level of knowledge which is not limited or measured. In other 

words, there is a world, on a higher plane than ours, whose constituents are not bound by material 

dimensions. They exist and at the same time are known to Allah. And that knowledge also is unlimited. 

God willing, we shall describe it in detail when commenting on the verse: 

“...and there does not lie concealed from your Lord the weight of an atom in the earth or in the 

heaven, nor any thing than that nor greater, but it is in a clear book” (10:61). 

This boundless knowledge has been referred to in the tradition of the Imam in these words, “and the 

‘Arsh is that knowledge which no one can measure.” The import of the tradition is not to show the great 

number of the known things, because number is not unlimited and anything which is created is finite. 

What the tradition wants to say is that the limitations and restrictions of this material world are not found 

in that world. Existence, on that level, is perfect and the conditions, dimensions and distinctions of this 

material world are not found there. It is as Allah says: 

“And there is not a thing but with Us are the treasures of it, and We do not send it down but in a 

known measure” (15:21). 

When those existing things are known by unlimited knowledge, that is, when they exist without any 

limitation attached to them, that knowledge is called al-‘Arsh (The Throne); and when they exist in the 

world of limitations and known with those limitations, that knowledge is called al-Kursi (The Chair). 

At this stage we may probably say that the words, “He knows what is before them and what is behind 

them” allude to this plane of knowledge. What is before them (i.e. the future) and what is behind them 



(i.e. the past) is not what is with them (i.e. the present). It refers to a plane where past, present, and 

future lose their limitations of time, and are all equally present. 

Hannan said: “I asked Abu ‘Abdillah (‘a) about the Throne and the Chair. He replied: ‘Verily, the Throne 

has many diverse attributes. Allah uses in the Qur’an various adjectives to describe its various aspects. 

He says: “the Lord of the great Throne” (9:129). It means; Lord of the great kingdom or authority. 

And He says: “The Beneficent (God) on the Throne is firm” (20:5). It means that He is firm in His 

kingdom. And it is the knowledge of the “how” of the things. Also, the Throne, although together with it, 

is distinct from the Chair; because they are two of the greatest doors of the unseen, and they both are 

unseen. And they are together in the unseen, because the Chair is the manifest door of the unseen, 

from which appears creation and from which all the things come. And the Throne is the concealed door 

of the unseen in which is found the knowledge of the states, conditions and existence; of measure and 

limit; of will and intention; as well as the knowledge of words, actions and omissions, and the knowledge 

of the beginning and the return. 

Thus, the two are two gates of knowledge joined together, because the dominion of the Throne is other 

than the dominion of the Chair, and its (the Throne’s) knowledge is more hidden than the knowledge of 

the Chair. That is why Allah said, “the Lord of the great Throne”; that is, its attribute is greater than that 

of the Chair, and both are joined in it.’” (Hannan says) “I said: ‘May I be your ransom, then why did it 

become associated with the Chair in excellence?’ He (the Imam) said: It was associated with it because 

the knowledge of the state and condition is found in it. And in it are found the manifest doors of al-bada’ 

آءلبدا )  = the decree hidden from other); as well as its reality and the dimensions of its joining and 

separating. Therefore, they are two neighbours, one of which contains the other in itself. And by 

similitudes are turned those who know, and so that they may offer proof for the truth of their claims. 

Because He chooses especially whom He pleases for His mercy, and He is the Mighty, the Powerful.’” 

(at-Tawhid) 

The author says: The words of the tradition, “the Chair is the manifest door of the unseen”, may be 

understood in the light of the short explanation given earlier. The level of the knowledge of measured 

things is nearer to our material world than infinite knowledge which has no limits. Further explanation will 

be given under verse 7:54: Surely your Lord is Allah Who created the heavens and the earth in six 

periods of time, and He is firm on the Throne. 

“And by similitudes are turned those who know”: It is an indication that the words, throne, chair and 

similar other expressions, are similitudes which have been given to people for their understanding, and 

only those who have knowledge understand this. 

as-Sadiq (‘a) said, inter alia, in a tradition: “Every thing which Allah has created is in the receptacle of 

the Chair, except His Throne, because that is too great for the Chair to encompass.” (al-Ihtijaj) 

The author says: Its meaning may be understood from the earlier discourse. And it is in conformity with 



other traditions. Contrary to it there is a tradition which says that the Throne is that knowledge which 

Allah gave to His prophets and apostles and the Chair is that knowledge which no one was made aware 

of. It has been narrated by as-Saduq through Mufaddal from as-Sadiq (‘a). But in view of all other 

traditions, it can only be surmised that the narrator was confused and changed the names, Throne and 

Chair, from their proper places. If this is not accepted then the tradition will have to be discarded like the 

one that is attributed to Zaynab al-‘Attarah. 

al-‘Ayyashi narrates in his at-Tafsir from ‘Ali (‘a) that he said: “Verily the heavens and the earth and 

whatever is between them is created in the hollow of the Chair; and it has four angels who bear it by the 

order of Allah.” 

The author says: as-Saduq has narrated it from ‘Ali (‘a) through Asbagh Ibn Nubatah. It is the only 

tradition narrated from Ahl ul-Bayt which says that there are angels who bear the Chair. But other 

traditions mention such bearers only for the Throne; and it is in conformity with the Book of Allah, as He 

says: “Those who bear the Throne and those around it celebrate the praise of their Lord ...” (40:7); 

“and above them eight shall bear on that day the Throne of your Lord” (69:17). It may be said that 

the Chair is somewhat joined with the Throne, as a manifest side of a thing is joined with its hidden side; 

and in this way the bearers of one may be called the bearers of the other. 

al-‘Ayyashi narrates in his at-Tafsir from Mu‘awiyah Ibn ‘Ammar that he asked as-Sadiq (‘a) about (the 

verse), Who is it that can intercede with Him but by His permission? He said: “We are those 

intercessors.” 

The author says: It has also been narrated by al-Barqi in al-Mahasin. You know that the intercession in 

this verse is common to creative and the legislative intercedings, and therefore includes the intercession 

of the Prophet and the Imams. This tradition, thus, gives an example of the intercessors. 

 
[1] [1] 

SHARES 

 
Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 256- 257 

 
فا  ل ۇث قَا ةورب ال ع كَستمَسا فقََد  هب ال نمويو ت  ب الطَّاغُو فُري نفَم ل غَا نم ش دُلرا نيتَب قَد  لدّ ينا ف اهركا   ماصن 

 يملع يعمس  هلاوا  لهَ

 

There is no compulsion in the religion; truly the right way has become clearly distinct from error; 

therefore, whoever disbelieves the rebels (false deities) and believes in Allah, he indeed has laid 

hold on the strongest handle, for which there is no break off; and Allah is Hearing, Knowing 



(2:256). 

 

 لَا ر  لنُّوا نم مونَهخ ر جي تلطَّاغُوا مهوايلوا وافرَك لَّذ يناو ر  لنُّوا لَا ت  الظُّلُما نم مهخ ر جي انُومآ لَّذ ينا لو هلا

 ونَ دُخاَل ايهف مه ر  لنَّاا باحصا كَلَٰئوا ت  الظُّلُما

 

Allah is the Guardian of those who believe; He brings them out of the darkness into the light; and 

(as to) those who disbelieve their guardians are the rebels, they take them out of the light into 

the darkness. They are the inmates of the Fire, in it they shall abide (2:257). 

Commentary 

Qur’an: There is no compulsion in the religion; truly the right way has become clearly distinct 

from error (2:256). 

“al-Ikrah” ( اه ر ك ش دُ ) ”means to compel someone to a work without his willingness. “ar-Rushd (لاا لرا ) is to 

get at the reality of an affair; to reach the right path. “al-Ghayy” ( لغَا ) is its opposite. These two words are 

more general than “al-huda” ( َيد لها ) (to find the path which leads to the destination) and “ad-dalal” ( 

ل ََ لا لضا ) (not to find such path) respectively. Obviously, when the word ar-rushd is used for reaching the 

right path it is done in the way of applying a general word for a particular example: a walker reaches 

reality when he travels on the right path. Thus the words ar-rushd and al-huda are made for two 

different meanings, but one is used for the other because of a special associations. Allah says: 

“...then if you find in them maturity of intellect: “rushdan” ( 4:6) ”( ا ًشدْ  .(ر

 
“And certainly We gave to Ibrahim his rectitude: “rushdahu” ( َهشْد  .before” (21:51) (ر

 
The same applies to al-ghayy and ad-dalal. That is why we have mentioned before that ad-dalal is to 

deviate from. the right path but with knowing and remembering the goal and destination; while al-ghayy 

is to deviate from the right path without even remembering the goal and destination - without knowing 

what one wants and where one wants to go. 

“There is no compulsion in the religion” negates and disapproves compulsion and coercion in religion. 

Religion is a set of truths which are believed in, and some of them are then acted upon. In short, religion 

is belief and faith, it is a matter of conscience, and such a thing cannot be created by coercion and 

compulsion. One may force someone to do a certain physical action against his will but he cannot be 

forced to believe against his will. Belief follows reason and understanding; and nothing but reason and 

understanding can create it. 

“There is no compulsion in religion” may be treated as a bit of information or a piece of legislation. If it is  

information of a creative decree, it will give rise to a legislative order that compulsion should not be used 

in matters of belief and faith. And if it is an order in the form of information then the meaning is clear. 



Apparently, this alternative is more correct, because the next sentence (“truly the right way has 

become clearly distinct from error”) gives the reason for this legislation. And this prohibition of 

compulsion for religion is based on a factor of creation: the fact that compulsion can influence physical 

action but not matters connected with the heart and conscience. 

“Truly the right way has become clearly distinct from error”: As mentioned above, it gives the reason for 

the prohibition of compulsion. A wise person resorts to compulsion only when the truth of the order 

cannot be explained, either because the person so coerced has no capacity to understand it or for some 

other reasons. But there is no need for compulsion in an important matter whose advantages and 

disadvantages are clearly defined and the reward and punishment of accepting and rejecting well- 

explained. A man, in such a clear matter, should be free to choose his course of action himself - 

whether he takes it or rejects it, whether he wants the rewards of obedience or is prepared to take the 

punishment. 

The realities of religion have been explained, and its path well-laid; the divine revelation and prophetic 

explanation have illuminated this highway to the utmost degree. It has now been made clear that the 

religion is truth, that the only right thing is to accept it and follow it; and that if one deviates from this road 

he will fall in perdition. Why should anyone, after all these clarifications, compel others to follow the 

religion? 

It is one of the verses that show that Islam is not based on the sword and killing, and that it does not 

allow Muslims to compel or coerce others to accept Islam. It is contrary to the view held by many 

Muslims and non-Muslims alike that Islam is the religion of the sword. They bring as their evidence the 

legislation of jihad which is one of the pillars of Islam. 

We have already clarified, while writing the commentary on the verses of fighting, that the fighting 

ordained by Islam is not for the purpose of material advancement nor for spreading the religion by force. 

It was ordained only for reviving the truth and defending the most precious treasure of nature - the faith 

of monotheism. Where monotheism is accepted by the people - even if they remain Jew or Christian - 

Islam does not fight with them. Therefore, the objection arises from clouded thinking. 

The verse: “There is no compulsion in the religion”, is not abrogated by the verse of the sword, although 

some writers think so. The order is followed by its reason: “truly the right way has become clearly distinct 

from error”. Such an order cannot be cancelled unless and until its reason is also abrogated. So long as 

the reason is valid the rule must remain valid. There is no need to emphasize that the verse of the sword 

cannot negate the clear distinction of the right way from error. For example, the verses: 

“...and kill them wherever you find them ...” (4:89). 

“And fight in the way of Allah ...” (2:190). 

Have no effect whatsoever on the clear distinction of truth from falsehood; and therefore, they cannot 



abrogate an order based on that distinction. 

 
In other words, this order is based on the fact that the right way is made clearly distinct from error. And 

this distinction is as valid after the revelation of the verses of fighting as it was before that. And as the 

cause is not changed, the effect, that is, the said order, cannot be changed or cancelled. 

Therefore, Whoever Disbelieves In The Rebels… 

 
Qur’an: Therefore, whoever disbelieves in the rebels (false deities) and believes in Allah, he 

indeed has laid hold on the strongest handle, for which there is no break off (2:257) 

“at-Taghut” ( ت لطَّاغُوا ) means rebellion and transgression. This paradigm conveys an intensification of the 

meaning of the root like al-malakut ( تو لَ لما  = great kingdom) and al -jabarut ( ت و ر ب لجا  = great power). 

at-Taghut is used for the agents and causes of rebellion and transgression like false deities and idols, 

satans, jinn and wrong leaders among the human beings; and, in short, everyone who is followed 

without the permission of Allah. This word is common for masculine and feminine genders, as well as for 

singular, dual and plural numbers. 

In this sentence, disbelief in the rebels has been mentioned before belief in Allah. This sequence keeps 

in view the next sentence (he indeed has laid hold on the strongest handle). When one wants to lay 

one’s hold on a thing, one has to discard all other things before that. In other words, one has first to 

leave unwanted things, then comes the stage of holding fast to the desired thing. 

Therefore, the verse mentioned first the rejection (of the rebels) and then the belief (in Allah). “al- 

Istimsak” ( كُ ا س م ت س لاا ) means to hold fast; “al-‘urwah” (  ُة و ر لعا ) denotes that part of thing which is made to 

hold it by, like the handle of a bucket, or of a pot. Also, this word is used for evergreen plants and trees. 

Its root meaning is attachment; it is said ‘arahu اه ر هي ) and i‘tarahu ((ع تَر  ع  both of which mean “was ,(ا

attached to him”. 

The sentence, “he indeed has laid hold on the strongest handle”, is based on allegory. It conveys the 

idea that belief in Allah has the same relation with eternal bliss that a pot’s handle has with that pot and 

its contents. You cannot be sure of your hold unless you keep the handle in your grip; likewise, one 

cannot be hopeful about eternal and real bliss unless one believes in Allah rejecting all false deities. 

For Which There Is No Break Off… 

 
Qur’an: For which there is no break off; and Allah is Hearing, Knowing (2:257). 

 
“al-Infisam” ( ما ص ن ف لاا ) is to be cut off, to be broken. The phrase, “for which there is no break off” 

describes the condition or state of the handle, and emphasize the phrase, “the strongest handle”. The 

next sentence, “and Allah is Hearing, Knowing”, points to the fact that belief and disbelief are matters 

connected with the heart and the tongue. 



Qur’an: Allah is the Guardian of those who believe ...in it they shall abide: Some explanation has been 

given, in a previous verse, of “bringing out of the darkness into the light”. It has been described there 

that this bringing out and other such phrases express real things, and that they are not used in any 

allegorical sense. There are two other interpretations given by other commentators of the Qur’an, which 

we shall quote here before commenting upon them: 

First Interpretation 

 
This bringing out of the darkness into the light and other such phrases, are allegorical expressions. They 

are used for man’s actions and physical stillness and movements, and for the good or evil results of 

such actions. Accordingly, “light” is used for correct belief which removes the darkness of ignorance, the 

confusion of doubt and the perplexity of the heart. Also, it is a metaphor for good deeds because its 

connection with the right path is clear and its effect on bliss self-evident. 

And the “light” has all these attributes and qualities. On the other hand, “darkness” is metaphorically 

used for wrong belief, confusion and doubt as well as for evil deeds. According to this interpretation, the 

bringing out from darkness into the light (attributed to Allah) and taking out of light into the darkness 

(attributed to the rebels and false deities) refer to only true and wrong beliefs and good and evil deeds 

respectively - there is nothing other than those beliefs and deeds. Allah or the false deities do not do 

any action (like bringing out) in this respect, nor is there any effect of such action (like light and 

darkness). 

Second Interpretation 

 
Surely Allah does the actions like bringing the people out of the darkness into the light, giving life, 

bestowing abundance and mercy and similar things. And surely there appear effects of such actions, like 

light and darkness; the soul and mercy; and the coming down of the angels. But our intellect cannot 

comprehend it and our senses cannot perceive it. Even then, we believe, as we have been told by Allah 

- and Allah speaks the truth - that these things do exist and that they are the actions of Allah, although 

we do not understand them. 

This interpretation, like the first one, treats words like light, darkness, taking out, etc. as metaphors. The 

only difference between the two is that the first one says that the light and the darkness are our correct 

and wrong deeds and beliefs; and this one says that the light and the darkness are things other than our 

beliefs and deeds, but we have no way of knowing them or comprehending and understanding them. 

Both the interpretations are far from the truth. One has failed to reach the target, the other has overshot 

it. The fact is that these things, which Allah has said He creates and does when we obey Him or disobey 

Him, are real things; there is no allegory in such expressions, but these divine actions are related to our 

beliefs and deeds - are inseparable from them. And we have already explained this. Of course, it is 

admitted that the sentences, “He brings them out of the darkness into the light”, and “(they) take them 

out of the light into the darkness”, are metaphors and mean “He guides them” and “they misguide them” 



respectively. 

 
In other words, there are two separate matters to decide: 

 
Whether the light, the darkness and other such expressions refer to some real things in this life or are 

merely metaphors? 

If they refer to some real things then, is the use, for example, of the word “light” for guidance real or 

metaphorical? According to what we have already explained, such expressions refer to real things in this 

life. And using the “light”, for example, for guidance is metaphorical. 

And in any case, the two sentences mentioned above, are metaphors to denote guidance and 

misguidance. If we were to interpret them in their literal sense, it would mean that the believer and the 

disbeliever both have light and darkness together. “Allah brings the believers out of the darkness into the 

light”, if literally interpreted, would mean that the believer was first in the darkness! Conversely, the 

second sentence would mean that the disbeliever was first in the light! How can this meaning be correct 

about the overwhelming majorities of believers and disbelievers who are born in believing or disbelieving 

families and remain in light or in darkness (as the case may be) from their birth? Such literal 

interpretation would mean that a child remained in light and darkness at one and the same time; and 

when, on attaining majority, he accepts the true faith by his own choice, he is removed out of the 

darkness into the light, and if he disbelieved, he was taken out of the light into the darkness. The 

absurdity of such an interpretation is quite obvious. 

(Of course, it may be said that man in his creation, has the light of natural faith. But it is a general light, 

which needs details and particularization. In this way, he has the natural light; but, at the same time, is in 

darkness, so far as detailed knowledge and good deeds are concerned. And, looking from these 

different angles, it is possible for the light and the darkness to be present in one place at one time. When 

the believer acquires correct faith, he goes out from that darkness into the light of knowledge and good 

deed. And the disbeliever, by his disbelief goes out from the natural light into the darkness of disbelief 

and evil deeds.) 

Allah in both sentences has used “the light” (in the singular) and “the darkness” (in the plural). It is to 

indicate that truth is one - there is no difference in it; and that falsehood is multifaced, diverse and 

variable - there is no unity in it. Allah says in another place: 

“And (know) that this is My path, the straight one, therefore follow it; and follow not (other) ways, 

for they will scatter you away from His path” (6:153). 

Traditions 

Abu Dawud, an-Nasa’i, Ibn ul-Mundhir, Ibn Abi Hatim, an-Nahhas (in his an-Nasikh wa ’l-mansukh), 

Ibn Mandih (in his al-Ghara’ib), Ibn Hibban, Ibn Marduwayh, al-Bayhaqi (in his as-Sunan), ad-Diya’ (in 



his al-Mukhtarah) have narrated from Ibn ‘Abbas that he said: “(It was customary for) a woman of the 

Ansar that if her child died in infancy, she would make a vow that if her child lived she would turn him 

into a Jew. Thus, when the tribe of Nadir was banished (from Medina), there were many children of the 

Ansar among them. They said that they would not leave their sons (to migrate). Then Allah sent down 

the verse: There is no compulsion in the religion.” (ad-Durr al-Manthur) 

The author says: The same thing has been narrated, by other chains, from Sa‘id Ibn Jubayr and ash- 

Sha‘bi. 

‘Abd Ibn Hamid, Ibn Jarir and Ibn ul-Mundhir have narrated from Mujahid that he said: “(The tribe of) 

Nadir had suckled some people from the tribe of Aws. When the Prophet ordered their banishment, their 

foster sons from the Aws said: ‘We shall go with them and enter into their religion.’ But their families 

prevented them and compelled them to (accept) Islam. Then came down the verse about them: There is 

no compulsion in the religion. (ad-Durr al-Manthur) 

The author says: This thing too has been narrated from other sources. It is not in conflict with the 

preceding tradition (about the vow of the women of the Ansar), as both may be correct. 

Ibn Ishaq and Ibn Jarir have narrated from Ibn ‘Abbas that he said about the words of Allah: There is no 

compulsion in the religion: “It was revealed about a man from the Ansar (from the clan of Banu Salim Ibn 

‘Awf), named al-Husayn, who had two Christian sons, and he himself was a Muslim. So he said to the 

Prophet: ‘Should I not compel them, because they have refused, but (remain) the Christianity.’ 

Thereupon, Allah sent down this (verse) about hint.” (ad-Durr al-Manthur) 

as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “The light is the progeny of Muhammad and the darkness are their enemies.” (al- 

Kafi) 

The author says: This tradition gives examples of the light and the darkness, or explains its inner 

meaning or interpretation. 

 
[1] [1] 

SHARES 

 
Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 258- 260 

 
ا ذ  ا ل كَل ما هلا هتَاآ ن  ا هَ  بر ف يمهاربا جاح يلَّذ ا لَا تَر لَما ا يتميو ي حي يلَّذ ا َ  بر يمهاربا لقَ اا لقَ  يتماو ي حا نَ

 ينملظَّالا مل قَوا يد هي  هلاو فرَك يلَّذ ا ه تفَب ب  غ ر ل ما نم اب ه ت  فاَ ق  ش ر ل ما نم س ب الشَّم تاي هلا َّنفاَ يمهاربا لقاَ



Did you not see him who disputed with Ibrahim about his Lord, because Allah had given him the 

kingdom? When Ibrahim said: “My Lord is He Who gives life and cause to die”, he said: “I give life 

and cause death.” Ibrahim said: “So surely Allah brings the sun from the east, then bring it (you) 

from the west.” Thus he who disbelieved was confounded; and Allah does not guide aright the 

unjust people (2:258). 

 
 لقَا ثَهعب ثمُ ماع ةَاىم هلا اتَهمفَا اهتوم دَعب هلا هذ َٰ ه ي حي نَّا لقَا اهشورع لَع ةٌيو  خاَ هو ةيقَر لَع رم يالَّذ ك وا

كَ امح لَا ن ظرُاو نَّهتَسي لَم ب كَاشرَو كَامطعَ لَا فاَن ظُر ماع ةَاىم لبَ ث ت لب لقاَ موي ضعب وا اموي لَب ث ت لقاَ لَب ث ت مك  ر 

 ءشَ لك لَع هلا َّنا لَمعا لقَا لَه نيتَب افلََم املَح اوهسنَ ثُم اهزنُن ش فيك مظَال عا لَا ن ظُراو س  لنَّال ةًيآ لكََعنَجلو

 قَد ير

 

Or like him who passed by a town, and it had fallen down upon its roofs; he said: “How will Allah 

give it life after its death?” So Allah caused him to die for a hundred years, then raised him to life. 

He said: “How long have you tarried?” He said: “I have tarried a day, or a part of a day.” Said He: 

“Nay! You have tarried a hundred years; then look at your food and drink - years have not passed 

over it; and look at your donkey; and that We may make you a sign to men; and look at the 

bones, how We assemble them together, then clothe them with flesh.” So when it became clear to 

him, he said: “I know that Allah has power over all things” (2:259). 

 
يا نم ةًعبرا فخَُذ  لقَا قلَ ب  نئط ميل نلَٰو لَب لقَا نمتُو لَموا لقَا تَول ما ي تُح فيك نر  ا َ  بر يمهاربا لقَا ذ  او  ر لطَّ

 يمح ز يزع هلا َّنا لمَعاو ايعس ينَكَتاي نهعاد ثمُ اءزج نن هم لبج لك لَع لعجا ثُم كَلَيا نهرفصَ

 

And (remember) when Ibrahim said: “My Lord! Show me how Thou givest life to the dead.” He 

said: “What! and do you not believe?” He said: “Certainly, but that my heart may be at ease.” He 

said: “Then take four of the birds, then cut them (into pieces), then place on every mountain a 

part of them, then call them, they will come to you flying; and know that Allah is Mighty, Wise” 

(2:260). 

Commentary 

The three verses describe the Oneness of the Creator and His Omnipotence. They have, therefore, 

some connection with the preceding verses; and possibly these were revealed together with them. 

Did You Not See Him Who Disputed With… 

 
Qur’an: Did you not see him who disputed with Ibrahim about his Lord (2:258). 

 
“al-Muhajjah” ( ُة آج ح لما ) is to bring a proof against the opposite party's, to prove one’s own claim or to 

refute the other party’s argument. The basic meaning of al-hujjah ( ُة ج لحا ) is intention; now it is generally 



used for “proof” by which one intends to prove one’s claim. The phrase “about his Lord” is connected 

with the verb “disputed”. The pronoun in “His Lord” refers to Ibrahim, as may be inferred from the next 

sentence, “Ibrahim said: ‘My Lord is He Who gives life and causes to die.’” The man who disputed 

with Ibrahim was the king of his time; and according to history and traditions, he was the Babylonian 

king, Namrud (Nimrod). 

We may understand the nature of this argument and the subject of the dispute, if we look at the context 

of the verse and reflect upon the behaviour of mankind in the past as well as in the present. 

Man, by his nature, has always remained submissive to the powers about him which effect, in one way 

or the other, his life. No student of anthropology, who has studied the behaviour of the ancients, or has 

looked at the present generations of various nations, can have any doubt about it. We have described it 

in preceding discourses; and also, it has been pointed out that man, by his nature, accepts that there is 

a Creator for the universe, Who has brought it into existence, and Who manages it. Every man, by the 

dictate of nature, believes this - be he a monotheist (a follower of the prophets), a polytheist (like an 

idol-worshipper) or an atheist (like a materialist). Nature’s demand cannot be negated so long as man is 

man (although the effect of it may at times become weaker or dormant). 

Primitive man, in his simplicity, thought of every thing in the light of his own experience. He saw that he 

performs different acts by means of his different organs and limbs; and likewise, in society’s structure, 

various people discharge various duties and functions. And the natural phenomena in the world happen 

because of their respective natural causes which are closely related to them. Yet, his nature led him to 

believe in a Creator who had all the affairs of the universe in His hand. 

Not surprisingly, he thought that every phenomenon of the world had a special deity of its own - and all 

those deities were under the authority of a Supreme God. Sometimes he named them deities for various 

things; for example, the deity of the earth, the deity of the rivers, the deity of fire, the deity of wind, etc. 

At other times, he attributed these functions to the stars, and especially to the planets, the sun and the 

moon, ascribing to each various faculties believing that each of them affected this world of ours in its 

own way. This belief was held by the Sabaeans. 

The next stage was to make images and statues for those lesser deities. Then he started to worship 

those idols so that the particular image might intercede on behalf of the worshipper with its particular 

deity, which in its turn was expected to intercede with the Supreme God - thus ensuring bliss and 

success for the worshipper in this life and after death. 

That also explains why the idols were made in different shapes in different tribes. Views and opinions as 

regard the attributes of various species and the conceptions of their related deities could not be the 

same in two nations; and even in one nation they changed with the times. Sometimes other 

considerations and inclinations crept into the system. Gradually, the idols usurped the place of the said 

deities, and even the Supreme God was relegated to obscurity. 



Worshippers intended to give their devotion more and more to what was near them, which they could 

see and touch, and thus they tended to forget what was beyond their five senses. In this way, idols took 

the place of the Creator. All this happened because initially they thought that those lesser deities had 

some influence and control over the affairs of their lives - that the will of those deities dominated their 

own will and that those deities’ management prevailed over their own plans and management. 

When some powerful personality appeared on the scene and took the reins of the kingdom in his hands, 

he often exploited this trend of thought; he had their affairs and their lives in his hands, and it was easy 

for him to claim for himself the status of divinity, declaring himself to be a god. This is what was done by 

Pharaoh, Namrud and many others. It is interesting to note that such people included themselves in the 

list of deities, while, like their subjects, they continued to worship the idols of their nations. But invariably 

they always ended up by usurping the dominant position for themselves. In this design of theirs the 

same process of thought helped them which had raised the idols’ status in their people’s eyes: the king’s 

influence, authority and hold over his people were more manifest than those of the other deities. 

Pharaoh declared before his people: 

 
“I am your most high Lord” (79:24). 

 
And he made this claim of supremacy while continuing to worship the other deities. Read for proof the 

words of Allah giving the import of the talk of the courtiers of Pharaoh with him showing the danger from 

Musa (‘a): 

“...and to forsake you and your gods?” (7:127). 

 
The same was the claim of Namrud as may be inferred from his assertion: “I give life and cause death.” 

The above discourse may easily explain this dispute between Ibrahim (‘a) and Namrud. Namrud 

believed that there was a Supreme God. Otherwise, he would not have been confounded by the 

argument of Ibrahim (‘a), “So surely Allah brings the sun from the East, then bring it (you) from the 

West” (2:258). If he had not believed in a Supreme God, he could have said that it was he (i.e., 

Namrud) or some other deity, who brought the sun from the east, and not Ibrahim’s Allah. Apart from the 

Supreme God, he and his people believed in some other deities too. The life story of Ibrahim provides 

ample proof that they worshipped the sun, the moon and the stars, as well as idols. Also read the talk of 

Ibrahim with his uncle on the subject of idols, and see how he shattered their idols (except the big one). 

All of it shows that Namrud believed in the divinity of Allah, as well as in other deities, but at the same 

time claimed to be a god - indeed the highest god - himself. That was why he tried to prove his own 

divinity in this dispute with Ibrahim, and did not even mention the other, lesser, deities. 

Now we should look at the dispute. It was Ibrahim’s claim that his Lord is Allah, and no one else. 

Namrud said: “No! I am your Lord and the Lord of everyone else.” Ibrahim argued: “My Lord is He Who 

gives life and causes to die” (2:258). Namrud said: “I give life and cause death.” He wanted to show 

that he held the power which Ibrahim attributed to his Lord; therefore, Ibrahim should submit to him, and 



worship him, neither Allah nor other lesser deities deserved to be worshipped. Note that he did not add 

“and” in his reply; he did not say, “and I give life ...” Why? Because the conjunctive “and” would have 

meant that he shared this power with Allah; and he did not want to admit any such “partnership” he 

wanted to be worshipped as the most supreme Lord of the universe. And it was for this very reason that 

he did not say either, “and the gods give life ...” 

He could not honestly refute the argument of Ibrahim; so he resorted to sophism, fallacy and deception. 

When Ibrahim mentioned life and death, he meant life and death as we find them in living things. His 

argument was that these living things could only be created by One who was the source of life. Lifeless 

nature cannot bestow life on others when it has no life itself. Nor can other living things give life to 

others, because their life is their existence and their death their extinction - and a thing cannot create or 

destroy its own self. 

If Namrud had interpreted Ibrahim’s argument honestly, he could not have refuted it at all. But he 

resorted to deception, interpreting life and death with an allegorical meaning. “To give life” really means, 

for example, to create a living foetus; but it may be used equally correctly (but in metaphorical way) if 

you rescue someone from an extremely dangerous situation. Likewise, “to cause to die” really means 

the act of God by which a soul departs from a body; but metaphorically it may be used for murder, etc. 

Taking advantage of this metaphorical usage, Namrud ordered two prisoners to be brought before him; 

one he ordered to be killed and the other was set free. It was at this stage that he uttered the words, “I 

give life and cause death”. 

The courtiers were taken in by this ruse and accepted the “truth” of the argument. Ibrahim was not in a 

position to unmask the fallacy of this reply; he saw how Namrud has duped the audience with his 

deception and how blindly they agreed to his sophism. Nobody would have agreed with Ibrahim even if 

he had tried to expose that fallacy. Therefore, he switched to another clearer argument which his 

obstinate opponent could not twist in any way, and said: “So surely Allah brings the sun from the east; 

then bring it (you) from the west.” 

Those people (or some of them) believed the sun to be a deity1. But they also believed that these 

sources of light and their various phases, rising, setting, etc., were ultimately in the hands of Allah, who, 

according to them, was Lord of Lords, God of gods. When a doer does an act by his own free will, he 

may just as easily reverse that action if he so changes his intention; the direction of his action follows his 

will. 

Therefore, when Ibrahim put this argument before Namrud, he was confounded. He could not say: “The 

rising of the sun from the east has been, since the very beginning, a matter of chance; it needs no 

cause”, because commonsense demands a cause for an effect. Nor could he say: “This system is not 

caused or controlled by Allah”, because he himself professed to believe in the Lord of Lords who 

controlled the sun, etc. And he could not say: “It is I who bring it from the east”; because Ibrahim had 

already closed this line of argument by saying, “then bring it (you) from the west”. He was thus 



ignominiously humiliated and disgraced. 

 
“And Allah does not guide aright the unjust people” (2:258). 

 
Because Allah Had Given Him The Kingdom? 

 
Qur’an: Because Allah had given him the kingdom? (2:258). 

 
The import of this sentence is like one’s saying: “He mistreated me because I did good to him.” The 

speaker wants to say: I did good to him; it was to be expected that he also would do good to me; 

instead, he misbehaved towards me. An Arabic proverb points to this very trait of human nature: “Be on 

guard against the evil of him to whom you did good.” A poet says: 

His sons rewarded Ab ul-Ghaylan, for his old age 

and good deeds, as was rewarded Sinimmar.2 

In this sentence L ( ل = because) is deleted but understood. It puts a reason in place of its opposite. This 

style puts the accusation in a sharper perspective. The rebellion and transgression of Namrud would 

have been understandable if there had been any ungenerosity shown towards him by Allah. But Allah 

did nothing to him except good and He gave him the kingdom too. Therefore, this generosity was 

mentioned as the cause of his rebellion, to emphasize his ingratitude. In a way, it is like the verse: 

“And Pharaoh’s family took him (Musa) up, so that he might be an enemy and a grief for them” 

(28:8). 

This is one reason why his getting the kingdom has been mentioned here. There is another reason too: 

to show that his claim was absurd ab initio. He claimed to be god because of the kingdom which was 

given to him by Allah; he did not own it himself. He had become Namrud, the king, the mighty and 

powerful, because, Allah had made him so. Strip him of this bounty of Allah and what was left of him? 

Just a common man with no special quality or attribute. That is the reason why Allah did not mention him 

by name; he was described just as the one who disputed with Ibrahim about his Lord. This was done to 

show his insignificance and lowliness. 

Why did Allah say that it was He who gave Namrud the kingdom? In previous discourses it has been 

shown that this cannot be objected to. The kingdom, like all other powers and authorities, is a bounty 

and grace of Allah; He gives it to whom He pleases and man has been give the knowledge of God in his 

nature, and because of that natural instinct he inclines towards Him. Now, if he made good use of that 

kingdom putting every thing in its place, it would be a bliss and blessing for him, as Allah says: 

“And seek by means of what Allah has given you the future abode ...” (28:77). 

 
And if he transgressed the limits and deviated from the right path, it would become a curse and perdition 



for him, as Allah says: 

 
“Did you not see those who changed Allah’s favour for ungratefulness and made their people to 

alight into the abode of perdition?” (14:28). 

It has already been explained that every thing is attributed to Allah, but in a way that is befitting to His 

majesty, glory and sanctity - from the view of the good points of that thing, and not from that of its bad 

points. 

One commentator has erroneously thought that the pronoun, “him”, in the phrase, “because Allah had 

given him the kingdom” refers to Ibrahim. According to him, it means that Namrud disputed with Ibrahim 

because Allah had given Ibrahim the kingdom; that it refers to the kingdom of Ibrahim mentioned in the 

Qur’an: 

“Or do they envy the people for what Allah has given them of His grace? So indeed we have 

given to Ibrahim’s children the Book and the wisdom, and We have given them a great kingdom” 

(4:54). 

According to that commentator, the kingdom in the verse under discussion cannot refer to that of 

Namrud, because it was a kingdom of oppression and sin; it cannot be said that such a kingdom was 

given by Allah. 

But this assumption is wrong because: 

 
First: The Qur’an attributes such a kingdom and many similar things to Allah. For example, it quotes the 

believer from the family of Pharaoh as saying: 

“O my people! Yours is the kingdom this day, being masters in the land ...” (40:29). 

 
And the words of Pharaoh himself are quoted (without any adverse comment): 

 
“O my people! Is not the kingdom of Egypt mine?” (43:51). 

 
And at the same time, it declares: 

 
“...to Him (i.e. Allah) belongs the kingdom ...” (64:1). 

 
This verse confines the kingdom to Allah; there is no kingdom but of Him and from Him. The Qur’an 

quotes Musa (‘a) as saying: 

“Our Lord! Surely, Thou host given to Pharaoh and his chiefs finery and riches in this world’s life 

...” (10:88). 

 
and Allah says about Qarun: 



“...and We had given him of the treasures, so much so that its keys would certainly weigh down a 

company of men possessed of strength ...” (28:76). 

And He says addressing his Prophet: 

 
“Leave Me and him whom I created alone” (74:11). 

“And I gave him vast riches ...” (74:12). 

There are many similar references. 

 
Second: Such an interpretation does not fit the obvious meaning of the verse. The verse shows that 

Namrud was disputing with Ibrahim about the latter’s belief and monotheism, not that he had any 

argument with him about his kingdom. The kingdom was already in Namrud’s hands and Ibrahim had no 

worldly kingdom for which Namrud could have disputed with him. 

Third: Everything is attributed to Allah, as explained earlier, and kingdom is no exception. There is no 

snag in attributing it to Allah. 

When Ibrahim Said… 

 
Qur’an: When Ibrahim said: “My Lord is He Who gives life and causes to die” (2:258). 

 
Life and death are found even in vegetation; but Ibrahim (‘a), in this argument, meant the life and death 

found in animals and human beings, or he kept in view their general meaning which included human life 

and death. The evidence for this meaning may be seen in the reply of Namrud: “I give life and cause 

death”. Obviously Namrud, by this claim, did not mean the giving of life to vegetables (through tilling and 

farming), or animals (by breeding them and bringing the male and female together). This type of life 

giving was not special to him; any human being could do it. The traditions also support our interpretation: 

he had two prisoners brought before him, he freed one and killed the other, and then he said: “I give life 

and cause death”. 

Ibrahim (‘a) selected for his proof the authority of giving life and causing death, because nature, having 

no life or sense itself, cannot give life to any thing; and more evidently, it cannot be supposed to give life 

to animals and humans as it is accompanied by sense and perception. And the same is the case with 

death. Such a clear and indisputable proof failed to convince the people of Namrud. Their intellectual 

degradation and mental confusion had sunken far lower than the level which Ibrahim (‘a) had credited 

them with. They thought that the life and death referred to included the metaphorical meaning of freeing 

from prison and killing. Thus, Namrud claimed, and they vouched that he gave life and caused death. 

This talk shows how low the level of intellectual development was in that time, as far as abstract and 

non-material ideas were concerned. Do not be misled by their advanced civilization, signs of which are 

found in the archaeological remains of the Babylonia of the Chaldeans and the Egypt of the Pharaohs. 



Material advancement is one thing, and progress in abstract and non-material ideas is something else. 

We see the same phenomenon in this world of ours which has made a fantastic advancement in the 

material field, and has sunk so terribly low in morality, ethics and spiritual knowledge. 

Ibrahim (‘a) did not put before them the argument that the whole universe needed an Omnipotent, 

Omniscient Originator of the heavens and the earth. He had used this method in his early days; and 

Allah quotes him as finally saying: 

“Surely I have turned my face, being upright, wholly to Him Who originated the heavens and the 

earth, and I am not of the polytheists” (6:79). 

No doubt, those people, forced by natural instinct, believed vaguely in a Supreme Creator. But their 

intellectual capacity was too limited to let them clearly and truly understand about that Creator. Had 

Ibrahim (‘a) put this argument before them, they could not have appreciated it at all. Look, at what they 

understood from his argument: 

“My Lord is He Who gives life and causes to die !” (2:258). 

 
He Said: I Give Life And Cause Death… 

 
Qur’an: he said: “I give life and cause death” (2:258). 

 
Therefore, I am that Lord of yours who, you say, gives life and causes death. 

 
Ibrahim Said: So Surely Allah… 

 
Qur’an: Ibrahim said: “So surely Allah brings the sun from the east, then bring it (you) from the 

west”; thus, he who disbelieved was confounded (2:258). 

When Ibrahim (‘a) saw that his argument based on giving life and death had been twisted by his 

opponent, and that the public had been misled by that deception, he thought it would be useless to 

clarify what he meant by giving life and causing death. Instead, he switched to another argument. Even 

then, he based this second argument on his opponent’s claim in the first argument. That is why he 

began the second argument with “So”; it shows a connection with the preceding sentence, and its import 

is as follows: If what you say is correct, and you are my Lord, and the Lord, as we both accept, manages 

and looks after this universe, then Allah manages the sun by bringing it from the east; so show your 

authority by bringing from the west. It will clearly prove that you are the Lord, as Allah is the Lord of 

everything, or that you are Lord of Lords. Thus, the disbeliever was confounded. 

Ibrahim (‘a) offered his second argument as an offshoot of Namrud’s claim, to remove the chance of 

someone thinking that Namrud’s argument was complete, perfect and irrefutable. And he changed the 

word “my Lord” (used in the first argument) to “Allah” (in this argument) because the opponent had 

misused that adjective and claimed that it referred to him. To remove the chance of that type of 



sophistry, Ibrahim (‘a) used the proper name, “Allah”. 

 
It has been described earlier that it was not possible for Namrud to reply to this argument in any way, 

and, as a result, he was confounded and remained silent. 

And Allah Does Not Guide Aright The Unjust People 

 
Qur’an: And Allah does not guide aright the unjust people (2:258). 

 
Apparently, it gives the reason for Namrud’ being confounded, not for his disbelief. Allah did not guide 

him, and, therefore, he was humiliated; had Allah guided him aright, he would have been able to reply to 

Ibrahim. It does not say that Allah did not guide him and therefore he became an unbeliever. Obviously, 

the talk centres around his dispute and argument, and is not about his belief. 

The word “unjust people” hints at the cause of not being guided. Allah does not guide them because 

they are unjust. The same point has been kept in view wherever such sentences have been revealed. 

Allah says: 

“And who is more unjust than he who forges a lie against Allah while he is invited to Islam? And 

Allah does not guide the unjust people” (61:7). 

“The similitude of those who were placed under the Torah, then they did not hold it, is as the 

similitude of the donkey bearing books; evil is the similitude of the people who belie the signs of 

Allah; and Allah does not guide the unjust people” (62:5). 

“Transgression” is likewise the cause of not being guided, as Allah says: 

 
“But when they turned aside; Allah made their hearts turn aside; and Allah does not guide the 

transgressing people” (61:5). 

In short, injustice is to turn aside from the path of justice, and to leave aside what should be done, and to 

do what should not be done. It diverts man from his intended goal, and leads him to disappointment and 

failure in the life hereafter. This fact is made abundantly clear in many verses of the Qur’an, which puts 

much emphasis on it. 

Good And Evil Deeds, Vis-À-Vis Guidance And Misguidance 

Good deeds cause guidance and evil deeds make one go astray. It is a universal rule to which there is 

no exception. The Qur’an describes it in different words, and has based on it many of its realities. Allah 

says: Our Lord is He Who gave to everything its creation, then guided it (to its goal) (20:50). It means 

that everything, after its creation is completed, is guided by Allah to the goals of its creation and to its 

perfection. For this purpose, it has been bound to other things, and takes their advantage through action 

and reaction, uniting and separating, associating and dissociating, advancing and retreating, taking and 



leaving and so on and so forth. No mistake occurs in the effect of the system of creation, and it never 

misses its targets. For example, when a fire licks dry wood, it does not want to cool it; and when a tree 

grows it does not intend to make itself smaller. The Qur’an says: “...surely my Lord is on the straight 

path” (11:56). 

Thus, in the world of creation the effect never fails to follow the cause, and there is no discord in it. 

 
The above paragraph gives us two axioms: creative guidance is general and the fact that no mistake 

ever occurs in creative matters. These two realities are the basis of the system of cause and effect. 

There is a way, or ways, between a thing and its intended goal, and only through those specific ways it 

can reach there. A seed grows into a tree only if it passes along its own particular path, complying with 

all its conditions and means. And a fruit tree grows only its own particular fruit, not something else. In 

short, each cause creates its own particular effect, and each effect follows its own particular cause. Allah 

says: 

“And as for the good land, its vegetation springs forth (abundantly) by the permission of its Lord, 

and (as for) that which is bad (its herbage) comes forth but scantily” (7:58). 

Reason and experience vouch for it; otherwise, the law of cause and effect would go awry. 

 
Creation guides everything to a particular goal; and that goal can be reached through that particular way. 

It is the system created by Allah who has perfected everything. Every link in this chain of causes leads to 

a particular end; and if a single link is changed, the effect will invariably change. This much about 

creation. 

The same rule applies to other fields like social affairs. Society too is the result of creative factors and 

follows the laws of “creation”. Social affairs and the activities of society are connected with their own 

effects: those activities can result only in those particular effects, and those effects can be produced only 

by those particular activities. Good upbringing can be accomplished only by a “good” tutor; if a “bad” 

tutor brings up a child, even if he shows himself to be a good man and actually sticks to good and proper 

methods in his bringing-up the hidden evil will unfailingly pollute the mind of the child, and it will produce 

an undesirable and evil result. A hundred veils and a thousand curtains cannot prevent the tutor’s 

spiritual evil effecting the character of the pupil. 

When someone unlawfully takes hold of a country, or when an incompetent judge sits and delivers 

judgements on public disputes, or when someone takes upon himself, without the sanction of the 

Shari‘ah, to discharge a social responsibility, its evil effects most certainly manifest themselves in 

society. Let a wrong disguise itself as right, or an evil masquerade as good, or a lie take the place of 

truth, or dishonesty appear as honesty, or deception camouflage itself in sincerity - all these disguises 

may fool the onlookers for a period, but ultimately all the protective coverings must come off, revealing 

the ugly reality underneath. It is the system created by Allah in His creatures, and: 



“You shall not find any alteration in the system of Allah, and you shall not find any change in the 

system of Allah” (35:43). 

The truth does not die, nor does its effect fade, even if, for a short time, it is not perceived by lookers on. 

And a lie can never stand on its feet, nor can its effect be sustained - even if at times it causes 

confusion. Allah says: 

“So that He may manifest the truth of what was true and show the falsehood of what was false ...” 

(8:8). 

Allah shows the truth of what is true by stabilizing its effect; and manifests the falsehood of what is false 

by exposing its corruption and depravity and unmasking its reality. He says: 

“Have you not seen how Allah sets forth a parable of a good word (being) like a good tree, whose 

root is firmly fixed and whose branches are in heaven” (14:24). 

“Yielding its fruits on every moment by the permission of its Lord? And Allah sets forth parables 

for men that they may reflect” (14:25). 

“And the parable of an evil word is as an evil tree pulled up from the earth’s surface, it has no 

stability” (14:26). 

“Allah confirms those who believe with the sure word in this world’s life and in the hereafter, and 

Allah lets the unjust go astray, and Allah does what He pleases” (14:27). 

Thus, Allah lets the unjust people go astray in their affairs. And what is their affair? It is that they want 

their evil ways to lead to good results. As Allah quotes Yusuf (‘a) as saying: 

“I seek Allah’s refuge! Surely my Lord made good my abode: Surely the unjust do not prosper” 

(12:23). 

An unjust person cannot prosper in his injustice, nor can his injustice lead him to where a virtuous man 

is led by his virtue and a pious one by his piety. Allah says: 

“And (as for) those who strive hard for Us, We will most certainly guide them unto Our ways; and 

Allah is most surely with the doers of good” (29:69). 

And He says: 

 
“...and the (good) end is for piety” (20:132). 

 
The Qur’anic verses with this meaning are very numerous; but the most complete and most 

comprehensive is the following: 



“He sends down water from the heavens, then the valleys flow according to their measure, and 

the torrent bears along the swelling foam; and from what they melt in the fire for the sake of 

(making) ornaments or apparatus arises a scum like it, thus does Allah compare truth and 

falsehood; then as for the scum, it passes away as a worthless thing; and as for that which 

profits the people, it remains in the earth, thus does Allah set forth parables” (13:17). 

As mentioned earlier, reason also confirms this truth. The universal system of cause and effect demands 

it and human experience testifies that it is so. Every man knows one or another episode which shows 

that the end of unjust people is always bad, and that their endeavours never succeed. 

Or Like Him Who Passed By A Town… 

 
Qur’an: Or like him who passed by a town, and it had fallen down upon its roofs (2:259). 

 
“al-Khawiyah” ( ُة يو  لخاَا ) means empty. The Arabs say khawati ’d-dar ( ارلدَّا ت     to indicate that “the (خوَ

house became empty”. “al-‘Urush” ( ش و ر لعا ) is the plural of al-‘arsh ( ش ر لعا  = trellis); it is a roof-like 

structure standing on poles or pillars used as support for climbing plants, like vines. Allah says: “garden 

trellised and un-trellised” (6:141). This word is also used for as-saqf ( ق ف لسا  = roof). But there is a 

difference as-saqf is only a roof or house-top which is laid on the walls: al-‘arsh is the top together with 

its poles or pillars. Because of this difference, it is idiomatic to say for a ruined village that, “hiya 

khawiyatun ‘ala ‘urushiha” ( ا ه ش و ر ل ع ةٌ ع يو  َاخ  which literally means, “it is empty on its trellis”; but it would (ه 

be wrong to say: “empty on its roof”. 

Many explanations have been given by the commentators for the conjunctive “Or” in “Or like him who 

...” It is said that: 

 
1) It is in conjunction with “him (he) who disputed with Ibrahim”, in the previous verse; and “K” ( ك = like) 

is in place of mithl ( ث  َ ل ـ  like). The meaning accordingly is, “Or have you seen like him who passed = م

...” This commentator thinks that the word “like” in this context indicates that it is a separate proof. 

2) The word “like” is extra. The meaning, accordingly, will be “Did you not see him who disputed with 

Ibrahim ...or him who passed ...” 

3) The conjunction is of meaning, and not of words. The meaning is, “Have you seen like him who 

disputed ...or like him who passed ...” 

4) It is the continuation of the argument of Ibrahim in reply to his opponent’s claim. According to this 

interpretation, Ibrahim told Namrud that if he claimed to give life then he should give life like him who 

passed by a town ... 

But you will notice that none of the above explanations is satisfactory. 

 
The author believes that the conjunction is of meaning, as claimed in the third explanation, but not in the 



way described there. Allah had earlier said: “Allah is the Guardian of those who believe; He brings them 

out of darkness into the light; and (as to) those who disbelieve, their guardians are rebels; they take 

them out of the light into the darkness”. It had shown that Allah guides the believers to the truth, and that 

He does not guide the disbelievers; instead, they are misled by the guardians whom they have taken for 

themselves. Now Allah gives three examples, showing three consecutive methods of His guidance. 

Guidance is of three types, or, let us say, three stages: 

 
First: Guidance through reasoning and argument, as is seen in the story of Namrud who disputed with 

Ibrahim about his Lord. Allah guided Ibrahim to the truth, and his opponent was misguided by his 

disbelief. In this story the guidance of Ibrahim is not mentioned clearly; rather more attention is given to 

his opponent’s affairs, and it has thrown light on a new fact: “Allah does not guide aright the unjust 

people”. 

Second: Guidance through demonstration, as is seen in the story of him who passed by a town which 

had fallen down upon its roofs. In it, what had seemed difficult to him (i.e. “how Allah would make a thing 

alive after its death?”) was shown to him actually happening. He was given death and then made alive. 

In this way he was guided to the truth through demonstration. 

Third: Guidance by demonstrating the fact and simultaneously unveiling its cause. It is the most effective 

method and the highest stage of guidance. This method was used in the third story, in which Ibrahim, by 

permission of Allah, made the four birds alive. 

Let us suppose that a man has not seen cheese, and has some doubt about it. His doubts may be 

removed if someone who has seen it and tasted it testifies before him about it. The second and more 

effective method is to show him a piece of cheese and make him taste it. The third and the most 

effective way of removing the doubt would be to put a pot of milk before him and make cheese from it 

before his eyes and then let him taste it. 

The three verses describe these three consecutive stages. Each one begins in a different style: “Did you 

not see him who ...”, “Or like him who passed by a town ...”, “And (remember) when Ibrahim said ...” 

Each of these styles could have been used to describe the three events. It could have been said: Allah 

guides the believers to the truth; have you not looked at the story of Ibrahim and Namrud, or at the story 

of him who passed by a town, or at the story of Ibrahim and the birds. Alternatively, it could have been 

said: Allah guides the believers to the truth; either as He guided Ibrahim in his dispute with Namrud (and 

it was one way of guidance), or as He guided him who passed by a town (and it was another way of 

guidance), or as He did in the event of Ibrahim and the birds (and it was the third way of guidance. 

Thirdly it could have been said: Allah guides the believers to the truth; remember the episodes which 

prove it - remember the story of the dispute, and remember him who passed by a town, and remember 

when Ibrahim said: 

“My Lord! show me how Thou givest life to the dead” (2:260). 



But Allah used a different style for each verse, as it is more refreshing for the mind, and excites a new 

interest in each episode. 

Now we may revert to the original topic, how this verse is in conjunction with the preceding one. The 

conjunctive “or” in “or like him” joins this sentence with a deleted but understood word in the preceding 

verse. The reconstructed sentences would be like this: Either like him who disputed with Ibrahim ...or like 

him who passed by a town. Likewise, the conjunctive “and” in the next verse joins it with deleted but 

understood words in the preceding two verses. The sentences then would be like this: Remember the 

story of dispute ...and remember him who passed by a town ...and remember when Ibrahim said ... 

Allah has not disclosed the identity of him who passed by. Nor has the name of the town or the people 

who used to live in it been mentioned. Nor have those been identified for whom the said passer-by was 

made a sign. It would appear that their identities should have been disclosed as it would have removed 

many doubts. But a far more important consideration made it necessary to keep all these details vague. 

The sign shown, that is, giving life to the dead, was a very compelling and overwhelming one, as was 

the guidance resulting from it; also, the passer-by had used words which reflected his thought that it was 

not an easy task. Therefore, the norms of eloquence demanded that it be described as a very 

insignificant affair, so that the said passer-by as well as the audience of the Qur’an would not be over- 

awed by it; and so that they could appreciate that it was not a big task as far as the power of Allah was 

concerned. Have you not seen that great people talk about great affairs and about their great officers 

and nobles in a very ordinary manner; they want to emphasize that such affairs or such people have no 

greatness for the speakers. The same principle has been applied here: bare facts have been mentioned, 

but all details as to who, where and when have been omitted; it is to show that this affair was not an 

important one in the eyes of Allah. It was for the same reason that the name of the opponent of Ibrahim 

(in the first story) was omitted, and the names of the birds and the hills, and the number of pieces the 

birds were cut into, and so on, in the third story. 

Only the name of Ibrahim (‘a) has been mentioned in the two stories. The Qur’an accords him a special 

honour and distinction. For example: 

“And this was Our argument which We gave to Ibrahim against his people; We exalt in dignity 

whom We please ...” (6:83). 

“And thus did We show Ibrahim the kingdom of the heavens and the earth, and that he might be 

of those who are sure” (6:75). 

The same special consideration prompted mentioning his name in the two stories. 

 
The point mentioned above also explains why Allah mentions the matters of giving life and causing 

death, in most places, as a very unimportant and insignificant thing; as He says: 



“And He it is Who originates the creation, then returns it, and it is most easy to Him; and His are 

the most exalted attributes in the heavens and in the earth, and He is the Mighty, the Wise” 

(30:27). 

“He said: “O my Lord! how shall I have a son, and my wife is barren, and I myself have reached 

indeed the extreme degree of old age?” (19:8). 

“He said: “So shall it be; your Lord says: It is easy to Me, and indeed I created you before, when 

you were nothing” (19:9). 

He Said: “How Will Allah Give It Life After Its Death? 

 
Qur’an: he said: “How will Allah give it life after its death?” (2:259). 

 
“It” refers to the “town”; but it metaphorically means “people of the town”. It is like the words of the 

Qur’an: “And ask the town in which we were ...” (12:82); that is, “the people of the town”. 

He uttered these words because he felt that it was a very great thing and that it manifested the power of 

Allah as few other things did; not that he thought life-after-death improbable. That is why he said at the 

end of the episode, “I know that Allah has power over all things”. He did not say, ‘Now I know’, as the 

wife of the chief of Egypt had said: “Now has the truth become established ...” (12:51). Further details 

will be given later. 

Furthermore, the passer-by was a prophet to whom Allah had spoken, and was a sign sent to the 

people; and the prophets are sinless. They can never entertain any doubt or suspicion about 

Resurrection, which is one of the pillars of the religion. 

So Allah Caused Him To Die For A Hundred Years… 

 
Qur’an: So Allah caused him to die for a hundred years, then raised him to life (2:259). 

 
The clear meaning is that he was given death by the taking out of his soul, remained dead for a hundred 

years, then was made alive by the returning of his soul to him. 

One commentator has given a strange explanation of this verse. He says: The “death” mentioned in this 

verse means a coma, that is, a prolonged loss of consciousness in which the subject remains barely 

alive but has no sense or feeling. It may continue for days, months and even years, as is evident from 

the story of the Fellows of the Cave and their sleep in the cave which lasted for three hundred and nine 

years; then they were awakened. Allah has used that sleep and re-awakening as a proof of 

Resurrection. Therefore, this story too is like that one. 

The said commentator goes on to say: The known duration of coma does not exceed a few years. A 

coma lasting for a hundred years is an unusual occurrence, but He who puts a man in a coma for a few 



years also has the power to keep him in that condition for a hundred years; and when it comes to accept 

what is clearly mentioned in the Qur’an, we believe that we should only see whether it is possible or 

impossible; and if it is possible, we must accept it. Allah has offered this episode of keeping him in a 

coma for a hundred years and then returning his senses and feelings to him after such a long period as 

a proof that life can be returned to the dead after a gap of thousands of years. 

This was his explanation. Let us suppose for the time being that the Fellows of the Cave were kept in a 

coma - the word used for them in the Qur’an is “asleep”, not comatose. But how could their supposed 

coma infect this passer-by? The Qur’an clearly says: “Allah caused him to die”. Death means loss of 

life; and not coma. A commentator has no right to invent a meaning for a word. He has used analogy 

where no one has allowed it, and that is in the matter of finding the meaning of a word. And if Allah could 

keep that passer-by comatose for a hundred years when it is not an usual occurrence, why could not He 

keep him dead for a hundred years and then resurrect him? One unusual occurrence is like another, 

according to the said commentator. So why invent one meaning and reject the other which incidentally is 

the real meaning? The trouble with him is that, for his own reasons, he thinks that the resurrection of the 

dead in this world is impossible - without giving any reason to support his belief. That is why he has 

misinterpreted the next sentences, “and look at the bones, how We assemble them together, then clothe 

them with flesh”. We shall comment upon it afterwards. 

In short, the meaning of the words: “Allah caused him to die ...then raised him to life”, is quite clear, 

and no doubt can be entertained about it, especially when we look at the preceding and following 

sentences: “How will Allah give it life after its death?”; “look at your food and drink - years have not 

passed over it”; “and look at your donkey”; “and look at the bones”. 

He Said: How Long Have You Tarried? 

 
Qur’an: He said: “How long have you tarried?” He said: “I have tarried a day or a part of a day”. 

Said He: “Nay! You have tarried a hundred years” (2:259). 

“al-Labth” ( ث للَّبا ) is to tarry, to stay, to abide. The uncertainty in the reply, “a day or a part of a day”, 

shows that the time of day of his resurrection was different from that of his death - for example, the 

forenoon and afternoon. He thought that he had slept and was now woken, then he looked at the 

difference in the time, and was uncertain whether a night has passed while he was still asleep. 

Therefore, he said: “a day” (if a night has passed), “or a part of a day” (if he had woken up the same 

day). Allah said: “Nay! you have tarried a hundred years.” 

Then Look At Your Food And Drink… 

 
Qur’an: “then look at your food and drink - years have not passed over it; and look at your 

donkey; and that We may make you a sign to men; and look at the bones, how We assemble 

them together, then clothe them with flesh” (2:259) 



There are many apparently puzzling things in these sentences: The word, “look”, has been repeated 

three times, when, at a first glance, only one would have been enough; there is mention of food, drink 

and a donkey, when apparently there was no need for it; and the sentence, “and that We may make you 

a sign to men”, has been written in between, when seemingly it would have been more appropriate after 

the next sentence about assembling the bones and clothing them with flesh. Moreover, what he had 

wondered about, the resurrection of bodies after a long gap, after undergoing all types of deterioration, 

had been clearly demonstrated by his own resurrection; then what was the need to tell him to look at the 

bones? But if we ponder deeply on the various implications of this verse, all these doubts will be 

removed. Let us look at the story, which is as follows: 

The verse makes it clear that the passer-by was a virtuous servant of Allah, who was well aware of 

divine power and majesty, and followed His commandments. Not only this, he was a prophet whom Allah 

had spoken to. The clear implication of his words: “I know that Allah has power over all things”, is that 

he was fully aware of the power of Allah even before this episode. And the style of the sentences, “then 

raised him to life. He said: ‘How long have you tarried?’” implies that he was well accustomed to being 

spoken to by Allah, and that it was not the first revelation. Otherwise, the sentence should have been 

somewhat like this: 

“‘then when He raised him to life, He said ...’ See how the first divine talk with Musa has been 

mentioned: So when he came to it, a voice called: O Musa” (20:11). 

“And when he came to it a voice called from the right side ...” (28:30). 

 
He had departed from his home for a place which was at some distance from his town. This is inferred 

from the facts that he rode on his donkey, and took food and drink for his provisions. On the way, he 

passed by a town which had fallen “on its roofs”. It was not his intended destination; but as he passed 

by it, he stood there, seeing in it a warning lesson for mankind, a town turned into ruins, whose 

inhabitants had perished, overtaken by death all together, whose rotten bones were scattered 

everywhere in full view of the passers-by. He pointed to the dead and said: “How will Allah give it life 

after its death?” He did not mean “How will this town be populated again?” Otherwise, he would have 

used the word “yu‘ammir” ( ر م ع ي  ) ”will make populated), and not “yuhyi = ي ح  will make alive) which he = ي

did use. Moreover, a ruined town may become inhabited again, and there is nothing extraordinary in this 

development to cause wonder and awe. How do we know that the bodies and bones were in full view of 

the passers-by? Because if they had been buried and he had stood looking at their graves, Allah would 

have clearly mentioned the graves, instead of the town. 

Anyhow, he stood taking lessons from the scene before his eyes. He was over-awed by it and thought 

about the length of time involved, and the continuing deterioration of the parts of the body until it turns 

into dust. At this stage, he said: “How will Allah give it life after its death?” This question was based on 

two factors: The length of time, (How will Allah give it life after such a long gap since its death?) and the 

deterioration of the body (How will it be resurrected when all its parts and limbs have been scattered and 



untold number of changes have come over it?) Therefore, Allah explained both questions together. The 

first question was answered by giving him death and resurrecting him after a hundred years. The second 

question was answered by giving life to the bones of his donkey under his own eyes. 

Thus, Allah gave him death and then raised him from the dead. The two things happened at different 

times of the day, as has been explained above. Allah asked him: “How long have you tarried?” He 

replied: “I have tarried a day or a part of a day”. Obviously, he was given death in the early part of the 

day, and resurrected in the afternoon. Had it been the other way round, he would have said, “a day” 

without any hesitation. Allah pointed out to him: “Nay! you have tarried a hundred years.” Thus he 

realized that he had thought a hundred years like a day or a part of a day. This was the reply to his 

question about the length of time. 

Then Allah gave him the proof of his remaining dead for a hundred years by saying, “then look at your 

food and drink - years have not passed over it; and look at your donkey”. As he had not realized that he 

had died and had been brought to life after such a long time, the information that he had tarried a 

hundred years was liable to be doubted (not necessarily by him), because his body had not changed at 

all; and if a man dies and a hundred years pass over him, his body usually undergoes innumerable 

changes until the bones rot and turn into dust. To remove this possible doubt, Allah ordered him to look 

at his food and drink which had not changed a bit all this time; and to look at his donkey whose bones 

had rotted. The condition of the donkey would indicate the length of time and the condition of the food 

and the drink would show him the possibility of remaining in one condition for such a long period without 

undergoing any change. 

It shows that the donkey had also been given death and had become rotten. But the Qur’an, in its 

unsurpassed good style, did not like to mention the donkey’s death when it had said that the prophet had 

been caused to die. 

In this way Allah made him realize that his amazement, which was based on the length of time, was not 

appropriate. He himself admitted that a hundred years were to him like a day or a part of a day. It was 

the same feeling which the resurrected will show on the Day of Resurrection. Thus, he became aware 

that the time passed between death and resurrection, whether short or long, has no effect whatsoever 

on the power of Allah Who rules over everything. His power is no subservient to time and space. 

Changes, whether big or small, which occur in a body make no difference to His power. Giving life to old 

dead bodies is as easy to Him as resurrecting new ones. Old and new, far and near, are all equal to 

Him. As He says: 

“Surely they think it to be far off” (70:6). 

“And We see it nigh” (70:7). 

“...the matter of the Hour is but as the twinkling of an eye or it is still nearer ...” (16:77). 



“And that We make you a sign to men”: The conjunction “and” signifies that there was some other 

purpose also. It means: We did what We did so that We may explain to you certain things and so that 

We may make you a sign to men. Thus, there were two aims: the purpose of showing him how Allah 

assembled the bones and clothed them with flesh was to show him how He gives life to the dead; and 

the purpose of causing him to die and to make him alive again was to demonstrate that fact to him and 

to make him a sign for other men. That is why the sentence, “and that We make you a sign to men”, was 

written before the mention of the bones and their being clothed by flesh. 

The above discourse also shows why the word “look” has been repeated thrice in this verse. Each order 

has a special purpose which is not shared by the other two. 

Allah gave him death and then made him alive. In this way, he himself experienced what most people 

will feel on the Day or Resurrection; as Allah says: 

“And at the time when the Hour shall come, the guilty shall swear (that) they did not tarry but an 

hour; thus, they used to utter lies” (30:55). 

“And those who are given knowledge and faith will say: Certainly, you tarried according to the 

decree of Allah till the Day of Resurrection; so, this is, the Day of Resurrection, but you did not 

know” (30:56). 

Then Allah explained to him the second aspect of his question: How will the parts and components of 

the body return to their original shape, after all those innumerable changes? So, Allah told him to “look 

at the bones, how We assemble them together, then clothe them with flesh”. Obviously, it refers to the 

bones of the donkey, and not to those of the dead people of the town. Otherwise, not he alone, but all 

the resurrected people of the town would have become “signs” of Allah to the mankind. 

The commentator whose misinterpretation of “death” and “life” we have commented upon earlier 

explains away this sentence in a strange way as well. He says that the “bones” refer to the bones in a 

living body; the fact that they grow and are clothed with flesh is a proof of resurrection. The Creator Who 

gave it life and growth is surely the Resurrector of the dead; surely, He has power over everything. Allah 

has argued for resurrection in a like manner by referring to the dead earth which is made alive again with 

vegetation. 

Such an interpretation is obviously absurd. 

 
The explanation which we have given above show that the whole story beginning from: “So Allah caused 

him to die” up to the end of the verse is one single reply to the prophet’s question, “How will Allah give it 

life after its death?” There is no repetition in it at all. 

Qur’an: So when it became clear to him, he said: “I know that Allah has power over all things” 

(2:259). 



He returns, after the demonstration, to the knowledge which he already had before that. It seems that 

when the question as to how Allah could make it alive came into his mind, he satisfied his curiosity by 

remembering the all-encompassing power of Allah. Then Allah made the matter clear to him by 

demonstrating how He gives life to the dead. After this re-assurance, he clearly knew the truth of his 

previous knowledge, and spoke to Allah in these words, the import of which is as follows: Thou hast 

always guided me aright; and what I had always known about Thy Omnipotence was not to be doubted; 

it was the truth which I should always rely upon. 

One may find examples of such re-assurance everywhere. Many are the times when a man has definite 

knowledge of a subject, then some thought occurs in his mind which goes against that, not because of 

any doubt or ignorance, but because of some other factors. Thereupon he satisfies himself about the 

previous certainty, till the doubt is removed. Then, he returns to his previous knowledge and says: ‘I 

know that it is so’. In this way his knowledge is confirmed and his perplexity is removed. 

In short, the sentence, “I know that Allah has power over all things”, does not mean that before it 

became clear to him, he was in some doubt about the power of Allah. Such an interpretation would be 

wrong, because: 

First: He was a prophet, who was spoken to by Allah. And the prophets cannot be ignorant of Allah’s 

person and attributes; and especially of His Omnipotence which is an attribute of person. 

Second: Had he been ignorant of Allah’s power, he would have said, “Now I know ...” or “Now I knew 

...” But he said: “I know”, that is, from before. 

 
Third: What he had seen was a proof that Allah had power to give life to the dead. It did not prove that 

He had power “over all things”. But he said that he knew that Allah had power over all things. It shows  

that this knowledge was not based on that demonstration. 

Of course, it is possible that a man of lesser strength of character would be stunned and bewildered by 

such a manifestation of divine power, and would declare, forgetting all other things, that He Who gives 

life to the dead has power over all things. But it would be just a conjecture, based on fear and awe; it 

would be wiped out as soon as that fear or awe was removed. Moreover, it would not be acceptable to 

him who has not experienced that fear or awe. In any case, such an illogical conclusion cannot be relied 

upon. But we see in this verse that Allah confirms his declaration by putting it under His seal of approval. 

It naturally, follows that this knowledge had not come to him as a result of that manifestation. 

In other words, if he had acquired that knowledge through that manifestation, then all he would have 

known was that Allah had the power to give life to the dead. He should therefore not have said that Allah 

had the power over all things. Such talk would be wrong in fact, and would be beneath the dignity of a 

prophet. 



And (Remember) When Ibrahim Said… 

 
Qur’an: And (remember) when Ibrahim said: “My Lord! Show me how Thou givest life to the dead” 

(2:260). 

It has been explained earlier that the conjunctive “and” is related to a deleted (but understood) word, 

“remember”; and that that deleted word governs the adverb “when”. Someone has said that the word 

“when” is governed by “What! and do you not believe?” But this is patently wrong. 

The plea of Ibrahim, “My Lord! show me how Thou givest life to the dead”, proves: 

 
First: that he asked for demonstration, not for logical reasoning. The prophets (and especially a prophet 

like Ibrahim, the friend of Allah) are too great to believe in resurrection on the Day of Judgement without 

any logical reason. A belief without reason is either blind following, or also is based on defective 

intellection. And neither of these two can be attributed to Ibrahim (‘a). Moreover, he used the word “how” 

which is used to ask about the state and condition of a thing, not about the thing itself. When you say: 

“Have you seen Zayd?”, the question is about the seeing itself. But if you say: “How did you see Zayd?”, 

the seeing is already known and accepted; the question is only about the condition of it and its 

particulars. When Ibrahim (‘a) asked, “how Thou givest life to the dead”, he already knew by logic and 

reason that Allah gives life to the dead; now he only wanted to see how it was done. 

Second: that the question asked by Ibrahim (‘a) could mean either of the two following things: 

 
1) How could the material parts of a dead man come together after being scattered hither and thither, 

and how could they accept life and become alive? In other words, how could they be governed by the 

power of Allah? 

2) How does Allah bestow life on the dead. The first question is concerned with the effect and the result; 

the second one with the reason and the cause. This second aspect is in a way the kingdom, which Allah 

mentions in the Qur’an: 

“His command, when He intends anything, is only that He says to it, “Be”, and it is” (36:82). 

 
“Therefore, glory be to Him in Whose hand is the kingdom of all things, and to Him you shall be 

brought back” (36:83). 

Which of the two questions did Ibrahim (‘a) ask? He asked the second one, and not the first, because: 

 
a) he asked “how Thou givest life”. He wanted to see the action of Allah. The effect of the action on the  

dead was not his primary concern; otherwise, he would have asked “how the dead become alive”; 

b) if he only wanted to see how dead bodies respond to life, Allah could have given life to any dead 

animal before the eyes of Ibrahim (‘a), and there would have been no need to make it happen in 



Ibrahim’s hands; 

 
c) if he wanted to see how a dead body comes to life, then the story should have been ended on 

something like, “Know that Allah has the power over all things”, and not on the words actually used, 

“Know that Allah is Mighty, Wise.” The Qur’an always uses the appropriate adjectives at the end of 

verses. The first meaning of the question concerns the power of Allah and if that was the purpose of 

Ibrahim (‘a) in asking, the attribute of power should have been mentioned at the end. But Allah used the 

attributes of Might and Wisdom which are more appropriate for bestowing of life, rather than for the 

acceptance of life by matter. 

A commentator has interpreted this verse in a strange way, which is given hereunder. (Our comments on 

this interpretation will be given afterwards.) He says: 

When Ibrahim (‘a) said: “My Lord! Show me ...”, he only wanted to “know” how the dead were given life; 

he did not want to “see” how it was done. And the reply does not go beyond that information. The said 

commentator further says: There is nothing in this verse to show that Allah ordered him to give life to the 

birds. Nor that Ibrahim (‘a) did as he was ordered. Not every order is intended to be complied with. 

Information is often given in the imperative mood. Suppose that someone asks you how ink is made. 

You tell him: “Take this and that material and then mix it in this way, and your ink shall be ready.” You 

want to explain to him how ink is made; not that you are ordering him to make ink then and there, even 

though you use the imperative mood. 

He further says: There are many verses in the Qur’an in which information has been given in the form of 

an order. This particular verse gives just a similitude for the resurrection of the dead. It tells Ibrahim: 

Take four birds, make them tame and train them so that they obey your call. (The birds are the fittest of 

all animals for such training.) Then put each bird on a mountain, and then call them. See how swiftly 

they come to you, their separation and their distance from you shall not prevent them from coming to 

you, flying. The same is the similitude of the decree of your Lord. When He intends to give life to the 

dead, He calls them with the word of creation, “Be alive”, and they at once become alive. It is the same 

as was in the beginning of creation. He said to the heaven and to the earth, “Come both willingly or 

unwillingly”; they both said, “We come willingly”. 

The said commentator has given two “proofs” for his interpretation: 

 
First: The word of Allah, “fa-surhunna” ( ن ه ر َصف ) according to him means “make them inclined”. That is, 

tame them and make them affable towards yourself. It is because of this meaning that it is followed by 

the preposition “ila” ( ل را ) to). The verb sara = ا  .when followed by ila gives the meaning of inclination (ص

He says that it is wrong to say (as commentators have done) that fa-surhunna means, “then cut them 

into pieces after killing them.” This interpretation is not in conformity with the preposition mentioned 

above. 



He further says: Some commentators have said that the preposition is related to the word “fa-khudh” ( 

 then take), and the verse in effect says, “then take to you four of the birds, then cut them into = فَخُذُ

pieces”. But such an interpretation is against the clear sequence of the words. 

Second: Apparently, the pronouns in the words fa surhunna (make them inclined), “minhunna” ( ن ن ه  a = م

part of them), “ud‘uhunna”( ن ه ع نَكَ ) ”call them) and “ya’tinaka = ادُ ي ت ا  they will come to you), all refer to = ي

the “birds”. If we accept the interpretation of the commentators that Ibrahim (‘a) was told to cut the birds 

into pieces and that after mixing their parts, he was to put portions of them on mountains, and after that 

he was to call them, then the pronouns would differ in their meanings: the first two would refer to the 

birds, and the third and fourth to the pieces of the birds. And such a thing is against the apparent 

meaning of the Qur’an. 

The said commentator wrote the above-mentioned two arguments. Another commentator, who agrees 

with him, has added three more “proofs”, which we append below: 

Third: What is the meaning of “showing how a thing is created?” Does it mean demonstrating how the 

scattered parts and components are joined and assembled and how they change back to their original 

living shape? If yes, then it could not be shown by cutting the birds into pieces, mixing them together and 

putting small portions on far away hills. How could Ibrahim (‘a) see from such a distance what changes 

and movements were occurring in the smallest atoms of the pieces? Or, does it mean showing him how 

Allah gives life to the dead? In other words, does it mean comprehending the reality of the creative 

decree? But the creative decree is the divine will which brings things into being; and the Qur’an openly 

says, and Muslims agree, that it is impossible for a human being to comprehend the creative decree of 

Allah; the attributes of Allah cannot be subjected to “how”. 

Fourth: The words of the Qur’an “then place on every mountain ...” (2:260), point to some delay, and 

it is in conformity with the idea of taming and training. The same is the import of the words fa surhunna 

which should be translated, “then make them inclined”. The idea of killing the birds and cutting them into 

pieces does not conform with the “delay” implied in “thumma” ( ُثم = then). 

Fifth: If the events occurred as most of the commentators say, then the verse should have ended on the 

divine name “Powerful” and not on “Mighty, Wise”; because “Mighty” is the one who cannot be 

comprehended. 

The author’s comments: The above was the interpretation of this group. But if you ponder on the 

explanation given by us earlier, you will realize that none of their arguments are valid. The plea of 

Ibrahim (‘a) begins with the word, “show me”; then come the words, “how Thou givest life ...”; and the 

verse goes on describing how this “giving life” was performed in the hands of Ibrahim (‘a) himself. Add to 

it the words, “then place on every mountain a part of them”; clearly “a part” refers to a part of the bird, 

not a complete and alive bird. All this clearly negates the interpretation offered by these people. 

Now let us look at their arguments. 



Reply to the first argument: fa surhunn definitely means, “then cut them into pieces”. The preposition 

ila (to) is used here to imply inclination. This implication of it was described in the commentary of the 

words “arrafathu ila nisa’ikum ( م آئ س ل ن فَث ا لرا  = to go into your wives) (in verse 187 of this chapter). 

Thus, its complete meaning is: cut them into pieces inclining them towards you. 

 
Reply to the second argument: All the four pronouns refer to the birds. Now comes the question: how 

could the pronouns in “call them” and “they will come to you” refer to the birds, when there was no bird 

at all, when only the pieces of those birds had remained? This question arises because the said 

commentator does not know the difference between mere verbal speech and creative speech. See, for 

example, the verse: 

“Then He directed Himself to the heaven and it was a vapour, so He said to it and to the earth: 

“Come both, willingly or unwillingly” They both said: “We come willingly”” (41:11). 

Here Allah addressed the heaven, while it was non-existent; only its matter was present at that time. 

Likewise, Ibrahim (‘a) was told to call the birds, while they did not exist; only their pieces existed at that 

time. Then there is the verse: “His command, when He intends anything, is only that He says to it, 

‘Be’, and it is” (36:82). Here a non-existent thing is addressed by the creative speech “Be”. 

The fact is that verbal speech requires an addressee to exist before the speech. But the opposite is true 

in the case of creative speech. There, the existence of the addressee follows that speech. In this case, 

the talk, address or speech means “creation”; and existence is caused by creation. In the above- 

mentioned verse 36:82 “and it is” (i.e., existence) depends on the creative word “Be” (i.e., creation). 

Reply to the third argument: We believe that the second alternative is correct: that Ibrahim (‘a) wanted 

to see how Allah gives life to the dead; he did not want to see how a dead body accepts life. 

The said commentator has argued against this alternative. He says that it implies comprehension of the 

will of Allah, which, being an attribute of Allah, is impossible to comprehend. 

But the fact is that the will of Allah is an attribute of action, and is inferred from divine actions like 

creating, giving life, and so forth. What is impossible to comprehend is the Person of Allah, as He says: 

“...they do not comprehend Him in knowledge” (20:110). 

Will is deduced from action. It is creation accompanied by the existence of the created thing. It is the 

word “Be” mentioned in verse 36:82:” ...that He says to it ‘Be’ and it is”. This word, “Be”, is the kingdom 

of everything that is mentioned in the next verse: 

“Therefore, glory be to Him in Whose hand is the kingdom of everything ...” (36:83). 

 
“And Allah has said that He had shown Ibrahim (‘a) the great kingdom of His creation: And thus 

did We show Ibrahim the kingdom of the heavens and the earth, and that he might be of those 

who are sure” (6:75). 



Obviously, among the great kingdom shown to Ibrahim (‘a) was this giving life to the birds, mentioned in 

this verse. 

Why are these people so confused? It is because they do not understand the force behind such 

miraculous happenings. They think that when Ibrahim (‘a) called the birds and they became alive, or 

when ‘Isa (‘a) said to a dead body, “Rise up by permission of Allah” and it rose up, or when Sulayman 

(‘a) ordered the wind to blow and it did so, it was because of some effective cause which was hidden in 

those words by Allah; or because of the thinking process of these prophets which showed itself in these 

words (made of letters), as our words lead one to their meanings. These people do not realize that all 

this was based upon these prophets’ spiritual connection with the divine power which can never be 

overpowered; and with Allah’s Omnipotence which knows no bounds and which is the real power that 

brings everything into being. 

Reply to the fourth argument: The delay inferred from the word thumma (then) is found in cutting the 

birds into pieces as well, dividing and mixing the parts and putting them on various mountains. This 

matter needs no elaboration. 

Reply to the fifth argument: This argument, in fact, goes against the objector. What he wants to prove 

is that Allah only explained to Ibrahim (‘a), in an academic and theoretical manner, how the things were 

made alive; He did not show it to him by demonstration. If that was the case, then the verse should have 

been ended on the adjective “Powerful”, instead of “Mighty, Wise”. We have explained earlier that the 

adjectives “Mighty” and “Wise” are more appropriate for our explanation of the verse. 

Another commentator has interpreted this verse in another wrong way. He thinks that what Ibrahim (‘a) 

wanted to see was how a dead body accepts life and becomes alive; that his question was concerned 

with the effect and the result, not with its reason and cause. His argument is as follows: 

Ibrahim (‘a) did not ask about any religiously essential matter. He only wanted to know how the dead 

become alive, so that he might have knowledge of it. It is not necessary for true belief to know “how” the 

dead are resurrected. Thus Ibrahim (‘a) wanted to acquire some knowledge which was not necessary for 

true belief. This view is supported by the mode of the question: “how?” This particle is used to ask about 

a state or condition. If you say “How does Zayd judge between people?”, the fact that he does judge 

between people, is already known to you. What you want to know is only the condition under which, and 

the manner in which, he does this work. 

On the other hand, if you want to enquire about the fact of his judging, you would say “Does Zayd judge 

between people?” It proves that Ibrahim (‘a) already knew and believed that Allah gives life to the dead; 

he only wanted to know how it was done. Then why did Allah tell him: “What! and do you not believe?” 

This question was asked to remove any possible misunderstanding about Ibrahim’s faith. The mode of 

questioning, used by Ibrahim, is mainly to ask about the state and condition. But it is also used, at times, 

to show the disability of the person so addressed. Someone claims that he can lift an extremely heavy 



weight, and you tell him: “Well, show me how you lift it”. This question shows your conviction that he is 

unable to do so. 

As Allah knew that Ibrahim (‘a) had not meant any such thing in his question. He put this counter- 

question to him, so that he might clarify this point in unambiguous words, and might thus remove any 

misunderstanding that the wording of the first question could have caused. In this way, his pristine faith 

was clearly confirmed and no hearer could entertain any doubt about it. The words “but that my heart 

may be at ease” mean that Ibrahim (‘a) wanted his heart not to wonder hither and thither thinking about 

various ways in which a dead body might become alive again. He wanted it to be at ease by seeing it 

with his own eyes. 

That his heart was not at ease before had no adverse effect on his faith in the power of Allah to give life 

to the dead. And when he was shown how the dead were made alive, nothing was added to his already 

perfect faith. He just acquired some knowledge which was not very necessary for the faith. 

Then, after a long discussion, he says: This verse shows the excellence of Ibrahim (‘a). He was at once 

shown what he had asked for, and that, also, in the easiest way; while ‘Uzayr 3 was shown what he 

wanted to know after undergoing death for a hundred years. 

The author’s comments: Our previous explanation is enough to show that Ibrahim (‘a) wanted to know 

how Allah gives life to the dead and not as to how the dead accept life. He wanted to see the cause, not 

the effect. That is why he said, “how Thou givest life to the dead” (active voice); and did not say, “how 

the dead are made alive” (passive voice). Then there is the fact that the whole episode was made to 

happen through the activities of Ibrahim (‘a) himself. If he had wanted to see only the effect (and not the 

cause), it would have been enough to show him any dead body coming alive, as was shown to the one 

who passed by a town when it had fallen upon its roofs; Allah told him to “look at the bones, how We 

assemble them together, then clothe them with flesh”. There would have been no need to make 

everything happen through the agency of Ibrahim (‘a) himself. 

The trouble is that these people measure the spiritual condition of the prophets with the measure of their 

own common spirits, and in this way fail to understand how the prophets receive divine knowledge and 

how they perform miracles. They do not appreciate the difference between showing a prophet how the 

dead became alive and making him the active agent to give life to the dead: for them, both have the 

same significance! 

They have lost touch with divine realities, and fallen into this error. And the more they search for the 

truth, the farther they go from it. See how he interprets the “ease of heart”. He says that Ibrahim (‘a) 

wanted his heart not to wonder hither and thither thinking about the various ways in which a thing might 

be made alive. This alleged wondering hither and thither is a nonsense that is utterly impossible for a 

prophet like Ibrahim (‘a). 

Moreover, if Ibrahim (‘a) had wanted to see how dead bodies come alive, the reply was not an answer to 



his query at all. He said, “how Thou givest life to the dead “. The word used in the question is “al- 

mawta” ( ت و لما  = the dead ones); it is plural and general. He might have meant the dead men, or the 

dead ones in general, including dead human beings and all types of animals. But Allah showed him only 

the resurrection of four birds. 

Then the said commentator has shown, according to his thinking, the superiority of Ibrahim (‘a) over 

‘Uzayr (whom he identifies as the passer-by, mentioned in the preceding verse). He thinks that the two 

stories have the same significance; both men wanted to see how the dead were made alive and both 

were shown. But, as we have mentioned earlier, neither story is concerned in any way with that 

question. And he has been unable to see the brilliant exposition and deep realities which the two verses 

contain. 

Lastly, if the verse intended just to explain how the dead come alive, it would have been appropriate to 

end it on the adjective “Omnipotent”, or “Powerful”, and not on “Mighty, Wise”. See, for instance, the 

following verses: 

“And among His signs is this, that you see the earth still, but when We send down on it the water, 

it stirs and swells: most surely, He Who gives it life is the Giver of life to the dead; surely He has 

power over all things” (41:39). 

As you see, the verse explains “how” the dead are given life, and it ends on the attribute of 

Omnipotence. 

“Have they not seen that Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth and was not tired by their 

creation, is able to give life to the dead? Aye! He has surely power over all things” (46:33). 

Here again the “how” is explained through a simile, and the verse ends on the attribute of power. 

 
He Said: What! And Do You Not Believe? 

 
Qur’an: He said: “What! and do you not believe?” He said: “Certainly, but that my heart may be at 

ease” (2:260). 

“Bala” ( ل  certainly) is used to negate a negative question; and thus the negative of the question = ب

becomes positive. For example, Allah asked the souls: “Am I not your Lord?” They said: “Certainly” 

(7:172). Had they replied, na‘am ( م َعن  = yes), it would have become infidelity. at-Tamaninah ( ُنَة ي ان لطَّما ) 

and al-itminan ( ا نُ نَ ي ط م لاا ) is the quiet of the heart after its being troubled and agitated. It is derived from 

the words, itma’annati ’l-ard ( ض ر لاا نَّت   ا ط م ض ) the earth was depressed) and ardun mutma’innah = ا  اَر

نَّةٌ ئ ط م  low land) which are used when the earth becomes low, so that if the water comes in, it stays = م

therein and if a stone falls in, it remains motionless. 

Allah said: “and do you not believe?” Had He said, ‘do you not believe?’, it would have shown that the 



original question (“Show me how Thou givest life to the dead”) was asked because of disbelief; and it 

would have become an admonition and reproach. By adding “and”, Allah showed that Ibrahim’s question 

was quite in order, but it should not be associated with disbelief in resurrection. “wa” ( و = and) is a 

conjunctive and it joins two words, phrases or sentences. When Allah added it in His question, it 

changed the import of the sentence. Now it means: Your question is in order, but it is associated with 

disbelief in resurrection? Without this conjunctive, it would have meant: Do you ask it because you do 

not believe? It would have turned it into a censure and reprimand. 

“Belief” mentioned in the divine question is general, it is not used with any condition or restriction. It 

signifies that one cannot believe in Allah if one is doubtful about the resurrection of the dead. No doubt 

the question “and do you not believe?” was asked in the context of giving life to the dead. But the 

context does not restrict the general meaning of the word. “Belief”, therefore, retains its unconditional 

meaning, and shows that nobody could be a believer unless he believed in resurrection. 

Likewise, the words of Ibrahim (‘a) quoted by Allah “that my heart may be at ease” are unconditional. It 

means that he wanted to acquire total tranquillity and to cut at the roots of all types of fancies and 

imaginations. Human imagination is bound to the senses; all its activities are confined within the circle of 

the things perceived by these senses. It shrinks from those things which are known through reason only, 

even when a man believes them to be true, like those principles of metaphysics which are beyond the 

sphere of matter and which cannot be known through any of the five senses. 

The mind resists those realities even when their premises are sound and certain. There always remain 

some vague doubt about the authenticity of those conclusions. Such doubts and conflicting ideas 

become strengthened by inclinations and desires, although the spirit firmly accepts the truth of those 

principles and believes in them unconditionally. Thus, belief and faith should remain firm and intact; the 

imagination should only harm it by a slight distress, which we may call pricks. 

A man sleeps in a dark room in which is placed a dead body. He knows that the dead person is just a 

lump of matter without any sense or will; it cannot harm anybody in any way. But the imagination refuses 

to accept this truth, it goes on thinking fantastic things concerning that dead body; and it frightens the 

man to such an extent that it may happen that he loses the balance of his mind, or even dies because of 

terror. 

This example shows that the existence of some thoughts or fantasies conflicting with the sure truths, is 

not always contrary to faith and belief. But surely it annoys the spirit and robs it of its tranquillity and 

ease. Such an imaginary distress cannot be removed except by demonstration or sensual perception. 

That is what is meant by the saying: Seeing has an effect which knowledge does not have. For instance, 

Allah informed Musa (‘a), when he was at his appointed place, that his people had gone astray and were 

worshipping a calf. Hearing it, he believed it. Yet, his distress and anger showed itself only when he 

returned to them and saw them with his own eyes, in their idolatry. Then his violent grief reached its 

highest point; he threw down the tablets and seized his brother by the head dragging him towards 



himself. 

 
From this and the previous explanations it is clear that Ibrahim (‘a) had not asked to see a phenomenon 

which could be perceived through the senses; that is, he did not want to see how the parts and pieces of 

a dead body accept life after death. He wanted to see the action of Allah in giving life to the dead. But 

this action could not be seen, although it was not unrelated to a perceived phenomenon, that is, the 

acceptance of life by the pieces of the dead bodies. Thus Ibrahim (‘a) had in fact asked for an evident 

truth and certainty. 

He Said: Then Take Four Of The Birds 

 
Qur’an: He said: “Then take four of the birds, then cut them (into pieces), then place on every 

mountain a part of them, they will come to you” (2:260). 

The word “surhunna” ( ن ه ر ر ) cut them into pieces) is derived from sara; yasuru = ص و ص ، ي را  / he cut = ص

he inclined; he is cutting/he is inclining). Another recitation is sirhunna ( ن ه ر  derived from sara; yasiru ,(ص

(. ر ي ص ، ي را  ”with the same meanings. The context shows that it means “cut them”. The preposition, “ila (.ص

ل )  to) gives a hint of inclination, as was explained earlier. The meaning, then, will be: cut them (into = ا

pieces), inclining them towards you; or, incline them towards you cutting them into pieces. 

Anyhow, the above sentences are the answer to the prayer of Ibrahim (‘a) when he said: “My Lord! 

show me how Thou givest life to the dead”. Obviously, the answer should fit the question. The norms 

of eloquence and the wisdom of the speaker leave no room for verbosity; a wise and eloquent speaker 

does not allow his speech to be encumbered by unnecessary words which have no bearing on the 

intended meaning. This is especially so with the Qur’an, the best speech, revealed by the best of 

speakers to the best of hearers. The story is not as simple as it appears at first glance. Had it been so, 

the answer would have been completed by the giving of life to any dead body in any manner, and the 

extra details would have been deemed unnecessary. 

But the facts tell us otherwise: Allah included in it many extra particulars and details. It was decided that 

the dead to be given life should be from among the birds; they should be alive, should be four in number, 

they should be killed and their parts and pieces be mixed together, then the mixed matter should be 

divided into many portions; then every portion should be placed in places distant from each other like the 

peak of this mountain and summit of that hill; then they should be given life through Ibrahim (‘a), that is, 

the very man who had asked for it; and thus they should all gather around him alive and none the worse 

for their experience. 

All these details and peculiarities must have had some connection with the aim of the story. The 

commentators have written many reasons for these points, which only add to the readers’ confusion (as 

may be seen in the more extensive books of exegesis of the Qur’an). 

However, these particulars must have been related to the question. We fmd that there are two aspects in 



the question of Ibrahim (‘a) which require special attention: 

 
First: His use of the active voice, “how Thou givest life”. He wanted to see the giving of life, in-as-much 

as it is an attribute of Allah. He did not want to see it from the other side, that is, how the various parts of 

a dead body accept life after death. 

Second: His use of the plural, “dead ones”, which is an added particular. 

 
Keeping these two matters in view, we find that the answer fits the question perfectly, there is nothing 

unnecessary or extraneous in it. 

The first aspect was fully answered by making it happen through Ibrahim (‘a) himself. The words “then 

take”, “then cut them” and “then place”, were all essential for this purpose. Finally, Allah said, “then call 

them, they will come to you flying”. Their coming to Ibrahim flying, that is, their life, was caused by 

Ibrahim’s call. Allah made his call the cause of the giving of life to the dead birds - and there is no 

bestowing of life except by the decree of Allah. The call of Ibrahim, by order of Allah, had a sort of 

connection with the decree of Allah which gives life to all. In this way, Ibrahim saw this bestowing with 

his own eyes, and saw how the divine decree creates life. Had the call of Ibrahim (‘a) not been 

connected with the decree of Allah (Who, when He intends a thing, say to it “Be’, and it is), and had it 

been connected, like our own talk, with the images in his mind only, it could not create anything, could 

not give life to any dead thing. 

The second aspect, the use of the plural, “dead ones”, shows that the multiplicity of the dead had some 

bearing on the question. The bodies, after they had died, their components disintegrated, their shapes 

altered and their conditions totally changed, could not be recognized, nor could there remain any 

connection or attachment between their former parts; they became lost in the darkness of nothingness, 

like forgotten myths that exist neither in reality nor in the imagination. Ibrahim (‘a) wanted to see how the 

life-giving power of Allah would encompass them when there was nothing to be encompassed. 

This same question was asked arrogantly by Pharaoh, and Musa (‘a) replied to him by knowledge. Allah 

says quoting this talk: 

“[Pharaoh] said: “Then what is the state of the. former generation?”” (20: 51). 

 
“He [Musa] said: “The knowledge thereof is with my Lord in a book; errs not my Lord, nor does 

He forget” (20: 52). 

Anyhow, this aspect of the question was answered by Allah when He ordered Ibrahim (‘a) to take four of 

the birds (perhaps, the birds were chosen for this demonstration because it could be carried out on them 

easily and without delay) so that he might observe their ways, see their distinguishing features and 

particular shapes, and thus might know them perfectly. He was then ordered to kill them, chop and 

mince them, mixing their small particles completely together. Then he was required to divide that mixture 



into portions and put each portion on a separate mountain, so that there should not remain any chance 

of recognition. Then he was to call them, and they would come to him flying. 

By this demonstration, he would see that the re-establishing of separate identities and the bestowal of 

life follows the call; and that the call was addressed to their souls. The body follows the soul, it is not the 

other way round. The body is a dependant of the soul, and not vice versa. The body has the same 

relation to the soul that a shadow has to the body. The shadow appears when the body exists; it inclines 

according to the inclination of the body; and when the body ceases to exist, the shadow becomes 

extinct. 

Likewise, when Allah creates a living thing, or gives life to a dead animal or man, the creative decree 

affects, originally, the spirit, and the material parts follow the spirit and come into being, because of the 

special bond created by Allah between the spirit and its body - the bond which is preserved by Allah and 

which we cannot comprehend. In this way, the identity of the body follows the identity of the spirit, 

without any gap and without any hindrance. Allah refers to it in His words, “they will come to you flying”, 

that is, without any delay whatsoever. 

The same principle has been enunciated in these verses: 

 
“And they say: “What! when we have become lost in the earth, shall we then indeed be in a new 

creation?” Nay! they are disbelievers in the meeting of their Lord” (32:10). 

“Say: “The angel of death who is given charge of you causes you to die, then to your Lord you 

are brought back.”” (32:11). 

We have explained to some extent this verse while discussing the non-materiality of the soul; further 

details will be given in a proper place, God willing. 

“Then take four of the birds”: He was given this order so that he might identify them perfectly. Thus, 

there would be no room for doubt when they had been made whole and alive again. Also, he would 

observe their particulars and peculiarities, and then would see how all distinctions had been lost after 

death. 

“Then cut them (into pieces), then place on every mountain a part of them”: Kill them, cut them into 

pieces, mix those pieces all together and divide the portions on the mountains found in your locality. In 

this way, the parts of each bird would be scattered here and there, and they would not be recognizable. 

This order indicate that this event occurred after Ibrahim (‘a) had migrated from Babylonia to Syria; 

because there are no mountains in Babylonia. 

“Then call them”: Call the birds ‘O peacock! O this! O that!’ The pronoun “them” refers to the “four 

birds”. If Allah had wished Ibrahim to call the pieces of the birds, He-would have said “nadihinna” ( ن هد  ناَ  

= cry out to them), because the pieces were on far away mountains, and not ud‘uhunna ( ن ه ع  call = ادُ



them) which is used for calling someone nearby. The order to “call them” indicates that he was to call 

the birds (i.e., their spirits) themselves. 

“They will come to you flying “. That is, they will get their own bodies and shapes, and will acquire all 

their faculties and powers including flying. 

And Know That Allah Is Mighty.. 

 
Qur’an: And know that Allah is Mighty, Wise (2:260). 

 
He is Mighty; if a thing ceases to exist, it is not lost to Him. He is Wise; He does not do a thing but by its 

proper method. He creates bodies by creating souls, and not the other way round. 

Traditions 

About the words of Allah: Did you not see him who disputed with Ibrahim about his Lord: at-Tayalisi and 

Ibn Abi Hatim have narrated from ‘Ali Ibn Abi Talib that he said: “He who disputed with Ibrahim about his  

Lord was Namrud (Nimrod), son of Kan‘an.” (ad-Durr al-Manthur) 

Abu ‘Ali at-Tabrisi has said: “There is a difference of opinion as to the time when this dispute occurred. 

It is said that it was when he shattered the idols, before he was thrown into fire. (It is reported from 

Muqatil.) Also it is said that it was after he was thrown into fire, and it had became cool and safe for him. 

(It is reported from as-Sadiq - ‘a)” (Tafsir ul-burhan) 

The author says: The verse does not say when the dispute had taken place. But it may fairly be 

inferred that it was after Ibrahim had been thrown into fire. The stories written in the Qur’an about the 

early period of Ibrahim (‘a) - when he argued with his uncle and other people and then shattered the 

idols, give us to understand that he first met Namrud when he was taken to his court accused of 

breaking their idols; and Namrud ordered him to be burnt alive. At that time Namrud was too busy in 

sentencing him to have any dialogue with him about his Lord: whether it was Allah or Namrud. Also, if 

this event had occurred at that time, Namrud would have disputed with him on behalf of the idols, and 

not for establishing his own divinity. 

There are many traditions, narrated by the Sunni and the Shi‘ite narrators that the one “who passed by a 

town and it had fallen down upon its roofs” was the prophet, Armiah. Other traditions say that he was 

‘Uzayr. But both types of traditions are “solitary”, (i.e., not mutawatir) and one is not bound to accept any 

of them. Moreover, the chains of some are weak. The Qur’an too is silent about the passer-by’s identity, 

and the Bible does not mention this story. 

The story given in those traditions is long, and there are some differences among them. In any case, 

those traditions are beyond the scope of our book. Those wishing to read them should look for them into 

other books. 



as-Sadiq (‘a) told in a tradition about the words of Allah: And (remember) when Ibrahim said: “My Lord! 

Show me how Thou givest life to the dead ...”: “And this verse is allegorical; it means that he (Ibrahim - 

‘a) asked about ‘how’?, and ‘how’ is an action of Allah, Mighty and Great is He; (it is a thing that) if a 

knowledgeable person did not know it he cannot be faulted for it nor can any defect be attributed to his 

belief in monotheism ...” (Ma‘ani ’l-akhbar) 

The author says: The meaning of this tradition may be understood from our earlier explanations. 

 
‘Ali Ibn Asbat says that Abu ’1-Hasan ar-Ridha’ (‘a) was asked about the words of Allah: He (Ibrahim) 

said: “Certainly! but that my heart may be at ease.” “Was there any doubt in his heart?” The Imam said: 

“No! but he wanted an increase (in it) from Allah ...” (at-Tafsir, al-‘Ayyashi) 

The author says: This matter has been narrated in al-Kafi from as-Sadiq (‘a) and al-‘Abdu ’s-Salih (‘a). 

Its meaning has been explained earlier. 

al-Qummi narrated from his father from Ibn Abi ‘Umayr from Abu Ayyub from Abu Basir from as-Sadiq 

(‘a) saying: “Verily Ibrahim saw a dead body on a river-bank; aquatic carnivores were eating it, then they 

attacked each other and some of them ate the others. Ibrahim was astonished (to see it) and said: ‘My 

Lord! show me how Thou givest life to the dead.’ Allah said: ‘What! and do you not believe?’ He said: 

‘Certainly, but that my heart may be at ease.’ Allah said: ‘Then take four of the birds, then cut them into 

pieces, then place on every mountain a part of them, then call them, they will come to you flying; and 

know that Allah is Mighty, Wise.’ Thereupon, Ibrahim took a peacock, a rooster, a pigeon and a crow. 

Then Allah said: ‘Cut them into pieces and mix their flesh together and place them separately on ten 

mountains.’ Thereafter he (Ibrahim - ‘a) called them and said: ‘Be alive by the permission of Allah.’ The 

birds began assembling, the flesh and bones of each joining together with its head; and they flew 

towards Ibrahim. (Seeing it) Ibrahim said: ‘Verily, Allah is Mighty, Wise.’” (at-Tafsir) 

The author says: al-‘Ayyashi has narrated it in his at-Tafsir from Abu Basir from as-Sadiq (‘a); and it 

has been narrated through Sunni chains from Ibn ‘Abbas. 

The words of the Imam: “Verily, Ibrahim saw a dead body ... ‘My Lord! Show me how Thou givest life to 

the dead’ “, describe the reason why Ibrahim asked this question: he had just seen the pieces of the 

body being disjoined and scattered, and their condition changed. He observed their dispersal in all 

directions and the deterioration in their condition which was to such an extent that nothing of the original 

body remained there. 

Question: The tradition apparently says that the doubt was that which is known as the doubt of the eater 

and the eaten; because it mentions that the carnivores attacked each other and some of them ate the 

others, and that the wonder and question of Ibrahim (‘a) was based on this phenomenon. 

Comment: There are two doubts: 



1) the scattering and dispersal of the parts of the bodies, the change in their properties and shapes, in 

short, their complete extinction so that apparently nothing remained to accept the life; 

2) the parts of one animal become the parts of another animal; how could the two animals be 

resurrected whole? 

The part of one is also the part of another; whichever is resurrected whole, the other one will be 

incomplete. This is called the doubt of the eater and the eaten. 

The answer given by Allah - that the body follows the soul - is sufficient to remove both doubts. But 

what Ibrahim (‘a) was ordered to do was not related to the doubt of the eater and the eaten; it was 

directly concerned with the first doubt - dispersal of the parts and total extinction, even though the basic 

answer removes both doubts. 

What the tradition mentions some of the carnivores eating the others is not intended to be a part of the 

explanation of the verse. 

The Imam (as-Sadiq - ‘a) has said: “Thereupon, Ibrahim took a peacock, a rooster, a pigeon and a 

crow.” Some other traditions say that the birds were a vulture, a duck, a peacock and a rooster. It has 

been narrated by as-Sadiq in ‘Uyun ul-akhbar from ar-Ridha’ (‘a). It has also been reported from 

Mujahid, Ibn Jarih, ‘Ata’ and Ibn Zayd. Still others say that it was a hoopoe, a sparrow-hawk, a peacock 

and a crow. It has been narrated by al-‘Ayyashi, through Ma‘ruf Ibn Kharabbudh, from al-Baqir (‘a): and 

is reported from Ibn ‘Abbas too. Another Sunni tradition quotes Ibn ‘Abbas as saying that the birds were 

a crested crane, a peacock, a rooster and a pigeon. There is only one name which appears in every 

report: peacock. 

The Imam said: “place them separately on ten mountains.” That the mountain were ten is unanimously  

mentioned in the traditions of the Imams of Ahl ul-Bayt. Somone has put their number as four; another 

as seven. 

‘Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Jahm said: “I was present in the court of al-Ma’mun and with him was ar- 

Ridha’ (‘Ali Ibn Musa). al-Ma’mun said to him: ‘O Son of the Messenger of Allah! Is it not your belief that 

the prophets were sinless?’ He said: ‘Certainly.’ Then he (al-Ma’mun) asked him (ar-Ridha’ - ‘a) about 

some verses of the Qur’an, and said to him, among others: ‘Now tell me about the words of Allah: “My 

Lord! show me how Thou givest life to the dead. “He said: “What! and do you not believe?” He said: 

“Certainly, but that my heart may be at ease.” ar-Ridha’ said: ‘Verily Allah, Blessed and High is He! had 

revealed to Ibrahim: “I am going to take from my servants a friend; if he asks me to give life to the dead, 

I will grant his prayer.” It came into the heart of Ibrahim that he was that friend. Therefore, he said: “My 

Lord! Show me how Thou givest life to the dead. “Allah said:, “What ! and do you not believe?” Ibrahim 

said: “Certainly, but that my heart may be at ease about Thy friendship ...” ’” (‘Uyun ’l-akhbar) 

The author says: We have expressed our views (while discussing about the Garden of Adam) about ‘Ali 



Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Jahm and about this tradition which he has narrated from ar-Ridha’ (‘a). 

 
However, this tradition throws some light on the fact that the status of the friendship of Allah brings with it 

the granting of prayers. The language supports this too. al-Khallah ( لخَلَّةُا ) means ‘need’. The friend is 

called al-khalil ( ل ي لخَلا ) because when friendship is perfect, one friend describes his needs to the other 

friend - and why should one describe his need if his friend cannot fulfil it? 

1. Look at the story of Ibrahim, concerning the stars, the moon and the sun in the Qur’an 6:77; 6:78. 

2. Sinimmar, an architect of repute, built the palace, al-Khawarnaq, for King Nu‘man. When it was completed, he was 

thrown down from the roof and thus died. The King gave this order so that he could not build such a palace for anyone 

else. 

3. ‘Uzayr = Ezra or Ezrah of the Apocrypha. He is known as Esdras in the Roman Catholic Bible. 

 

[1] [1] 

SHARES 

 
Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 261- 274 

 
اب لس عبس تَتن با ةبح ثلَمك هلا ب يلس ف ملَهاوما نَ قُون في لَّذ ينا ثَلم  نمل فاعضي هلاو ةبح ةُاىم لَةن بس لك ف نَ

 يملع عساو هلاو ءشاَي

 

The parable of those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah is as the parable of a grain 

growing seven ears, in every ear there are a hundred grains; and Allah multiplies for whom He 

pleases; and Allah is Ample-giving, All-knowing (2:261). 

 
 مه و ه مليَع فخَو و ه مَ  بر ن دَع مهرجا ملهَ ذًىا و انم ان فقَُوا ام نَ وت ب عي  ثُم هلا ب يلس ف ملهَاوما نَ قُون في لَّذ ينا

 نَ نُوزحي

 

Those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah, then do not follow up what they have spent 

with reproach or injury, for them is their reward with their Lord, and they shall have no fear nor 

shall they grieve (2:262). 

 
 يملح غنَ هلاو ذًىا اهعت بي دقََةص نم رخيَ ةٌ رغ فمو وفرعم لقَو

 

A kind word and forgiveness is better than charity followed by injury; and Allah is Self-sufficient, 

Forbearing (2:263). 



ب  انُومآ لَّذ ينا اهيا اي  ثلَُهفمَ ر خا مول ياو هب ال نموي و س  لنَّاا ءاىر   الَهم قن في يالَّذ ك ىٰذَ او نب ال م مدَقَاتص الُوطتُ

 ر ينافل ا مل قَوا يد هي  هلاو اوبسك امم ءشَ لَع ونَ رق د ي  ال دًص هكفتََر ب لاو هابصفَا ابتُر هلَيع انٍ ف وص ثلَمك

 

O you who believe! do not nullify your charity by reproach and injury, like him who spends his 

wealth to be seen of men and does not believe in Allah and the last day. So his parable is as the 

parable of a smooth rock with (some) earth upon it, then a heavy rain falls upon it, so it leaves it 

just a bare stone. They shall not gain anything of what they have earned. And Allah does not 

guide the unbelieving people (2:264). 

 
من فسُا نم تثَ ب يتًاو هلا ت  اضرم ءغَاتبا ملهَاوما نَ قُون في لَّذ ينا ثَلمو  الَهكا فَآتَت ب لاو اهابصا ةوبب ر نَّةج ثلَمك ه 

 يرصب نَ لُومتعَ اب م هلاو فَطَل ب لاو اهبصي لَم ن  فَا نفَيعض

 

And the parable of those who spend their wealth seeking the pleasure of Allah and keeping firm 

their souls is as the parable of a garden on an elevated ground, upon which heavy rain falls so it 

brings forth its fruit twofold; but if heavy rain does not fall upon it, then light rain (is enough). 

And Allah sees what you do (2:265). 

 

 لَهو ربل ا هابصاو ات  رلثَّما لك نم ايهف لَه ران ها اهتتَح نم ير تَج بٍ ناَعاو يلنَخ نم نَّةٌج لَه نَ وتَ ن  ا مدكُحا دويا

 ونَ رتَتفََ ملَّلعَ ت  ايا ملَ هلا نَ  يبي كَذلَٰك قَتتَرفَاح رنَا يهف راصعا اهابصفَا ءفَاعض ةٌيَ  ذُر

 

Would anyone of you like that he should have a garden of palms and vines with streams flowing 

beneath it; he has in it all kinds of fruits; and old age has overtaken him and he has weak 

offspring, when (lo!) a whirlwind with fire in it smites it so it gets burnt up. Thus, Allah makes the 

signs clear to you, that you may reflect (2:266). 

 
ف ن هم ل خبَ يثا اوممتَي و ض  را نم ملَ نَاجخ را اممو تُمبسك ام ت  ابَ  طَي نم اقُون فا انُومآ لَّذ ينا اهيا اي  تُملَسو نَ قُوتُن 

 يدٌمح غَن هلا َّنا اولَمعاو يهف اوضتغُ م ن  ا ا ذ يهب آخ

 

O you who believe! spend (benevolently) out of the good things that you have earned and of 

what We have brought forth for you out of the earth, and do not aim at what is bad of it, that you 

may spend (in charity), while you would not take it yourselves unless you connived at it; and 

know that Allah is Self-sufficient, Praiseworth (2:267). 

 
 يملع عساو هلاو ًَ فضَو ن هم ةً رغ فم مدكُعي هلاو ءشاَب ال فَح مكرمايو ل فقَ را مدكُعي نُ طاَلشَّيا

 

Satan threatens you with poverty and enjoins you to abomination; and Allah promises you 



forgiveness from Himself and abundance; and Allah is Ample-giving, All-knowing (2:268). 

 

 ب  ال با لُووا ا رذَّكي امو ايرثك ارخَي توا فقَدَ  ةَمل حا توي نمو ءشَاي نم ةَمل حا توي

 

He grants wisdom to whom He pleases, and whoever is granted wisdom, he indeed is given a 

great good; and none but men of understanding mind (2:269). 

 
 رٍ ان صا نم ينملظَّالل امو هلَمعي هلا َّنفَا رٍ نَذ  نم تُمرنَذَ وا نفَقََة نم ن فقَ تُما امو

 

And whatever alms you give or (whatever) vow you vow, surely Allah knows it, and the 

oppressors shall have no helpers (2:270). 

 
 نَ لُومتَع اب م هلاو ماتىَ  يس نم من ع رفّيو ملَ رخَي وفهَ اءل فقَُرا اتُوهتُوو اتخُ فُوه ن  او ه امعفَن ت  دَقَالصا وادُتُب ن  ا

 خَب ير

 

If you give alms openly, it is well, and if you hide it and give it to poor, it is better for you; and 

this will remove from you some of your sins; and Allah is aware of what you do (2:271). 

 
ٰو مهادَه كَلَيع سلَي  اقُوتُن ف امو هلا هجو ءغَاتبا ا نَ قُوتُن ف امو من فسُفَ رٍخَي نم اقُوتُن ف امو ءشَاي نم يد هي هلا نلَ

 نَ وتُظ لمَ  ن تمُاو مليَا فوي رٍخيَ نم

 

To make them walk in the right way is not incumbent on you, but Allah guides aright whom He 

pleases; and whatever good thing you spend, it is to your own good, and you do not spend but 

to seek Allah’s pleasure, and whatever good thing you spend shall be paid back to you in full, 

and you shall not be wronged (2:272). 

 
 مر فهُتعَ فُّف لتَّعا نم ءايغ نا لاهل جا مهبسحي ض  را ف ابرض نَ ويعتطَسي  هلا ب يلس ف وارصحا لَّذ ينا اءل فقَُرل

 يملع ب ه هلا َّنفَا رٍخَي نم اقُوتُن ف امو افًال حا سلنَّاا نَ لُواسي  ماهيمب س

 

(Charity is) for the poor who are besieged in the way of Allah - they cannot go about in the land; 

the ignorant man thinks them to be rich on account of their self-control (from begging); thou 

wouldst recognize them by their countenance; they do not beg from men importunately; and 

whatever good thing you spend, surely Allah knows it (2:273). 

 
مَ  بر ن دَع مهرجا مفَلهَ ةًينََ عو ارس ر  النَّهاو لب اللَّي ملَهاوما نَ قُون في لَّذ ينا  نَ نُوزحي مه و ه ملَيع فخَو و ه 



Those who spend their wealth by night and by day, secretly and openly, for them is their reward 

with their Lord, and they shall have no fear, nor shall they grieve (2:274). 

General Comment 

The context of the verses indicates that they must have been revealed all together. Their theme is 

spending in the way of Allah. They begin with a parable to show that charity increases in the hands of 

Allah, one to seven hundred or even more, by the permission of Allah. Another parable shows that this 

increase is sure to happen; it cannot fail. They go to forbid insincerity in spending, that is, spending to 

show others how generous one is, and give one more parable to demonstrate the futility of this, that 

such spending does not increase and bears no fruit. 

Also, they admonish the believers not to follow charity with reproach and injury, because these two evils 

nullify alms and make their reward forfeit. Then they say that spending should be from their good and 

lawful wealth, and not from unlawful or worthless things, as it shows niggardliness and miserliness. 

Thereafter they prescribe who should be given charity - the poor men who are besieged in the way of 

Allah. Finally, it again reminds them of the great reward of charity which they shall find with Allah. 

In short, the verses exhort the believers to spend and explain to them the following things: 

 
First: The purpose of spending: It should be to seek the pleasure of Allah, not to show off to people. 

Second: The fashion and condition of this good work: It should not be followed by reproach and injury. 

Third: The quality of the wealth to be spent: It must be lawful and good, not unlawful or worthless. 

Fourth: The qualification of the receivers: It should be given to those poor who are besieged in the way 

of Allah. 

Fifth: The rewards of such spending in this world and in the next. 

 
Spending In The Way Of Allah 

One of the two pillars of Islam is the Rights of the people; and spending for the welfare of the people is 

one of the things to which Islam pays the utmost attention. It exhorts a believer to spend for this 

purpose, and has laid down the rules and opened up the ways for such spending - some of these ways 

are obligatory and others highly recommended: zakat, khums (the one-fifth tax), penalties to expiate 

certain illegalities, various types of redemption, obligatory spending and recommended charities. Then 

there are laws to establish and regulate endowments, settlements for residence, or for life, wills, gifts 

and many similar things. 

All this has been done to improve the living standards of the poor classes - the people who cannot meet 



their expenses without help from others. The intention of Islam is to raise their level to bring them nearer 

to the people of means. 

On the other hand, it has strictly forbidden the rich people from pompous living and showing off their 

wealth. It has allowed them to live in a reasonable and honourable manner; but has prohibited 

extravagance and the squandering of wealth in a lavish style which is above the reach of the average 

person. 

The aim of both sets of rules was to create a community life that would be neither too low nor too high, 

whose various groups would be nearer to each other, and would have a fairly uniform standard of life. 

Such a society would give life to the institution of unity and co-operation; and would eradicate conflicting 

designs and uproot enmity and antagonism. The Qur’an holds that the true religion must organize life in 

all its multifarious activities, putting it in order in such a way that man’s bliss is guaranteed in this life as 

well as in the next one. Such a religion will bless man with true knowledge, noble character and pleasant 

life; he will be free in this life to enjoy the bounties given to him by Allah, and to remove from himself 

unpleasant things and all types of misfortune. 

This will be possible only when society enjoys a good life and all its members share its bliss equally or 

almost equally. This, in its turn, demands that all their needs are fulfilled and the condition of society 

reformed. All this needs money and wealth. The way to get that money for this most important purpose 

is by contributions from the members of society - they are required to spend out of what they have 

earned by their labour. Surely the believers are brothers to each other; and the earth is of Allah, and 

property and wealth belong to Him. 

This is a fact, the truth of which was demonstrated by the Prophet during his lifetime when he had the 

authority in his hands. He showed its correctness and' demonstrated how it created a stable society, 

growing, developing and bearing good results. 

It was this society for which the Leader of the faithfuls, ‘Ali (‘a) felt nostalgia, and the passing away of 

which he remembered sorrowfully, in one of his speeches: 

“You live in a period when the steps of virtue are moving backwards, and the steps of evil are moving 

forward; and Satan is increasing his eagerness to ruin people. This is the time when his equipment is 

strong, and his traps have been widely spread and his prey has become easy (to catch). Cast your 

glance wherever you like. Do you see (anything) except a poor man suffering (the pangs of) poverty, or 

a rich man changing Allah’s favour for ungratefulness, or a miser trampling the right of Allah to increase 

his wealth, or an arrogant person (who behaves) as though his ears hear any counsel with difficulty.” 

(Nahj ul-balaghah, Sermon 129). 

The passage of time has proved the validity of this Qur’anic system - that the various classes should be 

brought together, the poor should be helped through “spending”, and the rich forbidden extravagance, 

pomposity and vanity. When western culture took the upper hand, people’s ideals and outlook changed. 



They clung to the earthly life, tried their utmost to acquire and keep all worldly trinkets coveted by animal 

greed and sensual desires, and adopted for it whatever means they could. The result: wealth was 

confined within a limited circle, the pleasures of life were reserved for a wealthy minority, and the only 

share of the lower class in it was deprivation. The upper classes continued to swallow each other like 

cannibals, until a very select group monopolized the blessings and bliss of this life and the vast majority, 

that is, the common people, were denied even the right of life. 

This behaviour generated all evil tendencies on both sides; it gave rise to the saying, “Every man for 

himself”. No one leaves anything nor does he spare anything. It has resulted in a class struggle, and 

open enmity between the two groups, the rich and the poor, the haves and the have-nots, each side 

wanting to exterminate the other. This was the basic cause of the World Wars and the emergence of 

Communism. Truth and nobility have been cast aside, peace of mind and tranquillity of heart have 

departed from the world, and the human species on the whole does not have any feeling of joy in life. 

This is the position which the chaos of human society has reached today - what tomorrow holds, is more 

grievous and horrible. 

One of the most damaging factors in this social disorder is the closure of the gate “spending”, and the 

opening of the doors of interest. Allah has explained the evil of this in seven verses coming after these 

verses of “spending”; Allah had warned the mankind that if interest becomes widespread, the world will 

fall in disorder. It is one of the prophecies of the Qur’an which has been fulfilled in these days. When the 

Qur’an was revealed, interest was a foetus; now it has been born from the womb of western economy 

and is growing by leaps and bounds. 

To understand what we have just mentioned, read the following verses: 

 
“Then set your face uprightly for the (right) religion in natural devotion (to the truth); the nature 

made by Allah in which He has made men; there is no alteration in the creation of Allah; that is 

the right religion, but most people do not know” (30:30). 

“Turning to Him. And be careful of (your duty to) Him, and keep up prayer and be not of the 

polytheists” (30:31). 

“Of those who, divided their religion and became sects, every sect rejoicing in what they have 

with them” (30:32). 

“And when harm afflicts men, they call upon their Lord, turning to Him; then when He makes 

them taste of mercy from Him, lo! some of them begin to associate (others) with their Lord” 

(30:33). 

“So as to be ungrateful for what We have given them; but enjoy yourselves (for a while), for you 

shall soon come to know” (30:34). 



“So give to the near of kin his due, and to the needy and the wayfarer; this is the best for those 

who desire Allah’s pleasure, and these it is who are successful” (30:38). 

“And whatever you lay out as interest, so that it may increase in the property of men, it shall not 

increase with Allah; and whatever you give in charity, desiring Allah’s pleasure - it is these 

(persons) that shall get manifold” (30:39). 

“Disorder has appeared in the land and the sea on account of what the hands of men have 

wrought, that He may make them taste a part of that which they have done, so that they may 

return” (30:41). 

“Say: “Travel in the land, then see how was the end of those (who were) before (you); most of 

them were polytheists.”” (30:42). 

“Then set thy face upright to the right religion before there comes from Allah the day which 

cannot be averted; on that day they shall become separated” (30:43). 

There are verses of the same import in the chapters of Hud, Yunus, the Night journey, the Prophets etc. 

We shall explain them later on. 

This is apparently the reason why these verses of spending exhort the believers and give so much 

emphasis to “spending”. 

Commentary 

The Parable Of Those… 

 
Qur’an: The parable of those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah is as the parable of a 

grain ... (2:261). 

“The way of Allah” means anything which leads to the pleasure of Allah; any religious purpose for which 

work is done. The phrase in the verse is unconditional, although it comes after the verses of “fighting in 

the way of Allah”, and although the phrase “in the way of Allah” is combined in many verses with 

fighting. But such recurring usage does not restrict the phrase to fighting. 

Some scholars have said: The words, “as the parable of a grain growing seven ears ...” actually mean, 

“as the parable of him who sowed a grain that grew seven ears ...” The “grain growing seven ears” is 

the parable of property spent in the way of Allah, and not “of those who spend” that wealth. And it does 

not need much explanation. 

This interpretation, although sound in itself, is not in total conformity with the Qur’an. On deep 

contemplation, we find that an overwhelming number of the Qur’anic parables are of this same style. 

See, for example, the following verses. 



“And the parable of those who disbelieve is as the parable of one who shouts to that which hears 

not but a call and a cry ...” (2:171). 

As we see, it is the parable of him who calls the disbelievers, not of the disbelievers themselves. 

 
“The likeness of this world’s life is only as water which We sent down from the sky; by its 

mingling, the herbage of the earth which men and cattle eat grows; until when the earth puts on 

its golden raiment and it becomes garnished, and its people think that they have power over it, 

Our command comes to it, by night or by day, so We render it as reaped, as though it had not 

been in existence yesterday; thus do We make clear the signs fora people who reflect” (10:24). 

“...the parable of His light is as a niche in which is a lamp ...” (24:35). 

 
Look also at other parables mentioned in these very verses: 

 
“So his parable is as the parable of a smooth rock ...” (2:264). 

 
“And the parable of those who spend their wealth seeking the pleasure of Allah and keeping firm 

their souls is as the parable of a garden on an elevated ground ...” (2:261). 

There are many such verses and all of them have one thing in common - all restrict themselves to the 

main element of the likeness, the essential ingredient of the parable; and omit other factors for the sake 

of brevity. 

A parable is an actual or imagined story which has a marked resemblance to the subject matter in some 

aspects; it creates a picture in the mind which helps to fully grasp the idea for which the parable has 

been used. For example, there are the Arabic proverbs, “I have neither she-camel nor he-camel”; and, 

“In summer you wasted the milk”. These sayings remind the hearer of the related true stories by fitting 

the story to the topic at hand, and at once the picture flashes before his mind’s eyes in clear perspective. 

That is why it is said that proverbs do not change. 

Another example: “The parable of those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah is as the parable of 

the one who sows a grain, it growing seven ears, in every ear there are a hundred grains.” This is an 

imaginary story. 

The basic element of a parable - the essential ingredient of the similarity that produces the clear and 

well-defined image of the topic - is sometimes the whole story; and occasionally a part of the story. 

Examples of the former are: 

“And the parable of an evil word is as an evil tree pulled up from the earth’s surface; it has no 

stability” (14:26). 

“The similitude of those who were placed under the Torah, then they did not hold it, is as the 



similitude of the donkey bearing books” (62:5). 

 
The example of the latter, where the basic element is only a part of the story, is this parable under 

discussion - spending in the way of Allah has been likened to the grain growing seven ears, every ear 

having a hundred grains. This is the basic element of analogy; but in explaining it we earlier added the 

words, “of him who sows”; it was added just to complete the story. 

In the Qur’anic parables, where the basic element of the analogy is the whole story, Allah has mentioned 

it without any omission. But where that element is only a part of the story, only that part has been 

described and others have been left out. Why should the full story have to be described when the 

purpose of the parable is fully served by the short version. Moreover, this style creates alacrity in the 

hearer’s minds - they do not find what they anticipate and an unexpected picture is flashed before their 

minds’ eyes. But it fully serves the purpose: it is different from the anticipated picture and yet it is the 

same. This is brevity through alteration in its finest way; and the Qur’an uses it whenever necessary. 

Growing Seven Ears 

 
Qur’an: Growing seven ears, in every ear there are a hundred grains (2:264). 

 
“as-Sunbul” ( ل ن ب لسا  = ear of corn, spike) is on paradigm of fun‘ul ( ل ُن عف ). It is said that its root meaning is 

to draw a curtain. The ear of corn was given this name because it hides the grains in their husks. 

A most foolish objection has been levelled against this verse, that it is a simile of a thing which is not 

found in the world - no ear contains a hundred grains. 

Reply: It is not necessary for a similitude that the picture compared with be found outside the 

imagination. Analogies with imaginary ideas and images are found by their thousands in every language. 

Moreover, ears containing a hundred grains, and a single seed yielding seven hundred grains are very 

often found in many places. 

And Allah Multiplies For Whom… 

 
Qur’an: And Allah multiplies for whom He pleases; and Allah is Ample-giving, All-knowing 

(2:261). 

Allah gives more than seven hundred to whom He pleases: He is Ample-giving; no one can put any 

hindrance on His generosity; nor can anyone restrict His grace. Allah says: 

“Who is it that will lend to Allah a goodly loan, so He will multiply it for him manifold” (2:245). 

 
In this verse, “manifold” is unrestricted; there is no numerical limit to it. 

 
Someone has said: This sentence means, “Allah increases this much, that is, seven hundred for one, for 



whom He pleases.” According to this interpretation seven hundred would be the limit of multiplication. 

 
But if we accept this interpretation as correct, then this sentence would show the cause of the previous 

statement (…seven ears, in every ear there are a hundred grains). In that case, it should have begun 

with the word inna ( َّن  verily, surely, indeed). See for example another verse, where the causative = ا

sentence begins with the word “surely”: 

“Allah is He Who made for you the night that you may rest therein and the day to see; most 

surely Allah is Gracious to men” (40:61). 

There are many verses in the same style. 

 
The seven-hundred-fold reward is unrestricted - it is not restricted to the Hereafter. The promise is as 

valid for this world as it is for the Hereafter. 

And on reflection, one has to support this idea. You spend your property in the way of Allah; you may be 

thinking at first that you have lost that property without getting anything in exchange. But if you ponder a 

little on this matter you will appreciate that mankind is like one living body; it has various limbs and 

organs, all of different shapes and with distinctive names, but all of them are united in the goal of life, all 

are joined together in each other’s effects and benefits. If one of these limbs loses its health, becomes 

weak or falters in its function, the whole body is adversely affected and fails to reach its goal. The eyes 

and the hands are two organs with different names and separate functions. But man has been given his 

eyes so that he may distinguish objects from each other through light, colour and distance. 

When this task is accomplished, the hands come into action to take hold of what man should acquire for 

himself, and to repulse what should be repulsed. If the hands fail in their function, man has to make up 

the loss through other limbs; but, to begin with, it creates untold misery and hardship for him, and also 

decreases the normal functions of those limbs to the extent they are used as substitutes for the hands. 

But if other limbs were to send to the ailing hands some of the blood cells and energy from their own 

stock and the hands to become restored to health, the whole body would grow better and every limb 

would share in the benefits - the benefits which may be hundreds and thousands of times more than the 

small amount of blood, etc., which it expended for the hands. 

Likewise, when a man spends for the betterment of the condition of another, it saves the beneficiary 

from evils which are generally caused by poverty; he feels love for the benefactor in his heart, his tongue 

speaks his name with respect; and he busies himself in his work with more vigour and energy and thus 

prospers. The whole of society feels its good effects, and as a member of that society, the benefactor 

also shares in that social upliftment. This is more evident when the spending is done for social services 

like education, training, etc. This much about general spending. 

When that spending is done in the way of Allah, seeking His pleasure, the increase is sure to occur 

without fail. If wealth is spent, but not for the pleasure of Allah, then it is done for selfish aims - the rich 



man spends on a poor man to avert his evils from himself. Or he thinks that if the poor man becomes 

self-supporting, the whole of society will become a better place to live in, and in this way the benefactor 

will live in it more happily. This type of spending is a sort of subjugation of the poor who is exploited by 

the rich for selfish purposes. Such a charity creates bad effects in the poor. Sometimes these hard 

feelings accumulate and then burst out in riots and revolutions. 

But the spending which is done only for the pleasure of Allah is free from these defects; it creates only 

good, and only bliss and blessings result from it. 

Those Who Spend Their Wealth… 

 
Qur’an: Those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah, then do not follow up what they have 

spent with reproach or injury, for them is their reward with their Lord, and they shall have no fear 

nor shall they grieve (2:262). 

“al-Itba‘“ ( عُ ا ت ب لاا ) is used with both transitive and intransitive meanings. It means ‘to follow’ and ‘to 

persue’; and ‘to attach one thing to other’. This word has been used in these two meanings in the 

verses: 

“Then they pursued them at sunrise” (26:60). 

 
“And We attached to them a curse in this world ...” (28:42). 

 
“al-Mann” ( ن لما ) means to say what may turn charity into annoyance, for example, to tell the  

beneficiary: “I gave you this and that”. The root- meaning of this word, as has been said, is “to cut”. The 

word has been used in this meaning in the verse: ...for them surely is a reward never to be cut off (41:8). 

“al-Adha” ( ذي لاا ) is immediate harm, a little injury. “al-Khawf” ( ف لخَوا  = fear) is the expectation of harm 

or trouble. “al-Huzn” (  ُن ز لحا  = grief) is the sorrow which greatly disturbs the soul, and which is caused by 

a real or almost real misfortune. 

A Kind Word And Forgiveness Is… 

 
Qur’an: A kind word and forgiveness is better than charity followed by injury and Allah is Self- 

sufficient, Forbearing (2:263) 

“Kind word” is that which is not disliked by the common man. It may vary according to circumstances. 

“al-Maghfirah” (  ُة ر غ ف لما  = forgiveness) literally means to cover. “al-Ghina” ( ن لغا  = self-sufficiency) is the 

opposite of need and poverty. “al-Hilm” ( ل م لحا  = forbearance) means to remain silent when confronted 

with disagreeable words or actions. 

The contrast between a kind word and forgiveness, on the one hand, and charity followed by injury, on 

the other, shows that the “kind word” means that if one wants to turn away a suppliant without fulfilling 



his need and the suppliant has not uttered unpleasant words, one should express one’s good wishes 

and utter good words to him. The “forgiveness” refers to the same situation, provided the suppliant has 

said unpleasant things about the intended benefactor. In both cases, if one uses a kind word and 

forgives the suppliant it is far better than fulfilling his need and then following it with reproach and injury. 

Such reproach, in fact, shows that the benefactor thinks that what he has spent is a great wealth, and 

that he is annoyed with the people’s requests and supplications. But a believer should be far above such 

moral defects and petty thoughts. The believer must mould himself on the attributes of Allah. And Allah 

is Self-sufficient: no bounty is great in His eyes; He gives and bestows whatever He wishes. Also He is 

Forbearing: He makes no haste in meting out punishment to evil-doers; He does not become angry on 

His creatures’ follies. It was to point out this important matter that the verse ended the sentence, “and 

Allah is Self-sufficient, Forbearing”. 

O You Who Believe! Do Not Nullify 

 
Qur’an: O you who believe! Do not nullify your charity by reproach and injury (2:264). 

 
The verse proves that charity becomes forfeited if it is followed by reproach and injury. 

 
Some people say that this verse shows that subsequent sins (and especially big ones) nullify the good 

deeds preceding them. But this inference is uncalled for. The verse only talks about reproach and injury 

vis-a-vis charity. 

The topic of forfeiture has already been explained in detail. 

 
Like Him Who Spends His Wealth To Be Seen Of Men… 

 
Qur’an: Like him who spends his wealth to be seen of men and does not believe in Allah and the 

last day (2:264). 

As the verse is addressed to the believers, and as one who does a good deed to show to men is not a 

believer (because he does not do that deed for the sake of Allah) the prohibition was not extended to 

showiness; it was confined to reproach and injury, because there is no danger of showiness for a 

believer. The verse likens the almsgiver who follows his alms with reproach and injury to the one who 

spends to show off to men; and the likeness is in the forfeiture of charities, although there is a difference 

between both. The charity of one who spent to show off to men was null and void ab initio; while that of 

the one who followed it with reproach and injury was correct and valid to begin with, but was later 

nullified because of these sins. 

The verb “does not believe” has the same form and tense as the preceding one, “spends”; it does not 

say “did not believe”. This similarity of tense shows that the disbelief here implies the showing person’s 

disbelief in the divine call of spending and in His promise of its great reward. Had he believed in the 



divine call to the believers to spend in His way, and also in the last day when the promised reward would 

be given, he would have done his good deed to seek the pleasure of Allah and would have longed for 

the reward of the last day, instead of doing it to be seen by men. 

It shows that disbelief here does not imply that the showy person does not believe in Allah at all. 

 
Also, it proves that doing a deed with the intention of showing off to men implies that such a doer has no 

faith in Allah and the last day, in so far as that deed is concerned. 

So His Parable Is As The Parable Of A Smooth Rock… 

 
Qur’an: so his parable is as the parable of a smooth rock with earth upon it, then a heavy rain 

falls upon it, so it leaves it bare; they shall not be able to gain anything of what they have earned; 

and Allah does not guide the unbelieving people (2:264). 

The pronoun, “his” refers to “him who spends his wealth to be seen of men”; the parable is for him. “as- 

Safwan” (  ُان ف و لصا ) and “as-safa” ( فَا لصا ) are smooth rock. The same is the meaning of “as-sald” ( 

 ل دُلصا.(

 
“al-Wabil” ( ب لا لوا ) is heavy rain, descending with force. The pronoun in “They shall not gain” refers to 

“him who spends to be seen of men”, because “him” stands for the whole group of showy persons. The 

sentence “They shall not gain anything of what they have earned” describes the reason for the analogy; 

and it is the common factor of the two sides of this simile. The sentence “And Allah does not guide the 

unbelieving people” describes the general principle: a man who does a deed to show to people is in that 

particular respect an unbeliever, and Allah does not guide such people. This sentence, therefore, gives 

the reason for the forfeiture mentioned in this verse. 

The man who spends to show off to people can get no reward for such spending. Look at a smooth rock, 

upon which is some earth, then a heavy rain falls upon it. Now, rain, and especially a heavy downpour, 

is the apparent cause of the earth coming to life again; it makes it green and adorns it with plants. But if 

earth settles on a smooth rock it cannot remain in place in a heavy rainfall; it is washed away and the 

bare rock is left there for everyone to see - the rock which cannot absorb water, nor can it nourish a 

seed to grow. Rain and earth both together are the most important causes of plant life and growth; but 

as their place was a smooth rock their effect was totally nullified, although none can attribute any fault or 

defect to these two life-giving ingredients. 

Thus is the case of the man who does a good deed but not with intention of seeking the pleasure of 

Allah; his action becomes totally null and void, even when the deed, for example, spending in the way of 

Allah, is among the most effective causes of getting divine reward. But the heart of such a man is like 

that smooth rock; it is unable to receive divine mercy and grace. And thus, he gets nothing of what he 

had earned. 



The verse shows that the acceptance of a deed depends on sincere intention and on the pure aim of 

seeking the pleasure of Allah. Sunnis and Shi‘ahs have narrated from the Prophet (S) that he said: 

“Verily, deeds are according to intentions”. 

And The Parable Of Those Who Spend… 

 
Qur’an: And the parable of those who spend their wealth seeking the pleasure of Allah and 

keeping firm their souls (2:265). 

“Seeking the pleasure of Allah” means doing what Allah has ordered His servant to do. When the master 

gives an order to his servant and the servant complies with that order, the master faces him, pleased 

with him, Likewise, Allah orders His servant concerning certain things and when the servant obeys His 

command Allah turns towards him with pleasure and mercy. 

The phrase “and keeping firm their souls” has been interpreted in various ways: 
 

 

a. It means “certitude and confirmation”. 
 
 
 

b. “at-Tathbit” ( ت لتَّث ب يا  = to keep firm) means at-tathabbut ( ت لتَّثَبا  = to make sure). The 

phrase means that they want to make sure where they spend their wealth. 

 

c. It means to make sure how they spend: if it is for the pleasure of Allah, they spend it; if 

there is any shade of impurity in intention, for example, and eargerness to be seen by 

men, they desist from spending. 

 

d. It means keeping the souls firm in obedience to Allah. 
 
 
 

e. It means establishing the soul firmly in faith by making it accustomed to spending property 

for the sake of Allah. 

 

 

Obviously, these interpretations do not fit the verse unless one is prepared to stretch the meaning of the 

word “keeping firm” beyond its linguistic limit. Probably a more appropriate interpretation (and Allah 

knows better!) may be as follows: 

Allah, first, unconditionally praised spending in His way, and mentioned that it had a very great reward in 



the presence of Allah. Then He excluded two kinds of spending, because Allah is not pleased with them 

and no reward will be given for them: 1) spending to show off to people, and such a deed is null and void 

ab inition; 2) spending that is followed by reproach and injury, for although such a deed is valid initially, it 

becomes nullified because of the subsequent sins of reproach and injury. 

In these cases, the deed is nullified, either because the doer does not seek the pleasure of Allah from 

the very beginning (as in the first case) or because his soul changes the initial correct intention and 

seeks worldly satisfaction through reproach and injury (as in the second case). 

Now Allah describes the condition of His good servants who spend purely for His sake. These are they 

who spend to seek the pleasure of Allah and then “keep firm their souls” on this pure intention without 

following it with bad deeds which could nullify it. 

In short, “seeking the pleasure of Allah” means that the doer of a good deed should not contaminate his 

intention with showiness or other such things which would indicate that his action is for other than Allah. 

And “keeping firm their souls” means that he should fix his soul firmly in that pure and uncontaminated 

intention. 

This “keeping firm” is done by the soul on the soul. Grammatically, “tathbitan” ( ًتا  keeping firm) is = تثَ ب ي

“at-tamyiz” ( ز ي لتَّما  = accusative of specification); “min” ( ن  ) ”from) shows origination; “anfusihim = م

ه م ن فسُاَ   = their souls) is the subject “from” which the action of “keeping firm” originates; its object is 

another “anfusahum” ( م ه ن فسُاَ   = their souls) which is deleted but understood. Accordingly, the phrase 

means that their souls keep firm their souls. 

Alternatively, the word, “keeping firm” may be “al-maf‘ul ul-mutlaq” ( ط لَق ل ما ل  و ف ع لما  = cognate accusative) 

for emphasis of a deleted but understood verb of the same meaning. 

As The Parable Of A Garden On An Elevated Ground… 

 
Qur’an: as the parable of a garden on an elevated ground, upon which heavy rain falls so it brings 

forth its fruit twofold but if heavy rain does not fall upon it, then light rain (is sufficient); and 

Allah sees what you do (2:265). 

The root word ar-raba’ ( ءا ب ةُ  ) ”means increase. “ar-Rabwah (لرا و ب  means a good earth which increases (لرا

its growth and gives a high yield. The word is also used as ar-rubwah (  ُة و ب  ) and ar-ribwah (لرا

ةُ  و بَ   ل ) ”al-Ukul“ .(لرا ك لاا ) is what is eaten, al Aklah ( ُلَة ك لاا ) means one morsel. “at-Tall” ( لطَّلا ) is a drizzle, 

which has little effect. 

The parable has been revealed to show that spending which is done to seek the pleasure of Allah 

cannot fail to bring about a good effect. The spending was done for Allah and its connection with Allah 

has continued; therefore, divine care always looks after it, making it grow and flourish; it must surely 

bring forth its fruits. Of course, the degree of care varies according to variation in the degree of purity of 



the intention; and the strength of the deed is correlated with the firmness of soul. 

 
There is a garden on a good earth; a heavy rain falls on it and it brings forth its fruits abundantly - 

although the yield may vary in quality and quantity, according to the amount of rain which falls on it. 

As there is bound to be such variation, the verse ended on the sentence, “and Allah is aware of what 

you do”. He never has any doubt in the matter of rewards; the rewards of various deeds are never 

confused in His eyes; He does not give this one’s recompense to that one, and that one’s to this one. 

Would Anyone Of You Like ... 

 
Qur’an: Would anyone of you like that he should have a garden of palms and vines with streams 

flowing beneath it; he has in it all kinds of fruits; and old age has overtaken him and he has weak 

offspring, when (lo!) a whirlwind with fire in it smites it so it gets burnt up. Thus, Allah makes the 

signs clear to you, that you may reflect (2:266). 

“al-Wudd” ( دلۇا ) is to love, to long for, to yearn “al-jannah” ( ُنَّة لجا ) is a clump of trees, their branches 

touching each other. “al-Jann” ( ن لجا ) means to cover, to shield. A garden is called al-jannah because it 

covers the earth and protects if from the rays of the sun, and the like. This word is used for a clump of 

trees only, not for the plot of land upon which those trees stand. That is why it is correct to say, as the 

verse says, “streams flowing beneath it”; if the word included the earth, the phrase would have been 

wrong. When the plot or earth is intended, the expression is changed: ...a lofty ground having 

meadows and springs (23:50). On the other hand, the phrase, “garden beneath which rivers flow”, 

repeatedly occurs in the Qur’an. 

The preposition “of”, in “a garden of palms and vines”, is for description; it describes the main type of 

trees and fruits; it does not give a full list of them. If the major part of a garden contains palms, it is 

generally called a palm garden, although it contains other trees also. That is why Allah said immediately 

after it, “he has in it all kinds of fruits”. “al-Kibr” ( ر ب ةُ )”is old age; “adh-dhurriyyah (لا يَ   رلذُّا ) means 

children, offspring; “ad-du‘afa’” ( ءفَآ ع لضا ) is the plural of “ad-da‘if” ( ف ي ع لضا  = weak). 

This parable joins the old age of the progenitor with the weakness of the progeny to emphasize the 

utmost need of the said garden, in the absence of any other means of livelihood. Had the garden owner 

been young and strong he could have earned his livelihood with his hands even if the garden had been 

burnt down. Alternatively, if he had had no weak offspring, even if he had been an aged person, he 

would not have felt the effects of this calamity so much; he would have known that his days were 

numbered and soon he would be free from all troubles. 

And if he had been of old age but had had strong offspring who could have work and earn their 

livelihood, they could have lived on their earning and the loss of the garden would not have caused 

much distress. But when old age coincides with weak offspring and the garden is burnt down, all 

possible means of livelihood are cut off. The old man cannot regain his youth and strength, so that he 



can re-create the garden as he had done before. His offspring are weak and they cannot do it 

themselves. And the garden is burnt down, it cannot regain its bloom and fruit. 

“al-I‘sar” ( را ص ع لاا ) is a cyclone. This parable puts before our eyes the position of those who spend their 

wealth and then follow it with reproach and injury, and thus their deed is nullified; and there is no way to  

return that deed to its state of validity again. The parable perfectly fits this situation. 

Through this parable Allah expects such people to ponder upon their position. Such deeds are done only 

when people are overtaken by such evil traits as love of wealth and honour, pride and avarice. These 

evil traits do not let them contemplate and meditate; do not give them a chance to distinguish between 

what is beneficial and what is harmful, between good and bad. And if they had stopped to ponder, they 

would have seen the truth. 

O You Who Believe! Spend… 

 
Qur’an: O you who believe! Spend (benevolently) out of the good things that you have earned 

and of what We have brought forth for you out of the earth, and do not aim at what is bad of it, 

that you may spend (in charity), while you would not take it yourselves unless you connived at it; 

and know that Allah is Self-sufficient, Praiseworth (2:267). 

“at-Tayammum” ( م م لتَّيا ) is to aim, to intend; “al-khabith” ( ث لخَب  يا  = bad) is opposite of “at-tayyib” (   َب لطَّيا  

= good); “of it” is related to the word “bad”. The phrase “that you may spend in charity” shows the 

“state” of the subject of the verb “do not aim”; the phrase “while you would not take it yourselves” shows 

the “state” of the subject of the verb “you may spend it”; it is governed by the same verb. The phrase 

“unless you connive at it” is in place of an infinitive verb. It is said that a “li” (   ل = because) is understood 

before it - thus it would mean, “except because of your connivance at it”. Others have said that a “bi” ( 

 ”with) is understood here - in this case it would mean “except with your connivance at it = ب  

 
Whatever the grammatical explanation, the meaning of the verse is a quite clear. Allah explains the 

condition of the wealth which should be spent: it should be from one’s good property; and not from bad 

property which the spender himself would not deign to accept unless he connived at it. Giving bad 

wealth in charity is not generosity at all; it is getting rid of an unwanted item. Such spending will not 

create any love of generosity in the donor’s heart, nor will it bring to him any spiritual perfection. 

That is why the verse ends on the sentence “and know that Allah is Self-sufficient, Praiseworthy”. 

When you spend anything, keep in view the Self-sufficiency and Praiseworthiness of Allah. He needs 

nothing, yet He appreciates your good spending. Therefore, spend from your good property. 

Or, it may mean: He is Self-sufficient and Praiseworthy. You should not bring to Him what is not fit for 

His Great Sanctity. 



Satan Threatens You With Poverty… 

 
Qur’an: Satan threatens you with poverty and enjoins you to abomination; and Allah promises 

you forgiveness from Himself and abundance; and Allah is Ample-giving, All-knowing (2:268). 

The verse explains that choosing a bad thing for charity is not good for the charity-giver; it is only good 

property which is good for them to spend. The prohibition is for their own good, as the thing prohibited is 

bad for them. They dislike giving good items in charity because they believe that a good property makes 

one wealthy and rich; they therefore resist the idea of giving it away in charity. A bad item is worthless, 

and so they are ready to donate it in alms. But it is the temptation of Satan who frightens his friends with 

poverty. 

The fact is that donating property and spending it in the way of Allah to seek His pleasure is just like any 

other good trade and dealing - it has its recompense and profit, as Allah has mentioned in these verses. 

Moreover, it is Allah who makes one rich and bestows abundance; property, by itself, has no power to 

enrich anyone. Allah says: 

“And that He it is Who enriches and gives to hold” (53:48). 

 
In short, it was a mistake on their part to withhold the good and likeable items from their charity because 

of fear of poverty. Allah points this out in the sentence “Satan threatens you with poverty”. This sentence 

puts the cause (Satan’s threatening) in place of its effect (fear of poverty). This figurative expression has 

been used to indicate that this fear is damaging to their interest, because whatever Satan incites one to 

do is bound to be wrong and an error - either directly or indirectly, that is, through something disguised 

as right. 

Someone might have thought that this fear of poverty was reasonable, even if it was caused by Satan. 

The next sentences do not leave any room for such a misunderstanding: “and enjoins you to 

abomination”. This withholding, this heavy-heartedness in spending good things creates in their souls 

the trait of miserliness and niggardliness, which in its turn leads one to disobey and reject those 

commands of Allah that effect one’s wealth and property; it is clear disbelief in the Great Lord. Also, it 

casts the needy people into the perdition of poverty, privation and depression, which in its turn leads to 

loss of lives, and honour, and to every hope of crime and abomination. Allah says: And there are those 

of them who made a covenant with Allah: 

“If He gives us out of His grace, we will certainly give alms and we will certainly be of the good” 

(9:75). 

“But when He gave them out of His grace, they became niggardly of it and they turned back and 

they withdrew” (9:76). 

“So He made hypocrisy to follow as a consequence into their hearts till the day when they shall 



meet Him because they failed to perform towards Allah what they had promised with Him and 

because they told lies” (9:77). 

“Those who taunt the free-givers of alms among the believers and them who cannot find but their 

hard earnings, so they scoff at them; Allah will pay them back their scoffing, for them is a painful 

chastisement” (9:79). 

“And Allah promises you forgiveness from Himself and abundance; and Allah is Ample-giving, 

All-knowing (2:268). 

It further removes the earlier-mentioned possible misunderstanding. Allah had already clearly told the 

believers that there is either truth or falsehood; there is no third alternative. Truth is the straight path, that 

is from Allah; and falsehood is from Satan., Look at the following verses of the Meccan period: 

“...and what is there after the truth but error?” (10:32). 

“Say: “Allah guides to the truth” (10:35). 

“...surely, he (i.e. Satan) is an enemy, openly leading astray” (28:15). 

 
In short, the above-mentioned sentence reminds them that the idea of niggardliness coming into your 

mind because of the fear of poverty is based on a bad judgement; forgiveness of Allah and increase in 

wealth (mentioned in previous verses) come from spending from good property, not from niggardliness 

or from giving away unwanted items. 

The sentence “Allah promises ...” puts (like the preceding sentence “Satan threatens you ...”) the cause 

in place of its effect. Also, it shows the contrast between the promise of Ample-giving, All-knowing Allah 

and the threat of Satan, so that the spenders may look at both and choose for themselves what is in 

their own interest. 

The verse, in short says: 

 
You choose bad items for spending, instead of good property, because you are afraid of poverty; and 

because you are unaware of the good results which accrue from spending good things. So far as the 

fear of poverty is concerned, it is the evil suggestion of Satan, and Satan always wants to put you in 

perdition and lead you to falsehood and abomination: you should never follow his evil whisperings. What 

follows a charity of good things is abundance and forgiveness. And it is sure to follow, because it is Allah 

Who has promised it, and His promise is true; He is Ample-giving - it is easy for Him to fulfil His promise 

and to give you abundance and forgiveness from Himself; He is All-knowing, not a single thing or 

condition is hidden from Him; therefore, what He has promised is based on His All-encompassing 

knowledge. 



He Grants Wisdom To Whom He Pleases 

 
Qur’an: He grants wisdom to whom He pleases (2:269). 

 
“al-ita’” ( َءتآ ي ةُ ) ”is to grant, to give. “al-Hikmah (لاا م لحا  = wisdom) is on paradigm of fi‘lah ( َه ل ع  which (ف

denotes a species or a variety of it. Its literal meaning will, therefore, be a sort of precision and 

perfection, or a species of perfect and precise thing in which there is no defect or flaw. Mostly it is used 

for intellectual cognition that is true and not liable to falsehood and error at all. 

This sentence shows that what has preceded it (spending, its causes and its good effects on human life) 

is based on wisdom. al-hikmah (wisdom) is a true proposition, conforming to the facts; it contains the 

bliss and felicity of man, because it clarifies the divine realities concerning the origin and the end of the 

world and mankind, and explains the principles of the physical world in-as-much as it touches on human 

bliss and felicity; it includes the fundamental truths of nature upon which are based the laws of religion. 

And Whoever Is Granted Wisdom… 

 
Qur’an: And whoever is granted wisdom, he indeed is given a great good (2:269). 

 
The meaning is clear. The sentence is in the passive voice, although the preceding sentence has clearly 

said that it is Allah Who grants wisdom; this passive voice has been used to show that wisdom, in itself, 

is the source of a great good; whoever gets it, is bound to get that great good; and that good is not only 

because wisdom is given by Allah. If “giving” is attributed to Allah it does not necessarily mean that the 

thing given is good, or that it will end in good. Allah says about the Qur’an: 

“...and We had given him of the treasures, so much that its keys would certainly weigh down a 

company of men possessed of strength” (28:76). 

“Thus We made the earth to swallow up him and his abode; so he has no body of helpers to 

assist him against Allah ...” (28:81). 

The verse attributes “great good” to wisdom, instead of unqualified “good”, although wisdom has a high  

status and a great splendour. It was to show that every affair depends, for its good end, on the care and 

help of Allah; and that blessings and bliss are good only when its end are good. 

And None But Men Of Understanding Mind 

 
Qur’an: And none but men of understanding mind (2:269). 

 
“al-Lubb” ( للُّبا ) literally means kernel, the softer part within hard shell. It is used in the meaning of al- 

‘aql ( ق ل لعا  = understanding because understanding has the same position vis-a-vis the man as the 

kernel has vis-a-vis its hard shell. It is used in this very meaning in the Qur’an. The use of the noun al- 

‘aql with the meaning of understanding, seems to be of a later origin; that is why it has not been used in 



this form in the Qur’an; although its verb have often been used, for example, “ya‘qilun” (  َن لُو ق ع  they = ي

understand). “at-Tadhakkur” ( ر لتَّذَكا ) means to remember, to mind. It means going from a conclusion to 

its premises or from the premises to their conclusion. The verse shows that wisdom depends on 

minding, which in its turn depends on understanding. There is no wisdom where there is no 

understanding. Some details about understanding have been given earlier in the discussion about the 

words used for perception. 

And Whatever Alms You Give.. 

 
Qur’an: And whatever alms you give or whatever vow you vow surely Allah knows it; and the 

oppressors shall have no helpers (2:270). 

What Allah has called you to spend, and what you have made obligatory on yourselves through a vow is 

not hidden from Allah. He shall give rewards to him who obeys Him, and shall chastise him who is unjust 

to others and oppresses them. There is a shade of threatening in this sentence (...Allah knows it), and 

this is emphasized by the next sentence: “and the oppressors shall have no helpers”. 

This last sentence proves four things: 

 
First: The oppression in this verse means the oppression of the needy and poor by not spending on 

them and by withholding their financial rights. It does not mean other sins and injustices, because there 

are helpers, atonements and interceders in the case of other sins. For example, there is repentance, the 

avoidance of great sins, and the intercessors on the Day of Resurrection for the sins concerning the 

rights of Allah. Allah says: 

“...do not despair of the mercy of Allah; surely Allah forgives the faults altogether ...” (39:53). 

“And return to your Lord ...” (39:54). 

“If you avoid great sins which you are forbidden, We will expiate from you your (small) sins” 

(4:31). 

“...and they do not intercede except for him whom He approves ...” (21:28). 

 
This also explains why this verse mentions “helpers” (in the plural). It is because there shall be many 

helpers in case of other sins. 

Second: This oppression, that is, neglect of charity, is not liable to expiation. Had it been a minor sin, it 

would have been wiped out by expiation. In other words, it is a great sin. Also, it proves that it is not 

forgiven by repentance. It gets support from the traditions which say that repentance from sins 

concerning the rights of people is not accepted unless the sinner returns and gives all the due rights to 

those who possess them. Nor shall the intercession of the intercessors avail them on the Day of 

Resurrection, as is clearly seen in the words of Allah: 



“Except the people of the right hand” (74:39). 

“In gardens; they shall ask each other” (7:40). 

“About the guilty” (7:41). 

“What has brought you into Hell?” (7:42). 

 
“They shall say: “We were not of those who prayed” (7:43). 

“And we used not to feed the poor …” (7:44). 

“So the intercession of the intercessors shall not avail them” (74:48). 

 
Third: This oppressor is not of those with whom Allah is pleased. Intercession shall be for only those 

whose religion Allah approves and is pleased with. (Vide the topic of Intercession.) This shows why Allah 

used, in verse 2:265, the words “seeking the pleasure of Allah”, and did not say “seeking the Person of 

Allah”. 

Fourth: Not spending property on the needy and poor when they are present and need assistance is a 

great and mortal sin. Allah has counted some kinds of not spending as equivalent to ascribing partners 

to Allah and disbelieving in the last day. For example, He says about not giving alms: 

“...and woe to the polytheists” (41:6). 

 
“who do not give zakat and they are unbelievers in the hereafter” (41:7). 

 
It should be noted that this chapter is from the Meccan period when az-zakat (  ََةكو لزا  = poor rate) as 

known to us was not ordained. Therefore, it must refer to general alms. 

If You Give Alms Openly… 

 
Qur’an: If you give alms openly, it is well, and if you hide it and give it to poor, it is better for you; 

and this will remove from you some of your sins; and Allah is aware of what you do (2:271). 

“al-Ibda’” ( َآءد ب تدقَاَ ) ”means to show, to exhibit. “as-Sadaqat (لاا لصا ) is the plural of as-sadaqah ( 

دقَةَُ لصا ), which means expenditure in the way of Allah; it is a general word used for both obligatory and 

voluntary spending. Sometimes it is said that its original meaning is voluntary spending. 

Allah praises both ways of spending because each has some good effects. Giving alms openly presents 

a practical example of enjoining good; it encourages people to spend and to be generous. Also, it makes 

the needy and poor happy - they see that there are in society people who have sympathy with them, 

that there is some wealth earmarked for them, and kept in reserve for the day they will need it. This, in 

its turn, removes their pessimistic feelings, gives them a new vigour to pursue their activities, and 



creates a feeling of oneness between them and the wealthy members of society. And all these effects 

are good. 

Hiding alms and giving secretly to the poor is also good; such an alms-giving is far removed from 

showiness, reproach and injury; it protects the poor members of society from shame and disgrace, and 

preserve their honour and prestige in the eyes of the public. 

Thus, open charity creates good effects in society much more than secret charity; and secret charity is 

purer in intention. 

The foundation of religion is purity of intention; the more a deed is nearer to this purity, the more it is 

nearer to excellence. That is why Allah gave more weight to secret alms: “and if you hide it and give it to 

the poor, it is better for you”. Needless to say that “better” is in the comparative. 

And Allah is well-aware of the actions of His servants; there is no chance of His mistaking the “better” 

deed for something else, “and Allah is aware of what you do”. 

To Make Them Walk In The Right Way… 

 
Qur’an: To make them walk in the right way is not incumbent on you, but Allah guides aright 

whom He pleases (2:272). 

It is a parenthetic sentence addressed to the Prophet, in between the general talk addressed to the 

believers. The Apostle of Allah felt that there were many differences in various aspects of the charities 

given by the believers: some of them were sincere, while others indulged in reproach and injury, or were 

reluctant to spend out of their good property. This observation saddened him, because all of them were 

believers. 

Therefore, Allah consoled and comforted him by reminding him that the belief found in them and their 

guidance are in the hands of Allah; He guides whom He pleases to belief and the various degrees of it; it 

is not in the power of the Prophet to create it or to preserve it. Therefore, it is not the responsibility of the 

Prophet to preserve their belief, nor should he worry about its weakening or extinction, nor should he be 

disappointed by the threatening and harsh tone used in some of these verses. 

When an infinitive verb is joined to a noun or pronoun in a possessive phrase, it implies that verb’s 

coming into being. In this verse Allah has used the phrase “hudahum”( م هادَ  which means “their (ه

guidance”. As explained above, it implies the “guidance” which actually exists. That is why we have 

translated it as “To make them walk in the right path”. 

Apart from this, whenever Allah has attributed guidance to Himself, showing that the Prophet has no 

power to guide them, it has been done to comfort and console him. 

In short, this sentence is parenthetic, inserted between the address to the believers, so that the Prophet 



may not be disheartened. It is like the verses: 

 
“Do not move your tongue with it to make haste with it” (75:16). 

“Surely on Us is the collecting of it and the reciting of it” (75:17). 

“Therefore, when We have recited it, then follow its recitation (75:18). 

When the purpose was served, the speech reverted to the original talk with the believers. 

 
And Whatever Good Thing You Spend ... 

 
Qur’an: and whatever good thing you spend, it is to your own good, and you do not spend but to 

seek Allah’s pleasure, and whatever good thing you spend shall be paid back to you in full, and 

you shall not be wronged (2:272). 

Now the speech is again addressed to the believers, in a style which is devoid of both good news and 

warning, unaffected by the tone of mercy or anger. Obviously, it results from the preceding words, “but 

Allah guides aright whom He pleases”. 

Now the speech only calls them to spend, clearly saying that the speaker has nothing to gain from this 

call. Whatever benefits are in spending are for their own good - provided they do not spend except to 

seek Allah’s pleasure. The sentence “and you do not spend but to seek Allah’s pleasure” shows the 

state of the principal sentence, and its meaning is: “and whatever good things you spend it is to your 

own good while you do not spend but to seek Allah’s pleasure”. 

As it was possible for someone to think that this benefit (which was supposed to accrue to them from 

spending) was just a name without any substance, Allah continued the verse, saying “and whatever 

good thing you spend shall be paid back to you in full, and you shall not be wronged”. These sentences 

make it clear that the benefit of this recommended spending, that is, the reward promised for it in this 

world and in the hereafter, is not an imaginary thing; it is a factual and actual existent; Allah shall pay it 

back in full to the spender, and he shall not be wronged, that is, his repayment shall not be reduced or 

lost. 

The verb, “shall be paid back to you in full”, is in the passive voice. The payer (i.e. Allah) has not been 

mentioned by name. This style was opted for so that the speech may be more effective. Whatever 

benefit is there, is for the spender only; the Giver of the rewards gains nothing from it; look here, even 

His name is not mentioned in this verse. 

The verse, in short, is like a speech which has no speaker; if there is any benefit from it, it will accrue to 

the listener only. 



(Charity Is) For The Poor Who Are Besieged In The Way Of Allah ... 

 
Qur’an: [Charity is] for the poor who are besieged in the way of Allah - they cannot go about in 

the land; the ignorant man thinks them to be rich on account of their self-control (from begging); 

thou wouldst recognize them by their countenance; they do not beg from men importunately; and 

whatever good thing you spend, surely Allah knows it (2:273). 

“al-Hasr” ( ر ص لحا ) gives the meaning of constraint. ar-Raghib has written in his al-Mufradat: al-Hasr 

and “al-ihsar” ( را ص ح لاا ) mean to prevent people from the way of the House (of Allah). al-ihsar is used 

for the manifest hindrance (like the enemy) as well as for the hidden snag (like sickness). But al-hasr is 

used for the hidden hindrance only. Therefore, the words of Allah: but if you be prevented (2:196), cover 

both types of hindrance; so also are the words “for the poor who are besieged in the way of Allah”. But 

the words of Allah “or who come to you, their hearts shrinking” refer to hidden hindrances like cowardice 

and miserliness. 

“at-Ta‘affuf” ( فُّف لتَّعا ) means to acquire the characteristics of chastity and integrity; “as-sima” ( ا م ي لسا ) is 

the sign, the mark, “al-ilhaf” ( فا ل ح  .is to beg importunately (لاا

The verse explains the way to use alms - the best use: those poor persons who have been besieged in 

the way of Allah and are confined in it, because of some factors beyond their control. For example: an 

enemy who took away their dress and covering, or prevented them from going out to earn their 

livelihood; a sickness which closed the door of income for them; an activity (like acquiring knowledge) 

which does not leave them time to earn their livelihood. 

The words, “the ignorant man (i.e., ignorant of their condition) thinks them to be rich on account of their 

self-control”, mean that they do not display their poverty, except that which cannot be hidden in any 

way, like the etchings of poverty on their faces, or like old clothes, etc. 

It is said that the words “they do not beg from men importunately” mean that they do not beg from men 

at all, so that it could push them to importunity. Once a man begs from someone for his needs, he loses 

his restraint and soon a time comes when he begs from everyone importunately and shamelessly. 

More probably, the sentence means what it says; it negates importunity in asking from men, and not 

discrete asking. Importunate begging may mean such asking which exceeds the limit of the necessary 

description of one’s needs. It should not be forgotten that explaining one’s needs in extreme hardship is 

not only allowed but sometimes becomes even necessary. But exceeding that limit is importunity, and is 

condemned. 

Allah said “thou canst recognize them by their countenance”; and did not say “you can recognize them”. 

It was done to protect their honour and preserve their self-respect, because of which they exercised 

self-control and did not ask from men indiscreetly. Had Allah said “you can recognize them” it would 

have meant that their poverty was well-known to everyone; and it would have been against their honour, 



an open humiliation. But there is no disgrace for them if the Messenger of Allah (S) knows their 

conditions by looking at their countenance: after all, he is their Prophet, sent to them, has mercy on them 

and is kind to them. This is the reason - and Allah knows better - why in this sentence the singular 

pronoun has been used, in contrast to the other pronouns in this verse. 

Those Who Spend Their Wealth ... 

 
Qur’an: Those who spend their wealth by night and by day, secretly and openly, for them is their 

reward with their Lord, and they shall have no fear, nor shall they grieve (2:274). 

The words “secretly” and “openly” are opposite to each other and they describe the condition of 

spending. This verse covers all possible times (by night and by day) and conditions (secretly and openly) 

of spending; it shows how much those spenders were keen on obtaining the reward, and how deep was 

their desire or seek the pleasure of Allah. 

As a result, Allah turned towards them with mercy and promised them a good promise in the language of 

kindness and grace: “for them is their reward with their Lord, and they shall have no fear, nor shall they 

grieve”. 

Traditions 

It is narrated in ad-Durr al-Manthur, about the words of Allah: and Allah multiplies for whom He pleases: 

Ibn Majah has narrated from al-Hasan Ibn ‘Ali Ibn Abi Talib, Abu ’d-Darda’, Abu Hurayrah, Abu 

Amamah al-Bahili, ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar, Jabir Ibn ‘Abdullah and ‘Imran Ibn Hasin, all of them narrating 

from the Messenger of Allah (S) that he said: (And Ibn Majah and Ibn Abi Hatim have narrated from 

‘Imran Ibn Hasin from the Messenger of Allah that he said:) “He who spent a property in the way of Allah 

and himself stayed in his house, shall get for every dirham seven hundred dirhams; and he, who himself 

fought in the way of Allah and spent his property in this way, shall get on the Day of Resurrection for 

every dirham seven hundred thousand dirhams”. Then he (the Prophet) recited this verse: and Allah 

multiplies for whom He pleases. 

as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “When a believer does well in his deed, Allah multiplies his deed, every good deed 

seven hundred times. And this is the word of Allah: and Allah multiplies for whom He pleases. Therefore, 

make good your deeds which you do to obtain the reward of Allah.” (at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi) 

This tradition has been narrated by al-Barqi also. 

 
‘Umar Ibn Muslim said: “I heard Abu ‘Abdillah (‘a) saying: ‘When a believer does well in his deed, Allah 

multiplies his deed, every good deed seven hundred times. And this is the word of Allah: and Allah 

multiplies for whom He pleases. Therefore, make good your deeds which you do to obtain the reward of 

Allah.’ I (i.e. ‘Umar Ibn Muslim) said: ‘And what does “making good” mean?’ He said: ‘When you pray, 

make your ruku‘ and sajdah good, and when you fast, keep away from that which spoils your fast, and 



when you do hajj, be on guard against all that is forbidden to you in your hajj and ‘umrah.’ Then he said: 

‘And every deed that you do should be clean from impurity.’ “(ibid.) 

In the same book there is a tradition from Himran from Abu Ja‘far (‘a). Himran said: “I asked him (i.e. 

Abu Ja‘far - ‘a): ‘Do you think that a believer has superiority over a Muslim in anything like inheritance, 

judgements and orders, so that a believer should have more than a Muslim in inheritance or other 

things?’ He said: ‘No. They both proceed on the same path (i.e., are equal) in all this, when the Imam 

decides between them; but the believer has a superiority over the Muslim in so far as their deeds are 

concerned.’” He (Himran) said: “I told him: ‘Has not Allah said: Whoever brings a good deed he shall 

have ten like it? And you think that they (i.e., the other Muslims) are gathered together with the believers 

in prayer, fasting and the hajj?’ He (the Imam) said: ‘Has not Allah said that Allah multiplies for whom He 

pleases manifold? Thus, the believers are those for whom the good deeds are multiplied, for every good 

deed seventy-fold; so this is among their excellence; and Allah multiplies for the believer his good deeds 

according to the rectitude of his belief a manifold multiplication; and Allah does for the believer what He 

pleases.’” 

The author says: There are other traditions with this meaning. And all of them are based on the view 

that the sentence: and Allah multiplies for whom He pleases is general, and that it covers doers of other 

good deeds also, in addition to those who spend in the way of Allah. And this view is the correct one; 

because the only thing that can be said for limiting it to the spenders is the fact that it was revealed in 

the context of spending; but we know that if a verse is revealed at a certain time or in a certain context, 

that time or that context does not restrict the general meaning of the word or the sentence. 

And as the verse is not limited to spending, likewise, the word “yuda‘if” ( فـ  اع ض  (increases, multiplies = ي

should be treated as general; it implies every kind of increase, in number as well as in other ways. In 

short, the meaning of the verse will be: And Allah increases, enhances and multiplies a good deed in 

any way He pleases for anyone He pleases; He multiplies for every doer of good his good deed seven 

hundred times, or more, or less, as He increases for those who spend more than seven hundred times 

when He so pleases. 

Question: You said earlier that it was wrong to interpret this sentence as saying “and Allah multiplies 

this multiplication for whom He pleases”, and now you interpret it here in this very way. 

Reply: What we refuted there was limiting this meaning to those who spend. And this tradition also 

rejects the idea that the verse is limited in any way. 

The words of the Imam “Allah multiplies for whom He pleases manifold” combine two verses together:  

one, this very verse under discussion, and second, verse 245 of this second chapter: Who is it that will  

lend to Allah a goodly loan, so He will multiply it for him manifold. 

It may be inferred from this tradition that the deeds of (those of) other sects of Islam (apart from the 

believers) may be accepted and given their reward. We shall discuss this topic under verse 98 of chap. 



4: “Except the weakened ones from among the men ...” (4:98). 

 
The author of Majma‘ ul-Bayan says: This verse is general about spending in all these things (i.e. jihad 

and other ways of charity); and the same is narrated from Abu ‘Abdillah (‘a). 

‘Abdu ’r-Razzaq has narrated in his al-Musannaf from Ayyub that he said: “A man came to the Prophet 

from Ra’s Tall. There-upon they (i.e. the companions) said: ‘How brave is this man? Would that his 

bravery were in the way of Allah!’ The Prophet said: ‘Is only he who was killed in the way of Allah?’ Then 

he explained: ‘The one who went out in the earth seeking a lawful (earning) to sustain his parents is in 

the way of Allah; and the one who went out seeking a lawful (earning) to sustain his family is in the way 

of Allah; and the one who went out seeking a lawful (earning) to sustain himself is in the way of Allah; 

and the one who went out vying in exuberance is in the way of Satan.’” (ad-Durr al-Manthur) 

Ibn ul-Mundhir and al-Hakim have narrated (and the latter has said that it is correct) that the Messenger 

of Allah (S) asked al-Bara’ Ibn ‘Azib: “O Bara’! How is your spending for your mother?” (And al-Bara’ 

was generous to his family.) He replied: “O Messenger of Allah! How good it is! (i.e, it is very good).” 

(The Prophet) said: “Verily, your expenditure on your family and child and servant is alms; therefore, you 

should not follow it with reproach or injury.” (ibid.) 

The author says: The traditions containing this meaning are numerous from the chains of both sects; and 

those traditions say that every deed which Allah is pleased with is in the way of Allah; and every 

expenditure in the way of Allah is alms. 

There is a tradition in at-Tafsir of al-Qummi, under the verse: “Those who spend their wealth in the 

way of Allah ...” (2:262), from as-Sadiq (‘a) that the Messenger of Allah (S) said: “Whoever conferred 

something good on a believer and then injured him (i.e. his feelings) with his talk or reproached him has 

surely nullified his charity ...” as-Sadiq (‘a) said: as-Safwan (  ُان ف و لصا ) is a big rock in a desert. al-Wabil ( 

ب لا لوا ) is rain; and at-tall ( لطَّلا ) is what settles at night on trees and plants. al-I‘sar ( را ص ع لاا ) is wind. 

Ibn Jarir has recorded from ‘Ali Ibn Abi Talib (‘a) about the words of Allah: O you who believe! spend 

(benevolently) out of the good things that you have earned (he said, “from gold and silver”), and of what 

We have brought forth for you out of the earth, (he said, “from grain and dates and everything in which 

zakat is prescribed). (ad-Durr al-Manthur) 

Ibn Abi Shaybah, ‘Abd Ibn Hamid, at-Tirmidhi (and he has said that this tradition is correct), Ibn Majah, 

Ibn Jarir, Ibnu ’1-Mundhir, Ibn Abi Hatim, Ibn Marduwayh, al-Hakim; (and he has said that it is correct) 

and al-Bayhaqi (in his as-Sunan) have narrated from al-Bara’ Ibn ‘Azib, that he said about the words of 

Allah, and do not aim at what is bad of it that you may spend (in charity): “It was revealed about us, the 

group of the Helpers (ansar). We owned date-palms. (It was our custom that) a man used to come from 

his trees, however numerous or few they might be; and he brought a bunch of dates or two, and hung it 

in the mosque; and the people of the “raised platform” (Ahlu ’s-Suffah) had nothing to sustain them. 



Therefore, when one of them felt hungry, he used to come to that bunch and hit it with his stick; thus, 

unripe and ripe dates dropped down and he ate them. And there were some people, not inclined to 

generosity, who brought bunches which had gone bad and had dried, and also broken bunches; and 

they hung them (in the mosque). Thereupon, Allah sent down the verse: O you who believe! spend 

(benevolently) out of the good things that you have earned and what We have brought forth for you out 

of the earth, and do not aim at what is bad of it that you may spend (in charity), while you would not take 

it yourselves unless you connived at it. Allah commented that if one of you were given a present like that 

which he gave in charity he would not accept it except if he connived at it or felt shy of rejecting it.” al- 

Bara’ then said: “Therefore, everyone of us used to bring the best that he had.” (ibid.) 

There is a tradition in al-Kafi, that as-Sadiq (‘a) said about the words of Allah: O you who believe! spend 

(benevolently) out of the good things that you have earned and of what We have brought forth for you 

out of the earth, and do not aim at what is bad of it that you may spend (in charity): “When the 

Messenger of Allah (S) ordered az-zakat (poor-rate) on dates, some people used to bring various types 

of dates as poor-rate, (dates) of the worst kind. They took out as their poor-rate the dates called aj- 

ju‘rur and al-mi‘afarah, those with little flesh and big stones. And others brought good dates. Thereupon, 

the Messenger of Allah (S) said: ‘Do not estimate these two (types of) dates and do not bring any of 

them (as poor-rate).’ And concerning this was revealed: and do not aim at what is bad of it that you may 

spend (in charity), while you would not take it yourselves unless you connived at it. And conniving 

means to take these two dates.” 

There is another tradition from Abu ‘Abdillah (‘a) about the above-mentioned verse, that he said: “The 

people had earned bad earnings in the (days of) ignorance. When they became Muslims, they wanted to 

take that (unlawful earning) from their property to give it in charity. But Allah did not allow them except 

that they should take out from the best of their earnings.” 

The author says: There are may traditions with this meaning from the chains of the both sects. 

 
It is quoted in at-Tafsir of al-Qummi about the words of Allah: Satan threatens you with poverty ...that 

Allah means, “Satan tells you, ‘Do not spend, otherwise you shall become poor’, and Allah promises you 

forgiveness from Himself and abundance”, that is, He shall give you if you spend for His sake and shall 

reimburse you abundantly. 

at-Tirmidhi (and he has said that this tradition is correct), an-Nasa’i, Ibn Jarir, Ibn ul-Mundhir, Ibn Abi 

Hatim, Ibn Hibban and al-Bayhaqi (in his ash-Shu‘ab) have narrated from Ibn Mas‘ud that he said that 

the Messenger of Allah (S) said: “Verily, Satan has a nearness with the son of Adam and the angel has 

a nearness (with him). As for the nearness of Satan, it is a threatening with evil and a denying of truth. 

And as for the nearness of the angel, it is promising of good and a confirming of truth; therefore, 

whoever felt it, should know that it is from Allah, so let him thank Allah. And whoever felt that other 

(effect), should seek the protection of Allah against Satan.” Then (the Messenger of Allah) recited: Satan 

threatens you with poverty and enjoins you to abomination ... (ad-Durr al-Manthur) 



at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi quotes Abu Ja‘far (‘a) about the words of Allah, and whoever is granted wisdom, 

he indeed is given a great good, that he said: “The knowledge (of Allah). “ 

The same book quotes as-Sadiq (‘a) as saying: “Verily, wisdom is the knowledge (of Allah) and 

understanding of the religion.” 

al-Kafi quotes as-Sadiq (‘a) as saying in explanation of this verse: “Obedience to Allah and knowledge 

of the Imam.” 

The author says: There are other traditions with the same meaning; and they present some examples of 

a general meaning. 

There is in al-Kafi a tradition: from a group of our companions, from Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Khalid, 

from some of our companions, who mentioned the chain of narrators reaching the Messenger of Allah; 

the narrator said that the Messenger of Allah (S) said: “Allah did not distribute among (His) servants 

anything better than wisdom; so, the sleep of the wise is better than the wakefulness of the ignorant, and 

the staying of the wise is better than the rising of the ignorant. And Allah did not send any prophet nor 

any apostle till (his) understanding was perfected and his wisdom was superior to all the wisdom of his 

people. And what the prophet keeps hidden in his mind is superior to the endeavours of the 

endeavourers. And the servant does not fulfil his obligations (towards) Allah until he knows Him; and all 

the worshippers together do not reach in the excellence of their worship what a wise (person) attains; 

and the wise people are the people of understanding; Allah says: and none but men of understanding 

mind.” 

as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “Wisdom is the light of knowledge, and the weighing scale of piety, and the fruit of 

truth; and if you were to say that Allah did not bestow upon His servant a bounty greater and higher and 

better and more magnificent than wisdom, you would be saying (the truth). Allah, Powerful and Great is 

He, has said: He grants wisdom to whom He pleases, and whoever is granted wisdom, he indeed is 

given a great good; and none but men of understanding mind.” 

The author says: There are many traditions about the verse: And whatever alms you give ..., concerning 

the alms, the vow and the injustice, which we shall write, God willing, in more appropriate places. 

It is reported in ad-Durr al-Manthur from several chains from Ibn ‘Abbas, Ibn Jubayr, Asma’ bint Abi 

Bakr and others that the Messenger of Allah used to forbid (the giving of) alms to non-Muslims; and the 

Muslims disliked spending on their non-believing relatives. Then, Allah sent down this verse: To make 

them walk in the right way is not incumbent on you ...Thereupon, (the Messenger of Allah) allowed it. 

The author says: It has already been explained that the phrase “hudahum” ( م هادَ  their guidance; to = ه

make them walk in the right way) appropriately means guiding the Muslims themselves by making them 

follow the right path; it has no connection with the unbelievers. The verse, therefore, is quite unrelated to 

the story of its revelation mentioned in the above report. Moreover, the very next verse which prescribes 



the group on which the alms should be spent (for the poor who are besieged in the way of Allah ...) does 

not support this story. 

So far as spending on a non-Muslim is concerned, the generality of the verse is enough to allow it 

provided it is done in the way of Allah and to seek the pleasure of Allah. 

al-Kafi quotes as-Sadiq (‘a) about the words of Allah: And if you hide it and give it to the poor, it is better 

for you, that he said: “It is in other than az-zakat; verily az-zakat is openly, not secretly.” 

There is another tradition in the same book from the same Imam: “Whatever Allah has made obligatory 

on you, announcing it is better than hiding it; and whatever is voluntary, hiding it is better than 

announcing it.” 

The author says: There are other traditions with the same meanings as the two above traditions. And its 

meaning may be clearly understood from earlier explanations. 

It is written in Majma‘ ul-Bayan, under the verse: (Charity is) for the poor who are besieged in the way of 

Allah ..., that Abu Ja‘far (‘a) said: “It was revealed about the companions of the raised platform.” the 

author of Majma‘ ul-Bayan goes on to say that the same thing has been narrated by al-Kalbi from Ibn 

‘Abbas. “And they were about four hundred men; they had no houses in Medina, nor were there any 

people of their clans where they could find shelter. Therefore, they got themselves settled in the 

mosque; and they said: ‘We shall go out in every expedition sent by the Messenger of Allah.’ Therefore, 

Allah exhorted the people to (help) them. Then (it became a custom that) if a man took his meal and 

some food was left over, he brought it to them.” 

In at-Tafsir of al-‘Ayyashi, Abu Ja‘far (‘a) is quoted as saying: “Verily Allah hates the one who begs 

importunately.” 

It is written in Majma‘ ul-Bayan, under the words of Allah: “Those who spend their wealth by night and 

by day ...” Ibn ‘Abbas said describing the reason of its revelation: “It was revealed about ‘Ali Ibn Abi 

Talib (‘a); he had four dirhams; and he gave them in charity, one at night-time, and one in the day-time, 

one secretly and one openly. Then came down this verse: Those who spend their wealth by night and by 

day, secretly and openly ...” at-Tabrisi (author of Majma‘ ul-Bayan) further said: “And the same is 

narrated from Abu Ja‘far (‘a) and Abu ‘Abdillah (‘a).” 

The author says: And this thing has been narrated by al-‘Ayyashi in his at-Tafsir; al-Mufid in his al- 

Ikhtisas, and as-Saduq in his ‘Uyun ul-akhbar. 

‘Abdu ’r-Razzaq, ‘Abd Ibn Hamid, Ibn Jarir, Ibn ul-Mundhir, Ibn Abi Hatim, at-Tabarani and Ibn ‘Asakir 

have narrated through the chain of ‘Abdu ’1-Wahhab Ibn Mujahid from his father from Ibn ‘Abbas about 

the words of Allah: Those who spend their wealth by night and by day, secretly and openly ..., that he 

said: “It was revealed about ‘Ali Ibn Abi Talib (‘a) that he had four dirhams; and he spent them (in 



charity) at night one dirham, and in the day one dirham, and secretly one dirham, and openly one 

dirham.” (ad-Durr al-Manthur) 

al-Burhan (Tafsir) quotes Ibn Shahrashub (in his al-Manaqib) who narrated from Ibn ‘Abbas, as-Suddi, 

Mujahid, al-Kalbi, Abu Salih, al-Wahidi, at-Tusi, ath-Tha‘labi, at-Tabrisi, al-Mawardi, al-Qushayri, ath- 

Thumali, an-Naqqash, al-Fattal, ‘Abdullah Ibn al-Husayn and ‘Ali Ibn Harb at-Ta’i (in their books of at- 

Tafsir) that: ‘Ali Ibn Abi Talib had some silver dirhams; so he gave in charity one at night and one in the 

day, and one secretly, and one openly. Thereupon was revealed (the verse): Those who spend their 

wealth by night and by day, secretly and openly ...Thus Allah named (his) every dirham a wealth and 

gave him the good news of acceptance. 

It is written in some books of tafasir (pl. of tafsir, i.e., commentary) that the verse was revealed about 

Abu Bakr; he gave in charity forty thousand dinars - ten by night, and ten by day and ten secretly and 

ten openly. 

The author says: al-Alusi has written in his at-Tafsir under this tradition: “al-Imamu ’s-Suyuti has 

commented that the report of his (i.e., Abu Bakr’s) giving forty thousand dinars in charity has only been 

narrated by Ibn ‘Asakir in his history from ‘A’ishah, and there is no mention of the revelation of this verse 

in that report. It seems that those who claimed it (i.e., the revelation of the verse about Abu Bakr) 

inferred it from the tradition narrated by Ibn ul-Mundhir from Ibn Ishaq that he said: ‘When Abu Bakr died 

and ‘Umar became Khalifah, he addressed the people; he thanked Allah and praised Him as He should 

be praised; then he said: “O people! verily, some avarice is poverty, and some abandoning of hope is 

self-sufficiency; and verily you gather what you do not eat, and you hope for what you do not get. And 

know that some miserliness is a branch of hypocrisy; therefore, spend for your own good.” Then he said: 

“So where are the people of this verse?” - and saying it, he recited this verse. And you know that these 

words do not show in any way that this verse was revealed about Abu Bakr.’ “ 

It is reported in ad-Durr al-Manthur, through various chains, from Abu Amamah, Abu ’d-Darda’, Ibn 

‘Abbas and others that the verse was revealed about the people of the horses. 

The author says: “The people of the horses” refers to those who kept the horses (for the purpose of 

jihad) and spent on them by night and by day. But the wording of the verse, “secretly and openly”, does 

not fit this interpretation. What would be the sense of this generalization and particularization in the case 

of spending on horses? 

There is also in ad-Durr al-Manthur from al-Musayyab that this whole verse was revealed in praise of 

‘Abdu ’r-Rahman Ibn ‘Awf and ‘Uthman Ibn ‘Affan when they spent on “the army of straitened 

circumstances” (i.e., army of Tabuk). 

The author says: The same objection arises here as has been levelled against the preceding 

interpretation - that it does not fit the wordings of the Qur’an. 



[1] [1] 

SHARES 

 
Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 275- 281 

 
 ابَ  لرا ث لم عيل با انَّما اقاَلُو منَّهب ا كَلذَٰ  َ  سل ما نم نُ طاَلشَّيا طُهتخََبي يلَّذ ا مقُوي امك ا نَ وقُومي  ابَ  لرا نَ لُوكاي لَّذ ينا

ان تهَ هَ  بر نم ظَةٌعوم هءاج نفمَ ابَ  لرا مرحو عيل با هلا لحاو  باحصا كَلَئٰوفاَ داع نمو هلا لَا هرماو لفَس ام فَلَه فَ

 ونَ دُخَال ايهف مه ر  لنَّاا

 

Those who swallow down interest cannot stand except as one whom Satan has confounded with 

(his) touch does stand. That is because they say, trade is only like interest. And Allah has 

allowed trade and forbidden interest. To whomsoever then the admonition has come from his 

Lord, then he desists, for him shall be what has already passed, and his affair rests with Allah; 

and whoever returns (to it) - these are the inmates of the fire; they shall abide in it (2:275). 

 
 يمثا رٍ فَّاك لك بحي  هلاو ت  دقَاَلصا ب ريو ابَ  لرا هلا قحمي

 

Allah effaces interest, and He causes charities to grow; and Allah does not love any ungrateful 

sinner (2:276). 

 
مَ  بر ن دَع مهرجا ملهَ ةَ اكلزا اتَۇآو ةَ ََ لصا اوقَاماو ت  احاللصا الُومعو انُومآ لَّذ ينا َّنا ملَيع فخَو و ه   نَ نُوزحي مه و ه 

 

Surely, they who believe and do good deeds and establish prayer and pay the poor-rate they 

shall have their reward with their Lord and they shall have no fear, nor shall they grieve (2:277). 

 
 يننموم ن تُمك ن  ا ابَ  لرا نم قب ام واذَرو هلا اتَّقُوا انُومآ لَّذ ينا اهيا اي

 

O you who believe! fear Allah and forgo what remains (due) from interest, if you are believers 

(2:278). 

 
متُبن   او  هولسرو هلا  نمبٍ  رب حا  نُوذَ فَا الُوتفَ ع لَمن   فَا َ  تُ  نَ وتُظ لَم و نَ ومتَظ ل   ملاوما  وسءر مفلَ

 

But if you do (it) not, then be apprised of war from Allah and His Apostle; and if you repent, then 

you shall have your capital; neither shall you deal unjustly, nor shall you be dealt with unjustly 



(2:279). 

 

 نَ ولمَتعَ ن تُمك ن  ا ملَ رخَي ادَّقُوتصَ ن  او ةرسيم لَا ةٌ رفَنظَ ةرسع ذُو نَ اك ن  او

 

And if (the debtor) is in straitened circumstances, then let there be respite until (he is in) ease; 

and that you remit (it) as alms is better for you, if you knew (2:280). 

 
 نَ وظ لمَي  مهو تبسك ام نفَ سٍ لك فَّتُو ثُم هلا لَا يهف نَ وعجتُر اموي اتَّقُواو

 

And fear the day in which you shall be returned to Allah; then every soul shall be paid back in full 

what it has earned, and they shall not be dealt with unjustly (2:281). 

General Comment 

These verses were revealed to emphasize the prohibition of interest and to put strong pressure on the 

interest-takers; they are not the verses that originally legislated the prohibition of interest; their language 

is not that of legislation. The law forbidding interest was ordained most probably by the following verse of 

the third chapter: 

O you who believe! do not devour interest, making it double and redouble, and fear Allah, that 

you may succeed (3:130). 

Also look at one of the verses under discussion: “O you who believe! fear Allah and forgo what 

remains (due) from interest, if you are believers” (2:278). 

It shows that the Muslims, even after the previous prohibition, sometimes took interest; and therefore, 

Allah ordered them to desist from this practice and to remit that part of the interest which remained due 

from the debtors. With this background, the meaning of the following sentence becomes quite clear: “To 

whomsoever then the admonition has come from his Lord, then he desists, for him shall be what has 

already passed, and his affair rests with Allah ...” 

Even long before the verse of the third chapter, a Meccan chapter (the 30th), had condemned the 

practice of taking interest: 

“And whatever you lay out as interest, so that it may increase in the properties of men, it shall not 

increase with Allah; and whatever you give in charity, desiring Allah’s pleasure - it is these 

(persons) that shall get manifold” (30:39). 

It shows that interest was a thing abhorred since the early days of the Call, before the hijrah; then it was 

clearly forbidden in the third chapter; and finally, it was most forcefully condemned and denounced in 



these seven verses (under discussion), the style of which clearly shows that interest was forbidden long 

before they were revealed. It also proves that these seven verses were revealed after the third chapter. 

Moreover, interest was prohibited in Judaism, as Allah says about the Jews: 

 
“And their (Jews’) taking interest, though indeed forbidden were they against it” (4:161). 

 
“And also He says quoting them: this is because they say: there is nothing upon us in the matter 

of the unlearned people (3:75). 

Add to it the fact that the Qur’an verified their book and did not abrogate this law. All of this together was 

enough to make the Muslims understand that interest was prohibited and forbidden in Islam. 

These verses of interest have some connection with the preceding verses of spending in the way of 

Allah. And this connection has been clearly pointed out in these verses: for example, “Allah effaces 

interest and He causes charities to grow”; “and that you remit (it) as alms is better for you”. Likewise, the 

verse of the thirtieth chapter contrasts it with alms; and that of the third chapter is followed by praise of 

spending, exhorting the believers to spend benevolently in the way of Allah. 

Moreover, reason also recognizes the contrast and mutual opposition of interest and charity. Interest is 

taking without giving anything in exchange; charity is giving without taking anything in exchange. The 

evils emanating from interest are poles apart from the good effects of charity. Charity spreads mercy and 

love, strengthens the morale of the poor members of society, increases wealth, maintains good social 

order, and then as a result of mutual love and respect, peace reigns over the land. The evils resulting 

from interest are exactly opposite to these good effects. 

Allah has, in these verses, condemned interest in the most emphatic words. No other deed has been 

condemned in such a harsh tone. The only exception is befriending the enemies of religion, which also 

has been execrated with equal force. All other major sins have been condemned emphatically in the 

Qur’an, but the level of their condemnation is far below that used for these two evils. Not only fornication, 

liquor and gambling, but even more grievous sins like murder and creating mischief in the earth seem 

milder than these two - interest and making friends with the enemies of religion. 

Why? The reason is very clear. The bad effects of the above-mentioned sins remain mostly confined to 

individuals, one or more; further, they impair only some particular psychological traits of the doer. 

But these two evils bring such destruction in their wake that religion is uprooted and even its signs are 

obliterated; the life-line of human social order is severed; human nature is over-powered by their 

harmful intoxication, and it loses all its control over the people’s thinking and action. 

History has shown why the Qur’an had spoken so forcefully against befriending the enemies of religion 

and against interest. Look at the pitiable condition of the Muslim countries. They started adulating the 

enemies of Islam, making friends with them and adoring them. They inclined psychologically towards 



them. And now we see the result: they have fallen down into the pit of perdition; they are plundered and 

pillaged by the same “beloved” enemies; they have no control over their own destiny; they have lost 

their wealth, their honour and even their identity; they deserve neither death nor life; they are not allowed 

to die, and they are not given any breathing space to enjoy the bounties of life. Religion has departed 

from there, and virtue abandoned them long ago. 

As for interest, it caused the treasures of the earth to be concentrated in few select houses, and the 

wealth to be hoarded by the takers of interest. The money gave them power over other less fortunate 

human beings. It was the real cause of the world wars. It divided mankind into two opposing groups: the 

wealthy who enjoy all the blessings of life, and the poor who find it difficult to meet their barest 

necessities. The grouping has already appeared. It is a calamity which has shaken the earth and 

levelled the mountains. It is threatening humanity with downfall and the world with destruction. 

Then evil was the end of those who did evil (30:10). 

 
You will see that what Allah described about interest and making friends with the enemies of religion was 

a forecast of the carnage, which has now come true. 

Commentary 

Those Who Swallow Down Interest… 

 
Qur’an: Those who swallow down interest cannot stand except as one whom Satan has 

confounded with (his) touch does stand (2:275). 

“al-Khabt” ( ُط لخَبا ) means to walk unevenly; to grope about awkwardly. They say khabata ’l-ba‘ir ( َط  خَب

ر ي ع ل با  = the camel became disorientated in its walk). 

 
Man has a straight path for his life, from which he normally does not deviate. He acts according to the 

norms of the society in which he lives; those norms are based on reasonable ideas, and man tries to fit 

his individual and social activities to them. He eats when he is hungry, drinks when thirsty, desires rest 

when tired, and looks for shelter when staying somewhere, and so on. He feels happy with some things, 

and becomes annoyed with others. When he wants some task done, he produces its cause, and when 

he needs an effect, he brings about its necessary ingredients. 

This, in short, is man’s normal way of life - the actions related to the ideas, in a well-balanced 

relationship. Man was guided to this straight path by a power ingrained in his nature, the power that 

discriminates between good and bad, differentiates between beneficial and harmful, and distinguishes 

virtue from evil. 

But a man whose discriminating power is confounded sees no difference between good and bad, 

between beneficial and harmful and between virtue and evil. He treats every thing like its opposite. It is 



not because he has forgotten the meaning of good and bad - after all, he is a human being who has his 

own freewill and choice, and a man can only do a man’s deeds. Rather, it happens because he believes 

evil to be virtue, and virtue to be evil. He is, in short, confused and confounded; he applies the rules in 

completely wrong places, and does not know which demands which. 

It is not that he always treats the normal as abnormal and vice versa. If it were so, he would have at 

least been consistent in his misjudgements. We could have said that he had some organized way of 

thinking, although he applied his judgements in a wrong way. But he has not even this consistency. 

Good and bad, virtue and evil, normal and abnormal, all are equal in his eyes. Whatever he wants at a 

given moment is to be done and obtained - like a camel that has become disorientated; he starts 

walking forward, no matter which direction he happens to face at that time; he has lost his bearing, and 

normal and abnormal are the same to him. 

This is, then, the condition of the interest-taker. 

 
What do we mean by interest? It is giving a thing and later taking back a similar thing plus an increase. 

Social life is based on a sound principle. Let us say that Zayd has a property in excess of his needs, and 

he needs something else which Bakr has got. Now Zayd may give his excess property to Bakr and take 

in exchange Bakr’s property (which, incidentally, is in excess of Bakr’s requirements). It is trade and it is 

the dictate of human nature. 

But giving a property and taking back a similar thing with some increase nullifies the demands of nature 

and destroys the basis of the economy. The property is snatched from the hands of the debtor, and 

accumulates in the coffers of the interest-taker. The interest-taker’s wealth grows and grows; but this 

growth is achieved by adding another man’s wealth. Thus, wealth goes on decreasing and diminishing, 

on the one side, and increasing and accumulating on the other. 

The debtor who has to pay interest is burdened with that much extra expenditure; as the days pass, he 

goes on paying interest, without getting anything in exchange; his need of more and more money 

increases and he is caught in a vicious circle - he must borrow ever more to fulfil his normal needs as 

well as to pay the ever-increasing expense of interest. Thus, his life is ruined. 

Interest is, therefore, diametrically opposed to the balance and equilibrium of society; it destroys that 

system which man had created with the guidance of the Divine Creation. 

So, this is the interest-taker, confounded like the one touched by Satan. Taking interest makes his 

reason topsy-turvy; he sees no difference between normal and abnormal, between trade and interest. 

When he is told to leave interest and stick to trade, he says: “Trade is only like interest; it has no 

superiority over interest; why should I leave interest and stick to trade?” That is why Allah showed his 

confusion by quoting his reply, “trade is only like interest”. 

From the above discourse, the following matters become quite clear: 



First: The word “standing” in the phrase, “cannot stand except as one whom Satan has confounded with 

(his) touch does stand”, means “managing” one’s life and “looking after” one’s livelihood. It is one of the 

meanings of “standing” which people generally use in their speech. Allah says: 

“...so that men may stand with justice” (57:25). 

 
“...the heavens and the earth stand by His command” (30:25). 

“...and that you should stand for the orphans with justice” (4:127). 

This word has not been used here with the meaning of “standing up” (i.e., as opposed to “sitting”), 

because such an interpretation would not fit the topic, and the meaning of the verse would not be 

correct. 

Second: “Confoundedness of the touched one in standing” does not refer to the involuntary movements 

of an epileptic during or after an attack of epilepsy, as some commentators have written. Such a 

meaning would have no relevance to the topic at hand. Allah has given us the simile of the interest-taker 

who does not differentiate between trade and interest, and who acts according to that idea. This is done 

by his own choice and will - the choice that is based on his confused thinking. There is nothing in it like 

the involuntary convulsions of an epileptic. 

This phrase, in short, means that the interest-taker manages the affairs of his life and livelihood as does 

the one whom Satan has confounded with his touch. 

Third: There is a fine point in saying “they say, trade is only like interest” instead of saying “interest is 

only like trade”. The reason for choosing the former expression may be understood from the above 

explanations. For an interest-taker, normal and abnormal are both alike. We shall explain it in detail later 

on. 

Fourth: The similitude, that is, “as one whom Satan has confounded with (his) touch”, gives a hint that 

this may happen sometimes in cases of lunacy. The verse does not say that every madness is caused 

by the touch of Satan; but it indicates that some cases of lunacy are the result of Satan’s touch. Further, 

the verse does not say that this touching is done by Iblis himself, because Satan means the evil one; this 

word (Satan) is used for Iblis as well as for other evil ones among the jinn and human beings. And Iblis 

is from the jinn. What looks certain from this Qur’anic hint is that the jinn are instrumental in the madness 

of some persons, if not of all. 

Some commentators have opined that this simile is not based on any fact. People in those days believed 

that lunacy was caused by the touch of the jinn; and Allah used that belief of theirs for this similitude; it is 

just talking to people in their own language. There is, of course, no harm in it, because it is just a 

similitude; it does not confirm that common belief. Such a comparison is not wrong just because the 

thing has no actual existence. What the verse, therefore, means is simply this: ‘These swallowers of 



interest are like a lunatic who is confounded by the touch of Satan.’ It is against belief in the Justice of  

Allah to say that madness could be caused by the touch of Satan. Allah is Just; He cannot give Satan 

authority to overpower the intellect of His servant, or to subdue His believing servant. 

But this opinion has many flaws: 

 
1) Allah is too Great to insert any vain or incorrect promise in His talk without indicating its invalidity. 

Allah has said about His Book: 

“and most surely it is a Mighty Book” (41:41). 

 
“Falsehood shall not come to it from before it nor from behind it, a revelation from the Wise, the 

Praised One” (41:42). 

“Most surely it is a decisive word” (86:13). 

“And it is no joke” (86:14). 

2) He says that it is against belief in the Justice of Allah to say that Satan can manipulate and disturb the 

intellect of a person, and can turn him into a lunatic. Well, is it not against belief in the Justice of Allah to 

say that lunacy occurs because of natural causes? Are not the natural causes created by Allah? And yet 

they do disturb the mind of man. 

The fact is that there is no problem in believing that Allah allows the mind of man to be disturbed - no 

matter through which agency it is done. Because Allah at once removes all responsibilities away from 

such man. Of course, there could be a problem if his thinking power were taken away and still the 

responsibilities of a sane person were imposed on that man. Also it would be against belief in the Justice 

of Allah to say that Satan can manipulate a sane man in such a way that, in spite of his sanity, he sees 

truth, falsehood and virtue as evil and vice versa. 

But there would be no problem if a man’s intellect is disturbed or ceases to exist provided the 

responsibilities of sanity are also removed from him - no matter whether the disturbance occurred 

through natural causes or through Satan’s touch. 

Moreover, when we attribute madness to the touch of Satan we do not mean that he confounds the 

intellect directly without any middle cause. Rather, we believe that natural causes, like nervous disorders 

and psychological disturbances are the near causes, and Satan is a cause beyond these causes. 

Likewise, many miracles are attributed to the angels, although there occur natural causes in between. 

An example of this may be seen in two verses both of which quote Ayyub (‘a) beseeching his Lord after 

his affliction. In one verse he says: 

“Satan has afflicted me with toil and torment” (38:41). 



“And in the other he says: Harm has afflicted me and Thou art the Most Merciful of the merciful” 

(21:83). 

“Harm” here refers to his sickness; and sickness has its own natural causes. See how, in the first verse, 

he attributes his sickness, caused by natural causes, to Satan. 

The root of the trouble is this: When the materialists hear us attributing events to Allah (or attributing 

some happenings to the spirit, to an angel or to Satan) they think that it amounts to a rejection of natural 

causes, and that it sets metaphysical agencies in the place of physical causes. They should be 

somehow made to understand that by such declarations we add one more (metaphysical) link at the 

farther end of the chain of (physical) causes. We do not replace the physical causes with metaphysical 

ones. (We have mentioned this fact in previous discussions several times.) 

Fifth: Also, it is wrong to say, as some other exegetists have done, that the similitude aims at describing 

the state of interest-takers on the Day of Resurrection; and that they will rise from their graves on that 

day like an epileptic who is afflicted by madness. 

Evidently, the verse does not support this meaning. The tradition which describes the condition of 

interest-takers is about the Day of Resurrection; it does not purport to explain the similitude of this 

verse. 

It is written in al-Manar (Tafsir): “The similitude, that one who swallows interest stands like one who has 

been confounded by the touch of Satan, has been explained by Ibn ‘Atiyyah as follows: ‘The aim is to 

show the likeness of the interest-taker in this world to the one who is confounded and afflicted with 

epilepsy; as it is said about the man who is convulsed with various involuntary movements, that he has 

gone mad.’ 

“I say (the author of al-Manar): This is the meaning which comes into my mind on reading this verse. 

But a major group of commentators have gone against it. They have said: ‘The standing mentioned in 

the verse refers to the rising from the grave at the time of resurrection; that Allah has made it a sign of 

the interest-takers on the Day of Resurrection that they shall be raised like epileptics.’ They have 

narrated it from Ibn ‘Abbas and Ibn Mas‘ud; and at-Tabarani has narrated a tradition of ‘Awf Ibn Malik 

(which he has referred to the Prophet): ‘Beware of the sins that shall not be forgiven: embezzlement, so 

whoever embezzles anything, shall be brought with it on the Day of Resurrection; and interest, so 

whoever swallows interest shall be raised on the Day of Resurrection as a lunatic who gropes hither and 

thither aimlessly.’” (The author of al-Manar goes on saying:) 

“The commonly under-stood meaning is the one given by Ibn ‘Atiyyah, because when the word 

‘standing’ is used, one generally understands it to mean managing some affairs; and there is no 

association to show that it refers to the rising from grave. So far as traditions are concerned none of 

them is free from one or another defect in the chains of narrators; and those traditions were not revealed 

together with the Qur’an, nor does the al-marfu‘ ( ُفع ر لما  = tradition raised to the Prophet) purport to 



interpret this verse. (It only talks about the condition of interest-takers on the Day of Resurrection, 

without mentioning this verse.) And had not this tradition been there no-one would have interpreted this 

verse except in the way Ibn ‘Atiyyah has done ...And it was the custom of the forgers of traditions, when 

they were perplexed by the apparent meaning of a Qur’anic verse, to forge a tradition to explain it; and 

there are few exegetical traditions that are really correct.” 

He is right when he exposes the mistake of the exegetists. But he himself has gone wrong when he tries 

to explain the meaning of this similitude. He says: “What Ibn ‘Atiyyah has said is quite clear. Those who 

are entangled in the love of wealth do become its slave. Their whole existence revolves around money; 

they want wealth for the sake of wealth. They have abandoned the natural means of earning, and have 

concentrated on earning money through money only. In this way, their souls deviate from the straight 

path of moderation on which most of the people are. This immoderation, this loss of equilibrium, shows 

itself in their movements and actions. Look at the speculators on the stock exchange or compulsive 

gamblers; the more they indulge in these activities the more they become entangled in it, until a time 

comes when their behaviour becomes illogical, and their movements disorientated. It is this aspect which 

is the common factor between their activities and the movements of confounded lunatics. The Arabic 

word translated as “has con-founded” is derived from al-khabt ( ُط لخبَا ) which means disorganized 

movement.” 

The author’s comment: To say that the interest-takers’ movement become disorientated and 

disorganized is correct in itself. But interest-taking is not the only cause of such disorientation. This 

occurs when man forgets that he is a servant of his Creator and Master, and when material pleasure 

becomes his only goal - and this is the final reach of his knowledge! Then he loses self-control (which 

come through religion) and sobriety of demeanour. And he gets at once affected by every big or small 

worldly pleasure; and this results in a disorientation of his movements. It may be observed in any person 

who is immersed in worldly pleasure, and who has forgotten Allah, even if he has not taken a single 

penny as interest all his life. 

Nor is that disorientation the purpose of this similitude. The proof, given in the verse, of their being 

confounded does not fit this supposed purpose of the similitude. Allah says that they are confounded in 

their standing, “because they say, trade is only like interest”. If that disorientation of their behaviour was 

the purpose of the similitude, it would have been more appropriate to prove it by their disorganized 

actions and disorderly movements. 

Obviously, what we have described in explanation of this simile and about its purpose, is the only 

reasonable interpretation. 

That Is Because They Say… 

 
Qur’an: That is because they say, trade is only like interest (2:275). 



We have already described why trade was likened to interest, and not interest to trade. A man 

confounded in his thinking and disorientated in his movements is in an abnormal condition. Good and 

bad, virtue and evil are both the same to him. If you tell him to leave the bad deed that he is doing and 

to do the good, he will reply to you - if he replies - that what you tell him to do is like that which you are 

forbidding him; that has no preference over this. 

Now note the difference. If he had said, “what you forbid me to do is like that which you tell me to do”, 

he could not be said to be confounded or mad. At the most he would have been called a sane person 

who is mistaken in his view. Why? Because his reply would have shown that he knows that the thing 

ordered is good and should be done; but he mistakenly thinks that the forbidden thing also is good like 

the former. In other words, he knows and appreciates the superiority of good actions. He does not think 

that nothing is good or bad, or that all are equal. 

Interest-takers say that trade is like interest. It shows that they have lost their bearings; they do not 

accept that trade has any superiority over interest. If they had said “interest is like trade”, it would have 

meant that they were not confounded, they knew that trade was a good thing; but they thought that 

interest too was good like trade. In that case; they could have been called rejectors of the Shari‘ah and 

sinners against Allah, but not “confounded like the one touched by Satan”. 

Ponder over the sentence, “That is because they say, trade is only like interest”. Apparently, they had 

not spoken these words by their tongues; it was their state and behaviour which was crying out loudly 

about their thinking. This style of narrating the state as uttered speech is very common in every 

language. 

Once it is understood, the error of the following two interpretations becomes self-evident: 

 
1) Some people have said: The interest-takers said that trade was like interest, because they treated 

both in a like manner. The reason why they reversed the simile and said, “trade is like interest” was to 

emphasize - it was as though interest was the main thing and trade a secondary matter which would 

become respectable if it was likened to interest. 

All this is out of place. They did not utter this sentence in words, so that it should require all this 

explanation. 

2) Someone else has said: Maybe the simile is not reversed. They thought that trade was allowed so 

that one might earn profit. And profit was a certain thing in interest and rather uncertain in other means 

of earning. Therefore, they gave primacy to interest and assigned a secondary place to trade. 

The same comment applies here as was written about the first. 



And Allah Has Allowed Trade… 

 
Qur’an: And Allah has allowed trade and forbidden interest (2:276). 

 
It is a new sentence. It is not in conjunction with the preceding sentence, and does not show the state of 

that sentence. In other words, it does not mean: “they say trade is only like interest, while Allah has 

allowed trade and forbidden interest”. If a sentence, beginning with a verb in the past tense, is inserted 

to denote the state of the preceding sentence, it invariably always begins with qad ( ق ََ د ـَ  = a prefix, used 

before past and aorist tenses); for example, “Zayd came to me” wa qad daraba ‘Umar ( ر م ب ع ر ََ ق ض د ـَ  = و 

when he had beaten ‘Umar). In this verse, the meaning of the preceding sentence does not allow one to 

say that this sentence is its ‘state’. The phrase denoting ‘state’ restricts the main sentence to the time 

and state denoted. If we treat this sentence as a phrase of state, it would mean: “The interest-takers’ 

confoundedness (because of their saying that trade is only like interest) is confined to the time when 

Allah allowed trade, and forbade interest”. But the fact is otherwise. They were confounded before this 

legislation as much as they were after it. 

Therefore, this is an independent sentence, and not a phrase of state. Also, this sentence is not the 

original legislation forbidding interest. As mentioned in the beginning, these verses evidently show that 

interest was already prohibited before they were revealed. They explain and emphasize what was 

legislated by the following verse of the third chapter: 

“O you who believe! do not devour interest making it double and redouble, and fear Allah, that 

you may succeed” (3:130). 

Therefore, the sentence, “And Allah has allowed trade ...” does not ordain a new law; it just refers to a 

previously given order, and paves the way for the next sentence, “To whomsoever then the admonition 

has come from his Lord, then he desists, he shall have what has already passed ...” This is the apparent 

meaning of the verse. 

Someone has said: The words, “And Allah has allowed trade and forbidden interest” are meant to refute 

the interest-takers’ assertion, “trade is only like interest”. If their claim were correct, the legal position of 

trade and interest would not have been different from each other in divine legislation, while the fact is 

that Allah has allowed one and forbidden the other. 

Reply: The argument mentioned above is correct in itself; but it is not in conformity with the wording of 

the verse. It could be correct only if this sentence were a phrase of state. But it is not so. 

Someone else has written another explanation: The sentence, “And Allah has allowed ...”, means that 

the increase of wealth through trade is not like its increase through interest, because “I have allowed 

trade and forbidden interest; and order is My order, and creatures are My creatures; I ordain about them 

as I wish, and make them obey My command in any manner I please; none among them has any right to 

protest against My decision.” 



Reply: This also is dependent on the wrong theory that this sentence is a phrase of state. Moreover, it is 

based on a denial of any relationship of cause and effect between religious laws and their benefits. If 

you accept this interpretation, you will have to reject the relationship of cause and effect in the whole 

universe, and to attribute every action to Allah without apparent and middle causes. Evidently such an 

idea is wrong. Further, this explanation is against the Qur’anic style. The Qur’an often explains the 

reason for a given order, and mentions the general or special benefits emanating from a particular law. 

Even in the present instance, various sentences hint at the reason upon which this rule is based:” ...and 

forgo what remains (due) from interest if you are believers”; “neither shall you deal unjustly, nor shall you 

be dealt with unjustly”; “Those who swallow down interest ...trade is only like interest “. All these hint at 

the reason why trade has been allowed: It is in conformity with nature’s demand; and why interest has 

been forbidden. First, it is a deviation from the straight path of life; second, it is not in conformity with 

belief in Allah; and third, it is injustice. 

To Whomsoever Then The Admonition… 

 
Qur’an: To whomsoever then the admonition has come from his Lord, then he desists, for him 

shall be what has already passed, and his affair rests with Allah; and whoever returns (to it) - 

these are the inmates of the fire; they shall abide in it (2:275). 

These sentences branch out from the preceding sentence, “And Allah has allowed trade ...” The 

principle laid down in this statement is not restricted to interest; it is a general rule although it is 

mentioned in a particular context. The meaning, therefore, will be as follows: “What We have told you on 

the subject of interest, is an admonition; and to whomsoever the admonition comes from his Lord and he 

desists, for him shall be what has already passed and his affair rests with Allah; accordingly, if you now 

desist from interest, you shall have what you have already taken, and your affair rests with Allah”. 

It is clear from the above explanation that “the admonition has come” means “the information of the law 

ordained by Allah has reached”; “then he desists” means “then he repents and desists from the 

forbidden action”; “for him shall be what has already passed” means “the ordained law shall not be 

applied retrospectively, rather it shall be enforced from the time the information has reached him”; “for 

him shall be what has already passed and his affair rests with Allah” means that he shall not be affected 

by the ever-lasting punishment mentioned in the next sentence (and whoever returns [to it] - these are 

the inmates of the fire; they shall abide in it). In this way, they shall be allowed the benefit of their 

previous action, still their affair is in the hands of Allah - He may leave them free in some matters, and 

may sometimes oblige them to make up for the past shortcomings. 

This verse needs special attention. Beginning from the words “to whosoever then the admonition has 

come” up to the end of the verse, in spite of the given concession and the severe threatening, a basic 

principle is explained; it is a general law covering all mortal sins. Yet people have missed this clear point, 

and have interpreted it as though it were confined to the topic of interest only. 



In view of the above-mentioned generality, the words, “for him shall be what has already passed, and 

his affair rests with Allah”, can be taken only as a general principle - its particulars depending on the 

nature of the sin concerned. Whoever desists from a sin after receiving the admonition from his Lord, 

shall be forgiven the sins committed in the past - no matter whether the transgression was against Allah 

or against the people. But it does not mean that he shall automatically be absolved from its other 

consequences. His affair is in the hands of Allah: He may prescribe for him some expiation or 

amendment - as, for example, if he neglects prayers, he should pray and make up the arrears; if he did 

not fast, he should fast the same number of other days; if he took any property unlawfully, he should 

return it to the lawful owner, and he should undergo the prescribed penal sentences in relevant cases - 

all this going hand in hand with repentance and desisting from that sin in the future; and thus the past 

sins are forgiven. Or, Allah may forgive the sin altogether, after repentance, without imposing any 

penalty or expiation - as, for example, when a polytheist repents and enters into Islam, or when a liquor- 

drinker or a singer repents and desists from these sins. The words, “To whosoever then the admonition 

has come from his Lord, then he desists”, are general; they cover all the believers and unbelievers of the 

Prophet’s time as well as all those who came later or shall come afterwards. 

“And whoever returns (to it) - these are the inmates of the Fire; they shall abide in it”: The word, 

“returns” here is in contrast to the word, “desists”, in the preceding sentence. There-fore, it means, 

“does not desist”. Thus, it refers to the person who goes on committing that sin and does not accept the 

divine command. Such an attitude exposes the infidelity or apostasy that is hidden in his heart even if he 

does not utter a single word to show it. Whoever returns to a sin and does not desist from it, and does 

not even feel ashamed of it, has in fact not submitted to the command of Allah; and he shall never 

succeed. Thus the two sides mentioned in this verse are: (1) accepting and obeying the divine command 

which creates the resolve that one will not go against the law; (2) continuing in the sin which proves that 

one has not accepted that divine command, which, in its turn, makes one liable to remain in the Fire for 

ever. 

The Mu‘tazilites offer this verse as a proof of their belief that the one who commits a major sin shall 

remain in the Fire forever. 

The author’s comment: No doubt that the verse shows that not only the one who commits a major sin, 

but anyone who commits any sin, shall remain in chastisement for ever. But it is conditional; it refers to 

only that sinner who commits a sin and does not accept the divine command. And such a person will 

admittedly abide in the Fire. But it is different from the view of the Mu‘tazilites. 

Other commentators have mentioned many possibilities and explanations about the words of Allah, “for 

him shall be what has already passed”, “his affair rests with Allah”, and “whoever returns ...” But all 

those discussions are based on their erroneous understanding of the verse (as we have explained 

earlier). It is not worthwhile mentioning them here, since their very basis is wrong. 



Allah Effaces Interest… 

 
Qur’an: Allah effaces interest, and causes charities to grow (2:276). 

 
“al-Mahq” ( ق ح لما ) is gradual decrease and deterioration leading to extinction; “al-irba’” ( ءآ ب ر  is to (لاا

make grow; “al-athim” ( م ي ث  is the sinner. The verse contrasts the growing of charities with the (لاا

effacement of interest. It has been described earlier how the growing and multiplication of charities is not 

confined to the hereafter; it is its general characteristic which is found in this world as well as in the 

hereafter. Therefore, effacement and obliteration of interest must also be common to this world and the 

hereafter. 

It is the characteristic of charity that it grows and grows, necessarily and inevitably. It spreads love, 

propagates mercy, creates good accord, unites hearts and brings peace and security in society; it 

protects the psyche from evil thoughts and anger. The members of such a society never think to usurp 

other’s property, or to take it openly by force, or stealthily by theft, and so forth. Charity leads them to 

unity, co-operation and mutual help. As a result, most of the ways in which property can deteriorate 

become closed; and it helps in making property grow, and grow many times. 

On the other hand, it is the characteristic of interest that it gradually obliterates and destroys wealth. It 

spreads hard-heartedness and cruelty, creates enmity and distrust, destroys peace and security and 

incites the “have nots” to take revenge from the “haves” in any possible way - be it by talk or by action, 

be it directly or indirectly; in short, it leads towards disunity and discord. As a result, most of the ways of 

deterioration and destruction of the property are opened; and wealth becomes a target misfortune and 

calamity. 

These two items - charity and interest - have a direct impact on the life of the poor section of society. 

Needless to say, poverty and need inflame their feelings, and they are provoked to defend their rights 

and are ready to confront the others, come what may. With this background, if society treats them with 

kindness and does good to them without asking for anything in exchange, their noble feelings are stirred 

and they welcome this generosity with goodwill and brotherly feelings; and it creates loving effects. If, on 

the other hand, they are treated with hard-heartedness and greed, and are faced with danger to their 

property, honour and life, they stand up to take their revenge from their oppressors in any possible way. 

Those who have seen and heard about those who swallow interest know that such people seldom 

escape the evil effects of such confrontation. Often their properties are lost, their houses are ruined and 

their endeavours go in vain. 

It is necessary to mention here two things: 

 
First: The causes upon which social effects are based differ from physical and creative causes in one 

important aspect. While the perfect physical and creative causes can never fail to produce their effects, 

social factors and causes bring about the expected result in most, but not all, cases. We deal with 



someone in a certain manner and expect those results which appear in the wake of that behaviour - in 

most cases. 

If we ponder upon the Qur’anic verses which describe the benefits and harms of the given actions, we 

shall find that the Qur’an (when it shows the relation between actions and their causes, and between 

actions and their effects) has adopted this very system, and mentions a frequently recurring effect as an 

ever-recurring one. 

Second: Society is like an individual in its various conditions and states. An individual is born, lives, 

dies, acts and leaves his footprints on the sand of life. Likewise, a society has its own birth, life, death, 

actions and effects. Allah says in the Qur’an: 

“And never did We destroy a town but it had a fixed-term” (15:4). 

 
“No people can hasten on their doom nor can they postpone (it)” (15:5). 

 
But an individual’s life and death are different from a society’s as are the effects of their respective 

activities. 

Now, if an individual’s characteristic spreads to the whole of society, the ways of its existence and 

extinction, as well as its effects will change considerably. Let us look, for example, at chastity and 

licentiousness. They have an effect on life, when they are found in an individual. People generally look 

down upon a profligate man, they do not like to set up marriage with him; his company is avoided and he 

is not trusted. It all happens when it remains an individual’s vice, and if society on the whole is free from 

this evil. But if this debauchery spreads in society, and people become used to it, the above-mentioned 

effects simply vanish away. 

Those effects were the product of general abhorrence and common distaste of this evil; when it spreads 

to the whole of society, that abhorrence and distaste give way to general acceptance. In this way, this 

effect of an individual’s immorality ceases to exist when that immorality spreads to the whole of society. 

Yet its other evil effects will surely follow: venereal disease will spread, reproduction will be affected; and 

other undesirable social evils would increase - for example, natural affinities will be destroyed and 

relationships will be upset. 

Also, the effects of a characteristic found in an individual are felt very soon, while those of the same 

characteristic found in a society take a longer time to appear. 

Allah effaces interest and makes charities grow. But there is a difference between an individual taking 

interest and a society doing so. When an individual indulges in this sin, the interest almost always 

destroys him; few and far between are the cases in which an interest-taker, because of some other 

mitigating factors, escapes this punishment. But retaliation is not so swift in case of a society wallowing 

in interest. Look at today’s world: interest is a recognized institution of all societies and governments; the 



economy is founded, and laws are made, on the foundation of interest, and it is interest that is the 

corner-stone of banking. 

Now some of the evil effects mentioned above may not happen in this case, because society has 

adopted it and people never pause to think about its evils and wickedness. Yet, its natural results must 

follow: the accumulation of wealth on one side, and an all-pervasive need on the other. Complete 

separation of, and confrontation between, the two - the have and have-nots - have already appeared; 

and its ill effects are already darkening the world’s atmosphere. This has taken longer to appear than in 

case of an individual; yet judging from the life-span of society it has appeared rather soon. The life of 

society is different from an individual’s; and a day for society may be equal to an aeon in the eyes of an 

individual. Allah says: 

“And We bring these days to men by turns” (3:140). 

 
This “day” refers to the time when people stand against people, nations against nations, governments 

confronting governments, and states opposing states. 

It is necessary that man’s bliss be always cared for, be it of an individual, of society or of the whole of 

humanity. The Qur’an looks after both types of bliss - of an individual as well as of the whole of 

mankind. It was sent down to manage the man’s affairs, and to safeguard the world’s happiness and 

felicity - of the individual as well as of the species, in the present day as well as in the time to come. 

Let us now look at the words of Allah: “Allah effaces interest and He causes charities to grow”. 

These sentences describe the ultimate state of these two activities - whether done by individuals or by 

society. Effacement is the inseparable characteristic of interest, as growth is that of charity. Interest is 

effaced, although it is named ar-riba ( ا بَ   لرا  = growth); and charity continuously grows, although it is not 

called by any such name. And to this reality Allah draws our attention in these words: “Allah effaces 

interest, and He causes charities to grow”; thus He attributes “growth” to charities of all kinds, and 

describes interest ar-riba (literally, growth) in a word, effacement, which is its opposite in meaning. 

After this explanation, the weakness of the following interpretations of other exegetists becomes obvious: 

 
1) Someone has written: the effacement of interest does not mean that such money is lost or that such 

endeavours do not succeed. Because experience proves otherwise. What is actually meant by the 

sentence “Allah effaces interest” is that Allah deprives the interest-taker from the main objective of this 

activity. The interest-taker aims at hoarding wealth through interest so that he may enjoy a good life; but 

he never gets a chance to rejoice in his wealth, as he remains too busy in adding money to money. 

Then he has to remain on guard against defaulters; and ultimately, he passes his days in disappointment 

when he finds that he has become unpopular and is especially hated by the poor. 

The weakness of this interpretation is obvious. 



2) Other exegetists have said: The frame of reference for this effacement is the life hereafter. The one 

who takes interest neglects many good deeds because of his involvement in interest; and his many acts 

of worship are nullified because he uses money gained by interest in them. 

The author’s comment: No doubt, this explanation gives examples of effacement. But effacement is not 

restricted to the life hereafter. 

3) The Mu‘tazilites attempt to prove from the words, “and whoever returns (to it) - these are the inmates 

of the Fire; they shall abide in it “, that one who commits a major sin shall remain in Hell for ever. 

We have already shown the defect of this argument, and described the true import of this sentence. 

 
And Allah Does Not Love Any Ungrateful Sinner… 

 
Qur’an: And Allah does not love any ungrateful sinner (2:276). 

 
“al-Kaffar” ( رفَّا لا ) translated here as “ungrateful” is on a paradigm which is used for emphasis. Thus, it 

means, “inveterately ungrateful”; “obstinately unbelieving”. 

This sentence gives the main reason of the effacement of interest. The swallower of interest shows his 

obstinacy and ingratitude for the countless bounties of Allah. He puts obstructions in the natural path of 

human life, that is, in natural modes of dealing; he rejects a major part of the rules about worship and 

mutual dealings; he uses the unlawful money of interest for his food, drink, clothing and housing, and in 

this way nullifies most of his acts of worship. Also, by using that money in his commercial transactions, 

he invalidates most of his dealings and usurps others’ property, and the liability for such things remains 

on his own head. Further, he tramples ethical values under foot, remains immersed in greed and 

avarice, becomes hard-hearted and uses force and coercion to collect from his debtors what he thinks is 

his due. In this way, all his faculties and actions are submerged in disbelief and ingratitude. And also he 

is “athim” ( م ي ثََ ا ), that is, sin is ingrained in his nature. And Allah does not love him, because He does not 

love anyone sunk in ingratitude, sin and disbelief. 

Surely They Who Believe ... 

 
Qur’an: Surely, they who believe and do good deeds and establish prayer and pay the poor-rate 

they shall have their reward with their Lord and they shall have no fear, nor shall they grieve 

(2:277). 

It is a general principle - those who believe and obey the divine law, “they shall have no fear nor shall 

they grieve “. This general rule fits those who spend in charities and desist from swallowing interest, 

which Allah has forbidden. 



O You Who Believe! Fear Allah And… 

 
Qur’an: O you who believe! fear Allah and forgo what remains (due) from interest, if you are 

believers (2:278). 

The verse addresses them with their attribute of belief and faith, and then reminds them to fear Allah. It 

prepares the ground for the order which follows, “and forgo what remains (due). from interest “. It shows 

that when these verses were revealed, there were some believers who indulged in this sin and their 

debtors still owned them some interest payments. Therefore, Allah ordered them to forgo that amount. 

This order was followed by the threat “But if you do (it) not, then be apprised of war from Allah and His 

Apostle”. 

It supports the tradition (to be quoted later) which gives the reason why these verses were revealed. 

 
The verse ends on the words, “if you are believers”. This shows that desisting from interest is an 

inseparable characteristic of belief. It puts more emphasis on the preceding sentences: “and whoever 

returns (to it) - these are the inmates of the Fire ...”, and “Allah does not love any ungrateful (unbeliever) 

sinner”. 

But If You Do (It) Not… 

 
Qur’an: But if you do (it) not, then be apprised of war from Allah and His Apostle (2:279). 

 
“al-Idhn” (  ُن ذ  لاا ) means to know. “Fa’dhanu” ( ا وذَ  نُ  be apprised, know) has also been recited as fa’adhinu = فَا

ا ) ذ   نُوََ انُ ذَ ) announce) imperative mood of al-’idhan = فَا ي لاا  = to announce). The preposition “bi” ( 

بٍ  ) ”in “biharbin (ب   ر  of war) gives the meaning of certainty. The meaning thus-'-shall be: Be sure of = ب ح

war from Allah and His Apostle. “War” is used as a common noun, to hint that it shall be a great war, or 

to refer to various kinds of war. The war is attributed to Allah and His Apostle because it is in connection 

with a law which was legislated by Allah and promulgated by His Apostle. Had it been connected with 

Allah only, it would have been a creative decree. So far as His Apostle is concerned, he is not 

independent of Allah in any affair; Allah says: “you have no concern in the affair” (3:128). 

How do Allah and His Apostle wage war with one who does not obey a law? They fight with such a 

disobedient Muslim to compel him to submit to divine authority, as is declared in the Qur’an: “...then 

fight that (party) which acts wrongfully until it returns to Allah’s command” (49:9). 

Moreover, Allah has another way of defending His laws; and that is fighting against the offenders 

through the agency of nature. He lets the masses flare up against them; and in this way their lands are 

devastated and their footprints obliterated. Allah says: 

“And when We wish to destroy a town, We send Our commandment to the people of it who lead 

easy lives, but they transgress therein; thus the word proves true against it, so We destroy it with 



utter destruction” (17:16). 

 
And If (The Debtor) Is In Straitened Circumstances… 

 
Qur’an: And if (the debtor) is in straitened circumstances, then let there be respite until (he is in) 

ease (2:280). 

“Kana” ( نَ ا  is) in the beginning of the verse has not been used as an auxiliary verb; it is an independent = ك

verb and means “exists”; “an-nazirah” (  ُة ر لنَّظا ) is respite, a moratorium. “al-Maysarah” ( 

ةُ  ر س ي لما ) is ease, affluence; it is the opposite of “al-‘usrah” (  ُة ر س لعا  = straitened circumstances). 

 
The verse says: If there is one of your debtors who is at present unable to repay your loan, then give 

him respite until he is affluent enough to repay it. 

The verse is general and not restricted to the loan given with interest, although it covers such cases 

also. They used to demand repayment when the stipulated time came; if the debtor was not in a position 

to pay, he asked for some more time, agreeing to pay more interest. The verse forbids this interest, and 

tells the creditor to give his debtor respite until he is in ease. 

And That You Remit (It) As Alms Is Better For You.. 

 
Qur’an: and that you remit (it) as alms is better for you, if you knew (2:280). 

 
If you forgo the loan and remit it as charity, it shall be better for you; because by this remittance you will 

change into charity what you intended to increase through interest; in other words, you will change what 

was sure to be effaced with what is sure to grow many times. 

And Fear The Day In Which You Shall… 

 
Qur’an: And fear the day in which you shall be returned to Allah; then every soul shall be paid 

back in full what it has earned, and they shall not be dealt with unjustly (2:281). 

This is the epilogue of the preceding verses of interest; it reminds the believers of the Day of 

Resurrection, and mentions some of its aspects which are relevant to this topic. The verse prepares the 

audience to fear Allah and desist from the things forbidden by Allah, especially concerning the people’s 

rights upon which whole edifice of life is founded. It says that a day is coming in which you shall be 

returned to Allah and then every soul shall be paid back in full what it has earned, and they shall not be 

dealt with unjustly. 

What is the meaning of being returned to Allah while we are never far from Him? And what is this 

“paying back in full”? We shall explain it, God willing, in the sixth chapter (The Cattle). 

It has been said that this verse was the last one to be revealed to the Apostle of Allah (S). A tradition to 



this effect will be found in the following discussion. 

 
Traditions 

There is a tradition in at-Tafsir of al-Qummi, under the verse: “Those who swallow down interest ...”, 

that as-Sadiq (‘a) said that the Messenger of Allah (S) said: “When I was taken to the heavens, I saw 

such a group that if any of them wanted to stand up, he could not do so, because of the bulkiness of his 

stomach. I said: ‘Who are they, O Gabriel?’ He said: ‘These are they who swallow up interest; they 

cannot stand except as one whom Satan has confounded with (his) touch stands; and lo! they are on the 

path of the people of Pharaoh; they are exposed to the Fire in morning and at night, and they say: “Our 

Lord! when shall the Hour come?” 

The author says: It is an illustrative example pertaining to the period between death and resurrection. It 

confirms the Prophet’s words: “As you live, so shall you die; and as you die, so shall you be raised.” 

al-Isfahani has narrated, in his at-Targhib, from Anas (Ibn Malik) that he said: “The Messenger of Allah 

(S) said: ‘The swallower of interest shall come on the Day of Resurrection, confounded, dragging both 

his sides.’ Saying it, he recited: they cannot stand except as one whom Satan has confounded with (his) 

touch stands.” (ad-Durr al-Manthur) 

The author says: There have come numerous traditions about the punishment for interest, both from 

Shi‘ah and Sunni chains. Some of them say that interest is equal to seventy acts of incest the swallower 

of interest would have committed with his mother. 

There is a tradition in at-Tahdhib that ‘Umar Ibn Yazid Bayya‘ as-Sabiri said: “I said to Abu ‘Abdillah 

(‘a): ‘May I be your ransom! Verily, people say that taking profit from a “needy” person is unlawful.’ He 

said: ‘Have you seen anyone, whether rich or poor, purchasing anything unless he “needs” it? O ‘Umar! 

Allah has allowed trade and forbidden interest. Therefore, take profit; but do not take interest.’ I said: 

‘And what is interest?’ He said: ‘Dirhams by dirhams, two against one; and wheat by wheat, double 

(weight) against single (weight).’ “ 

‘Ubayd Ibn Zurarah narrates from Abu ‘Abdillah (‘a) that he said: “There is no interest except in that 

which is measured or weighed.” (Man la Yahduruh al-Faqih) 

The author says: There is a difference of opinion as to which things are liable to interest. It is the 

madhhab of Ahl ul-Bayt (‘a) that there is no interest except in gold and silver and those things which are 

measured or weighed. Further details are beyond the scope of this book, as the topic concerns Islamic 

jurisprudence. 

There is a tradition in al-Kafi from one of the two Imams (al-Baqir or as-Sadiq - ‘a) and in at-Tafsir of 

al-‘Ayyashi from as-Sadiq (‘a) about the words of Allah: To whomsoever then the admonition has come 

from his Lord, that he said: “The admonition is repentance.” 



Muhammad Ibn Muslim said: “There came to Abu ‘Abdillah (‘a) a man from Khurasan who had dealth 

with interest till he had amassed a fortune. ‘He asked the scholars of jurisprudence, and they said: No 

deed of yours shall be accepted until you return it (the interest) to its owners.’ Then he came to Abu 

Ja‘far (‘a) and told him his story. Abu Ja‘far (‘a) said: ‘Your way out is the verse from the Book of Allah, 

Mighty and Great is He ! To whomsoever then the admonition has come from his Lord, then he desists, 

for him shall be what has already passed, and his affair rests with Allah’. Then he (the Imam) said: 

‘Admonition is repentance.’” (at-Tahdhib) 

There is a tradition in al-Kafi and Man la Yahduruh al-Faqih that as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “Every interest 

which people swallowed because of ignorance, and then they repented, it shall be accepted from them 

when the repentance is known from them.” And he said: “If a man inherits a property from his father, 

and he knows that that property includes interest, but it is mixed up with (the money of) trade, then it is 

lawful for him; so let him consume it. And if he recognizes something of it (interest) then he should keep 

his principal and return the excess.” 

A tradition is narrated in Man la Yahduruh al-Faqih and ‘Uyun ul-akhbar from ar-Ridha’ (‘a): “It (interest) 

is a major sin, after explanation.” And he said: “And to treat it as a small matter is to enter into disbelief.” 

The Imam was asked about a man who consumes interest thinking that it is lawful. He said: “There is no 

harm for him in it until he takes it on purpose (i.e. knowing that it is unlawful). When he indulges in it on 

purpose, then he shall be (liable) to the place which Allah has mentioned.” (al-Kafi) 

It is reported in al-Kafi and Man la Yahduruh al-Faqih that as-Sadiq (‘a) was asked about the words of 

Allah: Allah effaces interest, and He causes charities to grow ..., and was told (by the asker): “I have 

seen (many a man) who swallows interest and his wealth increases.” He (the Imam) said: “What 

effacement could be more effective than that of the dirham of interest? It obliterates religion; and if he 

repented, his wealth would go and he would become poor.” 

The author says: The tradition, as you see, explains effacement in terms of religious obliteration - he 

does not become owner of that property and he is not allowed to use it. Charity is just its opposite in 

these respects. This tradition does not go against the general meaning of effacement which we have 

written earlier. 

‘Ali (‘a) said: “The Messenger of Allah (S) has cursed five persons concerned with interest: the one who 

consumes (i.e. takes) it, the one who gives it to be consumed, its two witnesses and its writer.” (Majma‘ 

ul-Bayan) 

The author says: The same thing has been narrated in ad-Durr al-Manthur from the Holy Prophet 

through several chains. 

There is a tradition in at-Tafsir of al-Ayyashi from al-Baqir (‘a) that he said: “Allah, High is He, has said: 

‘I have given (some) authority to others (i.e. angels etc.) about things, except charity, because I take 



hold of it with My (own) hand. So much so that a man or a woman gives half a date in alms, and I 

nurture it for him as one of you nurtures his calf and colt; until I shall leave (i.e., return) it on the Day of 

Resurrection (and it shall be) bigger than the (mountain) of Uhud.’ “ 

The same book quotes ‘Ali Ibn al-Husayn (peace be on them both) narrating from the Prophet that he 

said: “Verily, Allah nurtures the alms for one of you, as one of you brings up his child; until he (the alms- 

giver) shall find it on the Day of Resurrection, and it shall be like Uhud.” 

The author says: The matter has been narrated also through a Sunni chain from many companions like 

Abu Hurayrah, ‘A’ishah, Ibn ‘Umar, Abu Barzah al-Aslami, all from the Prophet. 

It is written in at-Tafsir of al-Qummi that when Allah sent down (the verse): Those who swallow down 

interest ..., Khalid Ibn al-Walid stood up before the Messenger of Allah and said: “O Messenger of Allah! 

My father lent (money) with interest in the (tribe of) Thaqif, and he told me at the time of his death to 

collect it. Thereupon Allah revealed: O you who believe! fear Allah and forgo what remains (due) from it 

...” 

The author says: Nearly the same thing has been narrated in Majma‘ ul-Bayan from al-Baqir (‘a) 

as-Suddi and ‘Ikrimah have said: (This verse) was revealed about the balance of interest due to al- 

‘Abbas and Khalid Ibn al-Walid; they were partners in pre-Islamic days, they lent with interest to some 

people of Banu ‘Amr Ibn ‘Umayr, a clan of the (tribe of) Thaqif. Then came Islam, and they had great 

riches in interest. Thereupon, Allah revealed this verse. So the Prophet said: “Now, surely every interest 

of the pre-Islamic days is waived, and the first interest which I waive is that of al-‘Abbas Ibn ‘Abd al- 

Muttalib; and all the blood of pre-Islamic days is waived, and the first blood which I waive is that of 

Rabi‘ah Ibn al-Harith Ibn ‘Abd al-Muttalib” (He was given to Banu Layth for suckling and was killed by 

Banu Hudhayl.) (Majma‘ ul-Bayan) 

The author says: This has been narrated in ad-Durr al-Manthur from Ibn Jarir, Ibn ul-Mundhir and Ibn 

Abi Hatim from as-Suddi. But there the name of Khalid is not mentioned openly. It says that it was 

revealed about al-‘Abbas Ibn ‘Abd al-Muttalib and a man from Banu al-Mughirah. 

Abu Dawud, at-Tirmidhi (who has said that it is correct), an-Nasa’i, Ibn Majah, Ibn Abi Hatim and al- 

Bayhaqi (in his as-Sunan) have narrated from ‘Amr Ibn al-Ahwas that he participated in the last 

pilgrimage with the Messenger of Allah (S); so he (the Messenger of Allah) said: “Now surely every 

interest of the days of ignorance is waived, you shall have your capital, neither shall you deal unjustly, 

nor shall you be dealt with unjustly.” (ad-Durr al-Manthur) 

The author says: There are numerous traditions with a similar meaning. What is deduced from Shi‘ah 

and Sunni traditions is that the verse was revealed about some interest money which Banu al-Mughirah 

had due from Thaqif; and they used to lend money to them with interest in the pre-Islamic days of 

ignorance. When Islam came, Banu al-Mughirah demanded from Thaqif the balance which was due; 



they refused to pay (interest) because Islam had waived it. Their case was put before the Messenger of 

Allah (S); then this verse was revealed. 

It supports what we have mentioned in the General Comment that interest was prohibited in Islam long 

before these verses were revealed; and that the aim of these verses was to emphasize that prohibition. 

With this background, those few traditions which say that the law prohibiting interest was revealed in the 

last days of the Apostle of Allah, and that he died before he could explain the rules concerning interest 

are not worthy of interest. Such traditions are reported in ad-Durr al-Manthur, through Ibn Jarir and Ibn 

Marduwayh from ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab that he said in a lecture “Among the last verses to be revealed 

was that of interest; and the Apostle of Allah died and he had not explained it to us. Therefore, leave 

what seems doubtful to you for what is not doubtful to you.” 

Moreover, it is the madhhab of the Imams of Ahl ul-Bayt that Allah did not give death to His Prophet until 

He had legislated all that was needed by people for their religious affairs, and until His Prophet had 

explained it all to his people. 

It is reported in ad-Durr al-Manthur through several chains from Ibn ‘Abbas, as-Suddi, ‘Atiyyah al-‘Awfi, 

Abu Salih and Sa‘id Ibn Jubayr that the last verse to be revealed was: And fear the day in which ...shall 

not be dealt with unjustly. 

as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “Much stress was laid on the prohibition of interest so that people should not refrain 

from doing good through loan or charity.” (Majma‘ ul-Bayan) 

The same book narrates from ‘Ali (‘a): “When Allah intends to destroy a town, interest appears among 

them.” 

The author says: The earlier comments make the meanings of these traditions clear. 

 
The author of Majma‘ ul-Bayan writes under the verse, “And if (the debtor) is in straitened 

circumstances, then let there be respite until (he is in) ease”: “There is a difference of opinion regarding 

the definition of straitened circumstances. And it has been narrated from Abu ‘Abdillah (‘a) that he said: 

‘It is when he does not have anything in excess of his own sustenance and that of his dependants, in the 

sense of economics.’ ...to give respite to a poor man is compulsory in every religion, as is narrated from 

Ibn ‘Abbas, ad-Dahhak and al-Hasan; and similar traditions have come from Abu Ja‘far and Abu 

‘Abdillah (peace be upon them both). al-Baqir (‘a) said: ‘Until (he is in) ease’, means, until his report 

reaches the Imam; then the Imam shall repay (on his behalf) out of the share of ‘those in debt’, provided 

he had spent that loan on lawful expenses.” 

as-Sadiq (‘a) said: “The Messenger of Allah ascended the pulpit one day; he thanked Allah and praised 

Him and asked for His blessings on His prophets, and then said: ‘O people! he who is present should 

convey (it) to him who is absent. Now, whoever gives respite to a poor person, Allah shall credit him 



every day with charity equal to his money (given in loan), until he recovers it.’” Then Abu ‘Abdillah (as- 

Sadiq - ‘a) said: “And if (the debtor) is in straitened circumstances, then let there be respite until (he is 

in) ease; and that you remit (it) as alms is better for you, if you knew that he is in straitened 

circumstances, then give him your money (principle) as alms, as it is better for you.” (al-Kafi) 

The author says: This tradition explains the divine words “if you knew”; and its other meaning has been 

mentioned earlier. The tradition on this and related subjects are very numerous; and the reader is 

advised to refer to the chapters concerning loans in the books of Islamic jurisprudence. 

About Interest 

It has been repeatedly mentioned that man has only one aim in sight when he does any work. That aim 

is to gain perfection in his life; in other words, to fulfil his physical and material needs. He does a work 

and obtains the necessities of life. Thus, he is the rightful owner of his work and of the things made by 

him. The word “work” is used here with a comprehensive meaning; it includes his actions and reactions 

as well as every relationship with other things which produces an effect on them, and which society 

acknowledges. He acquires and reserves for himself what effect he has produced on a matter, and 

believes that it is his lawful property; the sane persons of society also accept his owner-ship of that item. 

But it was not possible for him to fulfil all his needs by his own labour. This led to mutual co-operation in 

society; it became inevitable for one to benefit from others’ endeavours. This resulted in the mutual 

exchange of properties. It became customary that a man worked in one or a more vocations, and 

produced many necessary items, then kept for himself according to his needs, and exchanged the 

excess items for what he needed from another man’s products. This was the foundation of mutual 

dealing and barter. 

Now, it was found that most of the products and items were totally different from each other; many were 

of completely different species; some were in great demand while others were not needed so frequently; 

one thing was found in large quantity while the other was rare, and so on. This created difficulties in 

bartering. Fruit is used for eating, a donkey for carrying loads, water for satisfying the thirst, and pearls 

and gems for jewellery, and so on. All these things have different values as necessities of life, and are 

totally unrelated to each other. How can they be exchanged with justice and fairness? 

Thus arose the need to fix the value of a thing in terms of money. They took a rare item, like gold, and 

turned it into a standard by which the value of other products and goods could be decided. They also 

fixed units of length, mass and weight, for example, the metre, the litre and the kilogram to measure and 

weigh goods. In this way, confusion and complication was removed, and the worth of a thing in relation 

to other things could be decided by comparing both with gold. Let us say that a carat of diamond is 

equal to four dinars, and a certain heap of wheat flour is equal to one-tenth of a dinar. Now we can 

easily decide that a carat of diamond is equal to forty such heaps of wheat flour. 



Gradually, it was found more practicable to make coins of some other metals also, like silver, copper, 

bronze and nickel; finally, currency notes made of paper came into being. The details about this may be 

found in books on economics. 

Now the road of trade and commerce was open. Some people took for themselves the occupation of 

keeping various commodities with them and exchanging them for money or other goods. Their purpose 

was to earn profit by this exchange. The profit represented the extra price obtained from the customer 

for the goods sold. 

Then a time came when people began treating money as though it was all that was needed for life. The 

price almost usurped the place of the commodity itself. It was because by acquiring money man could 

acquire all the necessities of life. 

Some people treated it as a commodity to be sold and purchased. These people are called money- 

changers. They change foreign and local currencies and earn profit by this transaction. 

This is an outline of the story of trade and money. It will be seen from above that its basic element is 

bartering one thing for another, because someone needed one thing more than another; or exchanging 

an item for its price, because one needs the profit. In all these cases, the thing given is always different 

from the thing received in exchange. It is this difference upon which commercial life is based. 

So far as exchanging a commodity for the same type of commodity (e.g. wheat for wheat) is concerned, 

it could be either without any increase or with increase. If it is without increase (e.g. lending money or 

food grain and taking it back without any increase), then it is a reasonable dealing, which sometimes 

becomes necessary; it corrects the imbalance of society, fulfils the needs of the poor, and no harm 

comes out of it. But if it is with increase on the side of repayment, then it is interest. Now, let us see what 

its effect can be. 

The basic element of interest is the exchange of one commodity for the same commodity with an 

increase in repayment; for example, lending ten dirhams for a fixed time and taking back twelve dirhams; 

or selling an item on credit at ten dirhams and recovering twelve at the end of the stipulated term. Why 

does a buyer or debtor take any money or commodity on loan? Because his needs are greater than his 

earnings. Let us say that he earns ten dirhams daily, while his necessities cost him twenty. He is obliged 

on the first day to take a loan of ten dirhams, with interest of two dirhams. On the second day, he has to 

pay two dirhams of interest from his earnings of ten; now he is left with eight dirhams only, so he has to 

take another loan of twelve dirhams with larger interest. This is the beginning of his ruin. Day by day, 

ever larger portions of his earnings go in paying ever-increasing interest, until a day comes when the 

interest eats up his total earnings; he pays ten in interest and is left without a single dirham to meet his 

needs. It is sheer destruction of life and livelihood. 

And the lender gets back his own ten, plus the ten of the debtor; he gets the whole twenty. The wealth of 

both sides accumulates on one side, while the other side is left in the lurch with-out any money.1 



In this way, interest leads to the destruction of the poor section of society, and all wealth gravitates 

towards the already wealthy group. Because of this financial strength, they become arrogant, they 

manipulate the money market, and rule over people’s properties, honour and lives in any way they wish 

and desire (exploitation of others is, after all, ingrained in human nature). On the other hand, the 

deprived and exploited people try their best to protect themselves from this humiliation, and to free 

themselves from the domination and exploitation by wealthy persons; they use all means of defence and 

offence available to them. As a result of this confrontation, chaos appears on the earth, and disorder and 

violence spread in society. Humanity races towards extinction and civilization towards obliteration. 

This is apart from the periodic loss of capital - not every debtor is able, or willing, to pay the 

accumulated principal plus interest. 

This much about loans which rich people give to poor persons. In other cases of interest, for example, 

commercial loans given by banks to traders to increase their trade, the defects are not so transparent. 

But their least harm. is that they gradually pull wealth to those trading houses by increasing their capital 

far in excess of their actual capacity and strength. Then those commercial concerns try to compete with 

each other; the more powerful ones, swallow up the weaker ones. In this manner, weaker traders go out 

of business; the list of needy persons becomes longer and longer; and wealth concentrates in a few 

houses. 

The scholars of economics must admit that the only reason why communism was started, and why 

socialism spread so much, was the preposterous and exorbitant accumulation of wealth within a few 

houses, while the overwhelming majority was deprived of the bare necessities of life. The reader should 

be made aware of an interesting phenomenon. The wealthy minority always swore in the name of 

civilization, justice and freedom; they preached equality and human rights. They said with their mouths 

what was not in their hearts. 

They used words for totally opposite ideas. By this method, they hoped to keep the common people, the 

exploited masses, in their place, to keep them lulled in their servitude, so that they might go on 

oppressing them more and more. But very soon it boomeranged back to them; the cunning phrases of 

the exploiters came back to haunt them; they planned, and Allah also planned, and Allah is the best of 

planners; thus, evil was the end of those who did evil. 

And only Allah knows what the future holds for this troubled humanity. 

 
Another evil effect of interest springs from the facility it provides for accumulating wealth in the hands of 

a few. Huge amounts of money, in millions and billions, are kept idle in the strong rooms of banks. Some 

people enjoy extravagant living and inexhaustible luxuries, idling their times on the thrones of their 

financial empires; at the same time, there are others who spend their lives in idleness, but for a totally 

different reason; these hungry masses remain idle, because they are unemployed. One group does not 

work because of its superabundant treasures; the other group does not work because it is deprived of 



employment. Both become idle - an affront to human nature which says that man must work for his 

livelihood. 

Another Discourse About Interest 

 
al-Ghazali has written in his Ihya’ ul-‘ulum (chapter of “Thanks”) as follows: 

 
“One of the bounties of Allah is the creation of the dirham and the dinar; and the world cannot do without 

them. They are two metals, which are of no use in themselves; still mankind depends upon them. Every 

man needs a multitude of items like food, clothing and various other necessities. Sometimes he does not 

have what he needs, and has in his hands what is not needed by him. For example, he has in his 

possession a quantity of saffron, but he is in need of a camel to ride. And someone else has a camel 

which he has no use of, and he needs saffron. Both should exchange their properties. But it is necessary 

to estimate the worth of the things so changed. 

Naturally, the owner of the camel will not give away his camel in lieu of a small quantity of saffron. And 

there is no correlation between camel and saffron, so that it can be said that the camel owner should be 

given saffron, for example, equal in weight to the camel. The same difficulty would arise if one wanted to 

purchase a house with cloth, or flour with a donkey. These things have no correlation with each other. 

Exchange would be extremely difficult in this way. 

 
“These unrelated and dissimilar items need an intermediary who can decide between them with justice, 

and can fix each item’s place, worth and rank. By this assignment of ranks, it would be known which 

things are equal and which are unequal. 

“Accordingly, Allah created the dirham and the dinar as two judges for, and intermediaries between, 

properties, so that properties might be measured by them. Now, it can be said that this camel is worth 

one hundred dinars, and this much saffron is equal to one hundred dinars, therefore, this camel is equal 

in value to this amount of saffron. 

“This comparison by means of the two metals is possible because they are not wanted in themselves. If 

they, like other commodities, were wanted in themselves, somebody would have needed them and 

another could have refused to accept them if he had no use of them at that actual time. And the whole 

system would have been disturbed. Therefore, Allah created them to circulate in the hands of people, 

and to decide between properties with justice. 

“There was also another benefit: One may acquire all things through the dirham and the dinar. It is 

because they are precious items in themselves, and they are of no use in themselves. Their relationship 

with all other commodities is the same. Therefore, for anyone who owns them, it is as though he owns 

everything. This benefit is not found in other thing. A man who owns a cloth has only that cloth; if he 

needs food, he cannot be sure that the owner of the food will accept his cloth in exchange; perhaps that 

man needs a horse; why should he take cloth? Hence the need of a thing which in appearance is 



nothing, and in reality, is everything. 

 
“Only that thing which has no particular form of its own can have an equal relation to various different 

things. A mirror has no colour of its own, therefore it reflects every colour which comes before it; 

prepositions have no independent meaning of their own, so they make other words’ meanings clear. 

Likewise, coins serve no purpose on their own, that is why all purposes are served through them. This is 

the second benefit; there are other benefits also; but they are not mentioned here for the sake of 

brevity.” 

After this al-Ghazali expresses his views, the gist of which is as follows: 

 
“As these two coins are the bounties of Allah (because of the benefits mentioned above) anyone who 

uses them in a way that nullifies their originally intended benefits is guilty of ingratitude against the 

bounties of Allah.” 

After this, he infers the reasons for many laws from his above- mentioned principle: 

 
According to him “it is because of this principle that the hoarding of the dirham and the dinar is 

prohibited, as this is injustice and nullifies their benefit. Hoarding them is like putting a judge in prison - it 

prevents him from discharging his duties, and creates disorder in society.” 

He also says: “It is because of this reason that one is not allowed to make or use pots of gold or silver. 

Using them as pots turns them into things that are wanted for their own sake, while they have been 

created only as a means to acquire other things. This also is injustice; it is like forcing a judge to work as 

a weaver, to collect levies or to do other such jobs which are done by lowly people.” 

And he has justified the prohibition of interest in the dirham and the dinar by the same principle. 

According to him, it is injustice and ingratitude against the bounties of Allah, because gold and silver 

have been created for the sake of other things, not for their own, as there is no need which can be 

fulfilled by gold and silver in the same way as gold and silver. 

This was, in short, al-Ghazali’s explanation. But he seems confused in his principle, as well as in the 

reasons by which he has inferred various rules from that principle. 

First: He says that gold and silver are not sought for their own sake. If so, then how could they 

determine the value of other things? The hand is used to measure the lengths of things. How is that 

done? By the length of the hand itself. A piece of iron is used to determine the weight of a thing. How is 

it done? By the weight of the iron itself. If gold and silver were unwanted in themselves, how could they 

decide the worth, that is, “wantedness”, of other things? 

Further, he admits that they are precious items in themselves. How can they be precious in themselves 

unless they are wanted for their own sake? How can a thing be called “precious” if it is not wanted? 



Moreover, if they were created only as a means to acquire other things, then there should be no 

difference between gold and silver in worth and prestige. But the fact is otherwise. According to al- 

Ghazali’s principle, both metals should be equal in value! 

Second: The reason why the hoarding of gold and silver is prohibited is not that which al-Ghazali has 

thought - that a hoarder treats them as though they were wanted for their own sake. The real reason 

has been mentioned in the words of Allah: And (as for) those who hoard up gold and silver and do not 

spend it in Allah’s way, announce to them a painful chastisement (9:34). It is clear that their hoarding is 

prohibited because it deprives the poor of their dues; and also because they are needed for keeping the 

cycle of work, payment and exchange in motion. 

Third: The reason which he has ascribed to the prohibition of making and using pots of gold or silver, 

that it is injustice and ingratitude, is equally applicable to ornaments made of gold and silver, as well as 

to money changing. And these things have not been prohibited by the Shari‘ah, nor are they considered 

by religion as injustice or ingratitude. 

Fourth: What he has written as the reason for the prohibition of interest in gold and silver neither 

includes all cases of interest nor excludes cases of “non-interest”. If the reason given by him, that is, 

injustice and ingratitude, were the real reason, it would have prohibited even money-changing and 

foreign exchange, just like those financial dealings in which interest is involved. And it would not have 

prevented interest in other things which are measured or weighed, like wheat and milk. 

Therefore, his whole explanation is wrong in basic principle as well as in the other topics based on that 

principle. 

The real reason for the prohibition, which Allah has mentioned, fits perfectly the explanation given before 

by us: that the excess amount is taken without giving anything in exchange. Allah says: 

“And whatever you lay out as interest, so that it may increase in the properties of men, it shall not 

increase with Allah; and whatever you give in charity, desiring Allah’s pleasure - it is these that 

shall get manifold” (30:39). 

This verse shows that interest increases “in the properties of men”; in other words, it increases by 

adding to itself parts of other people’s properties, as a seed grows by nourishing itself on earth, and 

adding parts of the earth to itself. Likewise, interest grows and grows while other people’s properties go 

on decreasing until they are totally expended. 

It is this Qur’anic reason which we have described earlier. 

 
Also, look at the words of Allah, “and if you repent, then you shall have your capital; neither shall you 

deal unjustly, nor shall you be dealt with unjustly”. The verse says that you shall not deal with people 

unjustly, nor shall you be dealt with unjustly by the people or by Allah. It means that interest is injustice 



against the people. 

 
1. This is now happening on a much larger scale in dealings between developed and developing nations. The former 

started giving interest-bearing loans to the latter, to ‘‘help’’ them out of their troubles. (Of course, this ‘‘generosity’’ had 

many strings attached to it; but that is not our concern here). 

Every poor nation fell into this trap. Many such loans accumulated; and after a short respite the interest on them began 

falling due in rapid succession. Many nations, unable to meet their obligations, took further loans to repay the interest due. 

It is an open secret that many a poor nation has already been swallowed up to its neck in this quicksand. 

 
[1] [1] 

SHARES 

 
Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 282 - 283 

 
مياتَدَ ذَاا انُومآ لَّذ ينا اهيا اي ي ن تُ بفَاك مسم لجا لَا نب دَ ال ع باتك منَيب تُبل يو هوتُ  امك تُبي ن  ا باتك باي و ل  د ب 

 وا ايهفس قل حا هلَيع يلَّذ ا نَ اك ن  فَا اىشَي ن هم خَسبي و هبر هلا تَّقل يو قل حا هليَع يلَّذ ا للمل يو تبُفَل ي هلا هلَّمع

ا مالجر   نم نشهَ يدَي واتشَ ه دُساو ل  د ب ال ع هيلو للمفلَ ي وه لمي ن  ا يعتطَسي  وا يفًاعض  لجفَر نلَيجر ونَاي لَم ن  فَ

 و اوعد ام ذَاا اءدَلشُّها باي و ىٰخ را امهادَحا رفتَُذَك امهادَحا لتَض ن  ا اءدَلشُّها نم نَ وضتَر نمم ن  تَاارماو

 ةً راجت نَ وتَ ن  ا ا اوتاَبتَر ا نَداو ةدالشَّهل مق واو هلا ن دَع طُق سا ملذَٰ  هلجا لَا اب يرك وا ايرغص هوتبُتَ ن  ا اوماتسَ

ي منَيب انَهوتُد ير ةً راضح ب ذَاا واش ه دُاو اوهتُبتَ ا حنَاج ملَيع سفلََ  نَّهفَا الُوتفَ ع ن  او شهَ يدٌ و باتك راضي و تُمعايتَ

 يملع ءشَ لب  هلاو هلا مملّعيو هلا اتَّقُواو مب  قوفُس

 

O you who believe! when you deal with each other in contracting a loan for a fixed time, then 

write it down; and let a scribe write it down between you with justice; and the scribe should not 

refuse to write as Allah has taught him, so he should write; and let him who owes the debt 

dictate, and he should fear Allah, his Lord, and not diminish anything from it, but if he who owes 

the debt is unsound in understanding, or weak, or (if) he is not able to dictate himself, then let 

his guardian dictate with justice; and call in to witness from among your men two witnesses; but 

if there are not two men, then one man and two women from among those whom you approve of 

the witnesses, so that if one of the two errs, the (second) one of the two may remind the other; 

and the witnesses should not refuse when they are summoned; and disdain not of writing it 

(whether it is) small or large, with its fixed time, this is more equitable with Allah and assures 

greater accuracy in testimony, and the nearest (way) that you may not entertain doubts 

(afterwards); except when it is ready merchandise which you give and take among yourselves 

from hand to hand, then there is no blame on you in not writing it down; and have witnesses 

when you trade with one another; and let no harm be done to the scribe or to the witnesses; and 

if you do (it) then surely it will be a transgression in you, and fear Allah; and Allah teaches you, 

and Allah knows all things (2:282). 



 هبر هلا تَّقل يو انَتَهما نتُماو يلَّذ ا َ  دوفلَ ي اضعب مضعب نما ن  فَا ةٌوضق بم نٌ افَر ه اباتك واتجَ دُ لَمو فَرٍس لَع ن تُمك ن  او

 يملع نَ لُومتَع اب م هلاو هقَل ب مثآ نَّهفاَ اهتُمي نمو ةَ دالشَّها اوتمُتَ و

 

And if you are on a journey and you do not find a scribe, then (there may be) a security taken 

into possession; but if one of you trusts another, then he who is trusted should deliver his trust, 

and let him fear Allah, his Lord; and do not conceal testimony, and whoever conceals it, his heart 

is surely sinful; and Allah knows what you do (2:283). 

Commentary 

O You Who Believe! When You Deal With.. 

 
Qur’an: O you who believe! when you deal with each other in contracting a loan for a fixed time, 

then write it down; and let a scribe write it down between you with justice; and the scribe should 

not refuse to write as Allah has taught him, so he should write; and let him who owes the debt 

dictate, and he should fear Allah, his Lord, and not diminish anything from it, but if he who owes 

the debt is unsound in understanding, or weak, or (if) he is not able to dictate himself, then let 

his guardian dictate with justice; and call in to witness from among your men two witnesses; but 

if there are not two men, then one man and two women from among those whom you approve of 

the witnesses, so that if one of the two errs, the (second) one of the two may remind the other; 

and the witnesses should not refuse when they are summoned; and disdain not of writing it 

(whether it is) small or large, with its fixed time, this is more equitable with Allah and assures 

greater accuracy in testimony, and the nearest (way) that you may not entertain doubts 

(afterwards); except when it is ready merchandise which you give and take among yourselves 

from hand to hand, then there is no blame on you in not writing it down; and have witnesses 

when you trade with one another; and let no harm be done to the scribe or to the witnesses; and 

if you do (it) then surely it will be a transgression in you, and fear Allah; and Allah teaches you, 

and Allah knows all things (2:282). 

“at-Tadayun” ( ن يالتَّدَا ) is to give a loan to another; “al-imlal” ( ل ََ لا م لاا ) and “al-imla’” ( ءلآ م لاا ) both mean ‘to 

dictate’; “al-bakhs” ( خ س لبا ) is to diminish, to do justice; “as-sa’mah” ( ُة م ا لسا ) is to be fed up; to disdain; 

“al-mudarrah” (  ُة رآ ض لما ) on the paradigm of “al-mufa‘ilah” ( ُ لةَ فاَع لما ) from “ad-darar” ( ر ر لضا  =harm) 

means to harm one another; “al-fusuq”( ق و لفُسا ) is transgression, refusal to obey; “ar-rihan” ( نُ ا هَ   لرا ) has 

also been recited as ar-ruhun ( ن ه ن ) both are the plurals of ar-rahn ,(لرا ه لرا  = the thing mortgaged, 

pawned or deposited as security). 

“And let him who owes the debt dictate ...but if he who owes the debt is unsound in understanding ...”  

The whole phrase “he who owes the debt” has been repeated here instead of using a pronoun. It was  

done to remove any possible misunderstanding, as a pronoun could easily be mistaken to refer to the 

“scribe” mentioned in the preceding sentence. 



“...or (if) he is not able to dictate himself, then let his guardian dictate ...” The manifest and separate 

pronoun “huwa” ( و  translated here as “himself”) has been included in the sentence to show that in = ه

this particular case the debtor and his guardian both have the right to dictate. In the first two situations, 

when the debtor is deficient in understanding or is weak (in body or mind), the guardian has total 

authority, and the debtor himself cannot deal in his own affairs. But in this third situation when the debtor 

is, for any reason, unable to dictate himself, then the guardian shall have joint authority to do so. 

Therefore, this pronoun has given the following meaning to the phrase: “what such a debtor himself can 

do, he should do it; but what he is unable to do, his guardian shall do it”. 

“...so that if one of the two errs, the (second) one of the two may remind the other”: In this sentence a 

word, hadhar ( َرذ ن  ا ) is understood before an (ح ََ ); together they literally mean, “lest one of the two errs 

...”; the words, “one of the two” have been repeated in this sentence. While at first glance it would 

appear that the second phrase could be replaced by a pronoun, the fact is that the two phrases do not 

have the same significance. The first phrase (if one of the two errs) refers to either of the two without 

pointing to a particular woman; the second phrase (the one of the two may remind ...) points particularly 

to the second who has not erred. That is why we have added the word (second) in its translation. 

“And fear Allah”; The believers should guard themselves against disobeying the orders and prohibitions 

promulgated in this verse. “And Allah teaches you”; it is an independent sentence, not connected with 

the preceding one, “and fear Allah”. The sentence describes the grace of Allah bestowed on the 

believers. In this respect it is like the words of Allah in the verse of inheritance: “Allah makes it clear to 

you lest you err” (4:176). Allah in both these sentences shows that He has bestowed His bounties upon 

the believers by teaching them the rules of religion and by instructing them as to what they were allowed 

to do and what not. 

Some people have said that the sentence, “and fear Allah, and Allah teaches you”, were connected to 

each other. According to them, they show that there is a relation of cause and effect between the two - 

when people fear Allah then Allah teaches them. 

Comment: The principle mentioned above is correct in itself, and is supported by other verses of the 

Qur’an and by traditions. But this verse has nothing to do with that principle. The second sentence 

begins with “and”; if it had wanted to enunciate that principle, the word “and” would not have been there; 

the sentence would have been like this: “and fear Allah, He will teach you”. Moreover, the said 

interpretation is not supported by the context; if we accept it then the end of the verse will be quite 

irrelevant to the main topic of the verse. 

The above-mentioned reconstruction of the verse gives us another argument against that interpretation. 

Had that meaning been correct, the divine name, Allah, would not have been repeated in “and Allah 

teaches you”, a pronoun would have been more appropriate. 

In these three consecutive short sentences, the divine name, Allah, has been repeated three times. It 



was necessary in the first sentence, “and fear Allah”; it had to be repeated in “and Allah teaches you”, 

because it was an independent sentence; and in the last sentence, “and Allah knows all things”, the 

name gives the proof of this statement - He knows all things because He is Allah. 

The two verses contain nearly twenty basic rules concerning loan, mortgage, evidence, etc. There are 

numerous traditions about these and related topics. But the proper place to go into these details are the 

books of jurisprudence. Therefore, we shall not quote them here. 

 
[1] [1] 

SHARES 

 
Surah Al-Baqarah: Verse 284 

 
 نم بذّ عيو ءشاَي نمل رغ ففيَ هلا ب ه مباسحي هتُخ فُو وا من فسُا ف ام وادُتبُ ن  او ض  را ف امو ات  واملسا ف ام هل

اي  قدَ ير ءشَ لك لَع هلاو ءشَ

 

Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth is Allah’s; and whether you manifest 

what is in your souls or hide it, Allah will call you to account for it, then He will forgive whom He 

pleases and chastise whom He pleases; and Allah is powerful over all things (2:284). 

Commentary 

Whatever Is In The Heavens And Whatever Is In The Earth Is Allah’s 

 
Qur’an: Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth is Allah’s (2:284). 

 
Allah is the Owner of all creation, whether it is in the heavens or in the earth. This declaration paves the 

way for the next sentence, “and whether you manifest what is in your souls or hide it, Allah will call you 

to account for it”. To Him belongs all that is in the heavens and in the earth; and among those things are 

you as well as your actions, and all that your souls have earned. Therefore, Allah encompasses you and 

preserve your deeds; it makes no difference to Him whether your actions are manifest or hidden, He will 

call you to account for them. 

It has been said that the heavens have an affinity with the mind’s faculties, psychological traits and 

spiritual characteristics. What is in our souls or minds is a part of what is in the heavens, and it belongs 

to Allah. When the hidden traits and characteristics manifest themselves through the actions of the body; 

they become a part of what is in the earth, and that also belongs to Allah. Thus, whatever is found in our 

minds, whether it is manifested or remains hidden, belongs to Allah, and He will decide about it after 



calling us to account for it. 

 
And Whether You Manifest What Is In… 

 
Qur’an: and whether you manifest what is in your souls or hide it, Allah will call you to account 

for it (2:284). 

“al-Ibda’” ( َاءد ب لاا  = to manifest) is opposite of “al-ikhfa’” ( َءخ فا لاا  = to hide). 

 
“What is in your souls” means “what is settled in your minds”; it is the meaning that is understood by 

scholars of the language as well as the general public. It refers to traits and characteristics, whether 

good or bad, like belief and disbelief, love and hate, strength or weakness of the will, and so on. These 

traits may be manifest or hidden. They are manifested through the actions of body, which may be 

perceived by others and which prove the existence of those traits in the doer. One knows that but for 

those particular traits, for example, love or hate, belief or disbelief, inclination or repulsion, those deeds 

could not be done. In this manner, actions manifest the motives that are fixed in the minds of the doers. 

Conversely, these traits may remain hidden if one does not do any action that could prove their 

existence in one’s mind. 

We have said above that “what is in your souls” means what is settled in your minds. It does not mean 

ineradicable and firmly rooted characteristics; rather it refers to the substantial existence of such 

characteristics from which actions may emanate. 

The two alternatives, “whether you manifest ...” and “hide it”, show that those characteristics are 

capable of being shown or hidden; it may be a well-ingrained trait or some appropriate psychological 

state. But it does not, and cannot, mean passing notions and transient ideas that invade one’s mind 

without one’s intention; for example, the mental image of a sin when one has no intention or inclination 

to do it. The words of the verse do not include such involuntary notions, because they are not “settled” in 

the mind, nor does any action emanate from them. 

The verse, in short, says that mental states, the characteristics and traits settled in mind, are the basis of 

a man’s actions, obedient as well as disobedient; and Allah will call man to account for them. In this 

respect, this verse has the same significance as the following verses: 

“Allah will not call you to account for what is vain in your oaths, but He will call you to account 

for what your hearts have earned” (2:225). 

“...his heart is surely sinful” (2:283). 

 
“...surely the hearing and the sight and the heart, all of these, shall be questioned about that” 

(17:36). 



These verses prove that there are some conditions and characteristics of hearts, that is, minds, for which 

man will be called to account. The following verse also proves it: 

“Surely (as for) those who love that scandal should circulate respecting those who believe, they 

shall have a grievous chastisement in this world and the hereafter ...” (24:19). 

It shows that the chastisement shall be because of the “love” of circulating scandal; and love is a state of 

mind. 

This is the apparent and clear meaning of this verse. It proves that man shall be called to account for 

what is settled in his mind, whether he hides it or shows it. But the verse is silent on the questions as to 

whether the chastisement in all cases - manifesting it or hiding it, acting according to one’s intention or 

not doing so, succeeding in the intended transgression or not succeeding - will be the same or different. 

Most of the commentators have misunderstood the significance of the verse. They have thought that it is 

said that man will be asked about even a passing notion that invades the mind, even if it has not settled 

therein and even when it is beyond the control of a man. Holding a man responsible for such fleeting 

notions is, without doubt, imposing a duty beyond the limit of one’s ability. From this point on, these 

commentators have differed among themselves. 

a) Some have admitted that Allah might impose on a soul a duty beyond its furthest limit. 

 
Others have tried to escape from this difficulty in various ways: 

 
b) Some have accepted that the verse ordained for man what was in fact a duty beyond his ability. But, 

they claimed, it was abrogated by the sentence in the next verse: “Allah does not impose upon any soul 

a duty but to the extent of its ability”. 

Comment: It has been clearly shown that the verse does not include such transitory ideas and notions. 

Therefore, the whole argument and interpretation is out of place. Moreover, imposing a duty beyond 

one’s ability is, ab initio, against reason; Allah cannot do so even for a single moment. He has declared 

that He never ordained anything in religion beyond our ability: 

“...and (He) did not lay upon you any hardship in religion” (22:78). 

 
c) Some others said that the verse was connected with the preceding one, and that it speaks particularly 

about the hiding of testimony. 

Comment: This restriction of meaning is clearly against the general nature of the verse. 

 
d) Still others have said that it was restricted to the unbelievers. Only they shall be called to account for 

their fleeting fantasies. 

Comment: This restriction too is against the generality of the verse. 



e) Someone else has interpreted the verse in this way: If you manifest your hidden evil by committing 

transgression openly, or if you keep it hidden by committing sins secretly, in both cases Allah will call 

you to account for it. According to this interpretation, the chastisement shall be, not for the ideas, but for 

the sins. 

Comment: Such interpretation is totally against the apparent and clear meaning of the verse. 

 
f) Yet others have said that “what is in your souls” means any kind of idea, whether fixed or otherwise. 

But “Allah will call you to account for it” means “Allah will inform you of it”. According to this 

interpretation, the verse is similar to the verse: “...so He will inform you of what you did” (5:105). 

Whether we manifest such ideas and notions or hide them, Allah will tell us about them on the Day of 

Resurrection. 

Comment: This interpretation too, like the preceding one, is totally against the clear meaning of the 

verse. 

Then He Will Forgive Whom He Pleases… 

 
Qur’an: then He will forgive whom He pleases and chastise whom He pleases; and Allah is 

powerful over all things (2:284). 

The alternatives of “forgiveness” and “chastisement” give a hint that “what is in your souls” refers 

especially to evil thoughts and characteristics. Although “forgiveness” has also been used in the Qur’an 

in a few such cases where no sin was involved, it is a very uncommon, indeed a rare, usage, and there 

should be some strong reason and clear association before the word “forgiveness” is being diverted to 

such meaning. 

“And Allah is powerful over all things”: It gives the reason for the said forgiving and chastising; or it 

may show the reason for the whole verse. 

Traditions 

It is narrated in as-Sahih of Muslim from Abu Hurayrah that he said: “When the verse: Whatever is in 

the heavens and whatever is in the earth is Allah’s; and whether you manifest what is in your souls or 

hide it, Allah will call you to account for it was revealed to the Messenger of Allah (S), the companions of 

the Messenger of Allah (S) were very much perturbed. They came to the Messenger of Allah and 

crouched down (before him) and said: ‘O Messenger of Allah! we were ordered to do what we were able 

to do - prayer, fasting, fighting and charity; but (now) Allah has sent down this verse and it is beyond the 

extent of our ability.’ 

Thereupon, the Messenger of Allah said: ‘Do you want to say as the people of the book before you said, 

“We hear and we disobey”? Rather, you should say, “We hear and obey; our Lord! Thy forgiveness (do 



we crave) and to Thee is (our) march.”’ When they recited it, and their tongues had been subdued by it, 

Allah immediately revealed: The Apostle believes in what has been revealed to him from his Lord, and 

(so do) the believers ..... and to Thee is (our) march. When they did so, Allah abrogated that (law) and 

revealed (the verse): Allah does not impose upon any soul a duty but to the extent of its ability ... ” 

 
The author says: as-Suyuti has narrated in ad-Durr al-Manthur through Ahmad, Muslim, Abu Dawud (in 

his an-Nasikh wa ’l-mansukh), Ibn Jarir, Ibn ul-Mundhir and Ibn Abi Hatim from Abu Hurayrah; and he 

has narrated another tradition with nearly the same meaning through several chains from Ibn ‘Abbas. 

And the abrogation has been narrated through several chains from other companions too, like Ibn 

Mas‘ud and ‘A’ishah. 

And it has been narrated from ar-Rabi‘ Ibn Anas that the verse is confirmed and unabrogated; and that 

“calling to account” means that Allah will inform the servant, on the Day of Resurrection, about his deeds 

which he did in this world. 

And it has been narrated from Ibn ‘Abbas through several chains that the verse is restricted to hiding 

and giving testimony. Accordingly, it is a confirmed verse, not abrogated. 

And it has been narrated from ‘A’ishah that calling to account means the vexation and grief which a man 

feels when he intends to commit a sin and does not do it. This interpretation also treats the verse as 

confirmed and unabrogated. 

And it has been narrated, through the chains of ‘Ali, from Ibn ‘Abbas about the words of Allah: and 

whether you manifest what is in your souls or hide it (i.e. all your hidden and manifest affairs) Allah will 

call you to account for it, that it is not abrogated. When Allah gathers the creatures on the Day of 

Resurrection, He shall say: “I shall inform you of what you had hidden in your souls which my angels 

were not aware of.” Then, as for the believers, He shall tell them what they had imagined in their souls, 

and will forgive them. It is the word of Allah: Allah will call you to account for it, that is, will inform you. 

And as for the people of doubt and suspicion, He shall inform them of the denial of truth which they had 

kept hidden; and it is the word of Allah: ... but He will call you to account for what your hearts have 

earned. 

 
The author says: All these traditions, in spite of their mutual differences. have one thing in common: All 

are against the clear meaning of the Qur’an, as explained earlier. The verse clearly says that men will be 

called to account for what their hearts have earned either directly or through other limbs; and there is no 

“earning” in passing notions and fleeting images which invade the mind. And testimony does not differ in 

this from other affairs, nor is there any difference in this matter between a believer and an unbeliever; 

and “calling to account” evidently does not mean informing someone of his transitory thoughts; it 

obviously means calling one to account for reward or punishment. This is the clear meaning of this 

verse, and all other verses confirm this meaning. 

So far as those traditions are concerned which say that this verse was abrogated, there are several 



defects in them. 

 
First: They are against the evident meaning of the Verse, as explained above. 

 
Second: They claim that there is no injustice in imposing a duty on a soul beyond the limits of its ability. 

Such a thing is evidently invalid, and especially so if it is attributed to Allah. The subsequent abrogation 

cannot right this wrong, rather the incongruity will increase; the tradition says,” ...when they recited it 

...Allah abrogated ...”, in other words, the order was abrogated before it was acted upon. And such an 

abrogation is not acceptable in Islam. 

Third: You will see in the commentary of the next verses that the sentence, “Allah does not impose 

upon any soul a duty but to the extent of its ability”, is not capable of abrogating any rule. That verse 

says that every soul is confronted by whatever it has earned, whether it finds it hard to bear or easy. If 

such a thing was imposed upon a soul which it did not have the strength to bear, or if such a burden was 

laid upon it as was laid upon those before us, it was all the result of what the soul had itself earned, 

because of its wrong choice; it should not blame anyone but itself. With this background, the sentence: 

Allah dos not impose upon any soul a duty but to the extent of its ability: looks like a parenthetic 

sentence, written to remove any possible misunderstanding. 

Fourth: The subject of the next two verses has nothing to do with fleeting thoughts and transitory ideas; 

nor do those verses stand face to face with this verse as an abrogating verse stands in relation to an 

abrogated one. 

In short, the purpose of the next verses is quite different from the aim of this verse, as you will see. 

 

[1] [1] 

SHARES 

 
Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 285- 286 

 
قنفَُر   هلسرو تبُ هكو هتئََ مو هب ال نمآ لك نَ نُومول ماو هَ  بر نم هليَا لن ز ا اب م لوسلرا نمآ  اقاَلُوو هلسر نم دٍحا نيب َ 

 يرصل ما كَلَياو ناَبر نَكَاغُف ر ناَطعَاو ناَعمس

 

The Apostle believes in what has been revealed to him from his Lord, and (so do) the believers; 

they all believe in Allah and His angels and His books and His apostles; We make no difference 

between any of His apostles; and they say: “We hear and obey; our Lord! Thy forgiveness (do we 

crave), and to Thee is (our) march” (2:285). 



 لمتَح و ناَبر ناَخ طاَا وا يناَنَس ن  ا ذ ناَخاتُو  ناَبر تبتَسكا ام اهليَعو تبسك ام الهَ اهعسۇ ا انفَ س هلا فلّي 

 ن تا نَامحارو لَنَا رغ فاو نَّاع فعاو ب ه لَنَا طَاقَةَ  ام ل نَامتُح و نَابر نَالقَب نم لَّذ ينا لَع ل تَهمح امك ارصا نَالَيع

 ر ينافل ا مل قَوا لَع نَارفَان ص نَاوم

 

Allah does not impose upon any soul a duty but to the extent of its ability; for it is (the benefit of) 

what it has earned, and upon it (the evil of) what it has wrought; “Our Lord! do not punish us if 

we forget or do a mistake; Our Lord! do not lay on us a burden as Thou didst lay on those before 

us; Our Lord! do not impose upon us that which we have not the strength to bear; and pardon us 

and forgive us and have mercy on us; Thou art our Guardian, so help us against the unbelieving 

people” (2:286). 

General Comment 

These are the last verses of this chapter. They summarize the details given in it, and recapitulate its 

main objective. As we mentioned at the beginning, the chapter aimed to show that it was an integral part 

of the worship of Allah to believe in all that He sent to His creatures through His apostles, without 

making any difference between those apostles. It is this reality which is described in the first of these 

verses: “The Apostle believes ...between any of His apostles”. 

The chapter then gives many stories of the Israelites: How Allah bestowed upon them His countless 

bounties, like the Book, the prophethood, the kingdom, etc., and how they answered it with 

disobedience, rebellion, breach of covenant and even infidelity. It is these stories that are obliquely 

hinted at in the remaining part of the first and the whole of the second verse, where the believers are 

reported as saying “We hear and obey”, and then they go on seeking the protection, forgiveness and 

help of Allah. 

Thus, these verses connect the end of the chapter with its beginning. The epilogue is a mirror of the 

prologue. 

Allah opens this chapter by describing the qualities that are essential for a God-fearing people, and 

without which they cannot discharge their duties towards their Lord. He says that His pious and God- 

fearing servants believe in the unseen, keep up prayer, spend out of the sustenance given to them by 

Allah, believe in that which was revealed to the Apostle and to the previous apostles and are sure of the 

life hereafter (vide verses 2 - 5 of this chapter). Allah guides them through the Qur’an; and then He 

shows the contrast between them and the infidels and hypocrites. 

Then the talk turns to the affairs of the people of the Book and especially the Jews. It explains how Allah, 

in His grace, guided them, and exalted them with His bounties and favours. And what was their 

response to all those favours? They became arrogant, disobeyed the commandments of Allah, and 

repaid His bounties with ingratitude; they stood against Allah and His apostles, bore malice against His 



angels, and made differences between one apostle and the other, and one book and the other. As a 

result, Allah laid on them heavy burdens, like the order to kill their own people; and imposed upon them 

that which they had no strength to bear, like turning them into apes, and sending lightening and plague 

from the sky on them. 

After going into all these details, Allah recounts in these two verses the good attributes of the Apostle 

and the believers who have followed him; He shows that their condition is in clear contrast with that of 

the people of the Book. They have responded to the divine bounties and guidance with submission and 

obedience; they believe in Allah, His angels, His books and His apostles, without making any difference 

between any of the apostles. And they know their own limitations as powerless mortals, and recognize 

the all-pervasive power of Allah. Although they have unconditionally submitted to the Caller towards the 

truth, they confess that they cannot do justice to that Call because of their inherent weakness and 

ignorance. 

They are afraid that they may transgress the limit by forgetfulness or mistake, or that they may fall short 

in their duties of divine worship; they are worried lest a sinful act puts them in disgrace, as happened 

with the people of the Book before them. Therefore, they beseech the All-merciful Lord and pray to Him 

not to punish them if they forget or make a mistake, not to lay on them a burden and not to impose upon 

them that which they have not the strength to bear; they entreat Him to pardon them, to forgive their 

mistakes and to have mercy on them, and to help them against the unbelieving people. 

This is the true place of these two verses in the scheme of this chapter; they are a sort of resume of the 

chapter. This observation should be enough to further repudiate the claims of the commentators: 

a) that these verses were connected with the preceding one: “and whether you manifest what is in your 

souls or hide it, Allah will call you to account for it”; 

b) that this preceding verse imposed a duty upon every soul beyond the limit of its ability; 

 
c) that the first of these verses, “The Apostle believes ...and to Thee is (our) march”, describes how the 

companions submitted to, and accepted, this imposition of duty beyond the limit of their ability; 

d) And that the second of these verses, “Allah does not impose ...help us against the unbelieving 

people”, abrogated that verse which imposed such duty. 

Moreover, our explanation is in perfect harmony with the reported “reason of revelation” of this chapter, 

that it was the first chapter revealed at Medina. The Prophet emigrated to Medina, and settled therein; 

the Medinite believers, that is, the Helpers (ansar), eagerly accepted the divine religion, and stood up to 

help the Apostle of Allah with their properties and lives; the Emigrant believers (muhajirun) abandoned 

their properties and homes, and left their families and children in the cause of Islam, and came to 

Medina to remain with the Messenger of Allah (S). That was indeed the time when Allah should have 

praised them for their answering the Call of His Prophet with acceptance and obedience, and thanked 



them for their submission. 

 
The last sentence “Thou art our Guardian, so help us against the unbelieving people” also indicates that  

this prayer was at a time when Islam had begun its march forward, and when there was danger of attack 

from the unbelievers. 

This verse contains wonders of elocution; there is generality followed by specification, and brevity by 

amplification; it shows the servants of Allah the perfect way of submission and servitude; and, in short, 

contains all the basic elements of perfection and felicity. 

Commentary 

The Apostle Believes In What Has Been… 

 
Qur’an: The Apostle believes in what has been revealed to him from his Lord, and (so do) the 

believers (2:285). 

This makes known the belief of the Apostle and the believers. The Apostle has been mentioned 

separately as the one who believes in what has been revealed to him from his Lord; then the believers 

have been joined to him in this virtue; it has been done to maintain the dignity of the Apostle. It is the 

usual style of the Qur’an: On such occasions, it first mentions the name of the Apostle separately, and 

thereafter the believers are joined to him. Look, for example, at following verses: 

“...then Allah sent down His tranquillity on His Apostle and on the believers” (48:26). 

 
“...on the day on which Allah will not abase the Prophet and those who believe with him ...” 

(66:8). 

They All Believe In Allah… 

 
Qur’an: they all believe in Allah and His angels and His books and His apostles (2:285). 

 
This specifies the generality of the preceding sentence: “What has been revealed” to the Messenger of 

Allah demands belief in Allah and acceptance of the truth of the books and apostles and angels who are 

Allah’s honoured servants. Whoever believes in what has been revealed to the Messenger of Allah must 

believe in all those things, in a suitable manner. 

We Make No Difference Between Any Of His Apostles 

 
Qur’an: We make no difference between any of His apostles (2:285). 

 
It is the quotation of the believers’ saying, without using the introductory verb, “They said”. We have 

explained in the commentary of verse: 



“And when Ibrahim and Isma‘il were raising the foundations of the House; “Our Lord! accept from 

us; surely Thou art the Hearing, the Knowing”” (2:127). 

The general reason for this type of quotation, and how it is one of the most elegant styles of the Qur’an. 

Apart from that basic reason of portraying the speakers before the eyes and ears of the imagination 

there was in this case one particular reason for omission of the words ‘They said’: this speech depicts 

the believers’ state of mind; it does not describe their verbal declaration. Even if we suppose that they 

actually uttered these words, each of them must have done so individually and in his heart; they never 

said it jointly and together by their tongues. It was only their shared faith that announced this belief, not 

in words but in their state of minds, which spoke louder than the words. 

This verse quotes two sayings of the believers, one after another, but with different styles: “We make no 

difference ...” is without the words ‘They said’; then the sentence is followed immediately by, “and they 

say: ‘We hear and obey ...’” which, as we see, is introduced with, “they say”. Yet both are the believers’ 

sayings when they answered the Call of the Prophet. The reason for this difference is that the first 

sentence describes the state of their minds, while the second was actually uttered by them in words. 

The verse begins by describing the belief of all the believers, “every one of them” taken separately. 

Then it turns to plural verbs and pronouns (We make no difference ...), and it continues up to the end. 

What was done in this respect by the people of the Book was done by their whole of their nations. The 

Jews made a difference between Musa on the one hand, and ‘Isa and Muhammad on the other; the 

Christians made a difference between Musa and ‘Isa on one hand, and Muhammad on the other. 

Thus, they became divided into many groups and sects, although Allah had created them one people. 

Also, they were chastised and heavy burdens were imposed on the whole of their groups jointly, not 

separately. And the prayer at the end of the verse ‘to be helped against the unbelieving people’ was, 

likewise, a collective affair. Therefore, all these things demanded plural words. In contrast to this, “belief” 

is a personal and individual matter, and it was appropriate to describe it in an individualistic style and a 

singular number. 

And They Say: We Hear And Obey 

 
Qur’an: And they say: “We hear and obey; Our Lord! Thy forgiveness (do we crave), and to Thee 

is (our) march” (2:285). 

“We hear and obey” is not information; it is the declaration of their submission to the divine command. 

To hear allegorically means to accept and believe in; to obey is used for complying with order. Together 

these two words point to the acceptance of the call through believing with the heart and doing one’s duty 

with the body. Thus, hearing and obeying refer to perfect belief. 

Their declaration to hear and obey is, thus, fulfilment of the rights Allah has on His servants; it is the sum 

total of the duties that Allah has imposed upon them: to hear and to obey. It is the “worship” mentioned 



in the following verses: 

 
“And I did not create the jinn and the human beings except that they should worship Me” (51:56). 

“I do not desire from them any sustenance and I do not desire that they should feed Me” (51:57). 

“Did I not enjoin you, O children of Adam! that you should not worship the Satan? Surely, he is 

you open enemy” (36:60). 

“And that you should worship Me; this is the right way” (36:61). 

 
And Allah has decreed on His Own Self a right for His servants, in consideration of the above- 

mentioned duty imposed on them, that is, forgiveness. It is a thing which nobody can do without - right 

from the apostles and the prophets to an ordinary believer. Allah promised them that He would forgive 

them if they obeyed and worshipped Him. This promise was the first thing ordained when the Shari‘ah 

was given to Adam: 

“We said: Get down you therefrom all together; and when there comes to you a guidance from 

Me, then whoever follows My guidance, no fear shall come upon them, nor shall they grieve” 

(2:38). 

And it is what forgiveness means. 

 
The believers said “We hear and obey”; their declaration of faith and obedience was unconditional; they 

did what was expected of them about the rights of their Lord. Then they asked the Lord to bestow upon 

them His promised grace, that is, forgiveness. They said: “Thy forgiveness (do we crave), and to Thee is 

(our) march.” “al-Maghfirah” (  ُة ر غ ف لما ) , and al-ghufran (  ُان لغفُ را ), both of which are translated as 

“forgiveness”, literally mean “to cover”. When Allah forgives the sin of a servant, the due punishment is 

averted from him; in other words, Allah covers and hides his shortcomings. This grace will be bestowed 

upon the servant when he reaches His Lord. That is why they said, soon after praying for forgiveness, 

“and to Thee is (our) march.” 

Allah Does Not Impose Upon Any Soul… 

 
Qur’an: Allah does not impose upon any soul a duty but to the extent of its ability; for it is (the 

benefit of) what it has earned, and upon it (the evil of) what it has wrought (2:286). 

“al-Wus‘“ ( ع لۇسا ) is ability and power. Originally, the word was used for dimension, to show the area or 

capacity of a place or receptacle; then the power of man was thought of as a receptacle from which his 

actions come forth. A man has the ability to do a certain task; it is as though they said task is 

accommodated in his ability. On the other hand, a task which he cannot do is too great for his power and 

ability. In this way, the word ‘dimension’ came to mean power and ability. 



As mentioned above, it is the sum total of the rights of Allah on man that he should hear and obey. 

Obviously, man can say “I hear” only about that which he can understand; how can he answer by 

hearing and accepting what he cannot understand? Also, he can say “I obey” only about that which can 

be performed by his faculties and organs directly or through some tools. Obedience means that man 

follows the given order, and his faculties and organs are actuated to perform accordingly. The question 

of obedience does not arise about things that cannot be done; for example, if one is told to hear by his 

eyes, or to sit in two rooms at the same time, or that one should be born from his parents a second time. 

No such order can be given by any sane person. When the believers answer the Call of religion with 

hearing and obedience, it means that the Call is about such things that are within their power and ability; 

and it is these things which man obeys or disobeys, earning for himself what will benefit him or harm 

him. The “earning”, mentioned in this verse, is the best proof to show that what man earns, he earns 

through his ability and power. 

The words of Allah “Allah does not impose upon any soul ...” describe the divinely established 

system that Allah does not impose upon His servants what is beyond their power; for example, He does 

not tell them to believe in that which is beyond their understanding; nor does He ordain for them a duty 

which they cannot do. This is, also, the custom of all sane persons. It is a sentence that is neither more 

nor less than the believers’ declaration “We hear and obey”; it agrees with it perfectly. 

This sentence, that is, “Allah does not impose upon any soul ...”, is in perfect harmony with the 

preceding and the following sentences. It is related to the preceding one, as it shows that Allah does not 

impose any duty except that which the servants can hear and obey, that is, which is within their ability 

and power. 

And it is related to the following sentences, as it shows that what the Apostle and the believers prayed 

for - that Allah should not punish them if they forget or do a mistake, and should not lay on them burden 

as He laid on past nations, and should not impose upon them anything which they do not have strength 

to bear - was not an imposition beyond the extent of their ability, although such things, if imposed, could 

cause hardship. When Allah imposes upon a group that which they have not the strength to bear, it is 

not the imposition of a duty; it is the imposition of a punishment for their transgression and rebellion. 

Forgetfulness and committing mistakes, per se, are beyond man’s power; but, more often than not, it is 

man himself who paves the way for them. It is possible to prevent these two (forgetfulness and erring) by 

desisting from those things which cause them. It is especially true in cases where one forgets or 

commits a mistake because of his wrong choice. 

The same may be said about laying on one a burden like that which was laid upon previous people. It 

refers to the cases in which Allah imposed hard rules in place of easy ones, when those people went 

against those easy rules. It was not the unwarrantable imposition of duty beyond one’s ability; it was 

brough upon them by those people themselves because of their wrong choice. And such punishing rules 



are not bad in law. 

 
Our Lord! Do Not Punish Us… 

 
Qur’an: Our Lord! Do not punish us if we forget or do a mistake (2:286). 

 
They first said, “We hear and obey” which showed their unconditional surrender and obedience. Then 

they looked at themselves and became aware of their intrinsically weak and imperfect being. Also, they 

remembered what had happened to previous nations. This prompted them to beseech their Lord for 

mercy, and they prayed to Him not to take them to task as He had done with past people. They sought 

His protection because Allah had taught them that there was no power or strength except from Allah, 

and that nothing can save from Allah’s displeasure except His mercy. 

Why did the Apostle prayed to Allah in these words when he was sinless and protected from mistake 

and forgetfulness? He did so because his sinlessness had come from Allah; he was protected from 

mistake and forgetfulness by Allah’s protection. Therefore, it was quite in order for him to include himself 

in the group of believers to ask from his Lord what he knew was a grace of the Lord. 

Our Lord! Do Not Lay On Us A Burden… 

 
Qur’an: Our Lord! Do not lay on us a burden as Thou didst lay on those before us (2:286). 

 
“al-Isr” ( ر ص لاا  = burden) is also interpreted as detaining a thing by force. This is not very far from the 

first meaning: If a thing is confined and detained forcefully it puts a heavy burden on it. 

“Those before us” refers to the people of the Book and especially the Jews, because this chapter 

describes many strories about them; and because the seventh chapter, inter alia, refers to the Apostle of 

Islam in these words: 

“...and removes from them (the people of Torah and Injil) their burden and the shackles which 

were upon them ...” (7:157). 

Our Lord! Do Not Impose Upon Us… 

 
Qur’an: Our Lord! Do not impose upon us that which we have not the strength to bear (2:286). 

 
It does not refer to unbearable rules of the Shari‘ah, because reason does not allow such rules, and 

Allah has Himself said that He does not impose any duty beyond one’s limit of ability; and the words of 

the believers “We hear and obey” show that Allah’s commandments are within their ability to understand 

and act. 

This sentence in fact refers to severe punishments meted out to previous peoples - the imposition of 

retaliatory hard rules, sending upon them severe chastisements or transforming them into animals or 



insects. 

 
And Pardon Us And Forgive Us And Have Mercy On Us 

 
Qur’an: And pardon us and forgive us and have mercy on us (2:286). 

 
“al-‘Afw” ( ف ۇ لعا ) is to erase the signs of a thing; al-maghfirah is to cover it; “ar-rahmah” ( ُة م ح لرا ) is 

mercy. From the linguistic point of view, the three sentences proceed from branch to root and from 

particular to general. The believers beseech Allah first to erase and eradicate the sign of their sin (by 

removing its due punishment from them), then they ask Him to cover and hide the sin (by letting all 

concerned forget about it completely); lastly, they crave for His mercy that will cover the sin and make 

them worthy of His grace. 

The three sentences are in conjunction with the previous ones: “Our Lord! do not punish us if we forget 

or do a mistake ...” The context shows that the pardon, forgiveness and mercy asked for are in 

connection with such sins which they might commit by forgetfulness or mistake. Therefore, the 

forgiveness asked for in this verse is in a particular context; it is not like the forgiveness asked for in the 

previous verse, “Thy forgiveness (do we crave) “, which is an unrestricted and unconditional forgiveness 

in consideration of the believers’ unrestricted and unconditional acceptance of the Call. 

It is clear from the above that there is no repetition of the prayer of forgiveness, because both are in 

separate contexts. 

In these prayers the word “Lord” has been repeated four times. This was done to invoke the divine 

mercy. The name “Lord” by contrast, hints to the servitude and total dependence of the beseecher. 

Thou Art Our Guardian So Help Us… 

 
Qur’an: Thou art our Guardian, so help us against the unbelieving people (2:286). 

 
It is an independent sentence and a separate prayer. “al-Mawla” ( ل و لما ) means ‘helper’ - not any helper, 

but that one who looks after the affairs of the helped one. The root word is al-wilayah ( ُة ي لو ا  = to govern, 

to rule, to take charge of). Allah is the Ruler of the believers; therefore, He is their Guardian in all their 

affairs. Allah says: 

“...and Allah is the Guardian of the believers” (3:68). 

 
“That is because Allah is the Master of those who believe, and because the unbelievers have no 

master for them” (47:11). 

This prayer of theirs shows that their only desire, after hearing and obeying the basic religion, was to 

spread the true faith and to fight in the way of Allah to establish the word of truth, so that all the nations 

could unite in that cause. Allah says: 



“Say: “This is my way: I invite you unto Allah; with clear sight (are) I and he who follows me; and 

glory be to Allah, and I am not of the polytheists” (12:108). 

To call to the faith of monotheism is the way of true religion. It involves one in fighting, enjoining the 

good and forbidding the evil, and in all the methods of propagation of religion. This is done to remove the 

root of discord from the human species. The importance attached to this endeavour may be understood 

from the verse: 

“He has prescribed for you of the religion what He enjoined upon Nuh and that which We have 

revealed unto you, and that which We enjoined upon Ibrahim and Musa and ‘Isa, that establish 

the religion and be not divided therein” (42:13). 

This prayer of the believers (Thou are our Guardian, so help us ...) proves that the first thing that 

came into their minds after firmly deciding to hear and obey, was the general call to invite the whole of 

mankind to the religion of truth. And Allah knows better. 

Wa al-hamdu li ’l-Lah (And praise and thank be to Allah). 
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Appendix B: List of Names and Numbers of the 

Surahs of the Holy Qur’an 

In this book the references of the Qur'anic verses have been given by writing serial number of the 

relevant chapter, followed by a colon (:) that is followed by the number/s of the Verse/s. The names of 

the chapters have been omitted for the sake of brevity. 

The names of the chapters with their serial numbers are given here for the guidance of the readers. 

 
To find, for instance, the verse 5:67 in the Qur'an, the reader should open the fifth chapter, that its, al- 

Ma'idah ( ةد آئ لماَ   = The Table) and then find the 67th verse. 

 

 
S. No. 

Arabic Names of 

the Chapters 

 
Transliteration 

 
Meaning 

 
1. 

 
 بتالا ةُحفات

 
Fatihatu 'l-kitab 

The Opening of 

The Book 

 al -Baqarah The Cow ةقَرلبا .2

 Al 'Imran The House of Imran انمرع آل .3

 an-Nisa' Women ءاــسَّ لنا .4

 Al-Ma'idah The Table ةدائـلما .5

 Al -An'am Cattle ماـلأن عا .6

 al-A'raf The Battlements افلأعرا .7

 al-Anfal The Spoils لاـلأن فا .8

 At-Tawbah Repentance ةبَّوـلتا .9

 Yunus Jonah ونُسي .10



 Hud Hood دوه .11

 Yusuf Joseph فوسي .12

 ar-Ra'd Thunder عدلرا .13

 Ibrahim Abraham هيمابرا .14

 Al-Hijr El-Hijr رجلحا .15

 An-Nahl The Bee حللنا .16

 al-Isra' The Night Journey آءرسلاا .17

 al-Kahf The Cave فهلا .18

 Maryam Mary مي رم .19

 Ta Ha Ta Ha طه .20

 al-Anbiya' Prophets ءلأن بيآا .21

 al-Hajj The Pilgrimage جلحا .22

 al-Mu'minun The Believers ننولمؤما .23

 an-Nur Light رلنوّا .24

 
25. 

 
 نلفرُقاا

 
al-Furqan 

Discrimination 

(Salvation) 

 ash-Shu'ara' The Poets اءرعـلشُّا .26

 an-Naml The Ant لمـلنَّا .27

 al-Qasas The Stories صلقَصا .28

 al-'Ankabut The Spider توبـن لعا .29

 Ar-Rum The Greeks وملرا .30



 Luqman Lokman نلُق ما .31

 as-Sajdah Prostration ةدجـلسا .32

 al-Ahzab The Confederates ابلأحزا .33

 Saba' Sheba أبــَ س .34

 
35. 

 
 ةلائلما( رفاط(

Fatir (or, 

al-Mala'ikah) 

The Originator (or 

The Angels) 

 Ya Sin Ya Sin ســي .36

 as-Saffat The Rangers تافّاــلصا .37

 Sad Sad ص .38

 az-Zumar The Companies رملزا .39

 al-Mu'min The Believer نمولما .40

 Fussilat Distinguished لتَفصُ .41

 ash-Shura Counsel ریلشُّوا .42

 az-Zukhruf Ornaments فخ رلزا .43

 ad-Dukhan Smoke نلدُّخاا .44

 al-Jathiyah Hobbling يةلجاثا .45

 al-Ahqaf The Sand-Dunes فلأحقاا .46

 Muhammad Muhammad ص( دمحم( .47

 al-Fath Victory لفَت حا .48

 al Hujurat Apartments تارجلحا .49

 Qaf Qaf ق .50



 adh-Dhariyat The Scatterers تياار   لذا .51

 at-Tur The Mount رلطُّوا .52

 an-Najm The Star ملنَّجا .53

 al-Qamar The Moon رلقمَا .54

 ar-Rahman The All-merciful حمنلرا .55

 al-Waqi'ah The Terror ةعقالوا .56

 al-Hadid Iron ديدلحا .57

 Al-Mujadalah The Disputer لةدجالما .58

 al-Hashr The Mustering ش رلحا .59

 al-Mumtahanah The Woman Tested نةمتَحلما .60

 as-Saff The Ranks فلصا .61

 al-Jumu'ah Congregation عةملجا .62

 al-Munafiqun The Hypocrites نقوُنافلما .63

 at-Taghabun Mutual Fraud نلتَّغابا .64

 at-Talaq Divorce قلطَّلاا .65

 at-tahrim The Forbidding ريملتَّحا ,66

 al-Mulk The Kingdom ل كلما .67

ََ لقَلا .68  al-Qalam The Pen مـَ

 al-Haqqah The Indubitable ةـَ اقّلحا .69

جعالما .70  al-Ma'arij The Stairways ر 



 Nuh Noah حنوُ .71

 Al-Jinn The Jinn لج نا .72

 al-Muzzammil Enwrapped لـ  مزلما .73

ّ دَّثلما .74  al-Muddaththir Shrouded رــ 

 al-Qiyamah The Resurrection ةياملقا .75

 
76. 

 
 نلإنساا( لدَّهرا(

ad-Dahr (or, 

al -Insan) 

The Time (or, 

Man) 

 al-Mursalat The Loosed Ones تلارسلما .77

 an-Naba' The Tiding َّبأـلنا .78

 an-Nazi'at The Pluckers تعاز  اـّ لنا .79

 Abas He Frowned' سبع .80

 at-Takwir The Darkening ويرَّـلتا .81

 al-Infitar The Splitting رطالإنفا .82

 al-Mutaffifin The Stinters فينَّ فـَ طلما .83

 al-Inshiqaq The Rending ققالإنشا .84

 al-Buruj The Constellations وجرلبا .85

 at-Tariq The Night-star رقلطّاا .86

 Al-A'la The Most High لأعلا .87

 al-Ghashiyah The Enveloper ةيلغاشا .88

 Al-Fajr The Dawn رلفَجا .89

 Al-Balad The Land دـَ لـلبا .90



 ash-Shams The Sun سَّمــلشا .91

 Al-Layl The Night َّيلـللا .92

 ad-Duha The Forenoon حلضا .93

 al-Inshirah The Expanding احرـ  لإنشا .94

 At-Tin The Fig ينـ ّ لتا .95

 al-'laq The Blood-clot ق ـَللعا .96

 al -Qadr Power ردـَ لقا .97

 al -Bayyinah The Clear Sign نَةي لبا .98

 Az-Zilzal The Earthquake اللزلز ا .99

 al-'Adiyat The Chargers تياداـَ لعا .100

 al-Qari'ah The Clatterer ةعر  لقاا .101

 at-Takathur Rivalry رـُ اثلتَا .102

 Al-'Asr Afternoon رصلعا .103

 al-Humazah The Backbiter ةزملها .104

 Al-Fil The Elephant لفيلا .109

 Quraysh Quraish شيرـُ ق .106

 al-Ma'un Charity نولماعا .107

 al-Kawthar Abundance ثَروـَ لا .108

 al-Kafirun The Unbelievers ونرافلا .109
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 تتبَ

Tabbat (or, 

Lahab) 

 
Perish (or,The Flame) 

 
112. 

 
 َّوحيدـلتا( صلا ـ لإخا(

al Ikhlas (or, 

at-Tawhid) 

 
Sincere Religion (or, Divine Unity) 

 al-Falaq Daybreak لَقـَ لفا .113

 an-Nas Men سَّاـلنا .114
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	Al-Mizan Volume 4
	Miscellaneous information:

	Foreword
	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 224 – 227
	And make not Allah a target of your swearing (by Him) against your doing good and guarding (against evil) and making peace between men, and Allah is Hearing, Knowing (2:224).
	Allah will not call you to account for what is vain in your oaths, but He will call you to account for what your hearts have earned, and Allah is Forgiving, Forbearing (2:225).
	For those who swear (to abstain) from their wives is (ordained) a waiting for four months; then if they go back, then Allah is surely Forgiving, Merciful (2:226).
	And Make Not Allah A Target…
	Qur’an: And make not Allah a target of your swearing (by Him) against your doing good and guarding (against evil) and making peace between men, and Allah is Hearing, Knowing (2:224).
	Allah makes it clear for you (lest) you err. (4:176).
	and do not obey (i.e. accept the words of) any mean swearer. (68:10).

	Allah Will Not Call You To Account..
	Qur’an: Allah will not call you to account for what is vain in your oaths, but He will call you to account for what your hearts have earned (2:225).

	The Meaning Of “Heart” In The Qur’an
	...his heart is surely sinful (2:283).
	…and comes with a penitent heart. (50:33).
	and whether you manifest what is in your souls or hide it Allah will call you to account for it (2:284).
	Successful indeed are the believers (23:1). Who are humble in their prayers (23:2).

	For Those Who Swear..
	Qur’an: For those who swear (to abstain) from their wives is (ordained) a waiting for four months; then if they go back, then Allah is surely Forgiving, Merciful (2:226).
	Allah does not call you to account for what is vain in your oaths, but He calls you to account for the making of deliberate oaths; so its expiation is the feeding of ten poor men out of the average (food) you feed your families with, or their clothing...

	Traditions

	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 228 – 242
	And the divorced women should keep themselves in waiting for three monthly courses; and it is not lawful for them that they should conceal what Allah has created in their womb, if they believe in Allah and the last day; and their husbands have a bette...
	Divorce is twice; then keep (them) in fairness or let (them) go with kindness; and it is not lawful for you to take any part of what you have given them, unless both fear that they cannot keep within the limits of Allah; then if you fear that they can...
	So if he divorces her she shall not be lawful to him afterwards until she marries another husband; then if he divorces her there is no blame on them both if they return to each other (by marriage), if they both think that they can keep within the limi...
	And when you divorce the women and they reach their prescribed time then either retain them in fairness or set them free with fairness, and do not retain them for injury, so that you exceed the limits, and whoever does this, he indeed is unjust to his...
	And when you have divorced the women and they have ended their term (of waiting), then do not prevent them from marrying their husbands when they agree among themselves in a lawful manner; with this is admonished whosoever among you believe in Allah a...
	And the mothers should suckle their children for two complete years for him who desires to make complete the time of suckling, and their maintenance and their clothing must be borne by the father according to usage; no soul shall have imposed upon it ...
	And (as for) those of you who die and leave wives behind, they should keep themselves in waiting for four months and ten (days); then when they have fully attained their term, there is no blame on you for what they do for themselves in a proper manner...
	And there is no blame on you respecting that which you speak indirectly in the asking of (such) women in marriage or keep (the proposal) concealed within your minds; Allah knows that you will soon mention them, but do not give them a promise in secret...
	There is no blame on you if you divorce the women while yet you have not touched them or appointed for them a dowry, and make provision for them, on the wealthy according to his means, and on the straitened in circumstances according to his means, a p...
	And if you divorce them before you have touched them and you have appointed for them a dowry, then (pay to them) half of what you have appointed, unless they remit or he remits in whose hand is the marriage tie; and it is nearer to piety that you shou...
	Maintain the prayers and the middle prayer and stand up truly obedient to Allah (2:238).
	But if you are in danger, then (say your prayers) on foot or on horseback; and when you are secure, then remember Allah as He has taught you what you did not know (2:239).
	And those of you who die and leave wives behind, (make) a bequest in favour of their wives of maintenance for the year without turning (them) out, then if they themselves go away, there is no blame on you for what they do of proper deeds about themsel...
	And for the divorced women (too) provision (should be made) according to usage; (this is) a duty on those who guard (against evil) (2:241).
	And The Divorced Women Should Keep…
	Qur’an: And the divorced women should keep themselves in waiting for three monthly periods (2:228).
	Do not move your tongue with it to make haste with it. (75:16)
	And a Qur’an which We revealed in portions so that you may read it to the people by slow degrees ... (17:106).

	And It Is Not Lawful For Them …
	Qur’an: And it is not lawful for them that they should conceal what Allah has created in their wombs, if they believe in Allah and the last day (2:228).

	And Their Husbands Have…
	And They Have Rights Similar To…
	Qur’an: And they have rights similar to those upon them in a just manner, and for the men is (right) a degree above them. (2:228).

	Divorce Is Twice…
	Qur’an: Divorce is twice; then keep (them) in fairness or let (them) go with kindness; and it is not lawful for you to take any part of what you have given them (2:229).
	So if he divorces her, she shall not be lawful to him until she marries another husband (2:230).
	Then either retain them in fairness or set them free with fairness (2:231).

	Unless Both Fear That…
	Qur’an: Unless both fear that they cannot keep within the limits of Allah (2:229).

	Then If You Fear That…
	Qur’an: Then if you fear that they cannot keep within the limits of Allah, then there is no blame on them for what she gives up (to become free thereby) (2:229).

	These Are The Limits Of Allah…
	Qur’an: These are the limits of Allah, so do not exceed them, and whoever exceeds the limits of Allah then these it is that are the unjust (2:229).

	So If He Divorces Her…
	Qur’an: So, if he divorces her she shall not be lawful to him afterwards until she marries another husband ...clear for a people who know (2:230).

	And When You Divorce The Women…
	Qur’an: And when you divorce the women and they reach their prescribed time, then either retain them in fairness or set them free with fairness, and do not retain them for injury, so that you exceed the limit (2:231).

	And Whoever Does This…
	Qur’an: And whoever does this, he indeed is unjust to his own self, and do not take Allah’s signs for a mockery (2:231).
	Qur’an: And remember the favour of Allah upon you, and that which He has revealed to you of the Book and the Wisdom ...the Knower of all things (2:231).
	This day I have perfected your religion for you and have completed My favour on you ... (5:3);
	...so by His favour you became brethren ... (3:103).

	And When You Have Divorced The Women…
	Qur’an: And when you have divorced the women and they have ended their term (of waiting), then do not prevent them from marrying their husbands when they agree among themselves in a lawful manner (2:232).

	With This Is Admonished…
	Qur’an: With this is admonished whosoever among you believes in Allah and the Last Day (2:232).

	This Is More Proﬁtable And Purer For You
	Qur’an: This is more proﬁtable and purer for you (2:232).
	...reciting to them his communications and purifying them, and teaching them the Book and the Wisdom ... (3:164);

	And Allah Knows While You Do Not Know
	Qur’an: And Allah knows while you do not know (2:232).
	...and teaching them the Book and the Wisdom (3:164);

	And The Mothers Should Suckle Their Children…
	Qur’an: And the mothers should suckle their children for two whole years for him who desires to make complete the time of suckling (2:233).

	And Their Maintenance And Their Clothing…
	Qur’an: And their maintenance and their clothing must be borne by the father according to the usage; no soul shall have imposed upon it a duty but to the extent of its capacity (2:233).

	And A Similar Duty On The Heir…
	Qur’an: And a similar duty (devolves) on the (father’s) heir: The duty imposed upon the father regarding the maintenance and clothing of the suckling mother devolves, if he dies, on his heir. (2:233).

	Then If Both Desire, Weaning By Mutual Consent ...According To Usage…
	Qur’an: Then if both desire, weaning by mutual consent ...according to usage (2:233).

	And Fear Allah And Know That Allah Sees What You Do…
	Qur’an: And fear Allah and know that Allah sees what you do (2:233).

	And Those Of You Who Die And Leave Wives Behind…
	Qur’an: And (as for) those of you who die and leave wives behind, they should keep themselves in waiting for four months and ten (days) (2:234).

	Then When They Have Fully Attained Their Term…
	Qur’an: Then when they have fully attained their term, there is no blame on you for what they do for themselves in a proper manner (2:234).

	And Allah Is Aware Of What You Do…
	Qur’an: And Allah is aware of what you do (2:234).

	And There Is No Blame On You…
	Qur’an: And there is no blame on you respecting that which you speak indirectly in the asking of (such) women in marriage or keep (the proposal) concealed within your minds (2:235).
	As if they were eggs carefully sheltered: (37:49) The like of the hidden pearls (56:23).

	Allah Knows That You Will Mention Them
	Qur’an: Allah knows that you will mention them ...in a proper manner (2:235).

	And Do Not Resolve The Marriage-Tie…
	Qur’an: And do not resolve the marriage-tie until prescribed term is completed (2:235).

	And Know That Allah Knows What Is In Your Mind…
	Qur’an: And know that Allah knows what is in your mind; therefore, beware of Him, and know that Allah is Forgiving, Forbearing (2:235).

	There Is No Blame On You If You Divorce ..
	Qur’an: There is no blame on you if you divorce the women while yet you have not touched them or appointed for them a dowry (2:236).

	And Make Provision For Them…
	Qur’an: And make provision for them, on the wealthy according to his means, and on the straitened in circumstances according to his means, a provision according to usage (2:236).

	A Duty On The Doers Of Good …
	Qur’an: (this is) a duty on the doers of good (to others) (2:236).

	And If You Divorce Them Before You Have …
	Qur’an: And if you divorce them before you have touched them ...that you should remit (2:237).

	And Do Not Forget Generosity Between You …
	Qur’an: And do not forget generosity between you; surely Allah sees what you do (2:237).

	Maintain The Prayers …
	Qur’an: Maintain the prayers and the middle prayer and. stand up truly obedient to Allah (2:238).

	But If You Are In Danger ...
	Qur’an: But if you are in danger ...what you did not know (2:239).

	And Those Of You Who Die …
	Qur’an: And those of you who die and leave wives behind (make) a bequest in favour of their wives of maintenance for the year (2:240).
	Bequest is prescribed for you when death approaches one of you, if he leaves behind wealth, for parents and near relatives, according to usage, a duty (incumbent) upon those who guard (against evil) (2:180).

	And For The Divorced Women (Too) Provision …
	Qur’an: And for the divorced women (too) provision (should be made) according to usage; (this is) a duty on those who guard (against evil) (2:241).

	Thus Allah Makes Clear To You His Signs …
	Qur’an: Thus Allah makes clear to you His signs, so that you may understand (2:242).
	The sure calamity! (69:1).
	And what would make you “comprehend” what the sure calamity is! (69:3). Surely We sent it down on the night of destiny. (97:1).
	...And Allah knows what you do (2:234).
	And your Lord is the preserver of all things (34:21). And He is the Knower, the Wise (12:83).
	And they shall say: Had we but listened or pondered “na‘qil” ( ﻞﻘﻧَﻌ) we would not have been
	Have they not travelled in the land so that they should have hearts with which to understand, or ears with which to hear? For surely it is not the eyes which become blind, but blind become the hearts which are in the breasts (22:46).
	And who forsakes the religion of Ibrahim but he who makes himself a fool ... (2:130).

	Traditions
	A Scientiﬁc Discourse About Woman
	The Life Of Woman In Uncivilized Nations
	Woman In Pre-Islamic Civilizations
	Woman In Some Other Civilizations
	Woman In Arabia: The Environment In Which The Qur’an Was Revealed
	What Islam Brough For Woman
	“O you people! Surely We have created you of a male and a female, and made you nations and
	...that I will not waste the work of a worker among you, whether male or female, the one of you being from the other ... (3:195).
	Whoever does good, whether male or female, and he is a believer, We will most certainly make
	...and whoever does good, whether male or female and he is a believer, these shall enter the garden in which they shall be given sustenance without measure (40:40).
	And when a daughter is announced to one of them his face becomes black and he is full of wrath. (16:58).
	And when the buried alive shall be asked (81:8). For what sin she was killed (81:9).
	The one of you being from the other (3:195).
	And do not covet that by which Allah has made some of you excel others; men shall have the beneﬁt of what they earn and women shall have the beneﬁt of what they earn; and ask Allah of His grace; surely Allah knows all things (4:32).
	Men are the maintainers of women ... (3:34).
	Our Lord is He who gave everything its creation, then guided it (20:50). Who created, then made complete (87:2).
	Then He inspired it to understand what is wrong for it and right for it (91:8).
	Then set your face uprightly for the (right) religion - the nature made by Allah in which He has made men; there is no alteration (by anyone else) in the creation of Allah; that is the established religion ... (30:30).
	...and they have rights similar to those upon them in a just manner, and for the men is (the right) a degree above them ... (2:228).
	There is no blame on you for what they do for themselves in a proper manner (2:234).

	The Freedom Of Women In Western Civilization

	A Discussion About Marriage And Divorce

	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verse 243
	Did You Not See Those…
	Qur’an: Did you not see those who went forth from their homes, and they were (in) thousands, for fear of death (2:243).
	Did you not see that Allah created the heavens and the earth with truth? (14:19).

	Then Allah Said To Them…
	Qur’an: Then Allah said to them “Die “; (and) afterwards He gave them life. (2:243).

	But Most People Thank (Him) Not
	Qur’an: But most people thank (Him) not. (2:243).
	They shall not taste therein (i.e., in the Paradise) death except the ﬁrst death (44:56).
	O you who believe! Answer (the call of) Allah and His Apostle when he calls you to that which gives you life (8:24).
	And We delivered you from Pharaoh’s people who subjected you to severe torment (7:141). Then We raised you up after your death that you may give thanks (2:56).
	Cursed be the fellows of the ditch (85:4). Of the ﬁre (kept burning) with fuel (85:5). When they sat by it (85:6).
	And of those whom We have created are a people who guide with the truth and thereby do justice (7:181).
	Their parable is like the parable of one who ... (2:17). The likeness of this world’s life is only as ... (10:24).

	Traditions

	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 244 – 252
	And ﬁght in the way of Allah, and know that Allah is Hearing, Knowing (2:244).
	Who is it that will lend to Allah a goodly loan, so He will multiply it for him manifold, and Allah holds and extends and to Him you shall be returned (2:245).
	Did you not see the chiefs of the children of Israel after Musa, when they said to a prophet of theirs. “Raise up for us a king (that) we may ﬁght in the way of Allah”. He said: “May it not be that if ﬁghting is ordained for you, you would not ﬁght?” ...
	And their prophet said to them: “Surely Allah has raised Talut to be a king over you.” They said: “How can he hold kingship over us while we have a greater right to kingship than he, and he has not been granted an abundance of wealth?” He said: “Surel...
	And their prophet said to them: “Surely the sign of his kingship is, that there shall come to you the Ark in which there is tranquillity from your Lord and residue of the relics of what the family of Musa and the family of Harun have left, the angels ...
	So when Talut departed with the forces, he said: “Surely Allah will try you with a stream; whoever then drinks from it, he is not of me, and whoever does not taste of it, he is surely of me, except
	And when they went out against Goliath and his forces they said: “Our Lord, pour down upon us patience, and make out feet ﬁrm and help us against the unbelieving people” (2:250).
	So they routed them by Allah’s permission and Dawud slew Goliath, and Allah gave him kingship and wisdom, and taught him of what He pleased. And were it not for Allah’s repelling some men with others, the earth would certainly be in a state of disorde...
	“Our Lord, pour down upon us patience and make our feet ﬁrm and help us against the unbelieving people.” (2:250).
	Commentary
	And Fight In The Way Of Allah…
	Qur’an: And ﬁght in the way of Allah (2:244).

	And Know That Allah Is Hearing, Knowing
	Qur’an: And know that Allah is Hearing, Knowing (2:244).

	Who Is It That Will Lend To…
	Qur’an: Who is it that will lend to Allah a goodly loan, so that He will multiply it for him manifold (2:245)

	And Allah Holds And Extends…
	Qur’an: And Allah holds and extends and to Him you shall be returned (2:245).

	Did You Not See The Chiefs…
	Qur’an: Did you not see the chiefs of the children of Israel after Musa, when they said to a prophet of theirs. “Raise up for us a king (that) we may ﬁght in the way of Allah”. (2:246)

	He Said: “May It Not Be That…
	Qur’an: He said: “May it not be that if ﬁghting is ordained for you, you would not ﬁght?” (2:246).

	They Said: “And What Reason Have We…
	Qur’an: They said: “And what reason have we that we should not ﬁght in the way of Allah, and we have indeed been turned out of our homes and our children” (2:246).

	But When Fighting Was Ordained For Them They Turned Back..
	Qur’an: But when ﬁghting was ordained for them, they turned back, except a few of them, and Allah knows the unjust (2:246).

	And Their Prophet Said To Them…
	Qur’an: And their prophet said to them: “Surely Allah has raised Talut to be a king over you.” They said: “How can he hold kingship over us while we have a greater right to kingship than he,
	Qur’an: He said. “Surely Allah has chosen him over you, and He has increased him abundantly in knowledge and physique” (2:247).
	Objection 1: They had a greater right of kingship than Talut because they were from the chosen family (2:247).
	Objection 2: “and he has not been granted an abundance of wealth” (2:247).

	And Their Prophet Said To Them… (1)
	Qur’an: And their prophet said to them: “Surely the sign of his kingship is that there shall come to you the Ark in which there’s tranquillity” (2:248).


	Meaning Of “As-Sakinah”
	...and Allah is the Guardian of the believers (3:68).
	Allah is the Guardian of those who believe; He brings them out of darkness into the light; and (as to) those who disbelieve, their guardians are the Satans who take them out of the light into the darkness (2:257).
	The Satan threatens you with poverty and enjoins you to be niggardly, and Allah promises you forgiveness from Himself and abundance ... (2:268).
	He gives them promises and excites vain desires in them; and the Satan does not promise them aught but (in) deception (4:120).
	Is he who was dead then We raised him to life and made for him a light by which he walks among the people, like him whose likeness is that of one in utter darkness whence he cannot come forth? (6:122).
	O you who believe! Fear Allah and believe in His Apostle: He will give you two portions of His mercy, and make for you a light with which you will walk, and forgive you ... (57:28).
	You shall not ﬁnd a people who believe in Allah and the latter day befriending those who act in opposition to Allah and His Apostle, even though they were their (own) fathers, or their sons, or their brothers, or their kinsfolk; these are they into wh...
	He it is who sent down tranquillity into the hearts of the believers that they might have more of faith added to their faith - and Allah’s are the hosts of the heavens and the earth, and Allah is Knowing, Wise (48:4).
	...then Allah sent down His tranquillity on His Apostle and on the believers, and made them keep the word of guarding (against evil), and they were entitled to it and worthy of it (48:26).
	So When Talut Departed With…
	Qur’an: So when Talut departed with the forces ...they drank from it (2:249).

	So When He Had Crossed It…
	Qur’an: So when he had crossed it, he and those who believed with him, they said: “We have today no power against Goliath and his forces.” Those who thought that they would meet their Lord said: “How often has a small party vanquished a numerous host ...

	And When They Went Out Against Goliath…
	Qur’an: And when they went out against Goliath and his forces they said: “Our Lord, pour down upon us patience, and make out feet ﬁrm and help us against the unbelieving people” (2:250).

	So They Put Them To Flight…
	Qur’an: So they put them to ﬂight by Allah’s permission and Dawud slew Goliath, and Allah gave him kingship and wisdom, and taught him of what He pleased (2:251).

	And Were It Not For Allah’s Repelling…
	Qur’an: And were it not for Allah’s repelling some men with others, the earth would certainly be in a state of disorder; but Allah is Gracious to the creatures (2:251).
	And had there not been Allah’s repelling some people by others, certainly there would have been pulled down cloisters and churches and synagogues and mosques in which Allah’s name is much remembered (22:40).

	These Are The Signs Of Allah…

	Traditions
	A Philosophical And Social Discussion About The Struggle For Existence And The Survival Of Fittest
	Qur’an: And were it not for Allah’s repelling some men with others, the earth would certainly be in a state of disorder; but Allah is Gracious to the creatures (2:251).
	Permission (to ﬁght) is given to those upon whom war is made, for they have been oppressed, and most surely Allah is well able to assist them. (22:39).
	Those who, should We establish them in the land, will keep up prayer and pay the zakat and enjoin good and forbid evil; and Allah’s is the end of the affairs (22:41).
	He sends down water from the heavens, then the valleys ﬂow according to their measure, and the torrent bears along the swelling foam, and from what they melt in the ﬁre for the sake of (making) ornaments or apparatus arises a foam like it; thus does A...
	“for they have been oppressed, and most surely Allah is well able to assist them” (22:39); and “Those who have been expelled from their homes without a just cause except that they say, Our
	“And surely Allah will help him who helps Him; most surely Allah is Strong, Mighty” (22:40). “Those who, should We establish them in the land, will keep up prayer ...” (22:41).
	“Allah has written down, I will most certainly prevail, I and My apostles” (58:21).
	“Most surely, they shall be the assisted ones” (37:172).
	“And the faces shall be humbled before the Living, the Self-subsistent God” (20:111), “Whatever is in the heavens and the earth is His; all are obedient to Him” (2:116), “And that to your Lord is the goal” (53:42).

	History And How Much The Qur’an Is Concerned With It
	“With it Allah guides him who follows His pleasure into the ways of safety” (5:16).
	In their stories there is certainly a lesson for men of understanding (12:111).
	Indeed, there have been examples before you; therefore, travel in the earth and see what was the end of the rejectors” (3:137).


	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 253- 254
	These apostles, We have made some of them to excel others; among them are some to whom Allah spoke, and some of them He exalted by degree (of rank); and We gave clear (evidence) to ‘Isa, son of Maryam, and strengthened him with the holy spirit. And if...
	Commentary
	Qur’an: These apostles, We have made some of them to excel the others (2:253).
	“Surely the religion with Allah is Islam; and those to whom the book had been given did not differ, but after knowledge had come to them, out of envy among themselves” (3:19).
	“So that Allah may separate the impure from the pure” (8:37).
	Qur’an: Among them are some to whom Allah spoke, and some of them He exalted by degree (of rank) (2:253).
	“Then he (i.e., Muhammad) drew near, then he bowed” (53:8). “So he was the measure of two bows or closer still” (53:9).
	“And it is not for any man that Allah should speak to him except by revelation, or from behind a veil, or by sending a messenger so that he reveals by His permission what He pleases” (42:51).
	“And when Musa came at Our appointed time and his Lord spoke to him, he said: My Lord! show me (Thyself), so that I may look upon Thee. He said: You cannot (bear to) see Me but look at the mountain, if it remains ﬁrm in its place, then will you see Me...
	“And We have not sent you but to all the men ...” (34:28).
	“And We have not sent you but as a mercy to the worlds” (21:107).
	“...but he is the apostle of Allah and the last of the prophets ...” (33:40).
	“And We have revealed to you the Book with the truth, verifying what is before it of the book and a guardian over it” (5:48).
	“Say: If men and jinn should combine together to bring the like of this Qur’an, they could not bring the like of it, even though some of them were aiders of the others” (17:88).
	“Then set thy face upright to the established religion” (30:43).
	- Nuh (‘a):
	- Ibrahim (‘a):
	“And make for me a truthful tongue (i.e., goodly mention) among the posterity (26:84).
	“And We raised him to a high station (19:57).
	“We raise the degrees of whomsoever We please” (12:76).
	“And We gave to Dawud Psalm” (4:163).

	A Talk About The Speech Of Allah
	“And Allah spoke to Musa (directly) speaking (to him)” (4:164). “Among them are some to whom Allah spoke” (2:253).
	“And it is not for any man that Allah should speak to him except by revelation, or from behind a veil, or by sending a messenger so that he reveals by His permission what He pleases” (42:51).
	“Nothing is like a likeness of Him” (42:11).
	“And when Musa came to Our appointed time and his Lord spoke to him, he said: “My Lord: show me (Thyself), so that I may look upon Thee.” He said: “You can never see Me” (7:143).
	“Our Lord is He Who gave to everything its creation, then guided it” (20:50). “Then He turned to the (mercifully) that they might turn (to Him)” (9:118).
	“The Messiah, ‘Isa son of Maryam is but an apostle of Allah and His word which He communicated to Maryam” (4:171).
	“And the word of your Lord that is the highest” (9:40).
	- With man:
	- With angels:
	- With Satan:
	- With inanimate things:
	“We said: “O Fire! be cold and a safety to Ibrahim”” (21:69).
	“His command, when He intends anything is only that He says to it: ‘Be’ and it is” (36:82). “...when He has decreed a matter, He only says to it: ‘Be’ and it is” (19:35).
	“...an ant said: “O ants! enter into your dwellings ...” (27:18).
	“Make hives in the mountains and in the trees and in what they build” (16:68).
	“Surely, We have revealed to you as We revealed to Nuh and the prophets after him ...” (4:163). “And (I swear by) the soul and Him Who made it perfect” (91:7).
	“The truth then it is and the truth do I speak” (38:84).
	“Surely We have revealed to you as We revealed to Nuh and the prophets after him ...” (4:163).
	Qur’an: And We gave clear (evidence) to ‘Isa, son of Maryam, and strengthened him with the holy spirit (2:253).
	“Certainly, We sent Our apostles with clear evidence” (57:25).
	And If Allah Had Pleased…
	Qur’an: And if Allah had pleased, those after them would not have fought one with another after clear arguments had come to them” (2:253).

	But They Differed…
	Qur’an: But they differed; so there were some of them who believed and others who denied (2:253).

	And If Allah Had So Pleased…
	Qur’an: And if Allah had so pleased, they would not have fought one with another, but Allah does what He intends (2:253).

	O You Who Believe…
	Qur’an: O You who believe! Spend out of what We have given you, before the day comes in which


	Traditions
	“And people were naught but a single nation, then they disagreed; and had not a word already gone forth from your Lord, the matter would have certainly been decided between them in respect of that concerning which they disagree” (10:19).
	“...and they shall continue to differ” (11:118).
	“Or do you think that you would enter the Garden while yet the like of those who have passed away before you has not come upon you?” (2:214).

	A Philosophical Discussion About The Speech Of Allah
	“Among them are some to whom Allah spoke” (2:253). “And Allah spoke to Musa (directly) speaking” (4:164). “And Allah said: “O ‘Isa!”” (3:55).
	“Surely, We have revealed to you” (4:163).


	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verse 255
	Allah Is He Besides Whom There Is No God…
	Qur’an: Allah is He besides Whom there is no god, the Ever-living, the Self-subsisting by Whom all subsist (2:255).
	“Know that Allah gives life to the earth after its death” (29:17).
	“Neither are the living and the dead alike” (35:22). “We have made of water every thing living” (21:30).
	“...and are pleased with the world’s life and are content with it ...” (10:7).
	“...this world’s life is nothing compared with hereafter but (only a) means (13:26); “...coveting the (transitory) goods of this world’s life ...” (4:94).
	“And this world’s life is naught but a play and an idle sport ...” (6:32). “...and this world’s life is naught but means of deception” (57:20).
	“And this life of the world is nothing but a sport and a play; and as for the next abode, the most surely is the life - did they but know!” (29:64).
	“They shall call therein for every fruit in security” (44:55).
	“They shall have therein what they wish and with Us is more yet” (50:35).
	“Is it He then who stands over (i.e., watches) every soul as to what it earns?” (13:33).
	“Allah bears witness that there is no god but He (and so do the angels and those possessed of knowledge), standing with (maintaining) justice, there is no god but He, the Mighty, the Wise” (3:18).
	“Slumber does not overtake Him nor sleep” (2:255).

	Slumber Does Not Overtake Him…
	Qur’an: “Slumber does not overtake Him nor sleep” (2:255).

	Whatever Is In The Heavens…
	Qur’an: Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth is His; who is he that can intercede with Him but by His permission? (2:255).
	“Surely your Lord is Allah Who created the heavens and the earth in six periods, and He is ﬁrmly established on the ‘Arsh (Throne) regulating the affair; there is no intercessor except after His permission; this is Allah, your Lord; therefore, worship...
	“All those who are in the heavens and the earth do beseech Him; every day He is in a (new) splendour” (55:29).

	He Knows What Is Before Them…
	Qur’an: “He knows what is before them and what is behind them, and they cannot comprehend anything out of His knowledge except what He pleases” (2:255).
	“…Nay! They are honoured servants” (21:26).
	“He knows what is before them and what is behind them, and they do not intercede except for him whom He approves, and for fear of Him they tremble (21:28).
	And we do not come down but by the command of your Lord; His is whatever is before us and whatever is behind us and whatever is between these, and your Lord is not forgetful (19:64).
	“Except to him whom He chooses of an apostle; for surely He makes a guard to march before him and after him” (72:27).
	“...and there is not a single thing but gloriﬁes Him with His praise, but you do not understand their gloriﬁcation” (17:44).
	“...and O, that those who are unjust could see, when they see the chastisement, that the power is wholly Allah’s, and that Allah is severe in requitting (evil)” (2:165)
	“Surely He is the Knowing, the Wise” (12:83).

	His Chair Extends Over The Heavens And The Earth..
	Qur’an: His Chair extends over the heavens and the earth (2:255).

	And The Preservation Of Them Both…
	Qur’an: And the preservation of them both tires Him not, and He is the Most High, the Great (2:255).

	Traditions
	“Allah is He besides Whom there is no god; His are the very best names” (20:8).
	“...and there does not lie concealed from your Lord the weight of an atom in the earth or in the heaven, nor any thing than that nor greater, but it is in a clear book” (10:61).
	“And there is not a thing but with Us are the treasures of it, and We do not send it down but in a known measure” (15:21).


	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 256- 257
	There is no compulsion in the religion; truly the right way has become clearly distinct from error; therefore, whoever disbelieves the rebels (false deities) and believes in Allah, he indeed has laid hold on the strongest handle, for which there is no...
	Qur’an: There is no compulsion in the religion; truly the right way has become clearly distinct from error (2:256).
	“...then if you ﬁnd in them maturity of intellect: “rushdan” ( 4:6) ”(ﺷْﺪاًر).
	“...and kill them wherever you ﬁnd them ...” (4:89). “And ﬁght in the way of Allah ...” (2:190).
	Qur’an: Therefore, whoever disbelieves in the rebels (false deities) and believes in Allah, he indeed has laid hold on the strongest handle, for which there is no break off (2:257)
	For Which There Is No Break Off…
	Qur’an: For which there is no break off; and Allah is Hearing, Knowing (2:257).

	Traditions

	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 258- 260
	Did you not see him who disputed with Ibrahim about his Lord, because Allah had given him the kingdom? When Ibrahim said: “My Lord is He Who gives life and cause to die”, he said: “I give life and cause death.” Ibrahim said: “So surely Allah brings th...
	Or like him who passed by a town, and it had fallen down upon its roofs; he said: “How will Allah give it life after its death?” So Allah caused him to die for a hundred years, then raised him to life. He said: “How long have you tarried?” He said: “I...
	Did You Not See Him Who Disputed With…
	Qur’an: Did you not see him who disputed with Ibrahim about his Lord (2:258).
	“I am your most high Lord” (79:24).
	“...and to forsake you and your gods?” (7:127).

	Because Allah Had Given Him The Kingdom?
	Qur’an: Because Allah had given him the kingdom? (2:258).
	“And Pharaoh’s family took him (Musa) up, so that he might be an enemy and a grief for them” (28:8).
	“And seek by means of what Allah has given you the future abode ...” (28:77).
	“Did you not see those who changed Allah’s favour for ungratefulness and made their people to alight into the abode of perdition?” (14:28).
	“Or do they envy the people for what Allah has given them of His grace? So indeed we have given to Ibrahim’s children the Book and the wisdom, and We have given them a great kingdom” (4:54).
	“O my people! Yours is the kingdom this day, being masters in the land ...” (40:29).
	“O my people! Is not the kingdom of Egypt mine?” (43:51).
	“...to Him (i.e. Allah) belongs the kingdom ...” (64:1).
	“Our Lord! Surely, Thou host given to Pharaoh and his chiefs ﬁnery and riches in this world’s life
	“...and We had given him of the treasures, so much so that its keys would certainly weigh down a company of men possessed of strength ...” (28:76).
	“Leave Me and him whom I created alone” (74:11). “And I gave him vast riches ...” (74:12).

	When Ibrahim Said…
	Qur’an: When Ibrahim said: “My Lord is He Who gives life and causes to die” (2:258).
	“Surely I have turned my face, being upright, wholly to Him Who originated the heavens and the earth, and I am not of the polytheists” (6:79).

	He Said: I Give Life And Cause Death…
	Qur’an: he said: “I give life and cause death” (2:258).

	Ibrahim Said: So Surely Allah…
	Qur’an: Ibrahim said: “So surely Allah brings the sun from the east, then bring it (you) from the west”; thus, he who disbelieved was confounded (2:258).

	And Allah Does Not Guide Aright The Unjust People
	Qur’an: And Allah does not guide aright the unjust people (2:258).
	“And who is more unjust than he who forges a lie against Allah while he is invited to Islam? And Allah does not guide the unjust people” (61:7).
	“But when they turned aside; Allah made their hearts turn aside; and Allah does not guide the transgressing people” (61:5).

	Good And Evil Deeds, Vis-À-Vis Guidance And Misguidance
	“And as for the good land, its vegetation springs forth (abundantly) by the permission of its Lord, and (as for) that which is bad (its herbage) comes forth but scantily” (7:58).
	“You shall not ﬁnd any alteration in the system of Allah, and you shall not ﬁnd any change in the system of Allah” (35:43).
	“So that He may manifest the truth of what was true and show the falsehood of what was false ...” (8:8).
	“Have you not seen how Allah sets forth a parable of a good word (being) like a good tree, whose root is ﬁrmly ﬁxed and whose branches are in heaven” (14:24).
	“And the parable of an evil word is as an evil tree pulled up from the earth’s surface, it has no stability” (14:26).
	“I seek Allah’s refuge! Surely my Lord made good my abode: Surely the unjust do not prosper” (12:23).
	“And (as for) those who strive hard for Us, We will most certainly guide them unto Our ways; and Allah is most surely with the doers of good” (29:69).
	“...and the (good) end is for piety” (20:132).
	“He sends down water from the heavens, then the valleys ﬂow according to their measure, and the torrent bears along the swelling foam; and from what they melt in the ﬁre for the sake of (making) ornaments or apparatus arises a scum like it, thus does ...
	Qur’an: Or like him who passed by a town, and it had fallen down upon its roofs (2:259).
	“My Lord! show me how Thou givest life to the dead” (2:260).
	“And this was Our argument which We gave to Ibrahim against his people; We exalt in dignity whom We please ...” (6:83).
	“And He it is Who originates the creation, then returns it, and it is most easy to Him; and His are the most exalted attributes in the heavens and in the earth, and He is the Mighty, the Wise” (30:27).
	He Said: “How Will Allah Give It Life After Its Death?
	Qur’an: he said: “How will Allah give it life after its death?” (2:259).

	So Allah Caused Him To Die For A Hundred Years…
	Qur’an: So Allah caused him to die for a hundred years, then raised him to life (2:259).

	He Said: How Long Have You Tarried?
	Qur’an: He said: “How long have you tarried?” He said: “I have tarried a day or a part of a day”. Said He: “Nay! You have tarried a hundred years” (2:259).

	Then Look At Your Food And Drink…
	Qur’an: “then look at your food and drink - years have not passed over it; and look at your donkey; and that We may make you a sign to men; and look at the bones, how We assemble them together, then clothe them with ﬂesh” (2:259)
	“‘then when He raised him to life, He said ...’ See how the ﬁrst divine talk with Musa has been mentioned: So when he came to it, a voice called: O Musa” (20:11).
	“Surely they think it to be far off” (70:6). “And We see it nigh” (70:7).
	“And at the time when the Hour shall come, the guilty shall swear (that) they did not tarry but an hour; thus, they used to utter lies” (30:55).
	Qur’an: So when it became clear to him, he said: “I know that Allah has power over all things” (2:259).

	And (Remember) When Ibrahim Said…
	Qur’an: And (remember) when Ibrahim said: “My Lord! Show me how Thou givest life to the dead” (2:260).
	“His command, when He intends anything, is only that He says to it, “Be”, and it is” (36:82).
	“Then He directed Himself to the heaven and it was a vapour, so He said to it and to the earth: “Come both, willingly or unwillingly” They both said: “We come willingly”” (41:11).
	“Therefore, glory be to Him in Whose hand is the kingdom of everything ...” (36:83).
	“And among His signs is this, that you see the earth still, but when We send down on it the water, it stirs and swells: most surely, He Who gives it life is the Giver of life to the dead; surely He has power over all things” (41:39).
	“Have they not seen that Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth and was not tired by their creation, is able to give life to the dead? Aye! He has surely power over all things” (46:33).

	He Said: What! And Do You Not Believe?
	Qur’an: He said: “What! and do you not believe?” He said: “Certainly, but that my heart may be at ease” (2:260).

	He Said: Then Take Four Of The Birds
	Qur’an: He said: “Then take four of the birds, then cut them (into pieces), then place on every mountain a part of them, they will come to you” (2:260).
	“[Pharaoh] said: “Then what is the state of the. former generation?”” (20: 51).
	“And they say: “What! when we have become lost in the earth, shall we then indeed be in a new creation?” Nay! they are disbelievers in the meeting of their Lord” (32:10).

	And Know That Allah Is Mighty..
	Qur’an: And know that Allah is Mighty, Wise (2:260).


	Traditions

	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 261- 274
	The parable of those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah is as the parable of a grain growing seven ears, in every ear there are a hundred grains; and Allah multiplies for whom He pleases; and Allah is Ample-giving, All-knowing (2:261).
	Those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah, then do not follow up what they have spent with reproach or injury, for them is their reward with their Lord, and they shall have no fear nor shall they grieve (2:262).
	A kind word and forgiveness is better than charity followed by injury; and Allah is Self-sufﬁcient, Forbearing (2:263).
	O you who believe! do not nullify your charity by reproach and injury, like him who spends his wealth to be seen of men and does not believe in Allah and the last day. So his parable is as the parable of a smooth rock with (some) earth upon it, then a...
	And the parable of those who spend their wealth seeking the pleasure of Allah and keeping ﬁrm their souls is as the parable of a garden on an elevated ground, upon which heavy rain falls so it brings forth its fruit twofold; but if heavy rain does not...
	Would anyone of you like that he should have a garden of palms and vines with streams ﬂowing beneath it; he has in it all kinds of fruits; and old age has overtaken him and he has weak offspring, when (lo!) a whirlwind with ﬁre in it smites it so it g...
	O you who believe! spend (benevolently) out of the good things that you have earned and of what We have brought forth for you out of the earth, and do not aim at what is bad of it, that you may spend (in charity), while you would not take it yourselve...
	Satan threatens you with poverty and enjoins you to abomination; and Allah promises you
	He grants wisdom to whom He pleases, and whoever is granted wisdom, he indeed is given a great good; and none but men of understanding mind (2:269).
	And whatever alms you give or (whatever) vow you vow, surely Allah knows it, and the oppressors shall have no helpers (2:270).
	If you give alms openly, it is well, and if you hide it and give it to poor, it is better for you; and this will remove from you some of your sins; and Allah is aware of what you do (2:271).
	To make them walk in the right way is not incumbent on you, but Allah guides aright whom He pleases; and whatever good thing you spend, it is to your own good, and you do not spend but to seek Allah’s pleasure, and whatever good thing you spend shall ...
	(Charity is) for the poor who are besieged in the way of Allah - they cannot go about in the land; the ignorant man thinks them to be rich on account of their self-control (from begging); thou wouldst recognize them by their countenance; they do not b...
	Spending In The Way Of Allah
	“Then set your face uprightly for the (right) religion in natural devotion (to the truth); the nature made by Allah in which He has made men; there is no alteration in the creation of Allah; that is the right religion, but most people do not know” (30...
	“Of those who, divided their religion and became sects, every sect rejoicing in what they have with them” (30:32).
	“So as to be ungrateful for what We have given them; but enjoy yourselves (for a while), for you shall soon come to know” (30:34).
	“And whatever you lay out as interest, so that it may increase in the property of men, it shall not increase with Allah; and whatever you give in charity, desiring Allah’s pleasure - it is these (persons) that shall get manifold” (30:39).
	“Say: “Travel in the land, then see how was the end of those (who were) before (you); most of them were polytheists.”” (30:42).

	Commentary
	The Parable Of Those…
	Qur’an: The parable of those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah is as the parable of a grain ... (2:261).
	“And the parable of those who disbelieve is as the parable of one who shouts to that which hears not but a call and a cry ...” (2:171).
	“The likeness of this world’s life is only as water which We sent down from the sky; by its mingling, the herbage of the earth which men and cattle eat grows; until when the earth puts on its golden raiment and it becomes garnished, and its people thi...
	“So his parable is as the parable of a smooth rock ...” (2:264).
	“And the parable of an evil word is as an evil tree pulled up from the earth’s surface; it has no stability” (14:26).
	similitude of the donkey bearing books” (62:5).

	Growing Seven Ears
	Qur’an: Growing seven ears, in every ear there are a hundred grains (2:264).

	And Allah Multiplies For Whom…
	Qur’an: And Allah multiplies for whom He pleases; and Allah is Ample-giving, All-knowing (2:261).
	“Who is it that will lend to Allah a goodly loan, so He will multiply it for him manifold” (2:245).
	“Allah is He Who made for you the night that you may rest therein and the day to see; most surely Allah is Gracious to men” (40:61).

	Those Who Spend Their Wealth…
	Qur’an: Those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah, then do not follow up what they have spent with reproach or injury, for them is their reward with their Lord, and they shall have no fear nor shall they grieve (2:262).
	“Then they pursued them at sunrise” (26:60).

	A Kind Word And Forgiveness Is…
	Qur’an: A kind word and forgiveness is better than charity followed by injury and Allah is Self- sufﬁcient, Forbearing (2:263)

	O You Who Believe! Do Not Nullify
	Qur’an: O you who believe! Do not nullify your charity by reproach and injury (2:264).

	Like Him Who Spends His Wealth To Be Seen Of Men…
	Qur’an: Like him who spends his wealth to be seen of men and does not believe in Allah and the last day (2:264).

	So His Parable Is As The Parable Of A Smooth Rock…
	Qur’an: so his parable is as the parable of a smooth rock with earth upon it, then a heavy rain falls upon it, so it leaves it bare; they shall not be able to gain anything of what they have earned; and Allah does not guide the unbelieving people (2:2...

	And The Parable Of Those Who Spend…
	Qur’an: And the parable of those who spend their wealth seeking the pleasure of Allah and keeping ﬁrm their souls (2:265).

	As The Parable Of A Garden On An Elevated Ground…
	Qur’an: as the parable of a garden on an elevated ground, upon which heavy rain falls so it brings forth its fruit twofold but if heavy rain does not fall upon it, then light rain (is sufﬁcient); and Allah sees what you do (2:265).

	Would Anyone Of You Like ...
	Qur’an: Would anyone of you like that he should have a garden of palms and vines with streams ﬂowing beneath it; he has in it all kinds of fruits; and old age has overtaken him and he has weak offspring, when (lo!) a whirlwind with ﬁre in it smites it...

	O You Who Believe! Spend…
	Qur’an: O you who believe! Spend (benevolently) out of the good things that you have earned and of what We have brought forth for you out of the earth, and do not aim at what is bad of it, that you may spend (in charity), while you would not take it y...

	Satan Threatens You With Poverty…
	Qur’an: Satan threatens you with poverty and enjoins you to abomination; and Allah promises you forgiveness from Himself and abundance; and Allah is Ample-giving, All-knowing (2:268).
	“And that He it is Who enriches and gives to hold” (53:48).
	“If He gives us out of His grace, we will certainly give alms and we will certainly be of the good” (9:75).
	“So He made hypocrisy to follow as a consequence into their hearts till the day when they shall
	“Those who taunt the free-givers of alms among the believers and them who cannot ﬁnd but their hard earnings, so they scoff at them; Allah will pay them back their scofﬁng, for them is a painful chastisement” (9:79).
	“...and what is there after the truth but error?” (10:32). “Say: “Allah guides to the truth” (10:35).

	He Grants Wisdom To Whom He Pleases
	Qur’an: He grants wisdom to whom He pleases (2:269).

	And Whoever Is Granted Wisdom…
	Qur’an: And whoever is granted wisdom, he indeed is given a great good (2:269).
	“...and We had given him of the treasures, so much that its keys would certainly weigh down a company of men possessed of strength” (28:76).

	And None But Men Of Understanding Mind
	Qur’an: And none but men of understanding mind (2:269).

	And Whatever Alms You Give..
	Qur’an: And whatever alms you give or whatever vow you vow surely Allah knows it; and the oppressors shall have no helpers (2:270).
	“...do not despair of the mercy of Allah; surely Allah forgives the faults altogether ...” (39:53). “And return to your Lord ...” (39:54).
	“...and they do not intercede except for him whom He approves ...” (21:28).
	“Except the people of the right hand” (74:39). “In gardens; they shall ask each other” (7:40). “About the guilty” (7:41).
	“They shall say: “We were not of those who prayed” (7:43). “And we used not to feed the poor …” (7:44).
	“...and woe to the polytheists” (41:6).

	If You Give Alms Openly…
	Qur’an: If you give alms openly, it is well, and if you hide it and give it to poor, it is better for you; and this will remove from you some of your sins; and Allah is aware of what you do (2:271).

	To Make Them Walk In The Right Way…
	Qur’an: To make them walk in the right way is not incumbent on you, but Allah guides aright whom He pleases (2:272).
	“Do not move your tongue with it to make haste with it” (75:16). “Surely on Us is the collecting of it and the reciting of it” (75:17). “Therefore, when We have recited it, then follow its recitation (75:18).

	And Whatever Good Thing You Spend ...
	Qur’an: and whatever good thing you spend, it is to your own good, and you do not spend but to seek Allah’s pleasure, and whatever good thing you spend shall be paid back to you in full, and you shall not be wronged (2:272).

	(Charity Is) For The Poor Who Are Besieged In The Way Of Allah ...
	Qur’an: [Charity is] for the poor who are besieged in the way of Allah - they cannot go about in the land; the ignorant man thinks them to be rich on account of their self-control (from begging); thou wouldst recognize them by their countenance; they ...

	Those Who Spend Their Wealth ...
	Qur’an: Those who spend their wealth by night and by day, secretly and openly, for them is their reward with their Lord, and they shall have no fear, nor shall they grieve (2:274).


	Traditions
	4: “Except the weakened ones from among the men ...” (4:98).


	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 275- 281
	Those who swallow down interest cannot stand except as one whom Satan has confounded with (his) touch does stand. That is because they say, trade is only like interest. And Allah has allowed trade and forbidden interest. To whomsoever then the admonit...
	Allah effaces interest, and He causes charities to grow; and Allah does not love any ungrateful sinner (2:276).
	Surely, they who believe and do good deeds and establish prayer and pay the poor-rate they shall have their reward with their Lord and they shall have no fear, nor shall they grieve (2:277).
	O you who believe! fear Allah and forgo what remains (due) from interest, if you are believers (2:278).
	But if you do (it) not, then be apprised of war from Allah and His Apostle; and if you repent, then you shall have your capital; neither shall you deal unjustly, nor shall you be dealt with unjustly
	And if (the debtor) is in straitened circumstances, then let there be respite until (he is in) ease; and that you remit (it) as alms is better for you, if you knew (2:280).
	O you who believe! do not devour interest, making it double and redouble, and fear Allah, that you may succeed (3:130).
	“And whatever you lay out as interest, so that it may increase in the properties of men, it shall not increase with Allah; and whatever you give in charity, desiring Allah’s pleasure - it is these (persons) that shall get manifold” (30:39).
	“And their (Jews’) taking interest, though indeed forbidden were they against it” (4:161).
	Then evil was the end of those who did evil (30:10).
	Commentary
	Those Who Swallow Down Interest…
	Qur’an: Those who swallow down interest cannot stand except as one whom Satan has confounded with (his) touch does stand (2:275).
	“...so that men may stand with justice” (57:25).
	“and most surely it is a Mighty Book” (41:41).
	“Most surely it is a decisive word” (86:13). “And it is no joke” (86:14).
	“Satan has afﬂicted me with toil and torment” (38:41).

	That Is Because They Say…
	Qur’an: That is because they say, trade is only like interest (2:275).

	And Allah Has Allowed Trade…
	Qur’an: And Allah has allowed trade and forbidden interest (2:276).
	“O you who believe! do not devour interest making it double and redouble, and fear Allah, that you may succeed” (3:130).

	To Whomsoever Then The Admonition…
	Qur’an: To whomsoever then the admonition has come from his Lord, then he desists, for him shall be what has already passed, and his affair rests with Allah; and whoever returns (to it) - these are the inmates of the ﬁre; they shall abide in it (2:275).

	Allah Effaces Interest…
	Qur’an: Allah effaces interest, and causes charities to grow (2:276).
	“And never did We destroy a town but it had a ﬁxed-term” (15:4).
	“And We bring these days to men by turns” (3:140).

	And Allah Does Not Love Any Ungrateful Sinner…
	Qur’an: And Allah does not love any ungrateful sinner (2:276).

	Surely They Who Believe ...
	Qur’an: Surely, they who believe and do good deeds and establish prayer and pay the poor-rate they shall have their reward with their Lord and they shall have no fear, nor shall they grieve (2:277).

	O You Who Believe! Fear Allah And…
	Qur’an: O you who believe! fear Allah and forgo what remains (due) from interest, if you are believers (2:278).

	But If You Do (It) Not…
	Qur’an: But if you do (it) not, then be apprised of war from Allah and His Apostle (2:279).
	“And when We wish to destroy a town, We send Our commandment to the people of it who lead easy lives, but they transgress therein; thus the word proves true against it, so We destroy it with

	And If (The Debtor) Is In Straitened Circumstances…
	Qur’an: And if (the debtor) is in straitened circumstances, then let there be respite until (he is in) ease (2:280).

	And That You Remit (It) As Alms Is Better For You..
	Qur’an: and that you remit (it) as alms is better for you, if you knew (2:280).

	And Fear The Day In Which You Shall…
	Qur’an: And fear the day in which you shall be returned to Allah; then every soul shall be paid back in full what it has earned, and they shall not be dealt with unjustly (2:281).


	Traditions
	About Interest
	Another Discourse About Interest
	“And whatever you lay out as interest, so that it may increase in the properties of men, it shall not increase with Allah; and whatever you give in charity, desiring Allah’s pleasure - it is these that shall get manifold” (30:39).



	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 282 - 283
	O you who believe! when you deal with each other in contracting a loan for a ﬁxed time, then write it down; and let a scribe write it down between you with justice; and the scribe should not refuse to write as Allah has taught him, so he should write;...
	O You Who Believe! When You Deal With..
	Qur’an: O you who believe! when you deal with each other in contracting a loan for a ﬁxed time, then write it down; and let a scribe write it down between you with justice; and the scribe should not refuse to write as Allah has taught him, so he shoul...


	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verse 284
	Whatever Is In The Heavens And Whatever Is In The Earth Is Allah’s
	Qur’an: Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth is Allah’s (2:284).

	And Whether You Manifest What Is In…
	Qur’an: and whether you manifest what is in your souls or hide it, Allah will call you to account for it (2:284).
	“Allah will not call you to account for what is vain in your oaths, but He will call you to account for what your hearts have earned” (2:225).
	“...surely the hearing and the sight and the heart, all of these, shall be questioned about that” (17:36).
	“Surely (as for) those who love that scandal should circulate respecting those who believe, they shall have a grievous chastisement in this world and the hereafter ...” (24:19).
	“...and (He) did not lay upon you any hardship in religion” (22:78).

	Then He Will Forgive Whom He Pleases…
	Qur’an: then He will forgive whom He pleases and chastise whom He pleases; and Allah is powerful over all things (2:284).

	Traditions

	Surah Al-Baqarah: Verses 285- 286
	The Apostle believes in what has been revealed to him from his Lord, and (so do) the believers; they all believe in Allah and His angels and His books and His apostles; We make no difference between any of His apostles; and they say: “We hear and obey...
	Commentary
	The Apostle Believes In What Has Been…
	Qur’an: The Apostle believes in what has been revealed to him from his Lord, and (so do) the believers (2:285).
	“...then Allah sent down His tranquillity on His Apostle and on the believers” (48:26).

	They All Believe In Allah…
	Qur’an: they all believe in Allah and His angels and His books and His apostles (2:285).

	We Make No Difference Between Any Of His Apostles
	Qur’an: We make no difference between any of His apostles (2:285).
	“And when Ibrahim and Isma‘il were raising the foundations of the House; “Our Lord! accept from us; surely Thou art the Hearing, the Knowing”” (2:127).

	And They Say: We Hear And Obey
	Qur’an: And they say: “We hear and obey; Our Lord! Thy forgiveness (do we crave), and to Thee is (our) march” (2:285).
	“And I did not create the jinn and the human beings except that they should worship Me” (51:56). “I do not desire from them any sustenance and I do not desire that they should feed Me” (51:57).
	“And that you should worship Me; this is the right way” (36:61).
	“We said: Get down you therefrom all together; and when there comes to you a guidance from Me, then whoever follows My guidance, no fear shall come upon them, nor shall they grieve” (2:38).

	Allah Does Not Impose Upon Any Soul…
	Qur’an: Allah does not impose upon any soul a duty but to the extent of its ability; for it is (the beneﬁt of) what it has earned, and upon it (the evil of) what it has wrought (2:286).

	Our Lord! Do Not Punish Us…
	Qur’an: Our Lord! Do not punish us if we forget or do a mistake (2:286).

	Our Lord! Do Not Lay On Us A Burden…
	Qur’an: Our Lord! Do not lay on us a burden as Thou didst lay on those before us (2:286).

	Our Lord! Do Not Impose Upon Us…
	Qur’an: Our Lord! Do not impose upon us that which we have not the strength to bear (2:286).

	And Pardon Us And Forgive Us And Have Mercy On Us
	Qur’an: And pardon us and forgive us and have mercy on us (2:286).

	Thou Art Our Guardian So Help Us…
	Qur’an: Thou art our Guardian, so help us against the unbelieving people (2:286).
	“...and Allah is the Guardian of the believers” (3:68).
	“Say: “This is my way: I invite you unto Allah; with clear sight (are) I and he who follows me; and glory be to Allah, and I am not of the polytheists” (12:108).
	“He has prescribed for you of the religion what He enjoined upon Nuh and that which We have revealed unto you, and that which We enjoined upon Ibrahim and Musa and ‘Isa, that establish the religion and be not divided therein” (42:13).
	Wa al-hamdu li ’l-Lah (And praise and thank be to Allah).
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